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SAC, MEW YORK (100-66938) 10/6/59

SA HARRY P. QUINN

BOB COE
is-e

Identity of Informant : MY I749-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Reliability i Mho has furnished reliable
information In the past

©ate; 9/10/59

MY 1749-3* has reported that m 9/10/593 £8B» (BAKE)
contacted ROSE and BOB (COE) sfogy told ran, that they split the
family for vacation. BOB ana

"here”: beca
went up

.eaves next wee]

PHIL said he contacted BOB about this auto repair thing,
BOB told him the place ia at 812 Ramson Ave., telephone # HY 5-9233*
ask fori I

and to mention BOB’a name* BOB told
PHIL that ROXY, the girl who used to work with "us" came to see
him that day and she mentioned seeing PHIL at "a certain exhibition”

.

BOB said she works nearby and will be in again from time to time.

BOB also said he met some interesting people up there
(N.H.), but had bad weather. BOB and PHIL agreed to get together
soon. PHIL said he would probably be busy until after the 40th
anniversary on the 25th and asked if BOB had seen the current
issue of ’’Pa".

1- Mew York (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (422)
d-Jfe* York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
Tips New York (100- \ (ROSE C0B)f/jLa\
1- New York (100-66938)
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10/7/59

PLAIN TEXT

TO * SAC, NEW HAVEN (100-

FRQH 4 SAC, NY (100-56579)

SUSdSCTt PHILIP BART
IS-C; SA-40

NY 1750-S* advised 10/6/59* that the subject
had contacted SXD TAYLOR in Ifew Haven, Conn, and made
arrmgememts to meet with him at 6 s 00 PM, at ISO Valley
Street, Net? Haven, on Friday, 10/9/59* TAYIOR instructed
that when BAHT ®ot to Mew Haven, he (BAHT) should call him
from the Three Judges Restaurant

•

Source advised that subject later told his
wife that he had been trying to get together with TAYLOR
for over sin months and now TAYLOR says he is too busy,
and tried to "wiggle out." He said he plans to see
TAYLOR^^day night, stay over, and then ’’pick up" his

As per recent Bureau instructions re the
travel of CP National Functionaries, New Haven is requested
to surveili the subject to determine his contacts, except
when he is in the oorapany of an informant or covered by
a source*

2-* New Haven (100-
1^81 (100-56579)

)(M)
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‘tQ (100-31723) 9/22/59

SA UIU-IAII E, HUGHES

OPtSA - ORGAHIZATIOE
J.S M

8:co p.n., 9/13/59, and told E3BRIED ho bad tried several times
du2*?n v J,

'b

^

day to reach HAbHIEU without success, so ho had toon at
the roci*5cnee of JOSEPH ROBERTS for awhile. He said ho would call
ITABHIED lator in tho evenin':. The informant learned that BART
did not call had: to HABRIED until after 11:00 p.e1. and told
EABRIED that since tho hour was late he would phone UiiBPaCD in
the norninv, 9/1V59* and arrange to coot with him. This was
agreeable to 1JAEHIED,

Bov* information of How Yorh, T-HCHAS lianiED is District
Chairman, CPEPB. Additional information rocardin- BART*s trip to

Philadelphia will bo forwarded to hew Yorl:.

1 ~ he:: Yorl: (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (REGISTERED MIL)

Philadelphia
1 - 100-31723

,

1 - ICQ-33150 (CPUSA BACTIONAI
1 - 1C0-22157 (PHIL Em?)
1 - v5-l68o (THOMS A/iBErED)

1 - 10j-38020 (JOSEPH ROBERTS

)
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3284) 9/29/59

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579)

PHILIP BART
IS - C
SA, 1940
WEEKLY SUMMARY
9/21 - 27/59
CINAL

9/21/59

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject and his
wife, CONNIE, while discussing the preparations for
the funeral of ANDY ONDA mentioned EUGENE DENNIS and
the subject commented that ho would never be a popular
leader. Ho said that DENNIS Just, isn’t built for"
popularity but a person like BEN DAVIS is a natural.
He commented that in a situation like the funeral to
be held tomorrow for ANDY ONDA, DAVIS knows how to handle
things and will come off just fine.

The subject’s wife commented that BIEL
SCHNEIDER11AN from California was another person like
DENNIS and she labelled "darnsnob".

The subject then told his wife that EUGENE
DEMIS had again questioned him as to whether CONNIE
was interested in coming back to the active leadership
of the CP. From the discussion it appears that DENNIS
wishes CONNIE BART to taka some position in the National
Office of the CP, USA. BART said that he told DENNIS
he couldn’t answer for his wife and pointed out that she
had refused in the pact. The subject laughingly
commented that personally if the position was 00on and
between CONNIE and BILL PATTERSON, he would vote for
PATTERSON.

CONNIE BART then advised her husband when ho

2 - Bureau (100-32C4) (Ril)

1 - Now York (100-56579)

HPQskoh
(3)



NY 100-56579

said that he expected to see MORRIS CHILDS * that CHILDS
usually talks in hieroglyphics hut he is supposed

to ho so hush hush . He should ho told rot to talk
so freely on the telephone because if I can m!;e out
when he moans then anyone else could, 1 *

The subject and his wife then discussed
the coming Eastern Regional Conference of the CP,
USA to he hold on 9/26 and 27/59 in NY and ho
commented that JIM TORMEY would fit in very well and
is was the type of meeting that was "right up his
alley11

. His wife commented that she wouldn't <••0

to the mooting if BETTY GANNETT, TORMEY »s wife" wasn't
going to ho there* The subject commented that if
GANNETT doesn't show no one would he sorry and that
she is a psychopath and the worse snob ho has eve -

known.

The subject then discussed CLARENCE HATHAWAY,
Minnesota CP member, and commented that "he Is coming
through nicely, taking on more work and helping out
a lot” . BART said that when HATHAWAY was expelled
from the OP he never became bitterly opposed to it.
He said that DENNIS advised that HATHAWAY* s political
acumen is up to date even though ho is 65 years oltf
and^ retired. He said that HATnAUAY wrote a beautiful
letter and had it circularised on why he would never
talk to the RBI because it would desecrate the
constitution. CONNIE commented that HATHAWAY had been
expelled from the CP about the time she Joined and
PHIL retorted that It was about 1938. The subject then
advised that "DOC" BLUMBERG is making a demandto get
back into the Party and that the CP will have to consider
it. CONNIE commented that if they could Just get one
person back from the right wing it would help, she
said that it wouldn't surprise her if MARTHA STONE would

2 -
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NY 100-56579

rejoin the CP. PHIL commented that this was possible
but that STONE'S leaving the CP was an emotional thing
and her return also would have to be emotional.

The BARTS then discussed the living standards
of the leadership of the CP* USA and CONNIE said that
"most of the leadership have a very high standard of
living," The subject retorted that whatever they x.

Tant
they get or they already have,

NY 1749-S* adviced that the subject had
spoken to ROSE HERMAN, Wife of IRVING HERMAN, former
Security Director of the CP Underground, The subject
told her that he was attempting to get in touch with
her husband to make arrangements to meat him for a talk,

9/22/59

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject and his
wife had discussed the funeral of ANDY ONDA which had
taken place that day. The subject was very critical
of the funeral which he said had turned into a right
wing affair. He said that HY LUMER had been on the
rostrum giving a talk when a letter was thrust unon
him and he was told THERESA ONDA had requested it to
be read. He said the letter was from AL LAN1I0I7 in
California and that HY did not have a chance to look
at it before reading it. PHIL termed the letter a
"wicked diabribe and the -lowest form of gutter politics"

.

Ho said the funeral was used as a display of factionalism
and they used a body of a dead man to cover the occasion.
He commented that BEN DAVIS had ridden in the car with
him to the cemetery and was fit to be tied. He said
that DAVIS had stayed up until 3:00 am that morning
preparing a speech which he never got a change to give.
He commented that it was a good thing he didn't go up
to WILLIAM FOSTER'S apartment to get a message to read

3 -
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NY 100-56579

at ttio funeral as the right wing would have really
jumped on that*

The subject continued that Uc didn’t see
how they could expect the cooperation of this group
when t. ey carry on as they did. lie then told «is
wife that ho didn’t want 11ABE” {COTTON - Kings County
CP Section Organizer) to cross the threshold of their
apartment for any meeting that CONNIE held there or
he would throw him out bodily. He said that is how
he feels about the whole situation and he fools COTTON
was responsible for some of the activity at the funeral

CONNIE BAHT then mentioned that there was
a meeting of the Kings County CP Organizational
Commission to bo held in their apartment that evening.
She said the purpose of the mooting was to make some
determination on how to reorganize the county. The
subject commented that Kings County didn't need to hold
so many meetings.

The subject and his wife again discussed
the QNDa funeral and the subject commented that when
he dies he wanted to have- a private funeral without
any speeches and CONNIE laughingly commented that she
probably would bo the only one to attend his funeral*

NY 1749-S* advised that the subject had
been in contact with an unsub female and that they had
discussed "the terrible situation at the OHDA funeral"
that day. The subject advised that he had made all
the arrangements for the main part of the funeral and
had made sure that they had enough money to pay for it.
He stated that after they got the money they told him
to "go to licll".

BALT continued that the entire National
Leadership had gone to the funeral, however, not one

them wa Invited to participate in oven the smiles

t
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NY 100-56579

way. He said the Party had made arrangements for
speakers and had proposed people who would fit in
to whatever way THERESA 0NDjCj wanted. I-Ie said they
were told to keep hands off and that everything was
taken care of. He said he had not leared about CHARLIE
LOMAN coming until late the previous evening and that
the others didn’t know until that morning. He said
that those persons who had made these arrangements had
been in touch with the CP the whole time and it only
showed that they were not dealing honestly and that the’
whole thing was factional.

9/23/59

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject and his
Wife had discussed the new labor bill that had been
passed by Congress and the subject commented that
the CP was studying all sides of it in order to find out
how they could best fight it. He commented that the
CP is mentioned in the bill and that they want to fight
this, but he thinks unless they are injured by it they
will not do anything about it.

The subject later told his wife that he
expected to be out of New York City on CP business
from 10/2 to 10/5/59*

They both then discussed the 40th Anniversary
of the CP and the celebration to be held on 9/25/59
at Carnegie Hall. The subject commented that he
didn’t want to sit on the stage at this affair and he
would get out of it by saying that he didn’t wish to
because his wife would not be able to. They both
then discussed the previous evening’s meeting of the
Kings County CP Organizational Commission which was held

***£)««



NY 100-56579

In their apartment and he commented that the mooting
was much too long. They discussed DANNY RTJBEL, Nines
County Organizational Secretary, and the subject
commented that he is one of the old line organisers
and that his methods are too mechanical and out of date.
CONNIE commented that they would like to give him
another Job but that they Just couldn't dump him in
spite of the fact that ho isn't doing his Job. They
both then mentioned JIM TORHEY and PHIL commented that
TORMEY is too much of a one man operation and that
he wouldn't .ask anyone for help. He said that TORMEY
won't even even discuss his problems with him and that
he has access to a lot of other people besides himself
who could help him, but ho continues to act like the
mesoiah who has come to save the CP. He said that
TORMEY feels that he Is the only oho who can do this.
The subject commented that TORMEY is right in going to
and speaking to the rank and file but that ho also
should come to the leadership an_ cell them what he is
doing*

9/24/59

NY 1.750-s* advised that the subject and his
wife discussed the celebration to be hold the following
evening at Carnegie Hall and the subject commented
that EUGENE DENNIS had spent two days getting a speech
ready but that when ho hoard CBS was to cover it ho
had to rewrite tne entire thing. BART commented that
MIKE WALLACE, TV Interviewer, has been anxious to get
a National Functionary on his program and has boon
bothering thorn for months.

NY 1749-S^ advised that the subject had
been in contact with IRVING HERMAN and they had
discussed the factionalict situation surrounding the

—



NY 100-56579

ONI A funeral. They both then made arrangements to
meet on cither Wednesday or Thursday of the following
week.

9/26/59

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject and
his wife had discussed the meeting of the Eastern
Regional Conference of the CP held that day and the
subject was highly critical of the poor attendance.
They both criticized JIM TOEMEY and his wife, BETTY
GANNETT, for leaving the mooting early. The subject
commented that TOEMEY should be called Mr. GANNETT
as ho is M just her lackey".

They both complained about the fact that
there was no one at the conference from the Not;
York State CP leadership and PIIIL commented that he
heard that BILL ALBERTSON had held a meeting somewhere
else that day. He also mentioned LOTTIE GORDON (lieu
Jersey CP Organizational Secretary) and her husband
DAVE and commented that PAT TOOHEY can't stand either
of them.

CONNIE BART advised that she thought she
may decide to speak on the second day of the conference,
the following day and that oho would raise the question
of "utilization of people in the field of organisation".
CONNIE asked PHIL why PAT TOOHEY was made chairman of
the fist day's session and PHIL commented that JACK
STACKED had nominated JIM JACKSON but that they changed
their minds because they didn't want it to look like
the whole affair was being run by the National Office.



NY 100-56579

The subject later commented to his wife
that he thought he would (50 to Philadelphia on
CP business around the 5th of October.







OFFICE ymcmmm . UNITED ST^pS GOVERNMENT

TO SAC, BOSTON (100-1670T) DATE: lf/6/29

FROM sac , m (100-2520)

SUBJECT: SCOTT NEARING
SM-C

NY 20I0-S* has reported that|
| ^

conferred with OAKLEY JOHNSON on 9/2/59, and JOHNSON informed b/c

her that he had finished her pamphlet the previous evening
and had sent her a import in the form of a note.

1
2

1 -

- Boston (100rl6707) (RM)
- (1- 100-1270) (DIRK J.. STRUIK)
- Chicago (100-33860) (EUGENE FELDMAN)(.RM)
7. San Francisco (100-45156) (HORACE CAYTON)(RM)

(1- 61-401) (REVELS CAYTON)
NY (100-32826) (JAMES ALLEN) (415)

jfiC* NY (IOO-56579 ) (PHIL BART) (415)
NY (100-541901 (HENRY BLACK) (422)

- NY 100*^60681
)
( ISABELLA BLACK) (422)

- NY (IOO-82905 ) (WILBUR BR0MS)(422)
- NY (100-26437) (EDWIN BERRY BURGUM)(425)
- NY (100-124793) (LILY BURKE)
- NY (100-87531) (SHIRLEY GRAHAM DUB0IS)(421)
- NY (100-46469 )(JOSEPH FELSHIN)(4l)
- NY (100-1696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (415)
-NY (100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT)

(

4l6)
- NY _

I b6

100-16NY (100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON) (415)
NY (100-50842) (OAKLEY JOHNSON) (425)
NY \

b7C

WILLIAM L. PATTERSON ) (415

)

- NY
« NY
* NY
- NY

, __
- NY (100-21421) (ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG) (415)
- NY (100-2520)

JVW:KMI
(27L

|3!;Af?~HED !f!;r.XCD.

Ji .*?" rn.
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NY 100-2520

It is believed that the conference had as
its subject matter the I . I

copy of which was provided by NY 2002-S* on 9/9/59 • The
copy provided by NY 2002-S* is in the form of a mimeographed
draft which describes the work a? a pamphlet by| |on the
life of HIRAM REVELS, a Negro who represented Mississippi
in the US Senate from 1870 to 1871 . A covering letter
written by I ~l and addressed in blank asked for
criticism and suggestions.

Continuing the conference, JOHNSON said he
supposed that I I really wanted HORACE (CAYTON) to write
the Introduction. I I said that she really wanted PAT
(WILLIAM L. PATTERSONK She said HORACE CAYTON could be a
reviewer if he was so disposed and a good one too, but she
really wanted PATTERSON because a strong person is needed
to bring out certain principles • JOHNSON agreed it would
be a good idea and said he was thinking HORACE CAYTON
would be good to write an introduction. However, I I

said she thought it would be a better plan to have a strong
political figure do that and save HORACE CAYTON for a review.

I went on to say that she had not heard
from HORACE CAYTON and in fact had not heard from anybody.

I then asked him what ho thought generally of her
manuscript- He said he thought it is very good and he
liked it; He noted he had made two small suggestions
in his note.

I I remarked that it is a little bit
discouraging mot having heard anything and the only one
she had heard from were those not connected "with you
know who I mean” ; She Identified ISABELLA (BLACK) and
LILY BURKE as those she had heard from but she pointed
out that these perpons do not depend in any way on "you
know." Others she said had told her frankly that they
did not want to read it that they have no time -

they cannot be bothered - their interests lie in other
directions, and they simply returned the manuscript without
reading it. Some of this she expected but did not anticipate
it to be as wide-spread as it has proved to be. said

2



NY 100-2520

C4

she ha<3 not heard a word from (EUGENE) FELDMAN although
she had written him a personal letter with it, and she
knew it was received because it was not returned. She
then noted that the two comments she had received from the
two who had read it were extremely enthusiastic, but they
were not the people who count and their livelihood and
publications do not depend on as. She went on to say that
BETTY (GANNETT) after taking the manuscript from her
three weeks before and saying very enthusiastically that
she was going to read it over the weekend has since said that
she was too busy and she did not think that she would get
around to it,

Isaid this is not altogether unexpected
but the extent of it was horrifying. Further she said that
even if they wanted to read it and and give a negative opinion,
it would be something. .

Next I I informed JOHNSON that she had
only heard verbally from ISABELLA BLACK and LILY BURKE,

but she said they would both write out an opinion If
she asked them to do so; I explained that BURKE Is

having a novel published but that does not depend on us
“in any way*’ and ISABELLA BLACK has all kinds of ins with
various publications and she too does not depend on us.

Ialso said that she could not catch BETTY (GANNETT)
since she knows GANNETT is busy, but remarked that
GANNETT had shown enthusiasm when she said she would have
a comment on It on a Monday morning, three weeks ago, now
when

|

| sees her in the building she just runs in the
other uxz’eclion and people have noticed that she just
cannot run fast enough.

JOHNSON then observed that when his book
came out the first review appeared about ten months
after publication.

— 3 T



NY 100-2520

I rejoined that she has the opposite trouble
Never has any trouble getting reviews once she is published.
She said she has a corps of very loyal friends who are willing
to go and punch the editors in the nose as well as write
reviews. Her troubles she said end with publication..

,

She said that; JOHNSON was not » as "determined as
she is on tne review question, I I explaining that she
just goes around and makes a pest of herself.

I ~l then went on to say that she would have to

wait a little while on FELDMAN and then write him again. She
explained that ’'we” have no control over FELDMAN, with which
JOHNSON agreed.

Next ELIZABETH remarked that thdr meeting is
for the 20th which JOHNSON said was correct. JOHNSON said
that he had not sent out letters yet.

I said she was a little less pressed for
time after finishing the pamphlet, but was doing some
mopping up operations in the library, noting that some
doctoral dissertations had come in on her subject as well
as other subjects that she desired to read. In view
of this free time, she volunteered to give any help that
JOHNSON might need in the way of letter writing or
campaigning. JOHNSON said that that would help a lot*

I I then asked JOHNSON if .he had a list
of those who had attended and_JQHNSON said what he did have
the list consisting of 13. I I said that she recalled
an individual and in conversation this person was identified
as I I as a young slight fellow
who used to be in the "Ed'* department. . A description with
which JOHNSON agreed. JOHNSON furnished ! address SB .

I I New York 16. At this point , |

pointed out that If there were only 13* he could eliminate
the listing of themselves, as well; .as ELIZABETH GURLEY
FLYNN and JULIUS (LNU) ; JOHNSON then mentioned EDWIN
BERRY BURGUM, whose address was given by JOHNSON as
110 West 94th Street, New York 25. JOHNSON next identified

- 4 -
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|
did not remember. JOHNSON described her

as a school teacher at present bub among those dropped.
| |

address was given by him as I \
Brooklyn 10.

JOHNSON next mentioned WILL BROMS. Upon mention of* this name
I asked if he was a historian and JOHNSON explained that

BROMS is a musician and a singer; I I then asked why he
was interested in them. JOHNSON, said that he was Interested
in having the Irish written up and JOHNSON recalled that
BROMS had spoken of that topic on the evening (apparently
of their meeting); JOHNSON gave BROMS* address as 1802 Ocean
Avenue, Brooklyn 30*

JOHNSON went on to list
LILY BURKE, i i whose address was given in care of
Action Books, 550 5th Avenue, New York 36 : JOHNSON went on
to say that the only other ones that I I did not have
are people who are writers who are pot very close; I

said she did not want them and then went on to note that
JOHNSON had two of those with which JOHNSON agreed;

Isaid that she would send conies of her
manuscript to those people; JOHNSON asked if I I

had
sent a copy to DIRK J. STRUIK and I I said She had never
thought of him; JOHNSON explained that he has been very friendly
and when asked if he is a historian, JOHNSON described him as
a scientist but Interested in something about American
philosophers;

I Isaid that she would prepare a number of
extra copies and bring them to the meeting and would hand them
out there;

JOHNSON said that STRUIK would not come to the
meeting because he is in Massachusetts, and he did not think
STRUIK Is interested In meetings;



m 100-2520

Ofe

J0HR30N then suggested the name of SCOTT HEARING
of Harborside, Maine,

| |
said that she had sent out copies of her

manuscript to members of the Negro Commission and Southern
Commission, but JIM (JAMES JACKSON) for example, as
she put it, got as far as reading two pages and then
decided he could not be bothered; She said he stated he
liked the two pages he read; However, I said that
obviously there has been something going on, saying that
after she had published “Reign of Riches

1
’ (PH) JACKSON had

approached her and swore that she would never publish
anything again if he could prevent it, saying that right
to my face;

JOHNSON told her not to mind that, that she had
produced a good piece of work and it is going to be published,

When JOHNSON asked her if she had tried JOE EELSHIN,
I I said that she is not going to do that because JAMES
ALLEN had come around asking for a copy; Although she said he
has not read it he had asked for a copy and then asked if she
had considered their publishing it, if they liked it. She
noted that he had taken a copy three weeks before, saying
he would read it immediately, but not a word has been heard
from him;

JOHNSON said he thought a good deal of what JIM
ALLEN says and he thought ALLEN would be in favor of it,
although he thought ALLEN does not have a decisive voice
though* it is a big one.

To this I Iobserved that PHIL BART had been
telling her that “the mustache" (ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG)
would not be able to work longer in the old way, however,
BART had also said that he cannot be bothered reading the
manuscript; JOHNSON explained that some of those people
do not read manuscripts and never have done so in their
lives

;

b 6

b7C
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I I then went back to the matter of an
introduction and said she thought it would be better to
have a leading political figure like PAT (PATTERSON^
bring out the Marxist point of view* She said that/HORACE
(CAYTON) does it they would have no control and cannot
say he must not do this or that* On the other hand, she
said PATTERSON would not even have to be told* She said
HORACE CAYTON will do very well as a book reviewer if he
will consent to do anything; I I said she had not
heard from HORACE CAYTON as yet although very anxious to
hear from him because if there was any inaccuracy in her
manuscript, she wanted to know about it; JOHNSON said that
in his letter to HORACE CAYTON, he mentioned her manuscript
in commending terms.

I I explained that she was using his
brother 1 s address in San Francisco in order to reach HORACE
CAYTON. She said she was told by SHIRLEY (DUBOIS) that that
was the best and only way of which they knew in order to
get in touch with him because HORACE CAYTON had left town
rather suddenly and had gone to the West Coast; I I

said she had sent HORACE CAYTON a copy in care of REVELS
CAYTON, marking it "please forward if necessary." She
went on to say that REVELS CAYTON is such a lazy son-
of a gun that rather than lift a finger and get a two
cent stamp and forward the damn thing, he would Just let
it lie around. She said that she had known REVELS CAYTON
for years;

I Isaid that nobody else seems to have
anything better in the way of an address for HORACE CAYTON,
including the people with whom he was staying in New York;
What HORACE CAYTON did, she said was tell the people with
whom he was staying to send mail in care of his brother
and then he would let them know his address ; However, he
never did let anybody know; I I said that REVELS
CAYTON had not been too well which may account for
that oversight;
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Confidential informant NY 2693-S* advised first
session of Eastern Seaboard Conference convened at 10:58 AM
9/26/59* in Room 11-H* Adelphi Hall* 74 5th Avenue* NYC.
Following CP functionaries observed entering or leaving
Adelphi Hall 9/26/59 :

b6
b7C

MARGIN STERN
RU$H SHULMAN

/PHIL BART
CONNIE BART
MIRIAM FRIEDLANDER
JAMES JACKSON
T.OTT WmZE fMewark

1

!

IDA POSNER
JACK STACHEL
WILLIAM PATTERSON
SID TAYLOR (New Haven)
PAT TOOHEY (Newark)
EVELYN WIENER
BETTY GANNETT
JIM TORMEY
LOTTIE GORDON (Newark)

The meeting was called to order by an unmale
at 10:58 AM. This individual stated the conference was called
to discuss problems of Party organization.' He stated it would
be a 2-day conference to be conducted more or less informally
with free discussions.

PAT TOOHEY was nominated Chairman for the session.

A person believed to be PAT TOOHEY stated the
Conference was initiated to consider problems of Party organi-
zation and plans for the 17th National Convention;

A speaker (believed to be PAT TOOHEY) opened his
report by commenting on the problems facing the US today.
In this connection* mentioned the steel strike* the status
of the labor movement, the struggle for civil liberties*
and the fight against ’’McCarthyism" , He condemned the new
labor law saying it goes far beyond the Taft-Hartley law;

He stated the Party is more consolidated today
than it was 2 years ago and is entering into mass activities
on many fronts such as youth marches and other fields of
political work; but stated some districts have failed to
reorganize; In this connection* he mentioned Connecticut*
Pennsylvania and "certain Western districts";
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He declared the Party must develop its
vanguard role in unions and mass organizations by examining
specifically situations in unions, and the leadership of
mass movements, in order to influence and develop such
forces as: 1) working class, 2) Negro peoples movements,
and 3) middle classes; by giving them leadership and direction.

He stated the Party must continually fight for legality
in the US to prevent its becoming isolated from the masses.
In this connection, he mentioned the Smith Act, the McCarran
Act, and loyalty tests; He declared the monopolists in the
US are trying to isolate and destroy the forces of Marxism-
Leninism; This, according to the speaker "is the main problem
we face in Party organization";

He cited the fact that approximately 1,800
various institutions in the US are studying and publishing
works on Marxism; not for the purpose of fostering Marxism,
but to destroy it.

He stated the problems of organization "facing
us" are different from those facing labor unions, etc., in
that "we are faced with illegality". He cited the problem
of illegality as being paramount in any question concerning
Party organization.

He stated that Party work can be furthered if
"we" speak up about our achievements, develop "our" mass
line and crystallize that bridge between "us" and the
masses;

An unmale believed to be from New Jersey, identified
himself as one who has devoted his life to the CP, spoke of
the obligations of the Party to "the millions of workers"
stating the Party must resolve its internal problems in order
to show that it can give leadership to the masses on the many
issues confronting them. He noted that the basic unit of the
Party organization is the Club. Party members should live
and fight with the masses in slum areas.

An individual believed to be
the labor movement as being the major problem racing the1

cited b 6

b7C
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Party; In the 1930‘s the Party made its greatest gains in
the labor movement. In 1959 there were 16,000,000 organized
in unions and 65,000,000 employed; The Party’s banner slogan
should be "organize the unorganized";

| | of the Negro question stating
that the key weakness of the Party is the lack of synchronization
in the Party apparatus where the Negro people are concerned.

An unmale stated that in his area the Party is
engaged in steel strike xrork; With respect to "organizing
the unorganized", he observed that the Party played an active
role among the laundry workers; He then spoke of the Negro
question, noting the loss of Negro comrades during past 10
years j but claiming that at the present time there is real
Negro-White unity. The speaker then mentioned the problem
of lack of assignments to comrades on the club level, stating
that on the club level, work must be found which would be
suitable to the individual comrades.

An individual whose identity was not known to
the informant commented that the Party’s sympathizers go
undercover more than "we" do; He said the Party has been
thrown into a situation where "we" have established high
bureaucracy with an abandonment of initiative on the part
of lower level Party organizations. He concluded that the
emphasis must be on strengthening the club and making it the
most important segment of the Party.

An unidentified Negro male from Brooklyn, NY,
described the "peace question" as the paramount issue. He
then spoke of the need for all comrades to become involved
in mass movements. He observed that in Brooklyn, "we" have
been able to elect a Negro judge and for the first time in
history "we" have the possibility of electing a Negro congressman
from Brooklyn in i960. He mentioned the need for youth in the
Party noting that youth is "the future of our Party";

The following speaker, JAMES JACKSON, gave a
lengthy explanation of what a Communist is and how one should
act; He said "a Communist aspires to be the best person among
the people he is a part of"; Communists are not a cult but
a part of the community.

- 4 -
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The Party club has two phases: 1) the activity of
people who do not work openly but who influence non-Communists
to the benefit of the Party, and 2) direct and open activity.
The Party should appreciate the number one phase as much as
open activity; There are certain negative tendencies in the
Party.; Liberalism in matter of organization is one of these.
Clubs should be fully prepared for meetings- they hold. "The
Communists are the only people in the world who will convene
and then ask what we should talk about" , Some clubs have
"Isolationist" tendencies; They oppose delay in reacting
to events, to "zigzagging" until popular reaction is determined.

The Party’s mass program is developing behind
topics rather than one main tiem at this time and it^is up to
the leadership to give "composite cohesion" to bringing
together these different struggles.

JACKSON said in regard to recruiting he would
like to give a specific example: In a certain state in
the South 2 years ago a CP member "surrounded" himself with
8 close personal friends intentionally. Of these 8, 6 were
recruited into the Party and are in a Communist club today.
Some of these people are in labor unions.

This method of getting on a personal basis with
people and then bringing them into the Party is an excellent
approach to recruiting

*

JACKSOtf said the loss of Negro members was due
to poor Party organization.; He said Negroes are insecure
and must be handled carefully;

Following JACKSON, a woman, believed to be
EVELYN WIENER, stated there is a need to take cognizance
of things that are new. She mentioned the visit by
KHRUSHCHEV, and stated a new feeling of co-existence and
new thinking by the American people would come out of it.

It will be easier to speak to people about socialism
now. It is necessary to consider the possibility of
tomorrow.
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Twenty-seven Communist Party offices were
opened in Cuba following the revolution, and the publication
"Le Hoy" was all over the streets i This is an example of
what the Party can do publicly „

The Party should go forward, and she suggested
as a goal, the opening of 25 public Party headquarters.
It is not enough to be at the level of the masses » Communists
have to find ways of bringing the masses further. She cited
the need to enhance the Party's public role, and asked those
present how much time they spent in bringing the Party to .

non-Party people,

LOTTIE (LNU) pointed out that KHRUSHCHEV made
a good impression on Americans, and this is the number one
topic in the country today, and is a step toward establishing
the legality of the American Communist. The Communist line
should be, "Now that you have met KHRUSHCHEV, now meet the
American Communist."

As an example of the new feeling engendered by
KHRUSHCHEV'S visit, she cited the fact that the "Freiheit"
this week is publishing a 96 page edition, the largest in
its history.

WILLIAM L. PATTERSON dealt almost entirely
with the Negro question, and stated the Party should adopt
a practical approach to the question, instead of a theoretical
one, such as has been done in the last four or five years.
He listed three main approaches to the Negro question:

li The rights of Negroes nationally;

2. The rights of Negroes locally or in a
particular community;

3. The rights of Negores in the shops

i

He stated that while the CP has been engaged
in the Negro question on a national scale, it has failed to
become involved in local or community questions concerning

- 6 -
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Negro rights; ’’We'
1 must show the relation between

peace and race, in that peace cannot be achieved as long

as discrimination exists. The bringing in of Negro
members into the Party is necessary to save the Party,

Following a short recess, FRANCES (LNU), an

unknown female from eastern Pennsylvania, pointed out the

problems in her District; Specifically, she stated
that there was no problem in placing Comrades in mass work. *

The problem is in getting them to speak out and perform
allotted CP duties. She held both her own District leader-

ship, as well as the National leadership responsible for this

condition. Commenting on the Negro question, she stated that

white chauvinism is rampant in the Party today, and criticized

the CP leadership for not recognizing it,.

The unknown female stated that a policy, which
tends to isolate the Party from the people, is wrong, and

that each club must fill the Community needs; She added
that in the past year, more Communists are participating in

mass work;

Another unknown female said a few of the problems

are subjectivity and white chauvinism. She agreed with
PHIL (BART) that the American people are a major part
of the peace movement. She stated that "you" cannot speak

of recruiting or building the Party, unless "you" start

with "The Worker". She complained that "The Worker office

closes at 5:00 PM, which is too early for any questions which

working people may wish to have answered.

An unknown male stated the Party must turn to

mass work; He said members have hesitation in facing the

masses, mainly because of failure of leadership; He stated

they must find the key issue, around which to develop activity

and thereby, activate all Comrades in clubs. He stated that

the question of Civil Rights can become a major campaign

issue until the Republican and Democratic Conventions next
year. In Philadelphia, Civil Rights, according to the unknown

male, expresses itself as an issue in police brutality.

This can open action for mass organization of Negroes.
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NAACP in last few years has rallied people around Supreme
Court decisions. Discrimination in housing could he
another issue. He suggested that the National leaders

of the CP meet with youth groups for formulation of a

Youth Organization. "The Worker" has not been utilized to

its best advantage.

Another unknown female discussed advance of youth

work in Philadelphia. She stated that they began youth work
three years ago, with four or five youths, and that today
over 20 youths are active. She added that a scientific approach

was needed to assign people to work in mass organizations.

An unknown male from New Jersey stated that
subjectivity is mentioned in national resolution. He stated
that the Party had 12 organizers in New Jersey, who went the

way of revisionism, but that today there is no full-time
organizer i He stated that he was trying to be a full-time
organizer, but that it was not working out.

An unknown male from eastern Pennsylvania then
spoke i He said that Party activity in his area is centered
around steel; He said that the Party line is something to be

developed as one goes along* it does not apply equally in

every circumstance, and he observed a lot of people including
himself are very active in Democratic politics; He said the

Comrades in his area have been very successful in organizing
Comrades in connection with the peace movement; In connection
with the lockout of a small shop in his area. Comrades had
been instrumental in bringing political influence to bear
on behalf of the workers. The Party work in his area has
deteriorated over the years due to lack of coordinated activity.

The problem is to get Comrades to spend two per cent of their
time with fellow Comrades; He said mass work has also

deteriorated in his district; ' The unknown male then^

criticized the conference as being a series of individual
speeches rather than a true conference, that is, a discussion

among the members. He said that the Party should change its

entire approach on conferences, and make better use of people’s

time.
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An unknown female said that the Party’s line
should be neither too far right nor left.

It was decided to reconvene meeting, 9/27/59* at
10:00 AM. Meeting adjourned at 6:00 PM.

NY 2693-S* reported that Eastern Seaboard
Conference resumed 10:15 AM, 9/27/59, with TOM NABRIED
elected as chairman. NABRIED first speaker and spoke
relative to importance of mass work. Spoke of significance
of KHRUSHCHEV visit and said this opens extended possibilities
for getting peace sentiment into mass discussions i Secondly,
it means getting more people into more open discussions of
socialism and key issues ; 17e should work in organizations not
openly led by "us" (CP) or the left. The CP can be bolder
with respect to open activity, which should be improved. We
need to say, as the report (Draft resolution) says, main
stress should be on mass work; The key issues in various
areas need to be determined. The masses learn through
experience. NABRIED cited Philadelphia as an example and
said in one area comrades are located in mass organizations
but receive no guidance from the Party, On the recruiting , -

question, NABRIED said the main emphasis should be on new
people, though also recognizing possible contribution of old
people who have left the Party; Further, bhere is a need to
discuss "preservation of leadership". In Philadelphia, there
is difficulty in getting people to accept leadership
positions

;

ARNOLD JOHNSON stated (KHRUSHCHEV) proposal at
UN concerning total disarmament has a ring of reality. This
is a serious and real proposal and not just a maneuver and we
must take it seriously and discuss it. Through such
discussions, one realizes the importance of mass work. Speaking
of comrades in mass organizations, JOHNSON said these people
should be approached and their observations obtained; These
people must never be regarded as "second-class" members, they
have the same rights as anyone else to say what the Party
should be doing. We have to solve the problem of how to talk
to these people and get them to participate; JOHNSON said
KHRUSHCHEV’S visit and speeches has been the first big trip
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for socialist propaganda since EUGENE DEBS. He said the
greatest loss of Party membership occurred during period
1951-1956 i These people were left "rudely and crudely" and
the Party cannot afford to pass over this loss lightly.

WILLIAM L. PATTERSON spoke of the importance of
"The Worker". The major task is building the paper, which
is the major weapon without which nothing can be accomplished.
Our work is successful to the degree in which "The Worker"
is built. PATTERSON asked, "Is there anything else we have
that is or can be more effective in winning the minds of the
American people?" "The Worker" is the most effective and
potent weapon we have in winning the ideological struggle. He
commented on the use of flyers and said they were a very
effective weapon. He cited an example of sending 1,000 flyers
on the Negro Question to the island of Jamaica. Shortly
thereafter, money was received together with a request for an .

additional 1,000 flyers. He stressed the point "there are
millions of people looking for us but they don't know it —
because we have the answer", however, we do not always
implement our answers in the right way. He said "you" have
to set the stage for the circulation drive of "The' Worker"

,

which has to be built in the next period. This will be helped
as a- result of KHRUSHCHEV’S visit which has made tens of
millions of people aware of questions not known before. These
people are waiting for "our" answer.

An unmade possibly ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG stated
that the Party could not get along without "The Worker" and
felt that every effort should be exerted toward the building
up of "The Worker". He pointed out that in the field of

. Party literature, magazines are selling at the rate of about
\ as before, and books and pamphlets at about •§• as were
previously sold. He felt the comrades should exert every
influence toward the building up of literature,

BILL (LNU) from Philadelphia discussed the problems
in the Philadelphia area, he stated that many in the leader-
ship there have strong right tendencies, are right revisionists
and must be fought, He pointed out that due to the lack of
activity on the part of the leadership, many Negro comrades
in the Philadelphia area were lost to left forces.
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An unfemale said the comrades want leadership that
will accomplish objectives » that will build a base for
further advancement in mass work; She stated that the Party
should exclude comrades working in shops from full participation
in mass work, but that the leadership should be given work on
the club level in addition to their regular duties;

An unmale said he was disappointed that GENE DENNIS
did not discuss the friction that has developed between
Negroes and top labor leaders in the country, as he felt
this problem to be of immense importance and a threat to the
entire labor movement,

JIM (LNU) said that Party may experience further
losses between now and convention time but that from then on
the Party will grow in size. He stated that the strength
of a Communist is lost when he loses sight of his part in
the world movement and that he must make a conscious effort
at all times to continue their education in the movement
as well as to interest people in Party propaganda;

Unmale suggested that "The Worker" should have
published greetings to KHRUSHCI-IEV, that they are an American
Party and not agents of Moscow;

JACK STACHEL then spoke on expereince and history
of Communist movement in America; He cited belief that there
are still remnants of factionalism in CP and that the Party
is still weak on theory. He continued that American capitalism
is in a new stage and that the new labor law is a sign of
weakness.

PHIL BART called for letters from the various
districts furnishing any suggestions or ideas for coming
National Convention, Cited lack of response towards a
Discussion Bulletin,

Unmale called for more frequent conferences for
Eastern Seaboard feeling that 2 years between conferences is
too long;

Meeting adjourned 1:50 pm.
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NY 1750-S* advised that the subject's wife,
CONNIE, had complained to the subject regarding his
giving her employment * s telephone number to a Kings County
Communist Party (CP) Functionary, who had called her
there* She said that she does not want everyone to know
where she is working, and that she wanted to avoid being
called at work for all types of decisions.

The subject and his wife then discussed the
fact that CINE DENNIS was out of town, and that he was
expected back in New York the following day. The subject
commented that the way that everyone was running around
out of town you would think the National convention was
six months away instead of 10 weeks. He commented that
HY LUMEP, “was conducting some classes”. CONNIE BART said
that LOWER’ s classes were a good idea as it would help to
prepare leadership which is sadly lacking. The subject
retorted that what has been sadly lacking Is the organising
of national leadership, and that in order to accomplish
that they have to be right here in New York, and not
running all over the country. They then discussed the
“National Referendum" (the referendum relating to the election
of the National Committee' by the National Convention
rather than by the CP Districts themselves) and the subject
commented that Itc Was not gptefe to pass because of the
ones who are Interested in obtaining the status quo.
CONNIE commented that as far as she knew nothing was being
done in Kings County, and that JIM TORMEY has not said
anything about it.

Continuing the subject commented that day they
had received a letter from DOROTHY HEALEY and she said

Bureau (100-3284) (rm)
New York (100-56579)
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that everyone in their District (Southern California)
was in agreement on the referendum. The subject Commented
that this was the first time in four years that everyone
in that district had been in agreement on anything. Heiix
said the reason probably was that they all want a free
trip to New York three or four times a year.

NY lTt9-S* advised that ABE COTTON, Kings
County CP, Section Organizer, had contacted the subject
and requested BAHT to fulfill the financial commitment
that the CP had made relating bo the funeral of ANDY ONDA.
BAHT told COTTON that he had made no commitment as he had
no right to and if he wanted he could take it up with
ARNOLD JOHNSON on the National Committee. The subject
and COTTON then got into a violent argument with COTTON
breaking Up the conversation.

NY 1750-S* advised that after the above conversation,
the subject's wife told him that he should not lose his
temper so easily and the subject retorted with a swearing
description of COTTON, The subject said .that he did not
have to talk to a bum like COTTON just because he is in
the CP. He said he wants to bring this whole situation to
a head as the people "over there 1

' have been nothing more
than an anti-Party clique. He said that if COTTON case
to the door right now he would throw, him out physically.
The subject continued that COTTON was the person that
brought the letter from AL LANNON to the ONDA funeral and
is She of the ones that said the CP had killed ONDA.
He said that TERESA ONDA knew about the whole situation,
and she was in no way innocent. He said now let tea go
to BEN DAVIS and the District and see how far they,will
get. . Hbe said he is not going to be civil to
anybody like COTTON and that he wants the whole thing
brought out to the open. The subject’s wife commented
that he should not lose his temper and lower himself,
and that she has to deal with COTTON in Kings County
CP affairs, PHIL said that was all right but that he
did not want to see COTTON near their, apartment.
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NY 1750-3* adviced that IRVINS HERI-IAN* fomor-
Security Director of the CP Underground* visited Pith tho
subject in his apartment for* approximately one and half hour's
on tho afternoon of tho above date. Source advised that
he was unable to hoar moot of tho conversation botuocn
HERMAN and the subject* howovor* he advised that tho
subject had briefod HERMAN on his 0® personal activities
recently in his capacity ac Organisational Secretary of
tho CP USA,

NY 174-9-3* advised that the subject had
contacted' "PHIL ZWMKEED convicted Smith Act subject uho
allegedly has left the CP* and they spoke about a number
of CP affairs . PRANiCFBLD questioned BARS as to why CITS
HALL had not spoken at tho 4-Oth anniversary of the CP
celebration hold in NYC the previous peek. The subject
said that HALL had spoken in, Chicago at their celebration
and Xiao presently on tour* I-RA'.iD?BLD then requested the
subject to set up a luncheon date for both of "them* and tho
subject told him to call hire on Wednesday* tihen ho could
make it sore definite.

NY 2359-3* advised tint the subject had boon
present at a mootins of tho Resident NEC of tho CP USA
hold in CP Headquarters on tho above date* Tho first
point on the agenda uas tho rxoing of tho draft fresolution
from tho Trade Union Commission yhich liras done by tho
subject. Larins the discussion on the resolution* the
subject proposed that a committee bo cot up to study it
and that he be a member of this committee.” lie also
suggested that this eoriMittoc be rosponoiblo for tho
coordination of ail resolutions coming before tho CP.
Thors uao yoncral agreement uith the subject’s proposal.

NY 1750-S* advised that tho subject’s uifo

- s
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had complained to him that oho was "fed up" with Jill

TOTNEf/ Kings County CP Organiser, and that die wanted
to telco the matter up with someone. The subject caid
that P.TT.r. M3ERTS0N ;/as the person to soo and she indicated
that ahe did not believe she would get any place with
him and that he would do no good.

The subject then mentioned to his wife that
EUGENE DENNIS had proposed bringing a throe firm CP
Delegation from the Hldwoct to Now York to discuss the
possibility of a llidvrost edition of "She Worker". Subject
commented that "if DENNIS thought the CP was going to
pay for CMRENCE HATEAUNY (i&nnoapolio CP member) and
his life to come to New York fox* throe days his orasy .

Subject caid that ho told DENNIS he would not authorise
the funds fox* tills.#,

NY 1749-S* advised that the subject had
contacted c.m WINTER in Detroit, Ilichigan, and told him
to core to New York for a mooting on the folloi/ing
Tuesday (October 6th) • buivTEE said that ho would have
to be back in Detroit on Wednesday .and the subject said
that that would bo all right In could leave lato Tuesday
night.

The source also advised that the subject
had contacted HICKEY LTlih in Cekladd, California, ..aid

also told him to bo in No;/ York for a mcotinj the following
Tuesday morning.

NY 2010-3* advised that I-IOHEE BATES CHECH,
Now England CP Organiser had contacted the subject, and
they had discussed the subject's cocdng to Eoston for
the purpose of meeting with CHASE and other CP rafter;
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The subject emphasised that he wanted to spend
some time in the New England area and that ho proposed
to cor-e for at least throe days. They finally decided
that the subject would go to Boston on Wednesday evening*
October 2ist and staythrough Sunday. CHASE made arrangements
to moot the subject at the Bad; Buy Station.

NY 17^9-S* advised that the subject had contacted
his wife, and during the conversation mentioned that he
had '‘switched his Boston trip” and that ho was going up
on Wednesday and staying

x
through till Sunday. He said

that because of this he was not going to bo able to take any
work for a week*

10/2/59

NY 17^9-S* advised that the subject had contacted
IRVING FOTAS'iJ for the* purpose of mailing arrangements to got
together, but POTASH revealed that he was quite ill, and had
been in that condition for the past few days.

HY 1750-S*' advised that the subject and his
wife* had boon visited for dinner that evening by AGUES
WILLIS, Kings County CP Eoard lluibor and Trade "Onion
Organiser* During the evening, they spoke about various
phases of CP action in Broolrlyn.

Source also reported that the subject had
contacted SID TAYLOR, Connecticut: CP member, in Wet? Haven,
Connecticut . During the conversation, the subject made
arrangementsto visit New Haven to confer with TAYLOR
on Friday, October 9, 1959* The subject later related
to his wife that ho had been trying to see TAYLOR for
six months, and that ho cays ho is always too busy. He
said that finally when he pinned him down he tried to
get out of it, but that he did not let him. IX:- said
that he expected to go up to New Haven Friday night
and refeurnon. Saturday.

10/3/59

NY 1750-S* advised, that the subject had related



to his wife that he had attended that day a meeting of the
SRC (Southern Regional Committee). Subject said that the
mooting tjas held in a lovely apartment on upper Riverside
Drive with one side facing the Palisades and the other* the
George Uashington Bridge* The subject stated that he had
participated in the meeting which was attended by 10 people
including a Jill JACKSON and HOSEA HUDSON* He said that he
had learned, at the meeting that Jill JACKSON was looking for
a new place to live as there he is now is too small*

He said that the above meeting was to hoar a report
on the SRCj but that it had turned into a criticism of Party
organisation* He said that he had told them they must openly
do OF work in the south and they must speak out. His wife
inquired if JUI JACKSON had agreed with his viewpoint on
this., and the subject said definitely.

10/4/59

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject was sick
most of the above day and blamed his illness on the chile,
which I10 had eaten the previous day at the mooting of the
SRC and which had boon prepared by "SYLVIA” (HALE).

0 ***
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SAC,! JREW; YORK (IOO-7658). .
> 10/6/5?

: SARQBERT Q. OFTEDAL.:. '

:

LEM HARRIS
IS-C

On 9/28/59 NY 2010-^S* furnished informstlon reflecting
PHIL BART had been in contact with LET? HARRIS that tlay and ;

made arrangements to meet HARRIS for lunch ort 10/1/59. HARRIS ^

indicated they would either join or he joined by a third party
whom HARRIS referred to as ’’this guy". BAK? stated he. would go
to HARRIS • office and they would go to lunch from there.

In an effort to determine the. identity of the third
party" with whom HARRIS and BARI intended to meet, a surveillance be

was conducted, on 10/1/59 by SA l l and the writer. b7(

v\. At l2ilO PM ISADORE vJOFSY was Observed walking on the
: street in the vicinity of 799 Broadway, where HARRIS maintains

•

• hisoffice. ,:.Shc«H!iy;\ttoer«after BM3? and HARRIS
,
were observed

;

leaving 799 Broadway and were immediately joined by WOFSY. These
three individuals proceeded to 8th St. and Broadway where they
entered the 5th Avenue Cafeteria* They were observed having.

lunOh during Which time they were joined by no other individual.

The. three individuals departed the cafeteria at 1:05 pm
afid proceeded hack to- 799 Broadway where they parted. At this
point the surveillance was discontinued.

.

^New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415 )

1- New York (100*19679) (ISADORE HOFSY) (415)
1- New York (100-7658) (415)

RGOjgms
(3)

- :
•
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Date:
z

PLAIN TEXT

RM

TO : DIRECTOR, PBI ( 100-3-69

)

PROM : SAC, NY (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS-C
CINAL

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO IDENTITY
A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.
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NY (100*50094) (ESTHER CANTOR) (425)
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NY 100-80641

On 9/30/59, NY 2359-S* advised that a meeting of the
Resident NEC, CPUSA and invited guests was held in CP Headquarters,
NYC, on that date. EUGENE DENNIS was chairman of the meeting
and among those present were:

JACK STACHEL
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
JAMES JACKSON
GEORGE MORRIS

/PHIL BART/ IRVING POTASH
/ BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, JR.

ESTHER CANTOR
ARNOLD JOHNSON
and possibly JOE NORTH

The first point on the agenda was the reading of
a draft resolution from the Trade Union Commission; This was
read by PHIL BART. During the ensuing discussion, it was
decided that additional discussion was needed In the various
districts on this resolution, as well as on all future resolutions,
BART proposed that a committee be set up, the members to be
JACK STACHEL, JAMES JACKSON, HY LUMER, IRVING POTASH, WILLIAM
ALBERTSON, and himself. He suggested that this committee be
responsible for the coordination of all resolutions coming before
the Party; There was general agreement on BART’S proposal.

-GEORGE MORRIS then gave a report on his recent trip
to the AFL-CIO convention held on the West Coast; According to

MORRIS, the ' differences of opinion between AFL-CIO leaders
and NAACP leaders has threatened the Negro-Labor Alliance.
MORRIS said that the keynote «£ the speech given by GEORGE
MEANY was anti-Soviet and anti-KHRUSHCHEV. He said that with
few exceptions no other speaker at the convention concerned
himself with foreign policy; MORRIS claimed that very little
pledged support came through for the steel strike; He
noted that the possibility of a third political party (a
labor party) was discussed and it was felt that the Liberal
Party would serve in New York and3n some other states there
are similar parties that could be used;

- 2-



NY 100-80641

During his report ,-MORRIS mentioned various resolutions
that were proposed at the AFL-CIO convention; Among the issues
mentioned by him was one described as "the cross fire between
MEANY and RANDOISS (A. PHILIP RANDOM®of the Brotherhood of
Sleeping Car Porters) on the Issue of elimination of Jim Crow
Locals in the Brotherhood of Railroad Workers. MORRIS accused
MEANY of blaming Negro union members for the continued existence
of these Jim Crow Locals. MORRIS accused AFL-CIO leaders In
general of being "cowards and opportunists" who failed to give
the leadership expected of them by rank and file members. He
felt that the Party should continue to concentrate its criticism
against the reactionary forces of the labor movement and should
itself provide leadership in the trade union movement ; MORRIS
was critical of WALTER REUTHER for what MORRIS described as

REUTHER 1 S misrepresentation In the press of remarks assertedly
made by KHRUSHCHEV at a dinner of labor leaders held in
California; MORRIS was of the opinion that the Party is still
too inhibited in its trade union work. He said that the Party
must take aggressive action against those responsible for the

failure of the labor movement and the Party should give
direction to this struggle;

IRVING POTASH observed that the NC labor policy
statement adopted In 1958 dealt with issties and problems
that were timely then, but noted that today the same
issues and problems appear in a different context; He
said that most of these will be dealt with in the general
political resolution, but that some specific problems
must be dealt with in the labor resolution. He cited

as examples the rise in the army of the unemployed, unemployment
in certain areas, and the effect of automation on the workers,
the rise of insecurity and fear in the midst of so-called
prosperity, the rise in prices, the devaluation of the dollar,

and finally discrimination against Negroes and Puerto Ricans.
POTASH continued that the resolution must deal with the
challenge of the socialist camp to American capitalism, the

challenge fcfc American capitalists from other capitalist countries,

the effect of the struggle of colonial people, and the
industrialization of various countries, especially in Latin
America; He felt that the resolution should present a picture



NY 100-80641

of the offensive taking place against the trade union movement,
ie;, the threat to right to work laws, the Taft Hartley Act,
and new government control laws;

POTASH said that it may appear that the Party is
trying to characterize the trade union movement solely as a
reactionary bloc and that the Party approach should say that
this is not so; He claimed that the Party must search out
shades of differences which exist in the trade union movement.
POTASH noted the fact that workers are faced with the
possibility of unemployment in the event of & ' loss of
defense production and expressed the hope that through
discussion the Party would find the most effective method
p,f dealing with this problem; He called for the Party
in its trade union resolution to review its position on
crucial issues that confront the trade union movement today

^

He urged that the Party bring its ideas and literature to the
workers in the shop. According to POTASH, the trade union
resolution should "indicate elements of the Party’s program
for the left in the trade union movement" on such questions
as Negro-white solidarity, Negro Labor Alliance, peace,
cold war, education, youth, and the whole, question of
socialism; He urged that the Party project the idea of socialism
in a more dynamic way than ever before;

BEN DAVIS followed POTASH and immediately called
for a scrapping of the remaining points on the agenda-
ih order to allow sufficient time for a thorough discussion
of the reports made by GEORGE MORRIS and IRVING POTASH.
He suggested that JOB NORTH’S repo art on KHRUSHCHEV be
heard at some special meeting dn a future date; After a
heated discussion following DAVIS t proposal, it was
apparently decided that some time be devoted to a
discussion of GEORGE MORRIS® report



NY 100-80641

ESTHER CANTOR insisted that the trade union resolution
include* among other things* (1) the Party* s approach to the
economic riddle facing the American people* and (2) a
characterisation of trade union leaders, showing the policies
of the AFL-CIO and identifying the person symbolizing each
policy; She said that the social democracy resolution must
spell out the Party* s defensive position and then commented that

"clear cut slogans are needed

JACK STACHEL viewed the trade union resolution
problem as not being so much a question of the main line
upon which all generally agreed but more as a question on
where the Party should concentrate its efforts; He said
that the resolution must symbolize the position of the
American capitalist today and—all policies of union leadership
should show a struggle for co-existence; STACHEL concluded
that the Party should spell out what is meant by Negro -

Labor Alliance*’* noting that the Party in the past few years
has not had a policy or program in this fields

GEORGE MORRIS was of the opinion that the important
question'- to be settled regarding the resolution is to determine
how to relate the document to the Party and "get the comrades

in action;”

ARNOLD JOHNSON said that the statement regarding
MEANY should be "sharpened up and clarified;” He continued
that he was of the opinion that the resolution was actually
a number of resolutions rolled into on© and* therefore*,

should be broken down into separate resolutions;. He
observed that the Negro-Labor Alliance could be regrouped
around civil rights legislation and be foremost in the
next session of congress.

BENJAMIN J, DAVIS, JR. expressed disappointment
at the lack of an all out crusade by the CP against MEANY
because of MEANY*S "racist attack" on RANDOLPH. DAVIS said

that the CP should be 100$ in accord with RANDOLPHS position;

DAVIS said that he felt the resolution covered too much
territory; He nevertheless proposed that the resolution
should deal with the additional questions of automation, the

electoral policy of trade unions and the whole question of
anti-Communism

;

The meeting adjourned without any positive action being

taken regarding the above proposals;



10/6/59SAC, NEW YORK (100-129629)

SAC, NEW YORK (#4l6)

WILLIAM ALBERTSON
IS-C

Identity of Informant:
Reliability:

Date of Activity:

NY S3S4-8*
Who has furnished
reliable informa-
tion In the past,
S/13/59

On 8/13/59, NY 2384-S* advised that PHIL BART Informed
BiLL ALBERTSON that ho, BART, had received a letter from ITARRY
HAYWOOD. Accordinc to BART, HAYWOOD in his letter stated that
ho did not consider himself as being out of the Party and then
quoted the Party's constitution to back up his argumenc.
BART Informed ALBERTSON that ' they’ 1 should send HAYWOOD an
official letter stating that ho, HAYWOOD, was empolled fron the
Party , ALBERTSON, according to NY 23S4-0* agreed with BART
that they should folio1

;; this procedure.

1_- New York (100-81495)
New York (100-56579)

v

/ I - Now York (100-129629)

/ ’ ‘A--; •

~ 2> 7
HARRY HAYWOOD) (£425)
PHIL BART) (#415) FAT

!.

t t\ii
JELsRCM
(3) f



MC a HBW YOKK (IQQ-l&m) 10/8/59

S&R0©ERTd. -SJOQB&r

ARNOLDS. dOHNSQN
XS*C .

v.
'

Identity of ^formant

:

Reliability:

Bates

NY . 2»03~S* V
paraphrase)

--V who h&sfurnlshed - reliable
'="•

;

Information in the past -/

9/24/59

NYa60>S*has -reported- that- op- 9/24/59, (MAHY KAUBHAN

)

contacted AJ^OLB (J0HNSQ1J) .smd wahted to knowhow things went •
-

{BCBA hearing), IdbiQSLD sail it was- alright but one heyerknowa
what these guys are after, she asked who was with him and he said
that JSS (fokbr) was with him. He added that it was one of those
^oaed .-thirds- .and there was hopress, ;'

: ; -

.

"
;v-:;.-

* She said that she had a letter from BOB mJGMPSON ) last
week:- .and .he is

.

going to file a parole . application this week. - She
pointed out that the parole advisor is very important and also a
Job* She said that ahe will wire the info to BOB m Ooon as she
got it, •; She -asked if

|
IcmV turned him '

. -b?*

down and lOfTOOR said that he did not see l I > She said
BOB suggested anyone of apolitical character and he did not have to
fed a prominent person. She added that I 1 stay help where
(IT. •MAWUI) BEhSKY (ph)would notand he a^edthat he. will get .

her’the info re -the advisor and the Job, ,'•

JOHNSON then said that he talked with BARNEY (JOSEfHSOl
about the Job but BOB did not want that Job* He .added that he
will have to see PHIL {&&$) about -that person-,in Brooklyn am -he
tARNOLD JOHNSON) didnot know this person hlmsflf* ®ey agreed
they will tell BOB (fHOMFSON)that a dob is set withBAHKEY but
their will..>e on the lookout for a more desirablejob.

'W - *'v
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New York 10®-
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i*m bars*) lti5) ^
Rtmzm THWiSN) ’*

1- New York (100-89691 ) (CP,t©A-IX>®Sl,IC ADMUOS'
l*-te York 100-16021) (415) '- V..’ • V SEARCHED:!.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM . TOUTED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM:

SUBJECT

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) (415)

DATE: OCT

PHIL BART
SM-C

The above captioned subject was observed entering

and/or leaving 23 West 26th St,., New York, New York.

NY 1726-*, who has furnished reliable information

in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective. 4/15/57 the

National and New York State offices of the Communist Party

would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,

New York.

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial

staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at

23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58..

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of

the basement and first floor areas of building by the

office staff of "The Worker", an East Coast weekly Communist

newspaper.

DATE

^23/59

OBSERVED BY SAS

WILLIAM J:

i BARRON

9/23/59

9/24/59

9/25/59

9/28/59

A log covering the above surveillances is being

maintained in NY file 100-4931-Sub 0. 3
FJMsgmS SEARCHED.- hWDEXED _]

iM
^ SERIALIZED ^FILED__^=l

y/6 OCT 8 1959 ^
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC, NEW YORK (100- 56579) (415)

SA b6
b7C DATE: OCT 3 1959'

PHIL BART
SM-C

The above captioned subject was observed entering
and/or leaving 23 West 26th St;, New York, New York,

NY 1726-S*, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the
National and New York State offices of the Communist Party
would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,
New York;

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial
staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at
23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58 ;

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of
the basement and first floor areas of building by the
office staff of "The Worker" , an East Coast weekly Communist
newspaper;

DATE

10/ l/59

10/2/59

/ /59

/ /59

/ /59

OBSERVED BY SAS

STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

A log covering the above surveillances is being
maintained in NY file 100-4931-Sub 0,

FJM:gms
(i) ^

it
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m 100-7^560

&s@al ®2p*no®0 duxdngthe past few maths have been
a serious drain on CP funds, $7000.00 having beam paid in
sash to forty lawyers. Vithin the mxt three souths* tbs Party
must raise $25*000.00 for legal expenses In eorwweUem with
pending ©P eases* ana at the ament the Party is at a loss
to knew afaan it esa seeure sash an araemnfe of seney.

MRf expressed his personal opinion that it would
be be the Party’s advantage to set wp a Party business to be
operated by tm mmw, mmtos> of the CP*UM national Ptaaoee
cosa&fetee* hostess of sending HAhliXS tferougheut the country to
sontast potential donors* free wi*o» •'he will get nothing anyhow*



£AC# NEW YORK (100-48033) 10/12/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN

IRVING POTASH
IS^C

Identity of Informant NY 17^9-S*
(Conceal and paraphrase}

Reliability : Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date 10/2/59
' \

NY 1749-S* has reported that on 10/3/59* (PHIL
BART) contacted IRVING POTASH, BART said he Was going to
drop in today,..but was on the other side of town* POTASH
described how sick he is.* .also spoke about a speech by
MORGAN last night,.how it was a stab in the hack to the
steel strike, .said that MORGAN took a good position on. Red
China tonight. BART thought they should notify the
Steel Hhion about last night’s speech, .BART mentioned that
he is waiting for word about a meeting in Conn, tomorrow.



sac, new York (100-34665 )
10/12/59

$A HA^^

tmk SCHERER
I3>C ,, .:'\s ^

Identity of Informant , . HI 1T^*S*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Reliability Who has furnished reliable
' Information in the past

^

Date Y}, / /. IO/3/59

HI 1749-$* advised that On IO/3/59, (LENA SCHERER)
Cohtacted(CQNNIE BAKf}« CONNIE confirmed that she had not
heaM from “him" (PHIL 8ART) yet* CONNIE told LENA that he
said he thought he would be through around 6*00 and that she
hopes it Just means that it is long* LENA Said she imagined

, that is what it Is and that he probably cannot get to a phone*

CONNIE said she will call LENA in the morning and
v LENA agreed* , CONNIE asked how “MARCEL" is* LENA replied
that she thinks he is better^ remarking that he is sleeping

... a lot today, which she says is good because he has not slept
Y ih three daysand nights. CONNIE told USNA that she will
: be talking, to her and that they will then see What they can
work:cut, \

: f ,
V;,-- ^ •• y;
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10/12/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN

IRVING HERMAN
SM-C

SAG, HEW YORK (100-62430)

Identity of informant NY 1749-S*
(Conceal and paraphrase

)

Reliability Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date 9/24/59

UY 1749-S* has reported that on 9/24/59, (IRVING
HERMAN) contacted (PHIL BART) and said he was sorry to
hear about ANDY (ONDA) . They discussed the funeral. PHIL
said ’’wo” nude all the arrangements , but it turned Into a
Cutter factional fight. '’She'

1 (THERESA ONDA) allowed a
personal bitterness to take the whole thing over - hope
she will change. CHARLIE L0MAN was there from Chicago.
PHIL said ho has Leon very busy preparing for the convention -

- and "wo” are having a gathering over this wool; end, two days -

Saturday and Sunday (9/26 and 27/59). He asked HERMAN
what he is doing over this week end HERMAN said he has a
union nesting Sunday and works Saturday.

HERMAN mentioned labor saving machines for handling
the UPI (United Press International ) teletype tape - but
they are still busy. HERMAN said he has been working a lot
of overtime recently.

PHIL and HERMAN agreed they would like to got
together soon and might arrange to meet down near the tubes
one day. They agreed PHIL trill cull HERMAN on Wednesday
to lot lriu know if they can meet on Thursday. If HERMAN is
not home, PHILL will leave the message with ROSE,

• ,1-NY (100-56579) (415) (PHIL BART)
1-NY (Io0-ll4l43) (THERESA ONDA) (422)
l-NY (100-824-30) (IRVING HERMAN) (422)

HPQrrmv
(3)
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SAG, NEW YORK (100-19579) 10/12/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN

ISftDORE WOFSY
IS-C

Identity of Informs o NY 1749-S#
(Conceal and p:n?aphrace)

Reliability Who has furnished x»oliable
information in the past

Date 9/24/59

HY 1749-S* has reported that on 9/24/59 > (PHIL
BART) contacted ISADORE (WOFSY) and asked if he would
see hia tomorrow morninc. WOFSY said yes and asked
if PHIL was coing to pass by his place. PHIL said no.
WOFSY advised he would stop by on his way down.

*



SAC, mf YORK

cp, usa, imBKfmmua* relationsm * o

advised SA iOER 0

Organisational secretary, told the informant that owing to
Photos*® of other bw'lmm* BXtt ALlWriJSOil would not atten
the convention of the Labor Progressive Party in Toronto.
MRT stated that JAMES JACKSOH would be the only CP, USA,

C

the CP, USA, request
uCK has not replied to
concerning ho$* CP, USA

elates enouid tmvei, and wisether they may stay at pj
horses in Toronto instead of at a hotel. The informant also
stated that he had told JACKSCD that In the event no instruetio
from DUCK should be received before JACKSOH *s departure from
MYC, JACKSOh should contact upon arrival in toronto either bill
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SAC, NEW YORK (100-82430) 10/12/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN

IRVING HERMAN
SM-C

Identity of Informant NY 1749-S*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Reliability Who has furnished reliable
Information In the past

Date 9/21/59

NY 1?49-S* advised that on 9/21/59* PHIL BAHT
contacted ROSE and told her "we” lost another old timer -

ONDA - ANDREW ONDA - died Saturday - and the funeral Is 9:30 -

tomorrow (9/22/59) - I.J. Morris Funeral Parlor. PHIL
said this is the fourth one 'We" have lost In six weeks -
GREEN, SAM BROWN and JACK GREEN. They discussed the
wife (THERESA ONDA) and the boys.

ROSE asked how is SUNNY (wife of MORRIS iti

Chicago). PHIL said he Just saw MORRIS and SUNNY is
back from the hospital - has leukemia. PHIL said he and
CONNIE saw them in Chicago, when they were there over the
4th of July for a week. PHIL asked ROSE to have IRVING
call him when BVING gets a chance. PHIL explained that
he will be at the ONDA funeral from morning till probably
late afternoon - and does not know if he will be home
after that, but IRVING could call and see.. PHIL said
CONNIE sends regards, and we will get together soon.



• •

SAC, NEW YORK (100-3.6735)

SA l I (#415)

JAMES E. JACKSON
IS-Cj ISA 1950

Source NY 2418-S* (Conceal and paraphrase)
Characterization who has furnished reliable information

in the past.

NY 2418-S* reported on 9/22/59* JACK CHILDS contacted
JACKSON and said he was trying to get hold of some papers
(hu a report) hut no one was at the office. JACK said he would
try some other sources to get this report and if not successful
would contact JACKSON later. JACKSON said he would bring
"it*1 with hint the next day and JACK replied he had to have ,litM

no later than tomorrow. JACKSON said both GENE (EENHIS) and
PHIL (BART) would be able to get "it" for CHILDS.

1- New York (100-64061) (JACK CHILDS) (415)
1- New York 134-91) (1W) (415)
1- New York 100-8057) (EOCENE DENNIS) (415)
1- New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)



10/13/59DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3284)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579)

PHILIP BART
IS - C
SA, 1940
WEEKLY SUMMARY 10/5
CBJAL

- 10/11/59

1JY 1750-S* advised that the subject told
hie wife that he still wasn't reeling well and that
he thought it would be a few days before he would feel
like himself again.

The subject’s wife COIilTIE then told him about
her difficulties with JIM TORMEY, Kings County CP
Organiser, and mentioned how difficult it is to work
with him. The subject told her that she should make an
issue out of it. COMI-IIE said that malting an issue out
of this is a lot easier said than done.

MY 1749-S* adviced that the subject's wife
had contacted DAMMY RUBEL, Kings County CP Organizational
Secretary, and they had spoken about JIM T0RI1EY. Their
conversation was very critical of TORMEY and RUBEL
leveled the accusation that TORMEY was doing too much
by himself and circumventing the other functionaries in
Brooklyn.

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject and hi
wife discussed a visit that COMMIE BART had made to
the Jefferson Book Shop that day where she had mot

2 - Bureau (100-3284) (RM)
1 - How York

,
(100-56579)

HPQikeh
(3)
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NY 100~565T9

JIM TORMEY. She said that TORMEY told her that he
had doon ALAN LAWS* Kings County CP Negro Functionary.,
and that LAWS had denied having any part in the left
wing affaire that had taken place at the funeral of
ANDY ONDA. LAWS told TORMEY that the letter from
AL LANNONj which had been read at the funeral* had
been brought by LANNON'S Don, She said that LAWS
told TORMEY that there had been a meeting of the
Bedford-Stuyveoant Section the previoua night and that
there was a general agreement that there wacn 1 t too
much wrong with what had happened at the ONDA funeral.

TORMEY told her that he was going to doc ABE
COTTON on the following night and would question
him about what had taken place at the funeral. She said
that BEN DAVIS and BILL ALBERTSON arc proasing for Dome
type of action against LAWS and all the other involved
in the affair. She said that Thursday evening (10/3/59)
there is to be a Kings County CP Board mooting and that
TORMEY was thinking of giving a report on the funeral.
She said that she told TOEMSY that she didn't feel
anyone could be absolved in the whole matter including
THERESA ONDA.

CONNIE said that the only trouble is that
you don't do anything without proof and PHIL answered
that ho had proof as he and CHS HALL wore in GSNF,
DENNIS * office when GUS called THERESA. PHIL
commented that the whole thing was silly and that you
couldn't have everyone coming in and taking an oath
on what was said and not said. CONNIE commented that
that may be true but that TORMEY was probably going
to open up the matter at the County Board meeting
Thursday. She said that if ho doesn't somebody else



NY 100-56579

will bring it up.

They both then discussed JIM TORMEY* s ideas
of leadership and CONNIE commented that TORMEY thinks
that there are more talented people in the Bedford-
'stuyvesant Section than in anywhere else* She said that
she had to agree to come extent with this as moot of
the people there are very articulate.

The subject then spoke again about the matter
of the OUDA funeral being brought up and claimed that
if it is it will take up the entire agenda and nothing
will bo accomplished. Ho said that certainly ACRES
(WILLIS) and l I will not be convinced that
anything was wrong. CONNIE commented that if it is
discussed a certain group will probably threaten to leave
the meeting. The subject then commented that there are
several ways through which they could avoid having the
subject of the funeral brought up. He then suggested
several speeches which she could use to got the meeting
on the right track. He then commented that if this
issue is made a matter of pre-convention discussion it
will do nothing but disrupt the CP, He said that if it
is brought up at the convention nothing will be accomplished
and it will wind up that TORMEY would be making a report and
then ALAN making another report and it would just go on
and on. Ho said that the ONDA funeral business must bo
stopped now before it starts spreading. Ho said that
they ean*t allow a knockdown., drag out fight over this
because after it is over nothing would be solved.

CONNIE commented that BEN DAVIS was putting
pressure on TORMEY in this affair, and is calling for
explusion of the whole group, -he commented that we know
what could happen when they start expelling. PHIL retorted



NY 100-5^579

that lot DAVIS call CHARLIE LOIfflN and then they can
censure him. They finished the conversation with CONNIE
being dubious about the possibility of avoiding a
discussion on the matter.

10/7/59

NY 2359-S* advised that the subject was
present at a meeting of the resident NEC held at CP
Headquarters on that date* The meeting discussed the
proposed dates for the next enlarged NEC meeting and the
subject mentioned the dates 11/5,6,7 and 8/59.

The source adviced that the subject later
stated that there was no report on the referendum
concerning the changes in the Election Clause in the
constitution decided upon by the NC in July, 1959.
He said that objections to the change had been received
from Los Angeles, Boston, Oklahoma and Indiana. He
said that they must see that the referendum is passed
and that one of the reasons they are not receiving
favorable votes on it is that there has been a lack of
discussion. After the discussion on the referendum, the
second phase of the meeting dealt with a report by HUNTER
PITTS O’DELL regarding the Negro in the South.

10/3/59

NY 694-8* advised that the subject had stated
on that day that the CP, USA was in very bad financial
status and had almost no income to speak of. The
subject also said that the California districts wore
not sending in their dues but were holding back on them
to defray the expenses of CP functionaries travelling
to and from NY. 1-Ie also said that legal expenses during
the last few months had been a great drain on funds and
that they must nox-; raise £25,000.00 for legal fees in



NY 100-56579

connection with pending casco.

The subject also expressed hie personal
opinion that it would be to the CP’s advantage to
set up a Party business to bo rur by LEM HARRIS
instead of sending HARRIS throughout the country to
contact potential donors from whom he will receive
nothing. (Above information was forwarded to the
Bureau by airtel dated 10/9/59* captioned, *’CP -

FUNDS* 1

)

.

NY 17'1-9-S* adviced that the subject had
attempted to contact PAT TOOBEY in Summerville, New
Jersey, and was told that TOOBEY was presently in
NYC.

NY 2010-S* adviced that the subject had
contacted EUGENE DENNIS and told him that he had
decided to go to New Haven, Connecticut, the
following day by train Instead of driving himself.

NY 1749-S* previously furnished information
that the subject was going to New Haven, Connecticut,
on Friday evening, 10/9/59* for the purpose of mooting
SID TAYLOR, Connecticut CP Functionary. Source also
advised that the subject cxoectcd to return to NY
the following day and, that ho and his wife expected
to go away for the weekend, returning on Monday,
10/12/59. •

NY 1750-s* advised that the subject and his
wife had discussed his trip the previous evening to
New Haven. The subject said that the trip was fairly
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successful., however* those problems can not bo
settled in one quick visit. He said that SID
TAYLOR is agreeable and said that to function he
would have to accept the Party along with its present
platform* He said another person BOB EKINS has a
lot of legitimate complaints. He said that EKINS
is 51 years old and Joined the Party 21 years ago when
he was a successful sculptor* lie said that EKINS
claims he has given up the prime of his life to the
CP and that he is presently trying to make a comeback as
a sculptor. He said that EKINS is working at odd Jobs
and practicing sculpturing on the weekends. BART
said that EKINS wants to continue in the CP bat docs
not wish to give up his sculpturing.

NY 17^9-S* advised that the subject had
contacted PAT TOQHEY and ho made arrangements to
attend a meeting in Jersey on Uednesday evening with
a group of others.

Tho source advised that later JACK STACHEL
had contacted the subject and they discussed a number
of ratters including the possiblity of IRVING HERMAN
meeting with STACHEL about certain matters. They
agreed that HERMAN should not bother to go in to see
STACHEL on Monday.

The source advised that the subject later
attempted to contact HERI3AN but was not able to tall: to
him and loft a message that HERMAN not to bother going
to see STACHEL on Monday.

The subject later contacted JESUS COLON
and they spoke about a recent heart attack that
COLON had had and also a subpoena that he had received.
Source was unable to ascertain from whom COLON had

- 6 -
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received the subpoena but the subject told COI

contact IRA. GOLLOBIN, the attorney* regarding
matter.

tjho
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SAC, BOSTON

PROM: SAC, NY (100-56579) POUR FORTY FIVESrPi

PHILIP BART; IS-C, SA-40. REMYAIRTEL TEN EIGHT FIFTY NIKS, ;

SETTING FORTH SUBJECT’S PLANS FOR TRIP TO NEW ENGLAND DUR3|fG “HZ
'

***

WEEK OF OCTOBER NINETEEN. NY ONE SEVEN FOUR NINE DASH

S ASTERISK ADVISED TEN THIRTEEN FIFTY NINE THAT SUBJECT

MADE RESERVATIONS AT EASTERN AIRLINES FOR A FLIGHT

NUMBER FIVE FOUR FIVE, LEAVING BOSTON ELEVEN THIRTY PM,

SUNDAY, TEN EIGHTEEN ^IFTY NINE. SUBJECT ADVISED THAT

HE WAS DRIVING UP TO BOSTON AND EXPECTED TO BE THERE ON

THURSDAY, WHEN HE WILL BUY THE TICKETS AND CONFIRM THE

RESERVATION. SUBJECT REMARKED THAT HE HAD NO HOTEL

RESERVATION AS YET. NY ONE SEVEN FIVE ZERO DASH S

ASTERISK ADVISED SUBJECT'S WIFE CONNIE STATED SUBJECT

WOULD STAY IN NEW YORK WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER FOURTEENTH,

AND WAS LEAVING THE FOLLOWING MORNING, TRAVEL UNSPECIFIED.

- BOSTON REQUESTED TO CARRY THROUGH INSTRUCTIONS SET FORTH

IN ABOVE REFERENCED AIRTEL. ScXatl' 4

iX NY 100-56579
- Supv. 415

HPQ: KMI A

i
'

-

' i/imn (Approved: L_ /k . ISent — —i

—

i M Per^k,
f-Tr M Pev%

* * /

Special Agent in Charge
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SAC, SMI FRAKCISCO (65-122(2) 10/14/59

SAC, HEW YORK (100-105568)

HICKEY LIMA
IS-C

Identity of Informant IIY 172(
0.3*

(Conceal and paraphrase)

Reliability Who has furnished
reliable information
in the past

»ata 9/30/59

IiY 1749-S* reported that on 9/30/59, PHIL
(BART) contacted MICKEY LIMA in Oakland, California.
PHIL told MICKEY that Tuesday is ok with "us" - any
tine late in the morning - "we" have arranged sorething
for that time. MICKEY said all right fine. PHIL said
to figure on the whole day - it is not just for a feu
hours. MICICGY said he would be there.

1-Sen Francisco (65-1242) (info)
arHcu York (100-56579) (PHIL BART
1-lfew York (IOO-IO5568)

;-W — MeW if0 S' Lv

HPQirav
(3)
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SAC, NEW YORK ( 100=131666 } 10/15/59

SA HAROLD P . QUINN (415 )

CP-SOfJTHERN REGION
IS-C

"

On 10/4/59# NY 1750-S*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that PHIL
and CONNIE SARI had held a conversation at their
residence, 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, Hew York,
and had discussed a number of items.

PHIL BARI and his wife discussed the fact
that PHIL did not feel weil and that he thought it
was a result of the food he had eaten yesterday at the
meeting (SRC). CONNIE asked who had done the cooking
and he said that SYLVIA (HALL) had cooked chile
for 10 people. lie said that 5 had left after the
meal including himself and HOSEA

.

1 - new York (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415)
/V- ms York (100-56579) (PHIL BARI) (415)
\A - Hew York 100-100351) (SYLVIA HALL) (415)

1 - Hew York (100-83317) (HOSEA HUDSON) (415)
1 - New York (1G0-1316S6)

HIQtgna
(5)



SAC, :im YORK (100-50042) 10/15/59

SA UftSOlD P. -QUINN (415)

0A-.CL2Y JOHHSO}!
SM~C

Ots 9/23/59, NY 1750-S*, who has furnished
reliable Information in the past, advised that PHIL
and COHNXE BAHT had held a conversation at their
residence, 2$15 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York,
and had discussed a number of items.

# *
-

The subject and hiswife were discussing a

number of matters and his wife commented that she did
not know what brought it to her mind but that she
thinks OAKLEY JOHNSON is a queer type of guy. PHIL
commented that JOHNSON is an old charter member
of the CP.

4 now York
* New York
- New ; York

(100-12959)
(100-56579)
(100-5084.2)

CONNIE BAHT) (4-15)

PHIL BAHT) (415)

HPQsgmm
(3)
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sac, new york (100-9365) 10/15/59

SA HAROLD P> QUITO (415

)

WILLIAM Z . 'POSTER ;
.

: V - IS-C V
.

•

.

.
. ; , ;

.. ..

'

On 10/4/59, NY 1750-S*, whohas furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that PHIL
and CONNIE BART had held a conversation at their
residence, 241$: -Newkirk' Avenue, Brooklyn, New York,

• and had discussed a number of items.

^ ;

-v Plfl|L BAIPl mentioned that the Japanese CP
celebrating the 100th Anniversary of SEN KATAYAMA,

He said that the CP, USA had promised them some
'••'^material for this celebration He said that they had

asked BILL FOSTER to write something on it but he did
.

v’-poit' know anything about KATAYAMA so they had sent
• to Holland for the material* He said that he himself

had found a pamphlet on KATAYAMA by CHARLES KERR.' (ph)
that gave a good account of his work* He said that
reading it he found out that KATAYAMA 'was- practically
the founder Of the CP, TE3A, . He said that he was in
the United States about 1915 and that be had died in
Itoscow in the late 20*s or early 3Qfs and that he was :

about 70 years old* . - \ v ;

CONNIE then asked about HY LUMER and PHIL
commented that LUMER is not an organiser in the
technical sense. Be said that LUMER has some type
of: 4eaious complex about everything he takes , into:
his hands aiid that he does not follow though in
his work* '•

\ r -
.

New York (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415)
New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415) :

New York (100-105070) (HY LUMER) (415)
New York (100*9365)

HFfi&sgmta



SAC, NEW YORK ( 100-26603-C ) (421) 10/15/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN (415)

BRONX COUNTY CP
IS-C

On 9/10/59# NY 1750-S* furnished information
regarding a conversation which took place between PHIL
and CONNIE BART at their, residence at 2415 Newkirk
Avenue, Brooklyn, NY..

PHIL BART related that he had attended that
"Bulgarian thing" (anniversary party celebrating the
institution of the present Bulgarian regime). He had
attended that Bulgarian thing with JAMES TORMEY. He
said that TORMEY had approached a member of the Soviet
Delegation at the party and was trying to clear up a
number of his views on Marxism. He commented that
TORMEY had better clear up his thinking

He related that the previous night he had gone
up to Riverdale in the Bronx. He said that there were
4 representatives at this club meeting, one from the
section, one from Bronx County, one from the District,
and one from the National Office. He then mentioned a

man named ADESf and described him as a conniver and a

schemer who did hot show up. He related that the
National Office had received a letter from this cluu
with, a donation of $200. He said that apparently this
Riverdale club was unhappy with the way the Bronx CP
is being run and that they had brought their grievance
to the attention of the National Office by this letter
containing s $200 donation. He said that the letter set
out a line which they felt should be adopted and that
it stated that the acceptance of their donation would
indicate an acceptance of the terms set out in the letter.



NY IOO-26603-C

BART continued that he told them that no one
could buy a political line for $200. He said that

.

BERNARD ADES is an idea logical leader of this group
but that one present’ among them who really does not
agree with the others had actually donated $100 of the

$200 contribution. He said he told them that the CP
would not accept the $200 and the letter was withdrawn.

He said that he was very proud of himself for
the way he had held his temper at the meeting and at
how cool he had acted. He commented* "A stinking $200
for a political wedge and especially from those
ambulance chasers up there who never in their lives
defended a comrade, in court." BART complained to
his wife that most of the members of this club were
all professional people who were fairly well
situated.



SAC, HEW YORK (100-13433) 10/15/59

•S.A HAROLD P. QUIM- (*15)

BETTY OAHNETT
.IS-0 •

.

'

On 9/20/59* 1750-S*, who hes '.furnished

reliable information in the past* furnished ' inforac tion
.regarding a conversation which tool: place between

PHILIP and CONNIE BART at. their residence at 24-15

Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, new York.

COHNIE- and PHIL BART discussed BETTY GANNETT
and PHIL remarked that she, GANNETT, has e "lousy
disposition." He said that, he suspects there 13 some
psychopathic disturbances in her case and that she
definitely needs treatment. He said that he had
never seen anyone who was so disagreeable. BART*s
wife commented that GANNETT was certainly an odd
person.

Hew Y-rk (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415) .

Yeti York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
New York (100-13433)

HPQS3TO)
(3)
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SAC, HIKABEX.PHIA (loo-

sac, -m tome (too^sMi)

10/15/59

- 0P0ARI7.ATKIK
is-c

On 9/15/59* ?ff 1750-#* * WHO has furnished
reliable irforraetion In' trie pest* furnished inferestleo
warding & Muwntttion which .took place between
rai-UP’ end COIIMIE BAHT «t their residence at 2415
Hewkirk avenue, Brooklyn, raw Ywlt*

Flftl# eowranted to COHNIB that he fad attended
worn swwalaarehip 'Meetings during his recent trip to
Philadelphia end had noted that there were very few
oeehere in the cp outside of Philadelphia* h« said
that all tit* strength In the Part* down there is in
Philadelphia itself* He eomnentad thet they were cot
deyelopitsa any leadership there end thet the yetm$
people were not feeing fought along: in the verddus
orient**tier setups* He eeid that there are etawsn
elute In Philadelphia, fie said that he had spent &om
Use tilth am mism end. also mwUM ,<lmu) who be
described so a negro casrade who worked all day ersd

is In ohergsa of a club and a section committee and
the seetibr. .has very little ties for social life*

4 - Philadelphia (loo-
. ) fra)

(t-ioo- ) (jim mtsm)
(I-IOO- ) (BSTKUE (WEB)

2 - rawer* (loo- ) (muskr bar%)
/V (1-1Q0- ) (FAT 'TOQUE?)

/v- hew- Tone (100-56579) (mm MST) (415)
ML - flew fork (100-12959) iCOHHIS BftHTj (415)
l - Mew forte (IOO-33825 1 (S*K IMItrXS) (4ln)
l raw fork (uxw^i)



m loo^oc-m

m MM that there abonld definite!* &e »ome
ehangee s*de there. His wife retorted that if he m$m
«*y ehemgea in Philadelphia,' he eoald run into the
aoeueetibne of white ohauviniaau PHIL retorted that
she wo* rijht end tnafe'ls how bsh (mvis) operate*).

mm end hie wife later dieo-Meed BEf-i mvts
and a ceoferenee that PHit BftitT had with hi* that aa*.
PHIL BftflS

1 said thst they had at least improved their'*'
ralsttonsbip. COWHIS aaked ni« if he had ciertioed
WALTEil IjRRHV -(this poasl'i iy refer* to r • report 2*M
jpve to the SBC t a saeetl he attended of tee
>few Jersey cp District ce^slttee) *-t the 'aeeti ,*
replied th^l he hpd not S.wtd fiUOife Mnff hut
tb*t he had talked * wit eco ?hf TQQHM, He a- Id
thht fiotualln he h*-.d not os id too such hfc the aeetl-i.v;«

2
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SAC, (100*266^3-0^3) •-* 10/15/59

SA HARQLB P. (415)

'

'OP - KXMQ& COlfflTX ’

•

'

IS-C

On 9/23/5% 'm 1750-S*, who has furnished
reliable informstion in the ptst; advised that PHIL
and COCiIE BART had held a conversation at their

residence, 2415 wewklric Avenue* Brooklyn, new York,

and had discussed anumber of items.

HilL BAHT and his wife discussed a- meeting-/

which had taken place in their. apartment the previous

evenin'!* and which PHIL BART had apparently not
attended but had listened to from another room.

PHIL said that the meeting was too -lows end the '

..

names of Ami (FRIEDIANDER), DAIKJ2 (RU8EL) and ABE
(COTTOH) were mentioned as persons who were in
attendance. PHIL asked who AM was and COMIE.
described her as the "dowdy one." They then

discussed BAHHY RUBEL snd COME said that he is
very tired. PHIL commented that DARBY is one of
the old time organizers end that his methods are
mechanised- end out of date* COME commented that

they cannot Just dump him..although he Is hot really

'doing his 'Job. 'v
.

.

14* Hew York <100-12959) (C0BMIE BART) <415

)

/\L iim -York (100-56579) (PHIL BAHT) (415) . \
L*C. flew York (100-117158) <HAHNY RUBEL) (422)
1 - Hew York (100- ) (A,Hi! FRIEDLAMBER) (422)
l - Hew York V100-70482) (ABE COTTOH) (422)
1 -Yew York (100-15946) (JIM TOKMEY) (422)

1 - Tievi York (100-26603-C43)
.



5?be conversation then switched to JIM T0R2<lEf nnd
both PHIIi and CONSJIE are ir< agreement that he is too much
of o one man operation end that he will not a sic anyone
for help, Kilt eritlclsed him saying that T0RME5T will
not even discuss his problems with him cm3 that he has
access to a lot of other people who could help him. lie

said that TORMEf acts like a Messiah who has. come to
save him and that he la the only one who can do it. PHIL
commented that as an organiser you certainly have to go
to the rank and file but you also have to go to the
leadership and talk with them.

2



SAC, CHICAGO (HM) 10/15/59

SAC, NEW YORK (100-8034?)

IS-C

On 9/10/59* NY 1750-S*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished Information
regarding a conversation which took place between

PHILIP and CONNIE BART at their residence at 2415
Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

CONNIE BART mentioned to her husband that
she had earlier talks with MORRIS CHILDS in Chicago
and that he had told her thatl I was back
in Chicago from l \ He said that she
told him that she had gone through New York and had
tried to see someone from the National office but
had been unable to.

PHILIP BART remarked that l I
was a lot of

........ and that she could have seen him ror five
minutes if she had really called and wanted to.

HPt|sgraffl



OFFICE MEMORANDUM

FROM:

SAC (100-31723)

SA B 0 PERKOWSKI, JR.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 10/8/39

SUBJECT: CPUSA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

On 9/23/59* I \ who has furnished reliable
information in the past, furnished a written statement by mail
to SA B. PERKOWSKI. JR. This statement is maintained in

"The

present

:

I -of the Communist Party of

1
in the

The following comrades were.

>2^ f
New York (Registered Mail)

100-56579 - PHIL BART)
23 J Philadelphia (l - 100-31723

S

I - 100-22157 - PHILIP BART
1 ~

I

1 -

1 -

1 -

(1 - 100

1 - 100-30293 - cpusa -• funds;
1 - 100-33636 - CPUSA - DOMESTIC

ADMINI&. ISSUES)
1 -• 100-32208 -• CPUSA -MEMBERSHIP)
1 - 100-33143 -• CPUSA -NEGRO QUESTION)
1 - 100-33144- - CPUSA - YOUTH MATTERS

)

1 - 100-1502-6156 -CPEPD-BUCKS COUNTY
SECTION)

1 - 100-1502-2022 -CPEPD-DEL , CTY . SECT .

)

1 - 100-1502-5969 -CPEPD-INDUSTRIAL
SECTION)

1 - IOO-I502-I955 - 4TH CD, CPEPD)
1 - 100-1502-1607 - 2ND CD .CPEPD

SEARCHED. .INDEXO.

SERIATED JS...FILED....

v/ ullf
1959

INDEXED

SERIALIZED FILED

FB?
e
?HIM§2pHIA

BP/kog if V\(

(25)
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PH 100-31723

"PHIL BART from 1'Jew York. PHIL is not a district
committee member, but

I 1 with him in
I 1 which is the 1 I

and
also the club that I s having many difficult ideological
differencies . | |

had requested such a meeting at a
previous Eh C. meeting. Besides BART, present at the
D.C. meeting were./

"The agenda was as follows

:

"1 - 40th Anniversary Celebration -
I I

"2 - District Draft Resolution -
1 I

I said it would be held

, instead of Oct. 9, at the Essex Hotel, 13th 83

"On the 40th Anniversary,
Oct . 10
Filbert . |

~| will be the main speaker. There
will be encertainment from ! frho
was secured by PHIL BART. I I said . There will also be a
tape recording from I I who
cannot be present because of restriction on travel.

| |

said the party’s anniversary affair will be used as a turn in
on the Fund Drive. The admission for the affair is 1.00 -

and .50 for the unemployed.

b6
hi
b7

I I snoke briefly on the matter saying he proposed
and asking comrades and friends to make a

This was accepted by all the comrades as
of obtaining funds. I I than asked the
how many people would be expected from

jSJrom the following: IaJ. Phila: 25,

using envelopes
contribution,
a very' good way
people present,
their respective areas

] 207[

in view of
that areaj

1 15 .

125 ,

the ideological hes

1 3 - which is the entire club,
\k, and I

~| felt this was good
aches they are having in

elt we should work for no
less than 150 people. To insure this he called for a
meeting of all club chairman^ to make certain all clubs are
aware of this affair. A meeting of such a nature will be
held on Wed. Sept. 23 at

|

—

Ave., at 8:30 P.M,



PH 100-31723

"The- -next point on the • agenda -was I | report -on
the district Draft Resolution.- When I mulled out- this
longedocumeht, everyone became uneasy^

| | asked what
I [intended to do and I I he was going to read it.
This made I

^
I very angry. He lashed out at | | saying.,

quote ’How do you, expect us to discuss such a thick
document, by listening to you read it. We should have had
the thing and read it before the meeting. 1 unquote.

| |

answered saying, 'I am only one man, it was humanly
impossible for me in two week 1 s,_ time to draw up such a
draft and print 15 or 16 copies'.'

1

' Uhquote.

asked him how many pages. He said eighteen.

that
"The comrades were very upset,

read the report.
It was finally agreed

"The Draft dealt with the Economic Status of the
working class people in the U. S. A. I I called for a
return or rather refund of Federal taxes to the State.
The draft called for slum clearance.

b6
b7C
b7D

"it also called for special attention to the Negro
people's movement. It called for the recognition that
the question of steel is the key to the economic struggle
and that emphasis be placed on organized labor.

"However, I Ireport called for more emphasis to be
placed on the youth, because the future of the party,
according to | | rests with how well we win the* youth of
this country. In the report f Ifelt that we should not
attempt to tackle all problems, but to examine carefully
specific problem_and find answers to these. The floor was
opened for discussion after T I had spent almost (one hour and
1/2) reading the document.

I I sooke briefly. She felt the draft was
a good beginning, but was surprised It did not deal with the
ideological situation in the party. She felt the draft was
one of program, rather than one grappling with the party

- 3 -



PH 100-31723

"difficulties
agreed withQ

_was the next speaker. He
Jt'nat the ideological question should

have been dealt with. He said he had pictured the draft
in' a different state but felt there was much good material
in it.

| |
spoke next , She felt the report

itself did not grasp the question of the situation that
exist^ today. She felt it gave more of a picture rather
than an analysis , She felt an analysis of the party
here in the district is necessary.

I I spoke next. He said he was disappointed with be

the draft. He felt it did not deal with the inner party b7c

struggle. b7D

] spoke next. He felt report was
good as far as it went, but it did not go further enough.
He felt the Negro Question was vague. He felt a fight for the
party must be waged and the way to do ^ is to win back
ffiie lost membership and to do this the ~5Tstrict draft

]
spoke next^must be clear and to the point.

he felt the draft did not go deep enough into the state of
^he party. The question of left-secterism and revisionism
was not dealt with in the draft. He felt 'that since the
change in leadership in the district some positive gains
have been made. The draft cfid not, he said, point this
out

.

"At this stage in the discussion, I I reminded the
comrades the hour was running late and he wanted to know
what the comrades wished to do. They agreed to a couple
more speakers. PHIL BART was given the chance to speak
next

.

"»I feel we do not need too many resolutions, after
all there will be resolutions coming from the national
committee. 5

I I resolution should deal with every
phase of the problems facing us, but attempt to solve only
those few, which we have forces to work with. 1



PH 100-31723

"'In other words we must concentrate on certain
problems. We cant catch on to a hundred different
problems and come up with a hundred different answers.'

"'There are real ideological differences in the
garty today. For example there are different approaches,,
ideologically, about steel workers in Pa. Some comrades
refer to them as The Aristorey of Labor.

'

"‘This is a wrong approach. The steel workers have
fought hard for their gains and are fighting even harder
to maintain them'

"'Problems like these must be solved.'

"'There must also be a real fight to win back some of
our lost membership. This must be a concentration point,
if we sincerely mean to rebuild the party. It can and
must be done .

' unquote

.

''The hour was getting late, so a halt was called on
the discussion.

"The next meeting of the District Committee will be
held on Monday^ 9/28/59.

"The agenda will be (a) Nat'l Resolution (2)
District Resolutions.

”

on
"It

|

was proposed that a subcommittee be set up to work
report and reshape it to“ include the reflection of

discussion held around it. The committee is[

"It
report

.

was also proposed there be an organizational
will work on this.

"Meeting adjourned."

.
previously has identified

T

respectivelyJ as
|

b6
b7C
b7D

- 5 -



t.NDARD FORM NO. 64

j o
Office Memorandum UNITED STATES

TO : SAC NEW YORK (100-7451)

FROM : SAC NEWARK (100-4284)

SUBJECT:
CP, USA
NEW JERSEY DISTRICT
IS - C

DATE: 10/13/59

On 10/9/59, NK 1S23-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that PAT TOOHEY contacted
LOTTIE GORDON on that date. HE 1828-S* advised that PAT TOOHEY

'' stated that he invited PHIL (believed to be PHIL BART) for next
week. TOOHEY also stated that WILLIAM PATTERSON wants two
people to send down to Atlantic City to distribute 500 copies
of this week f s paper ("The Worker" ) that has the big section
on the Seuther business with the visitor from abroad. HE 1828-S*
advised that LOTTIE GORDON informed PAT TOOHEY that because of
a funeral in Newark he would have to obtain someone from
Camden or Trenton since everyone in Newark would be attending
the funeral.

NK 1828-3* advised that PAT TOOHEY indicated that he
had been in contact with the farm people on 10/8/59 until early
in the morning of 10/9/59. NK 1828-S* advised that PAT TOOHEY
indicated he had been to headquarters (believed to be NJCP
Headquarters in Newark) and had left material there which
required stapling. NK 1828-S* advised that PAT TOOHEY indicated
that he would leave messages for LOTTIE GORDON with the old girl
at the little store (FANNIE LSRNER).

3 - New York (RM)
(1 - 100-56579 (PHIL BART)
(r - 100- WILLIAM PATTERSON)

4 — Newark
(1 - 100-35106 LOTTIE GORDON)
(1 - 100-19491 PAT TOOHEY)
(1 - 100-1804 FANNIE LERNER)

JJC:ab
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3AC, CLEVELAND 10/15/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN

CP, USA ORGANIZATION
IS-C

Identity of Informant NY 1749-S*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Reliability Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date 9/22/59

NY 1749-3* has reported that on 9/22/59,
an unknown woman contacted CONNIE and PHIL (BART) * The
unknown woman told CONNIE she just got home - and was
exhausted - and asked for PHIL. The unknown woman asked
how PHIL felt after his beating in "our" neighborhood.
PHIL told her it wasn't exactly a beating - he was
walking down a dark street and got a little shock - it
was sort of an introduction with this (to juvenile delinquency).
PHIL said he got this shook - and his hat fell off - he
bent over to get it and a kid made a run for it, that's all.
©ie unknown woman said she called because a friend of hers -
this gal • was at the funeral (ANDY ONDA's) this afternoon
and was very upset about who invited CHARLIE (LOMAN) -
was it the (ONDA's) wife. PHIL said he was just as upset -
"we" are all upset - "It was a fractional group that
arranged it and turned it into a“gutter politics"; they
took a body lying there and used it for the most filthy
purposes. There was a 3 page letter read there by ALLEN ...
not ALLEN - you know who I mean. The unknown woman repeated
yeah, yeah - I know. PHIL said <AL LANNON) is in California
now. The unknown woman insisted she knew.

1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York

1-Cleveland (Info) (RM) C'™ '

Ig-New York (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (4l5)
OANew York (100-56579} (PHIL BART) (415)- - “

‘ 100-84994) (GUS HALL) (415)
100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
100-114143) (THERESA ONDA) (422)
(100-80641) (415)

nav

/to -5L,5Vf'3&£3



NY 100-13483

The unknown woman said that this girl (unknown
woman’s friend at the funeral) is supposed to be with
’'them'' (the factional group), but she is very distrubed and
disgusted with what happened. PHIL said "everybody was
there; no one was invited to participate in the most
minute matter.” PHIL said he was helping to arrange it
the last few days and just broke his neck to arrange
on the main thing; to be sure they had enough (money)
to pay for a funeral. PHIL said everybody regardless
of what political persuasion - left (the funeral) sick.
PHIL said "we” made arrangements - "we” had speakers
proposed and "we” proposed to. fit them into anything
they wanted. PHIL said “we" were told to keep our
hands off - without actually saying so.

The unknown woman said another thing she called
about - was it possible to get GUS (HALL) to come to a
few places. PHIL told the unknown woman that GUS leaves
tomorrow afternoon and will be gone for a month. He is
going to Chicago first and on from there; he will be back
the latter part of October. Unknown woman said she would
be in touch with PHIL then, to see about getting GUS for
a few things. The unknown said "she” agreed with "them"
(factlonalists?) during the discussions on various things -

but "she’s" an honest person and Just couldn’t take it.

PHIL said he did not know about CHARLIE until
late last night and the others did not know until this
morning - and yet "they" have (ONDA's funeral arrangers?)
been in touch with us the whole time - so it shows they
were not dealing honestly. "We" have always said that
factionalism leads to the . . . the worse kind of ...
The unknown woman said if you say "A" you get down to "Z" -

and that is the gutter. PHIL agreed and told the unknown
woman there were 10 cars at the cemetery - good response
from people as human beings. He said one group of steel guys
came in from Youngstown, The unknown woman asked if it
(cemetery) was the same place as the others are (burled)?
PHIL said yes, that Is what "we" arranged.

The unknown woman and PHIL agreed they will be
in touch.



10/15/59

4
-4

SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (100- )

SAC, NEW YORK (100- )

CLARENCE HATHAWAY
IS-C

On 9/21/5>9* NY 1760-S*, who has furnished
reliable information In the past, advised that PHIL
and CONNIE BART had held s conversation at their
residence, 2415 Newkirk aversus, Brooklyn, New York,
and had discussed a number of items.

PHIL BART had commented to CONNIE that
(CLAHENCE) HATHAWAY was coming through very nicely
and that he was taking on work and helping out a

lot there. PHIL commented that when HATHAWAY was
expelled from the Party, he never became bitterly
opposed to it and he was outstanding in that respect.
He said that GENE DENNIS says his political acumen is
up to date even though he is 65 year® old and just
recently retired. Me said that HATHAWAYwrote a
beautiful letter and had it circularised on why he
would never talk to the FBI as it would discredit
the Constitution if he did*

CONNIE mentioned that HATHAWAY was expelled
from the CP about the time she joined and PHIL
commented pea it was about 1938*

Minneapolis (100- ) (RW)
Newark (100- ) (MARTHA STONE) (RM)
New York (100-56579/ (PHIL BART) (415)
New fork (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415)
New York (100-8057) (EU3ENE DENNIS) (415)
New York (100- )

(ALFRED BLUMBSRw) (425)
New York (100- )

J



PHIL said that DOC BLOMBEHG web making a demand

to get back into the CP end that he thought they would
have to consider it. CONMII commented that if they could

Just get beck one person like that from the Right* it

would help. She said it would not a- rprise her if

MARTHA SfOME cans© beck. PHIL commented that STONE’S
coming back is possible but that her leaving was
emotional and her return would have to he ©motional.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTiOWICE MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC, BOSTON (100-16707) DATE: 10/15/59

PROM: ' SAC, NEW YORK (100-26603)

SUBJECT : CP, USA
NEW YORK DISTRICT
IS - C

1-Boston (.100-16707) (SCOTT NEARING) (RM)
1-New York - '£1696} (‘ELIZABETH GURLEY $LYN$r) (4.15)
1-New York (.100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS ).(415 )

~ ' '

100- ) (PRANK ALEXANDER) ( 4l2

)

IOO-I8O65 )
(JACK STACHEL) (415)

100-84275) (WILLIAM L. PATTERSON) (415)
100-17924) (CARL BRODSKY) (424)
.100-97856) (HELEN ALFRED) (425)
100-9365) (WILLIAM Z. POSTER) (415)
i oo-qrr^o

'

t ( p &ttt. pnRF.smT . .te j (425

)

I b6

(100-94429) (SAUL GROSS) (424) b?c

1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
14New York

/.1/New York
uf-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York

DR:bca
( 28 )

(100-133510) (REGINA BOELICKI) (4.1)

100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT) (415

)

100-60640 ) (HAROLD COLLINS) (4l6)
.100-129629 ) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (4l6)
100-82863) (ARTHUR EDELMAN) (425)
.100-137890 ) (HERMAN SACKNOPP) (4l6

)

.100-120546) (STANLEY GOODMAN) (422)
100-88013) ( SOPHIE NASCIMENTO) (425)
100-8.1450) (ARTHUR ZIPSERj(425)
100-54555) (EVELYN WIENER) (424)
IOO-I2959) (CONNIE BART) (422)
.100-56579) ( PHIL BART) (422)
100-82905) (WILBUR BROMS) (422)
100-50842) (OAKLEY JOHNSON) (425)
(100-50094) (ESTHER CANTOR) (425)
100-26603) (4.16)

m -SC579-&&



NY 100-26603

On the evening of 9/25/59, SA DAVID RYAN attended a
4oth Anniversary Celebration of the founding of the CP, USA,
that was held at Carnegie Hall, N.Y.C, It is estimated 1900
individuals attended this celebration wUic'n started at 8:25
pm and concluded at .11:00 pm.

The following individuals were speakers at this
celebration:

ELIZABETH GURLEY. FLYNN, Chairwoman

EUGENE DENNIS, introduced as National Secretary, CP,

USA
FRANK ALEXANDER (N-M-22-5 Ml"-l65) who was identified

as a guest from California who had attended the recent World
Youth Festival in California.

SCOTT NEARING who was identified as a farmer, writer,
and traveler, and "a guest" of the meeting. It is noted NEARING"!

in his speech identified the U.S. as responsible for all the
wars and misery in the world and recommended in reference to the
U.S. government, that "the garbage be swept out and collected."

Also sitting on the stage were JACK STACHEL and WILLIAM
L. PATTERSON but they did not speak.

The collection was taken by CARL BRODSKY and it was
announced that HELEN ALFRED had contributed $50.00.

Greetings to the celebration were read from WILLIAM
Z. FOSTER, President Emeritus, CP, USA and a tape in Spanish
was played wherein JUAN MARINELLO, President of the CP of Cuba,

spoke

.

The following individuals were observed by SA DAVID
RYAN as present in tjie meeting hall or either entering or

leaving the hall on the evening of 9/25/59:

PAUL ROBESON, JR.



NY .100-26603

| |

who was seated with the youth group,

SAUL GROSS, who was selling the "Worker" at the
entrance to the meeting,

REGINA BOELICKI, who solicited contributions in
the audience,

BETTY GANNETT, who was active in the vicinity of
the stage.

b6
b7C

HAROLD COLLINS

WILLIAM ALBERTSON, who was active in the vicinity
of the stage and who assisted CARL BRODSKY in announcing the
contributions received,

ARTHUR EDELMAN, whose main interest appeared to be in
the younger girls present,

HERMAN SACKNOFF, who was sitting near the youth group
and talking to

STANLEY GOODMAN

SOPHIE NASCIMENTO, who was selling the "Worker",

ARTHUR ZIPSER

EVELYN WIENER

CONNIE BART

PHIL BART

WILBER BROMS, who opened the meeting with the National
Anthem and who later lead the Youth Chorus,

OAKLEY JOHNSON

ESTHER CANTOR



sag, :mi york lQ/Lo/59

SiS HAROLD P. iHIIFiJ

PHIL PRAIIKFELD
^ 11

Identity of Inform: nt 1IY 1749-3*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Reliability V!ho has furnished
reliable information
in the pee c

Date 9/29/39

1IY 1749-3* advised that on 9/29/39, PHIL (BART)
contacted (PHIL FRAHKPELD). m'HSCHELD asked BART how
many attended last week end and BART said 2 (moaning 2,000).
idlAiHQhBLD said he heard that there ware 18 (lCCO). RRAMCPELD
Asked why G'iSS did not speak for the people would like a
ne'W face and new voice. BART told him that CU3 wooko in
Chicago and is
stated
bored.

fntly touring the West Co; i It *.
*<* BART

that the* meeting went off well and no one seemed

and EfiRT said that
know if h. will be
to call him la-Wrt.-.-n-

?RARKi*‘ELD asked JJIRT to set up a luncheon date
he is leaving Brid.ay and does not
bade by kond. y. He told SRtVi<13ELE*

y so they cun set up the luncheon.

1-IIY (100-30379) (PHIL BART) (415)
I-'IY (100- ) (422)

\

/



10/10/59-SAC, ivzs; york (ioo-i34 -03 }

C'\ HAROLD P. OJJIh'M

i ::tY
io-c

identity of lea'ova. nt

Rcli. Mil by

HY 174-9-J*
(Conoo 1 ,i-;u o - r- ohr • ao

)

Mao h a fUi-ni.cn w6
roll .ole iaforii tier*
in the p. .et

3D f/22/5:

.
iiY 1745-S* advised "on fc on S/22/59,, UYfv

(Gf-ei.-icce) coat. cfceci (PdlL BeFil1 ) whO, . elccd if ha h. cl

o^on JIL (SOU/LiY) oinco the funor 1. phtt. a. id no.
e id uhe h.d not he.rd froa jik ._nd ho in the

onl^ on: ..ho old not eo,ue lx. el: to the office*. PHIL
d id ho die not £o h„cl: to tho office either,
...aIc<:d_hon ia-ny people aero out t the counter;/. p;:t (

o id tnero v.-crc bout 10 c re there.
tell .jL>, to C-.ll her if he he r<i frcr.t hin.

ruin
PHIL u xo lie could

1-.3Y (100-95979
1-r.Y 1 100 -139-1e
i-t’Y (ico-ie’i Os

(PHIL BART) (413)
(JIM rOSMiY) (1,22)
(416)

y 2
t /.?.

C-IPO.: rr.i

;

( 6 )



SAC, NEW YORK (100-12051?) (422) 10/16/5S

SA HAROLD P. iflfH

DIGIC KAU32R0r*
s::-c

aentity of Informant

Reliability

late

AY 1?49-S* advised tiV

I contacted PHIL (B r
iP«.a')

tomorrow niwht. PHIL did, not re,

would c>o over to I l
oluce. [

have that thins prepared that th
the last time. PHIL could not r
he has been so busy. I loaid*
•were .colnr: to owplain it to jae .

.

seel I tomorrow and they could

hy i?42-s*
(Conceal anu pare/phraso)

Wio has i’urniehed
reliable information
in the past

9/28/59

,t on 9/28/59, 1 I

to roraind. PHIL about
-amber where - but said he
^aulrod if PHIL would
:y were talkies '-tout
.member what that wee -

the publication - you
,, PHIL said he would
straighten it oat.

(100-55579} (PHIL BART) (415)
1-1IY (100-12051?) (422)

(2 )



SAC, DETROIT (1C0-1342Q) 10/16/

SAC, UEU YORK (100-27539)

CARL I'JIMTER
IS-C

Identity of Inform. nt NY 17^9-S*
(Conceal and p..,r phras

Reliability

D te

Who h ,a furnished
reliable infora tion
in the p.st

9/30/59

NY I749-S* advised th.t on 9/30/59, CARL WINTER
contacted PI-IIL (BART). PIIIL s.id he would like to lv.ve
CARL cone into Now York next Tuesday. CARL wanted to know
'what u..s up. PHIL soid a number- of things th.>t could not
bo discussed before especially in connection with CARL.
things that were not taken up when GENE was in Chicago.
CARL s.id ho would not be able to get to IJY before Tuesday
«t 1:00 _,nd would have to lc.,ve e..rly Uednosd y morning.
PHIL s_id they would leave it .,t that, .and mentioned that
it involves someone th_t is further than CARL.

1-Detroit (100-13420) (RIl)
1-Kew York (100-56579) (PHIL E-Rl) (415)
I-Nov; York (100-27539)

KPO,: rnv



TO:

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

x

#
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM:

SUBJECT

:

SAC, NEW YORK (100- 56579)

SA

PHIL BART
SM-C

b6
b7C

DATE: 10/16/59

The above captioned subject was observed entering
and/or leaving 23 West 26th St;, New York, New York,

NY 1726-S*,’ who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the
National and New York State offices of the Communist Party
would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,
New York;

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial
staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at
23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58 ;

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of
the basement and first floor areas of building by the
office staff of "The Worker" , an East Coast weekly Communist
newspaper;

DATE OBSERVED BY SAS

10/5 /59

104 /59

STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

STEPHEN FEDUNIAK
Zl

10/8/59 STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

10/9 /59 STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

1

/ /59

A log covering the above surveillances is being
maintained in NY file 100-4931-Sub 0,



SAC, MEW YORK (1OO-131C0G) 10/19/59

SA HAROLD ?. QUINN y4lf

cp - southern region
IS - c

Oh 10/3/59, NY 1750-S* , who has furnished reliable
Inforaation in the past, advised that PHIL and CONNIE BART Had
discussed a number of iteas at their residence at 2415 Newkirk
Ave., Brooklyn, MY*

The subject told his wife that he had attended a
meetin ; of the Southern Region that day to wnich ids wife asked
if 11the big exoert JACK SHULMANW was there?" PiUL told her tnat
SIJDLMAM had not attended. He said that the meeting was held in
a large apartment on upper Riverside Drive with one side looking
over the Palisades and the other viewing the George Washington
Bridge

.

CONNIE asked PHIL if he had participated in the
r.aetin.“; and he said that he had. In passing* PHIL mentioned that
JIM JACKSON was looking for a new place to live, in that Ms preset
apartnent was too sanli.

PHIL said that at the above neeting he was talking
to one of the nen who used to be an organizer but was fired. He
described hi.a as bein' • white and apparently he lost his Job
because of his political beliefs, lie said that he would, like to
have spent some tiee with him.

CONLIE asked what the purpose of the meeting was and
PHIL told her that it was supposed to be a report on the Southern
Region but it had turned into a criticise of the CP organization.
He said there was one fellow there who was really sharp and used
to be a Mg shot in the steel union. He said that ho told the
meeting that the Party must do more open vrork in the South and
r.iust speak out on issues. CONNIE asked if JIM JACKSON, who was
there, had agreed with this viewpoint and he said that JACKSON
definitely had agreed.

1 - New1 Yorli

1 - New Yor!i

100-
100-

New York ( lOO-lllMO
New York (100-

FHIL BART)
CONNIE BART)
(JACK SHULMAN ’."in

1 - New York
1 - Now York

I-IPQ: ibg

(^)

100-167 o5) (JIM JACKSON,
100-131666)

,}'N15



SAC, NEW YORK (100-135484) 10/19/59

SA HAROLD P
. QUINN ;-4l5

agues wrnis
Sil - c

On 10/2/59, NY 1T50~3 ;:“, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised, that PHIL and CONNIE TART had
discussed a number of items at their residence at 2415 Newkirk
Avo. , Brooklyn, HY.

Source advised that AGNES WILLIS visited the BARTS
for dinner that evening. She arrived at approximately 8:07 p.m.
Durinc 'the evening, WILLIS, in discussine housing, said that she
shares a six room house with another girl and that it costs her
approximately (87.00 per month. Later, while discussing education
WILLIS said that her two girls did not intend to go to college,
tut they will finish high school. She said that last year, her
union started a scholarship fund and she may try to have her
children take advantage of it.

WILLIS then mentioned that she was going to have to
change her way of transportation as the plant where she is
employed was moving to Queens. She said that hex* shop makes
knitting machines and they are finding it very difficult to
compete.

During the conversation, PEEL BART mentioned that he
had been talking to IRVING NERKAN that week and that HERTIAN is
now in the printing trade where he earns between (129,00 to
(132.00 per week and with overtime, earns up to yl60.00. PEEL
commented that even when HERMAN was a functionary in the CP, ho
could not make close to that.

Tlost of the discussion during the x-out of the evening
was regarding economics and unions as well as juvenile delinquency
and the Puerto Rican problem in 171 . WILLIS mentioned that she
would like to see a trade union club in the Bedford section and
PIIIL explained that this was not possible, saying that the trade
union clubs of bho C? are not heterogeneous trade unionists put

1 - Hew York
1 - Hew York
1 - New York
1 - How York

(100-56579
b.oo-

12^5^100
(100-8
(100-135484)

' 65422)

PHIL BART)
%

CONNIE BART)
IRVING BERMAN) (,5422)



tooothor into a club but rather a croup of people froa the
saue -union.

Continuing, BARI said that ho is a Dcabor of a
printin'-; trade union club in Brooklyn. Re explains that the
reason for this is so that those people can bo a nucleus
vri thin the trade union 1tooIf or organisations ouch as the
1JAACP in Brooklyn. Ho said that this nucleus composed of only
four or five people can possibly gather about then tsjenty-five
or thirty oho are synonoaoue to their vay of thinking and
in this any, have a trosonclouu influence on any action taken
by the union. BARI advised LILLIS to try to use sor;.o

influence in the union to uhich she belongs and in the I.JAACP
of uhich she is a neater.

WILLIS left the apar foment at approximately 12:10 p.ma
and after leaving, COiRIIE co.u.onted to PHIL that LILLIS had
Ma lot on the ball and she expects a lot from), her 1

', 'putt.

consented that at least WILLIS c ecrocd intors-sfo-U.



SAG, HEW YORK (1CO-32';30) 10/19/59

SA HAROLD P. QUIlli! v/i-15

IZxVim HBRilftiT

SIX - c

Oil 9/29/59, IIY 1750-0*, who Is corcisant o£ certain
affairs that take place in the residence or PIDILX? and OOivlTIE

BARS, 2^15 ITo'.rldLrlc* Avo., Brooiayn, advised that on that date,
PIIIL BARS was visited at his residence by the subject.

Source advised that the subject arrived at the BAKU
residence at appropriately 1 :5r- p.i.i. and lei’t at appropriately
3:25 p,u, Burin" that period, sour - WvAij not abl e to doternin
what t;as discussed by the subject and BARS; ha* ever, source said
it appeared that BARI was clvin^ ilCRllATJ a revie;. o.C Inis personal
activities sine-- he took over the position o£ Organisational
Secretary oB the CP, USA.

1 - Hew York (100-56579) (PEH. BARI
1 - Her York (100-32430)

lH'51-Slj
IlPOpnbc
(2)

'd- 1 V* 0
! 'J * \ . ; j'



SAC, 1®: YORK (1C0-70432)

SA HAROLD P, QJJIHJJ

0/19/59

ABE COTTON
s:i - 0

On 9/23/59* liY 1750-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised PHIL and CONNIE BART, during a
discussion at their residence at 2415 Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn,
NY, had discussed a number of items.

PHIL and his wife, CONNIE, discussed ABE COTTON
apparently after PHIL and just finished talking to hin on the
telephone-. He commented that he did not have to talk to a ‘‘bun 1 ’

like that just because he till in the CP. He said COTTON
and that whole yroup have been nothing: more than an anti-Party
clique. He said he called because he wanted the CP to pay ('40,00

for iflowers for the OHDA funeral. He said if COTTON came to the
door ric.'nt that minute, he would throve him out physically. He
said that COTTON is the one who was responsible for L^NNON’s
speech bains read at the funeral although he feels that THERESA
ONDA was also in on it.

He continued that he hoped they would qo to the
district and EE1I DAVTS for support on tills thins just so it would
be hrou'Jit out in the open. He said let there co out anet raise
the money as they have been raising it rl^ht alon^ without the
CP receiving any of it.

CONNIE BART told PHIL not to lose his temper and
lower hi aself to the sane class as COTTON. She said that she
had to deal with him in icings County CP affairs to which PHIL
retorted that she can deal with him tut she is never to allot; him
to come near their door a<yain.

1 1* trr* - York (100-55579
1 m, York rlCO-12959
1 — New York (100-5522}
1 - New York (100-23325
1 - Ilew York (100-70432

1
t

r ~ * ___3&

( !

ui- i > i » .'J
'

id-. ; t

HPOpnly
(5)



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) 10/19/59

FROM : SA I I

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
SM-C

I I advised SA JOHN HAAG on Q/W5Q .

that on I
|
a meeting of the I I

I I or CP . USA, was held at Adelphi
Hall, 74 5th Ave., NYC.

Adelphi Hall consists of 8th floor through
11th floor, a building located at 74 5th Ave., NYC.
The first f floors are occupied by other business
establishments

.

The above captioned subject was observed
entering and/or leaving 74 5th Ave., NYC, on dates
indicated

:

DATE OBSERVED BY SAS

: (9/26/59
|

—

|

JOHN R. HAWKEN

9 /27/59 I I

HAROLD P. QUINN

A log covering the above surveillance is
being maintained in NY file 100-4931 Sub 0.

pj;M:rmv

ft
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blC
b7D
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, NEWARK (100- ) DATE: 10/20/59

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-49430) (411)

SUBJECT: PAT TOOHEY
IS-C

On 9/26/59, NY 1750-s*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that PHIL
and CONNIE BART had held a conversation at their
residence, 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York,
and had discussed a number of items.

PHIL BART and his wife discussed the Eastern
Regional CP Conference which they had attended that
day and PHIL complained that the Conference on that
day had been poorly attended. They both then
criticized JIM TORMEY for leaving the Conference
early along with his wife, BETTY GANNETT. PHIL
commented that "that guy should be called Mr.
GANNETT as he is just her lackey."

PHIL and his wife complained that there
had been no one at the Conference from the New York
State CP leadership and CONNIE said that BEN DAVIS
should have been there, PHIL mentioned that he
had heard that ALBERTSON had held a meeting today
some place else.



NY 100-

A
'

CONNIE then commented that AGNES (WILLIS)
was going to come over to their apartment nexis

•Rrldav for a visit. She also commented that I I

I

"[Conference and she said

that she thought he was quite good to which PHIL
agreed.

PHIL commented that LOTTIE (GORDON) and her
husband DAVE were there and that he knows them quite

well but that PAT (TOOHEY) cannot stand either of

them.

CONNIE asked PHIL why PAT (TOOHEY) had been
made chairman of the meeting that day and PHIL said

that JACK STACHEL had nominated JACKSON but that we
did not want it to look like a "put up national job."

b6
b7C

2



10/20/59



10/20/59SAC, NEWARK

SAC, NEW YORK (ICO-49',’30)

PAT TOOHEY
IS-C

Identity of Informant

Reliability

Date

NY 1749-S*
(Conceal and paraphrase

)

Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

10/10/59

NY 1749-S* has reported that on 10/10/59, PHIL
(BART) contacted PAT TOOHEY and informed him tin t he had
arrived this morning from New Haven, Conn. PHIL said he
was in Newark yesterday. He stated "they are firm"' and
that he wanted, to meet with "them" and PAT this coming
Wednesday (10/14/59) to discuss the matter in detail.
They agreed to meet this coming Wednesday.

I



On 10/14/59, NK 1828-S*, who has furnished reliable

information in the past, advised that PHIL (BAHT) arrived in

Newark by bus on 10/14/59. NK 1828-S* advised that BART

indicated he was planning to go to the home of LOTTIE GORDON

on that date.

A New York (INFO) (RM)

- Newark

(1 - 100-35106 LOTTIE GORDON)

(1 - 100-4284V CONNECTION OF NJCP WITH CP, USA)

JJC:ab



On 10/1/59, NK 1828-g*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that LOTTIE GORDON had
conversed with PHIL (BAST) on that date and had told him that
flowers had been sent (to TIB ADAMS) in the name of the
organization, UK 1828-S* advised that when PHIL heard,. this,
he stated that a telegram would be sent. NK 1828-S* advised
that PHIL would be tied up for the rest of the week but he
hopes to get in touch with LOTTIE GORDON during the week of

10/4/59.

New York (RM ) (INFO)

3 - Newark

(1 - 100-35106 LOTTIE GORDON)

(1 - 100-4284V)



V

STANDARD FORM NO. &4

Office Memorandum • united states government

TO :

SAC

FROM :

sa[

SUBJECT:

CP - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

From: be
1 1 b7C

Concealment and BS T- , who has furnished reliable in-
reliability: formation in. the past.

Date and
description:

Date Received;

Received By:

Location ;

In view of the sensitivity of this informant, the
utmost care must be utilized to carefully paraphrase
this information prior to dissemination in order to
protect the identity of this informant*

Informant’s written report, dated September 15, 1959*
follows:
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Distribution

- 100-7908 CP, USA, DISTRICT #1
- 3-99-?3165 DOMESTIC ADM. ISSUES

& PUBLICATIONS
Y IN INDUSTRY

- 100- PHIL BART
- 100-31934 CP PALL RIVER-NEW BEDFORD
- IOO-31935 CP SOUTH SHORE
- 100-18969 CP NORTH SHORE

- 100-10169
- 100-26893
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JBD Ihra

svreez in hLoxbury, Mass.*- and- there waited for
who was expected frrvm Pr>mn d e-np. a I

Later

|

drove to Lynn to attend a D. C. meeting at|
] Prftaftwt g-h t-.Vi-i g maatinff uowo

The meeting opened at about 10:30 A.M. by

The Agenda for this meeting
1st - Draft Political Resolution & the Negro

Draft Resolution.
2nd - Eastern Seaboard Conference
3rd - Fund Drive.

that he had attended the
National Committee Meeting held in New York July 25 &
26th -

| |
two draf.t resolutions wera prfiKant-.Aritaken from a 2l|. page report by|

[ further
said that he agreed with many tilings in the resolution
(Political) but that he was not in complete accord
with part of the resolution and f

o

r that reason was
opposed to its complete adoption.

| |
discussed

the Foreign Policy and what the Party *s stand is - a
] also discussed theUnited front for Peace.

30 hour work week - and tke dumping of atomic waste in
the Atlantic -

1 I said that the Gloucester Fishermen
said that laborare up in arms and need help.

unions are the answers to the peace question - the
Atomic Waste dumping and that both Democrats
& Republicans in the 2 party system which is controlled
by big business has failed the Workers of America.
The Communists are on the move - I I said world
events have changed in our favor - We in the past
supported the democratic party - but that support must
stop - we must support either party who helps the
workers or supports class struggle ~ right now we must
praise the Republican Party for their stand on
KHRUSHCHEV’S visit over the protests of the KENNEDYS -
REUTHERS - TRUMANS and of Card. CUSHING.

- 2 -

b6
h7C
b7D



I
the big business controls both

parties, that American Labor will be squeased
because profits are
interests -

|

labor delegates shou
Labor - Farmer - Neg
party circles,
the adoption of JJrAf
presented.

; coming in from outside
|
state convention

be contacted to talk up a

oJLiticai. resolution as

|
[his opposition to the

resolution -
| | that the democratic party

with the Dixiecrats - sold the American Working
class down the river - and that the party should take
a stand on individual party candidates who are anti-.

Labor - either Republicans or Democrats -| |

said to condemn one party or the other would offend
some members who are nro-labor and ip -hftnft.qtftd in
class struggle. I [ that Communists*
ideology was becoming a reality in the American
Labor movement and that it is the only answer to
World Peace. I |- KHRUSHCHEV ! S visit was
the greatest thing to happen to the American
Communist Party - - it will mark the
beginning. of recognition of our Party. I I went
on and said that an American Labor-Farmer-Negro
Political Party is a reality - but must be intro-
duced by Labor leaders or at Democratic state con-
ventions.

|
that the 30 hour work week was the most

appealling issue to bring before the workers -

.

I

further said - that altho the Party did not get
credit it was directly responsible for all Labor re-
form bills -such as Social Security - etc.

I the party should contact the Gloucester
fishermen to Protest thru the labor leaders the
dumping of Atomic Waste in the immediate area.

I
the resolution as

presented - and that KHRUSHCHEV (S) visit is a
great victory for the Left movement in America.

|many issues on the
proposed resolution but that he also disagreed with
others - and was opposed to its adoption.
that in a class struggle - sacrifices must be made -
the Communist Party in America must be made strong -

- 3 -



Our labor contacts are doing a good job - but that
is not enough, we must convince the working class -

the farmer - and the Negro that they . must
organize to form a strong united Political Party -

this action must come from Labor leaders or even
members of the Democratic party - We must take
advantage of KHRUSHCHEV

(

S) visit as a step forward
in obtaining our goals - I I

- did
you know that l~ I now want to meet with
KHRUSHCHEV

.

| - said that conditions in Vermont
eased in favor of the party and that Congress (man)
MEYER has the backing of the workers because of his
fight for World Peace. I I that was one
reason why the Party could not attack the Democratic
Party because of such men as MEYER.

. b7D
- Vermont - said she agreed that America

needs a strong Labor-Farmer Labor Party.

|
that he agreed that the 86th Congress

with its Dixiecrats sold the American Workers down
the river - and that l ~l weren * 1 any_

better -
| |

I believe that the American . Labor
Party should send a delegation to the Soviet Union -

because it is only way the American workers can
learn the truth about working conditions in the
Soviet Union - I

lthat all labor
leaders who are affiliated with the party should be

contacted and sort of hint around at their labor
meetings that members of the democratic party should
be told about a threatened Labor-Farmer-Negro Party -

| |
he believed in a strong labor front

for peace.

~1 that a United Labor front for

Peace is essential - and said, that the enemies of

peace were the American Imperialists - with the

|
the War MongeB in

America are the capitalists - the Soviet Union has-

no Capitalists, therefore no War Mongers -
I I

|
lthat some of the Leftist labor leaders

were doing a.good job i- in the American class struggle.
.

^ Reg0iyfcion.

- Ij. -
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I I at this point said it was getting late -

and requested a D.C, members to study the Draft
Political Resolution for further discussion at
the next meeting and also that at this meeting it was
too late to discuss the Negro draft resolution.

1 I a representative of the
National Committee to be present at the next meeting
and he suggested I I - and in the event l I

"

is unable to attend then PHIL BART will be invited.

|
from the

National headquarters to pass on to clubs to accept
or reject -

1
I the defeat of the

referendum -1 phau if the referendum is
adopted the National Committee would be cut in half
with N. E. possibly losing a committee man.

The D. C, went on record opposing the adoption of
the referendum and recommended that all clubs take
similar action - this was carried.

give New York
District Committees.

the adoption of the referendum would
Dureaucratic power over all other

[that the party cleared $110.00 at the
- and suggested that inasmuch
31.00 to the Worker towardsas N. E. had sent S

a $1,500 quota - that the party put in the difference
into the profits of the
the $1,500 quota to the Worker,

meeting and complete
This was carried.

I "Isold ft 28. 00 worth
of Party Literature at the

| |

I Ithe Administrative Committee I

for| I cost $500.00 and that
I I salary is nowLiilM^OO per week plus $5»00 for
expenses - and that

|
will get the gas for the

car at one gas station charged to the Party.

- 5 -



Fund Drive

I, , . I- South Shore $255*00 North Shore
$550.00, New Hampshire & Vermont - $ 1)4.0,00 -
Worcester & Springfield $12.00 - R. I. $ 38.00 -
Fall River & 108.00 . Wan Bft rlfVvprl _ $22.00-
(Notel gave $20.00)Boston
District S 3 , 300.00 -

crease -

|

said she had about $ 700.00 and

Eastern Seaboard. Conference -

labout 600.00.

This conference will be held in New York Sept. 26 &
27th, delegates selec ted from Eastern Seaboard
District Committees.

| |
- because

he was unable to accept tba~tj |

S° to the conference -
|

said, tie could not accept because it was his weekend
on duty at the project -

|

~~

Ttie
l I to attend the Eastern Spahnard

conferfirip.fi are -

.It was voted to send a letter of condolence to
|

on the death of his sister.

The next meeting will be held October 18, 1959

received from
also a letter asking l

Fall River friands to write to
and other

dinner with I

he was passing through

.d her that he had
in Warsaw, Poland while

— 8 —
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l
ls described as 5 * 9 ", dark complexion,

175 lbs., looks Italian, mixed gray and brown hair, crew cut
style, age 57 yrs.

,

_l is described as 5 » 2 ”, 138 lbs.,
naxr plain brown, looks Jewish, complexion light, in kO^s,
wore wedding ring.n

All necessary action has been taken with respect
to above information.

An Autostat copy of the Draft Political Resolution
and of the Draft Resolution on the Negro Question
in the Upitud States has been plac-od in the 1A section
of 1 1



OFFICE MEMORANDUM* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT'

TO s SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-1763) DATE: 10/6/59

FROM s SA ROMNEY STEWART

SUBJECT: SOUTHERN C-ALIPORNIA DISTRICT
COMMUNIST PARTY (SCDCP) , USA
IS - C

SOURCE ACTIVITY RECEIVED AGENT LOCATIO

who has fur-
nished reli-
able infor-
mation in
the past and
whose iden-
tity should
be concealed

teeting of .0/1/59 Writer

ce: 2 > New York (ORGANIZATION

)

4THIL BART) - REGISTERED
1 - San Diego (LILLIAN HASKELL) - REGISTERED
1 - San Francisco (HOLLAND ROBERTS') - REGISTERED

I 100-24766 (JOHN HELLMAN) (Si)
100-21884 (HENRY SAZER)(Sl)

100-4486 (DOROTHY HEALEY) (Si) 100-4963 (PETTIS PERRY) (Si )

100-4663 (BEN DOBBS) (SI) *
I I

100-20432 (FRANK WHITLEY) (SI) 100-27931 (SOPHIE SILVER) (SI)
100-3043Q (WTLT.TAN TAVLTYRWflT) 100-338.10 (FANNIE GOLOS)(Sl)

100-32566 (HARRY FREED) (SI)
100-4«7«3 (IRV SNYDER) (SI) ^£00-58378 (CHARLIE from Valley)
100-52571 (CHARLENE ALEXANDER) (SI

)

100-56617 (ANITA R0ST0D.HA) (SI S ^00-58521 (NATHAN from E. HoiANITA RQSTODHAHSI) ^00-58521 (NATHAN from E. Hollywood)
1 100-26044 (ORGANIZATION)
I 100-24349 (INT'L RELATIONS)

HOWARD L0T1KS) (Si) 100-23423 (POLITICAL ACTIVITY)
CAL GOODMAN) (SI) 100-25365 (CP STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
ELSIE MONJAR) (SI) 97-16 (PEOPLE'S WORLD)

100-24692 (HOWARD LOTTKS ) sSl)
100-44901 (CAL wim&N)(si)
100-22612 (ELSIE MONJAR ) (SI)
100-36482 (MURRAY NAIDIOB.) (Si)
100-53913 (PIERRE MANDELWSI)

PEOPLE'S WORLD
\ -.O

100-50269 (TED KNOWLTON) (SI)
100-23198 (NEMMY SPARKS)! SI)
100-23377 (SIMONNE BERGMAN) (SI)
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On I I furnished SA ROMNEY STEWART
with a report taken in dictation by Stenographer | |

I Upon transcription , report was reviewed and
initialed by informant on 10/1/59 as follows

;

b6
b7C

i 1 b7D

at the Convention Hall, r
I I Los Angeles . Sunday

,

1 |
beginning at 10 % 00 a .m

.

"The meeting was opened by DOROTHY HEALEY who gave
a brief estimate of the visit of KHRUSHCHEV and stated that
it was a definite contribution toward American Soviet
friendship and world peace,

"She proposed a one-point agenda around the
convention preparations and proposed that the meeting be
divided into three subheadings — 1) report’ of the National
Committee meeting, 2) discussion from the sections , and
3) Board proposals for the District Convention. She announced
that this District Council meeting opened the pre-convention
period in the District,

"In reporting on the recent National Committee
meeting, she listed the reasons why it was necessary td omit
the scheduled District Council meeting for August and the
postponement to this date. She said first there was the
difficulty of reporting on the last National Committee meeting
both because of the character of the resolution and because
the National Committee, in effect, only endorsed a general
line and the actual language of the resolutions was re'ferred
back to the Resident Board for final drafting; second was the
fact that the resolutions on labor and Party organization
have still not been discussed by the National Committee, and
this material is not yet available to the Party membership;
third was the decision of the National Committee not to
submit any proposed amendments or changes to the National
Constitution but to propose rather that the Districts make
their proposals to the National Subcommittee on Constitution
and Organization,

- 2 -
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"She said there are two ways we can approach the
pre-convention discussion — the old way which nobody would
approve of which consisted primarily of attention only to the
application of the line and not to an objective examination
of the line for the purpose of amendments and modifications.
She proposed instead the adoption of a new way — first, to
recognize that the National resolutions constitute only a
draft which are open to amendments and change, then Sections
and Clubs are urged to make proposals for strengthening and
correction of the draft resolutions; seeond, to recognize that
the draft resolution cannot define every particular - it can
only present the general political line; third, to use the
resolution to increase the ability of the Party membership
to deal in a basic Marxist method with the resolution and
to develop a new dexterity in using the Marxist method;
and fourth, to enlarge the individual comrade's understanding
of left methodology and approach and to utilize study of the
Marxist classics and current material in deepening the
Marxist understanding of the individual comrade.

"She said the National Committee went along with
the proposal of endorsing a general national political line
without exact language, because they felt the general line
presented in the resolution represents a substantially correct
line and a perspective for the immediate future. The main
question in considering the resolution is what is number one
in terms of the- needs of our country. First is the question
of the labor movement and the development of class
consciousness leading to the organization and expression of
independent political action by labor. Second is the
development of the Negro people's movement. In placing these
questions in life, it requires the fight for a mass line
and the fight for the mastery of the tactic and strategy of
the united front.

"Some of the delegates to the National Committee
from the Southern California District voted against the
section of the resolution dealing with the Party organization.
DOROTHY HEALEY stated that she was one of those who so voted.
This section, she said, fails to deal adequately or objectively
with the internal Party problems, for example, the continuing
ideological crisis and the development of the role of the
American Communist Party.

- 3 -
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"She described the resolution on Negro work as an
overcollectivised stew pot and urged the utilization of the
same method to amend and examine the Negro resolution.

"This completed her report on the National Committee
meeting.

"CAL GOODMAN proposed a five-minute discussion
period., which DOROTHY HEALEY amended to a ten-minute period.
This was adopted by the Council.

"Speakers

;

"CAL GOODMAN said that in the opinion of the
Professional Section the style of the document was atrocious-,
but the Section was in agreement with the placement of the
primary ideological question as the struggle for peace. The
Section was critical of the method used in the document
because it posits but does not analyze objective situations
and conditions. As examples, he cited the weakness in
analyzing the struggle in the American bourgeois on the
DULLES brinkmanship policy and that the document fails to
analyze the relationship of the Communist Party to the rest
of the left movement.

"NEMMY SPARKS compared the National draft political
resolution to a TV" set without a picture. He said the
picture is out of focus and badly blurred. The foreign
political section is not adequate. There is insufficient
analysis of the relationship of forces since the removal
of DULLES which has helped to, clear the way to a new political
atmosphere in foreign affairs. A new era is now beginning.
He cited the visits of CASTRO and of KHRUSHCHEV as examples of
the first leaders of revolutionary states to be invited to
the United States since the revolutionary period began. He
stated that the possibility of imperialism to wage war to
destroy the socialist countries is now gone, but the resolution
fails to emphasize this point. He said the dialectical
relationship of problems and forces around foreign policy is
not correctly placed.

"HENRY SAZER challenged the statement in the
resolution, 'The Party had defeated the revisionists and

- 4 _
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left sectarians, * as untrue. He said the section
Out of Automation is dealt with in a one-sided and incorrect
manner. He questioned the correctness of raising the slogan
of. a Parmer Labor Party and proposed instead an amendment
limiting the proposal to a fight for labor representation.
He challenged the statement in the resolution predicting
crisis in two years.

"BILL'-TAYLOR stated the draft resolution is a good
document to open the discussion ; at least, he said, it is short.
However, he felt the section on Peace was inadequately dealt
with. He pointed out that there was no reference to the recent
Stockholm Peace Conference, and in passing, he made a remark
to the effect that the Los Angeles delegation headed, as he
said, by Mr. Peace himself from Northern California (HOLLAND
ROBERTS) was guarantee of the most virulent white chauvinism.
On the question of building united front, he said the
document should point out how to grapple with the question of
foreign policy. He said it is necessary to guaranty the
building of the Communist Party along with the development of
the united front. He said the treatment of the Negro question
in the draft resolution in inadequate. He reported that
the Moranda Smith Section has made the following three
proposals for the pre-convention period: 1) that every Club
read the main resolution aloud; 2) that there be at least one
section-wide mobilization during the pre-convention period
in which ex-members of the Party would be invited to
participate, excluding any former members who have issued
or signed statements against the Party; and 3) that each
Cluh recruit at least one member before the National
Convention.

"SOPHIE SILVER stated the resolution lacks an
evaluation of the trade Union leadership. It fails to point
out the use labor participation has in the key struggle for
peace

.

"DOROTHY HEALEY, speaking immediately after
SOPHIE SILVER, agreed with SOPHIE SILVER'S position and added
the nead for an estimate of the entire labor movement and
the problem of developing the class consciousness of the
working class as a whole.
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"JOHN HEILMAN emphasized the need for the development
of mass work and made an appeal for any comrade to volunteer
time to work on the special election in the 56th Assembly
District scheduled for October 20th. He disagreed with HENRY
SAZER, whom he identified as a comrade from his own Section,
and urged the retention in the resolution of the perspective
for a farmer labor party, pointing out that the process
involved here is one of quantity to quality and not an
immediate proposal. He was critical of the resolution in
that it failed to treat the question of demagoguery in an
adequate fashion.

"PIERRE MANDEL stated that in his opinion the major
problem in this year's convention will be different from
the previous one. Three years ago, he said, the problem
was. one of saving the Party. The problem this year is one
of unifying the Party. Our main problem is one of developing
an adequate understanding of the theory, strategy and tactics
of the class struggle. He also urged greater attention to the
development of Mexican-American work.

"At this point, 12:30, the meeting was adjourned
for lunch, and it was announced the Council would reconvene
at 1:00 p.m.

"Following the luncheon break, DOROTHY HEALEY
turned the floor over to BEN DOBBS to report on the
Los Angeles District Board proposals for the District Con-
vention.

"DOBBS stated that his report would be divided
into three parts: 1) the National Convention; 2) the
District Convention; and 3) the National Referendum. First,
the National Convention — he urged that all comrades and
all clubs obtain copies of September 'Political Affairs, 1 copies
of which are now available in the Progressive Book Store.
This issue carries the final draft of the two main resolutions.
Second, he announced the District Bulletin and urged that all
comrades submit discussion articles. He announced that the
Education Department document of directives to assist the
comrades in studying the main political resolution were mimeo-
graphed and available at the literature table. Third,
he urged a full study of the District By-laws and
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recommendations for amendments and ehanges. Fourth, the
National Constitution — he urged study and amendments.
He urged all Clubs and Sections to start the pre-convention
discussion immediately, utilizing the above material. He
announced that two pre-convention committees would begin
their work on Friday, September 25th. (Following the meeting,
comrades were told individually meetings will be held at
8:00 p.m. at Hungarian Hall on the 25th.) Constitution and
Organization. Other convention committees such as Credentials,
Technical, etc. will be organized later.

"The National Convention

"The following are decisions made, by the National
Committee not subject to change by the District:
The convention will be held in New York City, December 10th
to the 13th. The basis for representation will be —
for the first .300 members, three delegates per 100 or a total
of 9; for the second 200, two delegates for a total of 4; for
each additional 75, one delegate. On the basis of present dues
payments. Southern California is entitled to 16 to 18
delegates. He urged all Sections to collect back dues as
rapidly as possible in guaranty the highest voting strength
for our delegation. Eligibility is based on dues averages
from October, 1958, to October, 1959- To finance the convention,
the National Committee voted an assessment equal to two
months dues for each member. The usual September solidarity •

assessment has been postponed to January.

"District Convention Proposals
by the Southern California Board

"The District By-laws will govern the convention.
The Board proposes a divided session, the first part to be
held prior to the National Convention and to be devoted to a
consideration of National problems and the election of a
delegation to the National Convention; the second portion to
be held following the National Convention and to be devoted
to District problems and the election of District leadership.
No Section conventions should be held before the first
District convention. The time between now arid the National
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Convention should be utilized for the discussion of National
Resolutions. District problems and Section conventions
should be scheduled prior to the second portion of the
District Convention. The date for' the first District Convention
Session will be November 20, 21 and 22. On size and
representation, the Board proposes that a convention of 100
to 125 delegates would be most desirable. Delegates will be
elected from Clubs, however, each Section is entitled to one
delegate. Each Club is entitled to one delegate regardless
of size and one delegate for every 10 or a major fraction
thereof, (in the vote on this motion, it was changed to one
delegate for every 8 or major fraction thereof.) Fbr the
purposes of this convention, a Section shall be divided as
a multi-club organization. Board members shall be entitled
to all rights except the right of vote. Visitors —
visitors who are members of the Communist Party in good
standing — may apply for a visitor's pass by submitting
their names to the Section which in turn will submit the name
to the District Board for approval. The Board also requests
the right to invite fraternal delegates, all of whom shall be
members of the Party in good standing.

"On Finances and Budget

"The Board proposes a $5*00 registration fee per
delegate payable by the Club or Section ftfom which the
delegates comes.

"The Board proposes a special meeting of the District
Council to be held Tuesday, October 6th, for the purpose of
pre-convention discussion, with the main speaker being GUS
HALL. This is an enlarged meeting, with the Board determining
who shall attend in addition to elected delegates.

"DOBBS then proposed that we vote seriatim on the
proposals

.

"The Voting

"l) On the question of whether one District Con-
vention or two District Conventions should be held.
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"Discussion

"SOPHIE SILVER, for Needle Trades, stated that
that Section is in favor of the split session proposal.

"BILL TAYLOR, for Moranda Smith, stated that that
Section is opposed to the split session proposal.

"MURRAY NAIDICH, from the Valley — only one Club
has discussed the question — that club is opposed to the
split session proposal.

"CAL GOODMAN, Professional Section — that Section
is in favor of the two session proposal.

"SIMONNE BERGMAN, from Beverly-Fairfax — that
Section favors the split session proposal; Beverly-Fairfax
Section also proposes that any persons nominated for District
office or for the National Convention delegation should be
asked to publicly evaluate their work in relation to vanguard
activities, their attitude toward the dictatorship by the
proletariat, their feeling about the Soviet Union and similar
questions

.

"PIERRE MANDEL proposed' that the District Council
vote only on' the question of holding the first session of
the District Convention and that the District Convention
itself determine whether to hold a second session..

"DOROTHY HEALEY pointed out that this proposal is
in violation of the By-laws.

"DOBBS then placed the question as follows: There
shall be two- sessions of the District Convention — one
beginning November 20th, the other to be held in the third
week in January. The vote was 27 Yes; 1 No; 1 Abstention.
The second question was the basis of representation. DOBBS
stated that on the basis of the District proposal of one
delegate for every 10 members or major fraction thereof,
the probable size of the convention would be • approximately 90*

"In the discussion, I I

proposed an amendment that the delegation be based on
b6
b7C
b7D
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one for every 10 members or fraction thereof. CAL GOODMAN
proposed one delegate for every 8 members or major fraction
thereof. There was some nonfuslon about voting order on these
three proposals . Eventually, I I

proposal and the vote was taken between the Board motion and
the motion of 8 or major fraction thereof. This was carried
with 16 voting for.

"Ttie third proposal was on the definition of a
Section as a multi-club organization. PIERRE MANDEL requested
special consideration for the Eastside Coordinating Council
which was recently organized but which is not recognized as a
Section. The council voted to entitle the Coordinating
Committee to one delegate. The motion for acceptance of the
definition of a Section as proposed by the Board was passed
unanimously

.

"Next was the motion on Board members to be permitted
all rights of delegates except that of vote. SOPHIE SILVER
objected to this proposal on the basis that it would deprive
the District leadership of a democratic right to vote.
DOROTHY HEALEY pointed out that the thinking of the Board
'on this question was that if the Board members were to run
as delegates from their Clubs it would deprive the rank and
file members of a right to participate. Therefore, the
Board urged acceptance of the proposal. The council voted
unanimously to adopt the proposal.

"Next was the proposal of the Board to invite
fraternal delegates and visitors, if they are members in
good standing of the Party — accepted unanimously.

"Next was the proposal on the $5*00 registration fee.

BILL TAYLOR raised the question of an additional $1.00
assessment in the District to help finance the convention.
This was ruled out of order as unconstitutional.

"CAL GOODMAN proposed an additional $2.00 registration
fee for the second session. DOROTHY HEALEY amended this to
propose that the Board consider setting a visitor's regis-
tration fee. The Council finally referred all amendments
back to the District Board and voted unanimously to adopt a
$5.00 registration fee for delegates.

bo
b7C
b7D
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"Next., the Council unanimously adopted the proposal
that Section conventions be held not later than the first two
weeks in January. The Council unanimously adopted the proposal
for a special District Council meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 6th.

"ANITA ROSTODHA raised the question. as to the
date by which delegates to the District Convention must be
elected. The Council unanimously voted that all delegates
to the District Convention must be elected not later than
November 10th.

"FANNIE GOLOS objected to this on the basis that
it was no business to the District Board when the delegates
were, elected.

"On the question that each Club recruit at least
one member before the convention, the Council felt that
there could be no vote on this and it was left as a recom-
mendation.

I I
about technical

help for the convention, .and BEN DOBBS urged that all Sections
attempt to get stenotypists or shorinland secretaries who would
assist at the Convention. Names of any such people should be
turned into any member of the District Board. I I

also proposed that a full delegation be sent from Southern
California to the National Convention, and if necessary, that
each Section raise additional funds to guaranty that a full
delegation goes.

"SOPHIE SILVER spoke in support of this proposal.

"CHARLIE from the Valley moved that each Club raise
an amount equal to the assessment to guaranty the sending of
a full delegation. ANITA ROSTODHA urged that the District
Board consider holding at least one major fund raising affair
for this purpose.

"BILL TAYLOR pointed out it was very difficult to
pass any definite motion on this question when the Board was
not prepared with any estimate of costs. He, therefore,
urged that the Council orient toward the sending of a maximum
delegation and that the District come to the next Council

b6
b7C
b7D
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meeting with some figures which would enable the Council to
map definite plans.

"BEN DOBBS then took the floor again on the question
Of the National Referendum. He said the referendum refers
to Article 5# Section 5 of the National Constitution relating
to the election of the National Committee. The referendum
is called under Article 9 which is the enabling clause. He
said the National Committee did not discuss the merits of
Article. 5 , Section 5* but merely the necessity of setting
aside Article 5* Section 5 , so the new convention could reach
a determination on the question. He then launched into a com*
plicated explanation of correspondence between the Southern
California District Board and the National Resident Board on
the wording of the Referendum a-s it was finally received. He
stated that the wording of the- Referendum as circulated by the
Board nationally is not the content which was voted upon by
the National Committee. First, he said, the wording of the
Referendum indicates a definite position on the merits of
Article 5, and second, the use of the word substitute
implies a recommendation by the National pommittee. The
Southern California District Board felt this was a dishonest
action on the part of the Resident Board in New York and they
protested the wording. In an exchange of letters. Comrade
PHIL BART of the Center, accused the Southern California
District Board of quibbling and demanded that the Southern
California District comply with the action of the Resident
Board and conduct the Referendum. DOBBS announced that
the Referendum period ends October 20th, therefore, the
Council must act today on the question of conducting the
Referendum in this District. He, therefore, moved that the
District participate in the Referendum but that the criticisms
of the Council be sent to the Resident Board in New Yorkl

"CAL GOODMAN proposed that the District circulate
the correspondence and attach to it a discussion on the
validity and reasoning for the Referendum and the recom-
mendations for the deletion of Article 5*

"DOROTHY HEALEY proposed that the District Council
go on record as urging the Sections to participate in the
Referendum and not to get diverted by the action of the .

National Committee in changing the content of the Referendum.

12
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She urged that we place the question in such a way that
the manner of election to leading bodies and conventions
will be the key Question rather than the arbitrary action
of the Resident Board.

"CHARLENE ALEXANDER recommended that the District
Council vote on the editorial part of the document and
communicate their position to the National Committee and
that a similar vote be taken in the Clubs on the detachable
Referendum section. She also urged that the District Council
send a communication to the National Resident Board urging
that the Southern California District correspondence on this
question be circulated to all other Districts of the American
Party.

"A motion was then made that the District Council
vote to conduct the Referendum and not let it become the
central question in the pre-convention period. It was pointed
out that the Referendum will not provide for pre-judging
the character and structure of National Committees in the
future. The motion was passed- unanimously.

"BEN DOEBS then made some announcements. He urged
everyone to pick up material at the literature table , enough
for all their Club members.

"DOROTHY HEALEY urged special mobilizations for the
GUS HALL mass meeting on October 10th, including car pools,
mailings, telephone campaigns, etc.

"SIMONNE BERGMAN read a resolution submitted by the
Beverly-Fairfax Section calling for the assignment of two
comrades in each Section to act as volunteer correspondents
for the 'People’s World' on subjects like community political
affairs, community problems, discrimination, etc., and also that
the 'people's World' acknowledge such communications and
utilize them.

"DOROTHY HEALEY announced the article on the steel
strike in the last District Bulletin and urged all Clubs to
utilize the material. She also urged referral back to the
recommendations of the June Council meeting which discussed
this question and the following-up of the actions proposed
around the steel strike.

- 13 -
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"The meeting was adjourned at 4:15 p.m.

"The following were present at the meeting:

DOROTHY HEALEY
BEN DOBBS
FRANK WHITLEY

IRVING SNYDER
HARRY (last name unknown), uncle of IRV SNYDER
CHARLENE ALEXANDER
ANITA ROSTODHA 1

HOWARD LOOKS
LIL from San Diego
CAL GOODMAN
ELSIE MONJAR
MURRAY NAIDICH
CHARLIE (last name unknown)
PIERRE MANDEL

TED KNOWLTON
NEMMY SPARKS
SIMONNE BERGMAN
JOHN HELLMAN
NATHAN from East Hollywood
HENRY SAZER
PETTIS PERRY

FANNIE GOLOS"

ACTION :

On
I Iorally advised that the "LIL"

from San Diego is about 5 '4" tall, 120-125 pounds; light brown
hair, believed parted on the side, worn rather long and curly.
It is believed this individual was identical with LILLIAN
HASKELL.

- 14 -
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Informant was thoroughly interviewed and could
fhrnish no additional information.

The name of the
|

is being Indexed to this memo.

All other necessary action in connection with
this memo has been taken by the writer.
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• •

Informant’s report* dated September 14, 1959* follows:

Those attending were as follows.:

| |
from Rhode Island

ANNE TIMPSON
ELSIE PIPER
BOB GOODWIN
JOE COSTA
ERNIE AUDET
MOSE and VIRGINIA CERASOLI from Barre, Vermont
OTIS HOOD
PHIL KORITZ
HOMER CHASE
HAROLD LEWENGRUB

"DANIEL BOONE SCHIRMER did not attend. It was reported

that he and PEGGY had taken their oldest daughter to McGill

University in Canada where she will study to be a doctor.

It was also reported that LEW JOHNSON could not attend

because his wife's older sister in Sharon had passed away.

"Proposed agenda for the day was the followings

"Discussion on the Draft Resolution.
Referendum relative to a change in the Constitution.

Eastern Seaboard Conference.
Report on the Fund Drive.

"HOMER CHASE gave a report on the Draft Resolution drawn

up by EUGENE DENNIS. HOMER said that he had voted against

this at the National Committee meeting because of the way

it was presented by the Executive Committee — that is*

presenting it and requesting a vote on it the same day.

He said that the National Committee did not have a chance

to read it and that there had been no discussion below on

it. He said the Draft Resolution should be a means of

mobilizing our membership and that it should seriously

attempt to present the Party's position in the world today.

He felt the Resolution was very poorly done and very

hurriedly done. He felt it a mistake to take the whole

Party back to the Roosevelt era and attempt to move back

2
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"to Browderism. He felt that it should be a clarion call

to action and not partly an apology. He said he did not

think much of the Resolution. At this point he read tne

following from the ‘Political Affairs, * issue of September,

1959, entitled ‘DRAFT POLITICAL RESOLUTION 1
:

" 'I. INTRODUCTION

" ‘The decade ahead can be the decade in which the

American people, united in a great national democratic

coalition led by labor, can take major strides toward

the attainment of a government of the people, by

the people and for the people.

" ‘This can be the decade in which mankind is

liberated from the peril of the cold war and the ever-

present threat of catastrophic nuclear warfare.

* * *

" ‘The Communist Party faces this new decade with

supreme confidence that these goals can be won,

and to this end we American Communists pledge ourselves.

"His comment relative to the above was that this lacked

force and that the point of our working for Socialism

should have been made part of the Introduction. He

continued:

" >11. AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY: THE NEED OF A POLICY

FOR PEACE

” fThe threat of "Soviet aggression" is non-existent.

For the Soviet Union and other socialist lands have no

capitalist class, and there no one profits from war

preparations and aggression. It is the Soviet Union

which took the initiative in ending nuclear tests.

The Soviet Union and the other socialist countries

have pursued a consistent peace policy throughout.

Indeed, such recent visitors to the U.S.S.R. as.

Adlai Stevenson, Averell Harriman and Vice-President

Nixon were profoundly impressed by the spirit of

peace which permeates that country.
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"
' And it is Wall Street which becomes a scene of

alarm with every easing of tensions and. every "threat'

of peace.

" 'The foreign policy of Wall Street and the

Administration is not only aggressive, reactionary
and warlike. It is also bankrupt and doomed to

failure. For the bipartisan cold-war program of .

Big Business mans counter to the genuine national
interests of the American people, who are threatened

with annihilation in the event of a new world war.

Even now this adventurist imperialist policy is^-

meeting increased opposition among the most varied

sectors of our population, including some influential

business circles.

" 'In addition, the United States is becoming more

isolated within the family of nations. Its relations

with its allies are becoming more aggravated. The

military alliance which it established at great cost

in NATO is being undermined by the increasingly bitter

economic conflicts between the United States and its

Junior partners and between Britain and Germany, as

well as by the inability of the authoritarian
DeGaulle regime to "solve" the crises which beset

France.

" 'Above all, the relationship of forces on a world

scale has changed irrevocably in favor of the camp

of peace, freedom and social progress. Socialism

has emerged as an invincible world system. There

has taken place a victorious upsurge of the national

liberation movements in Asia, Africa and Latin

America. The peace movement in the capitalist world

has acquired a new strength. With these developments,

imperialism is declining, the imperialist aggressors

are being checked and war is no longer inevitable.

And with the completion of the historic Soviet

Seven-Year Plan and the new leap forward in People's

China, there arises the possibility, within the
^

next decade, of cementing peaceful coexistence and

eliminating the scourge of world war forever.

'

"HOMER, in commenting on the above, said that the hope

for peace today was the number one issue and the USSR was

the most profound force for peace in the world today. He

said that there had' been a change in the United States

- 4 -
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"oolicv and we were doing away with the DULLES Policy.

H? said the visit of KHRUSHCHEV was one of the things

we Communists fought for.

ii tip sa i(i one of the things the Draft Resolution did not

do and he thought it should do, was to expose the role

i-i-p class collaborators in the labor movement,

the CAREYs, REUTHERS and MEANYs. He made mentionthat

«££§-»»•

cold war in the labor “vement

by examining CAREY' s past actions and that we should ask

|°K for’

peace. Today he said there were many
*

^jective

situations which we could wonk on. He^es.ce -> y . ,

don't we find out how the Gloucester fishermen fe®

d™pln?at«Io°waste into the ’ ‘
**°

HOIffiR, the Communist Party should come out °P™J a

actively for a thirty-hour week. This would be a

tremendous thing for the Party if we could do it.

MSM! ^Srile^^rLfordcihg^thout
theae^ar oonSarta and we should try to set across this

thirty-hour week.

"HOMER said the whole heart of the Resolution was

^pcfion IV He felt that there should be more clarity i

“ectlin which deals with class collaboration and

development of an anti-monopoly coalition.

;SfPo?Stga
e
i
dRSoS? SctSn'wfliSef^EKORArao

UNITY OF THE PEOPLE VS, BIG BUSINESS .

" 'To defeat the reactionary offensive of

corporate wealth, to advance the fxght for

peaceful coexistence, economic security and

- 5 -
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" ‘civil rights and liberties, it is necessary
to achieve the broadest, most resolute unity
of action of the working class and its allies.

" ‘it is essential to bring into existence an anti-
monopoly people ' s coalition uniting labor, the
Negro people, the small farmers, students, professionals,
small businessmen and other democratic elements on a

program of action for economic welfare, democratic
rights and peace,

11 ‘The component elements of this alliance are
manifest in a variety of forms — in the growing
economic and political struggles of labor, in the
upsurge of the Negro liberation movement, in the
growth of peace sentiment and broadening peace
movements, and in other movements and struggles.
To be effective in achieving their objectives, as

well as in building a popular democratic alliance,
it is imperative to unify and reinforce each of
these at the grass roots. (It is necessary to
draw in all who are prepared to engage in the fight,

and to coordinate the separate but related and
interacting ma.ss activities in behalf of the people’s
needs and interests.) It is essential to combat the
divisive and corroding red-bating, class-collaborationist
and cold-war policies pursued "by the Right-wing labor
and social democratic leaders, and by many liberal
and Negro people’s leaders as well.’

•» * *

"HOMER said labor should take a stand to break away from
the two-party system, that even today there was a large
class of capitalists who would gamble on war with the USSR.
This ciass was very dangerous because they represented, as
previously mentioned, the capitalist class closest to
the workers. This class, he said, this capitalist class
closest to the workers, also dominated the Democratic Party.
HOMER then read into his report the following from
Section IV of the Draft Political Resolution:

" '1, It is necessary to fight for greater
solidarity on the picket line and on the
legislative and electoral fronts, for trade union
democracy and militant, class-struggle policies,
against business unionism and politics-as-usual,
and against the employers’ divisive weapon of
red-baiting

,

- 6 -
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" ‘2. It is necessary to create in labor's
ranks the understanding that the struggle against
monopoly cannot stop at the water’s edge. Support
of monopoly’s cold-war foreign policies cuts the
ground from under the struggles against monopoly
on the home front, and conversely, labor’ s full
entry into the peace fight would strengthen
immensely. its battles for economic and social
advance

.

" ’3, It is necessary to generate understanding
in the labor movement that the fight for full
equality of the Negro people is basic in the fight
for human and democratic rights generally, and is
essential to labor's fight for economic and social
welfare

, t

" »4. It is necessary to stimulate awareness of
the need for the working class to develop its
political action organizations (COPE, LLPE, PAC)

and its joint activities with its natural allies,
the Negro people and the small farmers, to influence
the course of current political struggles and, in
the process, to create the conditions for building
a new mass party led by labor — a labor-farmer-
Negro people's party.

•» # *

" 'In this way the immediate needs and interests of
the working people can be protected and advanced,
and the road opened to the attainment of a new
political alignment and a people's government
resting on the strong foundation of a democratic
anti-monopoly front, led by the working class.’

"HOMER said it was necessary to point out to people in
the Democratic Party that even though the Democrats^
presented a good labor program, it did not necessarily
follow that they implemented the program. He said we
should make labor take more of a stand politically, not
necessarily create a third party, but rather stand behind
the right man for office. He said we had to develop
things so that eventually labor would break apart from the
two-party system and have a real farmer-labor party or
other party that would confine itself more to the wants
and needs of the working class. He said it would be
necessary for people like ELSIE who are active in

- 7 -
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"political parties to point out things they think are

wrong and eventually break up the Democratic or

Republican Party. He felt that the Republican Party

today was working for peace much more extensively than

the Democratic Party and that in certain sections we

could back the Republicans. He said there was no

real strong line to follow but that we would have to go

about the thing in line with the particular situation

existing. He said by keeping within these already
existing parties, by keeping up our contacts with the

working class element, we could initiate a base eventually

for a Parmer-Labor Party.

"He read into his report at this time the following from

Section V of the Draft Political Resolution entitled

‘THE I960 ELECTIONS':

" 'Will they be able to accomplish these tasks

even though there is no breakaway from the

two-party system of Big Business?

" ‘Will they be able to strengthen their own

political organization and independence?'

"HOMER stated that you ran into one thing that was con-

tradictory of another and his feeling on the Draft

Resolution was that our position should be clarified.

He then read into his report the following to support his

comments on elections:

" >The Republican Party of Rockefeller, Nixon, and

the Chicago Tribune, which remains the favored

party of the dominant circles of finance capital, has

considerable electoral strength and unlimited lunds.

It is trying to don a liberal face and appear
_ )(

demogogically as the party of "peace and prosperity.

*

" 'The Democratic Party, which has a mass base

especially in the industrial areas, continues to be

dominated nationally by Big Business interests.

While advocating increased expenditures for social

welfare, the Democratic high command and its con-

gressional majority, supported by labor's top

officialdom, champion the bi-partisan cold-war
program and act to expand military appropriations.

- 8 -
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"
* Indeed, they offer as a major Indictment of

the Eisenhower Administration the charge that
it does not spend enough for "defense."

" ‘The Democratic Party still embraces within its
ranks the Eastlands and Faubuses, as well as the
Powells and Reuthers. And most of the Democratic
presidential aspirants as well as many of its
pro-labor and liberal congressmen, are inclined to

join hands with the "moderates" and effect a

compromise with the Dixiecrats in the I960
Democratic Party national convention and campaign.

" 'The conflict is sharpening between the
advocates of Dixiecratism and the supporters of
the Constitution, between "states rights" and
civil rights, and between anti-labor and pro-labor
legislation. This conflict is stimulating new^

political trends and regrouping of forces within
the Democratic Party and among its supporters,
in opposition to reaction and bossism. It is
encouraging the development of non-partisan,
independent political activity and organization among
important sections of labor, liberals, and the Negro

people who, in their great majority, still operate

on the electorate arena primarily through the

established machinery of the two old parties.'

"Around Section V he stressed that it would be necessary
for us to enlarge our personal contacts with individuals
among the labor movement.

"Around the elections, he said we should be developing
a. campaign for peace within labor and a campaign for

trade with China and the USSR.

"He commented on Section VI of the Draft Political
Resolution entitled 'THE COMMUNIST PARTY. « He felt

there should have been more stress on the Party's,

activity and tactics in exposing the role of the Democratic

Party. This he said is something that the Draft Resolution
did not take in. He also made a comment that there was •

going to be a separate section, another statement, that

should have been made part of this Draft Resolution, a_

sort of self-critical section on the Party's work. This

is to be published apart from the Draft Resolution, and
is another reason he voted against the Resolution.

-• 9 -
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51 PHIL KORITZ spoke. He said that we should differentiate
between attacking and exposing. He also said we should

be working toward a coalition between the negro and

labor-farmer, and that there was a situation today where

the division between the working class and monopoly
interests was more acute. He thought that although
good, the Draft Resolution was . still rather fuzzy and
subject to various interpretations.

"ANNE TIMPSON thought it was good, although like HOMER
she thought there was no real rallying call. She said

it was not sufficiently thorough and that there should

have been more stress put on examining ways of reaching
the people.

"ELSIE PIPER commented that she was in agreement with the

thirty-hour work week and that in presenting this to

workers we should emphasize the opportunities such a.

reduced woi^k schedule would present. She said we sort of

missed the boat sometimes in trying to reach the working
class element, that they were not always ready to accept

our program. She said we had to utilize a different
approach to these people and identify ourselves with
their aims. We needed to counteract some of the propaganda

working people have come to accept and until we did that

we would be unable to move the working class.

"MOSE said he was in a union and that when you approached

people in his area of Barre, Vermont, you did not tell

them to fight for this or that. Rather, he said, you

had to point out the advantage to them of the happening

of certain things. He said you had to be careful not

to use the xvrong terms in speaking to these people.

"MOSE said he had read the Draft Resolution but doubted

it was the type of document he could hand to half a

dozen guys in his labor union. He felt a Draft Resolution

should mobilize us more, that it should have more real

basis. He did not think it had or did that, and he would
not hand it to any of the labor people he knew.

"MOSE’s wife said that in spite of the concessions the

Democratic Party had made to the working class and those the

Republicans were now making, we did not want to be led into

a trap because either Party could do a right-about face.

This comment by VIRGINIA was her only participation in

the meeting and was in response to that part of HOMER’S

10
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"speech which stressed that although we were all out

for the Democratic Party there was a much greater force

for peace within the Republican Party, which, under
EISENHOWER, had instituted cultural exchanges with

Russia.

"OTIS HOOD commented that today there existed some

very objective situations* Today you had Great Britain

trading with Red China and Russia, and that today there

was a struggle in this country between finance and

merchant capitalists. He said finance capitalists
wanted to continue the imperialist tactic of investing
money in satellite countries in order to siphon off all

the profits and that the merchant capitalist wanted trade

with these countries and Russia. You therefore had two

capitalist elements in the United States at opposite

poles. He felt that the Draft Resolution did not

sharpen these differences enough. He mentioned the

wonderful things that Russia has done and said the

United States will have to trade with her at a lower
profit basis than ever before.

"ELSIE PIPER made the comment that sometimes it

appeared from the tactics we used that we lacked confidence

in our leadership. She thought that the program as set up

by the Draft Resolution was one we could work on but

not one that instilled you with any great confidence in

our national leadership.

"HAROLD LEWENGRUB commented that we lacked confidence in our

leadership and took ANNE TIMPSON for an example. He said

that she belonged to his group and at one time had stated

we made a great many mistakes and did not always have the

answers. He said this kind of talk did not instill the

membership with confidence. ANNE said she never had
spoken out against the Soviet Union and that she was very

much in harmony in working for the issue of peace. She

said, * Let * s face it, we have made a great many mistakes

in dealing with other people, and we don’t have all the

answers, 1 She said, ’Let’s be humble and let’s be honest.
She said she did not see why HAROLD brought this up, and

that she was unable to recall the incident he was referring

to.

"The Constitutional referendum to change the method by

which National Committee members were to be elected was
brought up by HOMER.

- 11 -
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"Copies of a. letter from PHIL BART, National Organizational

Secretary, relative to the referendum and the referendum

itself, were passed out at the District Committee meeting,

and are set out below:

”
’ August 7 > 1959

" 'TO ALL CLUBS

" 'Dear Comrades:

" 'The National Committee at its meeting of

July 25-26 decided to take a referendum on
Article V, Section 5 of the Constitution which
deals with the election to the National Committee.

In its opinion this is necessary in view of the fact

that the present clause in the Constitution does not

reflect the mest method In electing the National
Committee. In deleting this section of the

Constitution, such changes, modifications or

other methods of election will be adopted or con-

sidered in pre-convention discussion and decided by

the National Convention. The Convention may:

" '1. Change this article of the ^ Constitution

or reintroduce it as is. Furthermore it is proposed

that in the pre-convention period all sections of the

Constituion shall be discussed and recommendations
^

made to the Constitution Committee for changes in the

Constitution.

" 'This referendum is taken in accordance with

Article IX, Section 1 of the present Constitution,

which reads:

11 "This Constitution may be amended bya
majority vote of any regular or special
national convention, or by referendum initi-

ated by the National Committee or one-third

of the state or district organizations.
State and District organizations or their
sub-divisions may adopt by-laws provided
they are in accord with the National
Constitution."

" Comradely yours,

" 'Phil Bart

" * National Organizational Sec'y*

12
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’’ 'REFERENDUM
" ’WHEREAS Article 5, Section 5 of the Constitution

states:

” 1 "The National Committee shall he elected

in the following manner: Each State and
District organization shall hold its
convention in advance of the National Convention

and shall elect members of the National
Committee in a number determined in accordance

with a scale of representation determined by

the previous National Convention. The names

of all members of the National Committee so

elected shall be submitted for approval to

the National Convention which follows their
election.- In addition to the members of the

National Committee so elected, the National
Convention shall elect members of the National

Committee-at-large in a number determined by

it, but not to exceed one third of the total

membership, of the National Committee. All

elections to the National Committee shall be

by secret ballot and majority vote.

" • "The scale of representation shall be
^ M

determined by the previous national convention.

"
’ and

" ’WHEREAS the Party organization will consider

_

amendments to the Constitution at its 17th Convention,

» ’THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that Section 5 of

Article V of the Constitution specifying the method

for electing the National Committee be deleted and

that a substitute therefor be adopted by the next

National Convention.

" ’District County Section Club

" 'No. of members who voted for
" ’No. of members who voted against

" ’No. of members who abstained

- 13 -
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"Because of a feeling that any change might result xn

almost no area representation on the National Committee*

because of a lack of any explanation of why they were

doing it or why they felt it necessary* and because of a

feeling that this might be getting back to
± t

bureaucratic form that previously exisued the District

Committee voted ’No' on the referendam *

unanimous vote with the exception of HAROLD LEWENGRUB*

who abstained. District Committee members are to

present this to their clubs* explain why we voted 'No*

and then let them vote.

"The only explanation ANNE or HOMER could give was that

they understood the change was being asked m or ®

decrease the size of the National Committee* the feeling

being that with a smaller National Committee more work

might be accomplished.

"HOMER reported that there was to be an Eastern Seaboard

Conference the week end of September 26-27, 1959, at

New York. Both HOMER and ANNE presented this information

about the Eastern Seaboard Conference ln *

manner so that no one responded to it. They said they

did not see what good was going to come out of it* that

it would be a waste of time. They felt more good could

be accomplished by having New York people come up and

speak to us. HOMER said the Conference was being held

for the purpose of discussing the ideological struggle

within the Party and also ways and means of consolidating

and building the Party.

"BOB GOODWIN said the National Committee had asked for

five representatives at this Conference. He thought we

should send one representative. said if oust one

was going he did not want to be it. He said he did nob

want to be away week ends as his wife was expecting and

Xd not win? to leave her. ELSIE PIPER

people go to the Conference, and she questioned ANNE about

her feeling that it would not be worthwhile. It was agreed

to send ERNIE AUDET* HOMER CHASE and LEWIS JOHNSON* if he

could go.

"ANNE reported on the Fund Drive. She said we were

supposed to have collected $5,000 by July 1st. Je have

collected $4*314 to date and it is far from our goal.

She also reported that the Party spent $500 for a car for

- 14 -
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"HOMER CHASE and $50 for his insurance. She said they

had a different arrangement in paying HOMER. They had

been paying him $80 plus twenty dollars for expenses

and were now going to pay him $80 plus $5 for incidental

expenses. They were* however, going to take care of

his other expenses. They had a garage for HOMER to

get his gas. She said all that had come in
| I

I was what had come in before . She thought

his health had something to do with it and thought

HOMER should go out to see him.

"Someone asked what was the matter with
I I

and

OTIS said he had diabetes. PHIL said if someone

would let him know anyone to see, he would take a ride

out some Sunday with his family to see him.

"ANNE gave the following rundown on funds: $535 from

the North Shore to date; Vermont had pledged $100 and

had turned in $50; New Hampshire had pledged $100 and

had turned in $105; Boston had turned in something

more than $3,000; the South Shore still was behindin
their pledge; Rhode Island was still behind in their

pledge. Vermont made the comment that they had turned

in $10 at the GEORGE MORRIS affair and wanted it

credited to the Fund Drive because it had come in for

the Fund Drive. ANNE said Rhode Island had sent

money directly to 'The Worker* and she had no record

of it. She told I |
he should turn it in to

her and his area could get credit for it.

"It was voted to accept the report unanimously. ANNE

reported that one of the ways money came in was through

dues and there were a great many areas where dues have

not been collected. Also, as a National Convention

assessment we had to ask our club for two months’ dues.

ANNE said further that she wanted to send the rest of

the $1,500 to ’The Worker’ we had pledged, and that to

date she had not sent any money to the National

Committee. She said she had about $700 on hand and

that HAROLD LEWENGRUB had an account with $600 in it.

She would like to finish paying the $1,500 pledge to

’The Worker.’ She was told to finish paying it.

"PHIL KORITZ said he also would like to make a motion

to send $100 at this time to the National Committee

toward the pledge we had made, and everybody agreed.

- 15 -
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"PHIL mad a motion to invite GUS HALL or someone like

him to our next meeting and it was passed unanimously

.

"HOMER made a motion which passed that we get out a

Newsletter on the KHRUSHCHEV and EISENHOWER exchange

visits, and that we get this out while KHRUSHCHEV is

here. It is to go to labor leaders. Party members,

etc.

"HOMER also asked that we go back to our clubs and

encourage response and written comments on the Draft

Resolution. A motion was made that the District

Committee or someone on the District Committee write to

’The Worker' and see if they would include an insert

for discussion by members on the Draft Resolution. It

was voted unanimously to approach 'The Worker' on the

insert. This would be similar to 'Speak Your Own Peace'

used formerly.

"A resolution was made that the Administrative Committee

consider the question of a time for a State Convention

and report to the next District Committee and this was

passed unanimously.

"JOE COSTA, a member of the Teamsters, thought he

could perhaps get some sort of activity going in

regard to peace, especially in regard to the KHRUSHCHEV

and EISENHOWER exchange visits and he was going to

attempt this in his union.

"It was decided to hold our next District Committee

meeting at the home of BOB GOODWIN on October 18, 1959*

"ANNE had a letter from EULA FIGUEIREDO.
.

EULA said

she did not hear very often from anyone in New Bedford.

"ANNE reported that BOB THOMPSON was in jail.

"HOMER made the comment that he had been talking to

someone who had been in the Netherlands and that even in

Holland the Party membership had dropped off and they were

having difficulties in Holland, although they still had

more members than we had. In the conversation he had

been told they had some publications in Dutch which told

that people in West Germany were crying out against

nuclear warfare. He said that the United States was with-

holding information from its citizens, about these things.

<- 16
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"ELSIE PIPER purchased from OTIS HOOD for twenty-five
cents the publication, ’CONTROL FIGURES FOR THE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT OF THE USSR FOR 59-6p, ’ published by the

Foreign Languages Publishing House, Moscow, 1959* It

consisted of KHRUSHCHOV'S Report delivered at the 21st

Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,

January 27* 1959.

"ELSIE PIPER also asked OTIS HOOD for her copy of 'Science

and Society.’ He said they were in, but he had not

received a bill for them as yet.

"HOMER said he had a communication asking us to do

something celebrating the Fortieth Anniversary of the

Party. He didn't think we should do too much. He

thought we could do about the same thing we had done

relative to the GEORGE MORRIS meeting, that is, hold a

meeting under the auspices of the Boston Labor Forum

and possibly have GUS HALL or someone else from New York

speak."

All necessary action has been taken with respect to the

information furnished above.

- 17 -
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

: SAC (100-31723) DATES 10/14/59

FROM SA HAROLD M. RATCHFORD

SUBJECTS CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS - C

On 9/23/59* who has furnished reliable infor-
mation in the past, orally advised SA HAROLD M, RATCHFORD of the
following. This information was dictated on 9/29/59 into state-
ment form, typed by Stenographer |~ ~| on 9/30/59 3 and^
was then read and initialed bv th e Informant on 10/6AQ. IttpA
maintained in I I

/ , 1 - Baltimore (BOB LEE) (REGISTERED MAIL) fJuX
• - Los Angeles (PNU ALEXANDER) (REGISTERED miL)^
OCCSDJew York ( REGISTEREEUyiALLli J

crr^-> H -

l(phonetic)
1 - 100-23825 3 jr0 )

1 - 100-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS)
1 - IOO-I696 (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) b6
1 - IOO-I6785 (JAMES JACKSON) b7c

1 - 100-16021 (ARNOLD JOHNSON) *>7D

1 - 100H |
(WILLIAM L. PATTERSON

)

1 - 100-80641
'Philadelphia
1 - 100-31723
1 - 100-34061
1 -

I

"

1 - 100-22603
1 - 100-28841
1 -

1 -

1 - 100-41460
1 - 65-1686
1 - 100-2459
1 - 65-4641
SEE PAGE TWO

HMR:rdc\VQ
(33) ^

CPUSA-NEGRO QUESTION)
C PUSA-ORGANIZATION

)

WILLIAM CRAWFORD)

JAMES DOLSEN)
FRANCES GABOW)

NORMA LIBSON )

THOMAS NABRIED)
STERLING ROCHESTER)
DANIEL RUBIN)

: SEARCH]*:

^gCTl S? 1353

earched Indexed

erialized FiL«a
Oct

FBIA Ah, \959
miLADELPHIA
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Copies (cont 8a )

s

20 - Philadelphia
1 - I ~l

1 - 100-35905 (NOLA WHARTON )

1 - 100-1502-1S55 (CPEPD - 4TH CD REGION)
1 - 100-30295 (CPUSA-FUNDS

)

1 - 100-33143 (CPUSA-NEGRO QUESTION)
1 - 100-31643 (CPUSA-PAMPHLET & PUBLICATIONS)
1 - 100-33144 (CPUSA-YOUTH MATTERS)
1 - 100-4842 (

!ITHE WORKER 11

)

1 -
I

"Philadelphia, Pa.
September 28, 1959

"Upon arriving in New York City at 8:30 p.m. , they
proceeded to Carnegie Hall in the vicinity of Fifth and
Broadway, to a huge rally which was currently in progress,
which ended at approximately 11:30 p.m.- There were in
attendance at this rally approximately 2,800 persons and
it was announced in the press that $3.»000 had been col-
lected; however, it was the consensus of opinion that
much more money had been collected inasmuch as 18 dif-
ferent groups had donated sums of money from $400 to

$1 , 100 .

b7D

2
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"Admission to this hall was one dollar^ ELIZABETH
GURLEY FLYNN acted as Master of Ceremonies and related
the history of the CP during the past 40 years. She
stated that the Party has come a long way, has had many
setbacks, but continues to march forward. She stated
that she wanted everyone to stop having any fear of be-
ing a member of the CP or working on behalf of socialism.
She stated that socialism was the coming thing,

"EUGENE DENNIS, Secretary of the CPUSA, gave a
brief speech. He also described the growth of the CP
but urged for more organization, particularly among
the factory workers. He stated the people should have
a knowledge of the struggle between capitalism and the
labor movement. He stated that GEORGE MEANY should be
put out of the union because of the way he treated
Premier KHRUSHCHEV and A, PHILIP RANDOLPH, President of
the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, He stated
that the minimum wage of one dollar per hour is no good
for the worker today because of the high cost of living.
He further advised that capitalism continues to keep the
worker in one place,

"The Philadelphia group did not care particularly
for DENNIS’ speech because he did not bring forth the
Negro Question or white chauvinism within the ranks of
the CP,

"ARNOLD JOHNSON, white male, 55 years of age, 5 5 9"

tall, 170 pounds, white hair, wearing glasses, from New
York City, stated to the audience that he was not sche-
duled on the program to appear as a speaker but got the
urge to give a talk. He described his feelings with the
tremendous turnout for the evening’s rally, JOHNSON
stated he felt that it was now time to take a position
for better housing and better living conditions for the
Negroes and the Puerto Ricans in America today. He
stated that these minority groups fight among themselves
in that they have nothing to look forward to because they
feel the white man is capitalism.

- 3 “
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"(First name unknown) ALEXANDER, from Los Angeles,
Calif., Negro male, age 22, 6 s tall, approximately l60
pounds, advised the audience that he had recently re-
turned from a tour of Russia. ALEXANDER described his
trip to Russia and the wonderful treatment he received
from the youth in Russia. He stated that all youths
should take a trip to Russia for $1,000 to see social-
ism in action in Russia today. He stated that all
education for the youths in Russia is free and that the
school system in Russia is much better than that in
America. He stated that living conditions in Russia
are the same as in America; however, in Russia everyone
is happy and is not worried of where and how they will
make a dollar to meet expenses.

"At this point approximately 50 or 60 youths sang
Russian folk songs. They then presented ELIZABETH
GURLEY FLYNN a basket of roses.

"BENJAMIN DAVIS, JR., Chairman, New York CP, then
spoke on school integration in New York City. He stated
that the Northern people are very critical concerning
the question of integrating schools in the South. He
stated that in New York the segregation problem in
schools is as bad as it is in the South. DAVIS then
related an incident in a town in Long Island, N. Y«,
where white parents boycotted a school that had en-
rolled Negroes and Puerto Ricans; however, the school
board forced these parents to send their children to
this public school.

"DAVIS then stated they have Jailed him for fight-
ing for the struggle of the minority people in the
United States and he related that he will continue this
fight. He stated that the Party should organize,
should work in the open, and be no longer secret in
that the CP is on the move forward as shown by the
recent visit of Premier KHRUSHCHEV to this country.

"Then came the raising of funds. The Manhattan
group gave $1,100; Bronx group $1,000; Brooklyn $900;
and Philadelphia group $30.00. All those from the Phila-
delphia group donated $5.00 a piece.
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‘'Following this meeting, the number of youth who
came to New York from Philadelphia returned home With
the exception of NORMA, (last name unknown) and

|

(last name unknown )« FRANCES GABOW and NOLA WHARTON
occupied a room in the Chelsea Hotel, Fifth and 103rd
Street, New York City. TOM NABRIED, SARGE DAVIS and
STERLING ROCHESTER occupied a room on the first floor
of the hotel.

"On I I a meeting of the|
|

|
was held on the 11th floor of a building lo-

cated at 74-123rd Street. New York City, This meeting
was for i

|
from different clubs in the

|
area, namely, Maryland, Delaware and

Pennsylvania, The first conference started at 10:30
a.m, and eneded at 1:00 p„m. and was attended by 38
persons. Those in attendance from Philadelphia were
BILL CRAWFORD, who arrived in New York on September 26,

1959J FRANCES GABOW, SARGE DAVIS, TOM NABRIED, JAMES
DOLSEN, STERLING ROCHESTER, NOLA WHARTON. DANNY RUBIN,
NORMA (last name unknown) and

| [ last name unknown),
one BOB LEE from Baltimore, Mol

"TOM NABRIED was elected chairman to serve at this
conference.

I I (phonetic), formerly of Philadelphia,
now residing in New York, gave a talk on organizational
work in the CP clubs and urged that new members should
be obtained and one of the best ways to get a new mem-
ber was to attempt to recruit former Party members who
have left the Party.

"Also present at this meeting was JAMES JACKSON who
spoke on the importance of the work by the youth and for
the youth in the CP movement. Following his talk he had
a long private discussion with I Klast name unknown)
and NORMA (last name unknown).

- 5 -
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“Next speaker was a| |from New York who
urged he wanted all former CP members who have left the.

Party to be recruited back into the CP. He stated that
the Party suffered setbacks from the years 1952 to 1957
ly going underground and, as a result of this, people
fell away from the Party, He stated that people in the
trade union field must work in secrecy in that if they
were ever identified as CP members or working on behalf
of the CP cause, they would probably lose their jobs and
this would al3o result in a loss of their effectiveness,

“Prom 2:00 p.m, to 7*00 p.m. the topic of dis-
cussion dealt mainly with organizational work on a
local and state level.

“This meeting started at approximately 10:00 a,m.
and ended at 1:30 p.m. The same group of people were
present at this affair as mentioned above: however, at
this conference held on

I I 30 people
were present. BILL CRAWFORD, from Philadelphia, spoke
on the school system in Philadelphia claiming that
preference is given to white children over colored
children and that as a result of this, segregation is

taking place within the school system of Philadelphia.

“This conference also dealt with organization on a

local and state level.

“WILLIAM L. PATTERSON, Press Organizer, advised the
group that the press result in Philadelphia is the low-
est of any group in the country and that they have practi-
cally no circulation in regard to !The Worker. * He
stated that the club that is doing very well on behalf
of 'The Worker* in Philadelphia is that of THOMAS NABRIED*s
section. He stated that the press is a very important
thing in the organizing field on behalf of Communism.

“PATTERSON then related an incident where he had re-
ceived a mysterious phone call on three different
occasions one week prior to this conference where he had
met a white woman from the South who gave him a total of

- 6 -
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”$1,800,- whom he met in different hotels in the city of
New York, This woman claimed that ’The Worker 9 is doing
an outstanding job. He stated that the woman advised
him that she owned a considerable amount of property in
the South and that she was going home to sell it all and
coming back to New York to get on the bandwagon,

’’The Philadelphia group returned home at approxi-
mately 5 ; 00 p,m. NOLA WHARTON drove back with DANNY
RUBIN and BILL CRAWFORD from the West Fniladelphia Sec-
tion, “

**#*•*•

Agent 9 s Comments

;

I referred to In above Informant’s abatement has .been
.

identified as I I NORMA referred to in above Informant’s
statement has been identified as NORMA LIBSON.

- 7 -
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OFFICE memorandum united states government

TO: SAC, NEW YORK ( 100-26603) (4l6) DATE: 10A5/59

FROM: SA CHARLES W. CAVANAUGH (422)

SUBJECT: CP, USA, NYD
IS - C

1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - Never York
1 - New York
1 - new York
1 - New York
1 New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York

New York
{' l.V New York

"1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York

CWC : ml
( 28 )
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|
who has

furnished reliable info
in the past (conceal)

Identity of Source

Description of info 40th Anniversary Celebration,
CP, USA

b7E

Date Received 9/26/59

Received By SA CHARLES ¥. CAVANAUGH
(orally)

Original located
|

The following info was furnished by I Ion
9/26/59 and authenticated by I I on 10/2/59.

A copy of Informants report follows:

2
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9/26/59

On 9/25/59 the 40th Anniversary Celebration of

the Communist Party was held at Carnegie Hall in New York
City.

There were approximately 1200/1500 persons present
at the hall during the course of the meeting.

The speakers were EUGENE DENNIS, BEN DAVIS, a Negro
youth and others.

and was aided by a
were

consisting of young people among whom

The speeches consisted mostly of the usual tripe be

about the great role the Party had played in the history of the b7c

United States, how much good it was doing and had done and hiz

how much more was going to be done.

The following were present among the crowd: I I

I STAN GOODMAN

.

I I JAKE ROSEN.
MARVIN MARKMAN

.

BILL TURNERj
I JIM TORMEY

.

I I AGNES WILLIS. BILL
ALBERTSON. DANNY RUBEL, CONNIE and PHIL' BART, IRVING' POTASH,

I IRVING TAFFLER* V

- 3 -



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM:
?

SAC, BALTIMORE (100-

SAC, NEW YORK (100-4931)

DATE: 10/15/59

SUBJECT: CP, USA
IS-C

Baltimore (100-
Newark (RM)
(1 - !0Q~:-

)

(l - 100- )

(1 -100- )

(1 - 100- )

Philadelphia (RM)
(1- 100-

)

(1- 100- )

(1- 100- )

(1- 100- J

(l- 100- L_
New York I

Nexv York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York,
New York
New York'
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York

)
(BOB or BOB LEE) (RM)

(DAVE) (LNU) (RM)
(LOTTIE GORDON) (RM)
(PAT) (LNU) (RM)
(LOU MAROZE) (RM)

’BECKY) (LNU) (RM)
DANNY) (LNU) (RM)
FRANCES) (LNU) (RM)
BILL) (LNU) (RM'}

TOM) (LNU) (RM)
](INV.) (422) %

100-135084) (AGNES WILLIS

100-12959
100-56579
100-15946
100-13483
IOO-16785

PHIL BART) (415)
JAMES TORMEY ) (422)
BETTY GANNETT) (415)
JAMES E. JACKSON, JR.) (415)
WTT.T.TAM L. PATTERSON) (4l5)

100- )
I

100-54555) (Ed
100- )

(ROT
100- )

(MUX
100-67670) (IDi?

100-18065
)

(JAC
100-21421 ) (ALE
100-4931) (415)

EVELYN WIENER) (425)
RUTH SCHULMAN)
MIMI) (LNU) (421)
IDA POSNER) (422)
JACK STACHEL) (415)
ALEXANDER TRACTENBURG) (415)

0W0:»a
(28)
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Identity of Source

Description of info

Date Received

Received by SA CHARLES W. CAVANAUGH
(orally)

Original located
|

The following info was furnished by
and authenticated by | |

on 10/1/59

.

A copy of informant’s report follows:

2
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9/27/59

there was a meeting of I

Communist Party from the !

\

Hall in New York City.

The following were present:

Prom Philadelphia: (total 11)
BECKY from Youth, a white female
DANNY from Youth, a white male
PRANCES from Eastern Pennsylvania, a white female
BILL from West Philadelphia, a white male
TOM, a negro male b 7 D

Prom Baltimore: (total 1)
BOB or possibly BOB LEE, a white male

Prom New Jersey: (Total 4)
DAVE from Newark, a White Male (Attended Sunday only)

LOTTIE GORDON (attended Saturday only)
PAT, a White male (attended Saturday only)
LOU MOROZE (attended Saturday only)

Prom New York:
,

AGNES WTT.T.TSj I H CONNIE BART, PHIL BART,
JAMES Tnmiw BKTW ftANNETT. .TAMES E. JACKSON. JR., WILLIAM
L. PATTERSON,1 |

EVELW WIENER, RUTH
SHULMAN, MIMI (last name unknown j wno is the Bronx County
Organizer, IDA POSNER, JACK STACKED and ALEXANDER TRACTENBURG.

Philadelphia was the only delegation who had a repre-
sentation from Youth. They spoke of difficulty in getting people
into the Party Youth Movement and suggested that the Steel
Strike was the big problem for them as well as the problems
connected with school integration. They spoke of a lack of
Negro representation within the Party ranks. The Philadelphia

- 3 -
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delegation also spoke of the housing problems and of police
brutality as being problems to work on.

The representative from Baltimore spoke about the effects
of the steel strike and related it to Party activity.

New Jersey and New York delegations spoke of housing
and integration problems and a lack of good Party members..
EVELYN WIENER stated that she felt that she would have to spend
about 23fo of her time in the future with non-Party people in
an effort to get more recruits.

This conference was limited to a presentation of problems.
No resolutions were adopted or even offeped and no conclusive
action was taken in any field.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) (415)

SUBJECT: CP, USA, ORGANIZATION
IS - C

PATE: 10/16/5,9

Bureau (100-3-69) (RM)
Baltimore (100-12464) (RM)
(1 - 100- ) (BOB LEE)
Chicago (100-33741) (RM)
(1 - 61-867 ) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
Cleveland (100-17257) (Info) (RM)

(1 - 100- ) (GUS HALL)
Newark_110Q=4284) (Info) (RM)Newa
(1 -

(1 -

(l -

(1 -
(1 -

100H
100-
100-
100-19491

LOTTIE GORDON

(1 - 100- ) (LOU MOROZE)
(l - 100-19491) (PAT TOOHEY)
New Haven (100- ) (CP, USA, Organization) (Info) (RM)

(1 - 100-187 (SID TAYLOR
)

Philadelphia (100-1 K lnfo).(RM)
100-
100-

STERLING ROCHESTER

1 - 100-
1 - 100-

(1 - 100-

(1 - 100-
(1 - 65-1686)
NY

(

NY 100-10/85
NY 100-18065
NY 100-21421
NY 100-56579
NY 100-54555
NY 100-67670

(Copies Cont'd)

1 - NY 100-80641

JAH :mf

d

-

) (BILL CRAWFORD)
) | |

W,M, 33 to 35, b^ond. curly hair
170 lbs. , glasses, at I

)(| |
W, F, 40 to 45, brown

greying hair, shunky build, at last
National Convention, I I

(TOM NABRIED)

I

lnv) (41)
JAMES JACKSON) (415)
JACK STACHEL) (415)
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG) (4l5)
PHIL BART) (422). _ /,
EVELYN WIENER) (424)
IDA POSNER) (416)

(415)

IMDEX'iD,

adoX

c-';. i

FBI — 1NEW VORj/1 /
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Identity of source

Description of info

Date received

Received by

Original location

who has furnished
reliable info in past (conceal)

9/30/59

SA3 JOHN A. HAAG, NYO and
VINCENT E. MURPHY, Newark (oral)

Utmost care must be used in handling and reporting
the followrngTnfo' in 'order to protect the' identi-cy of source.

Information received from informant, as set forth
above, was dictated by SA HAAG to I Jo*1

10/1/59, transcribed on 10/5/59, and authenticated by informant
on 10/7/59

«

A copy of informants oral report follows:

Copies Cont’d

1 - NY 100-13447
1 - NY 100-

1 - NY |

1 - NY 100-10021
1 - NY 100-13483
1 - NY 100-15946
1 - NY 100-84275
1 - NY 100-113830
1 - NY 100-67234
1 - NY 100-

SAM NESINH416)
Brooklyn., at

ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
BETTY GANNETT) (415)
JAMES T0RMEY)(4l5)
'WILLIAM PATTERSON) (415)
MARVIN STERN) (415)
‘RUTH SHULMAN) (425)
MINNIE (LNU), W, F, 38 , 5*5", 125, thick,
black hair, greying , sharp nose, attractive,
at I I

(Copies Cont l d)
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Copies Cont‘d

1 - NY 100-

1 - NY 100-

1 - NY 100-

1 - NY 100-806*10
1 - NY 100-84^94
1 - NY 100-8057
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9/30/59

on I

'

I
(OP, USA)

was held at 74 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Those present were;

JAMES JACKSON I

~1

JACK STACHEL ARNOLD JOHNSON
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG BETTY GANNETT
JpHIL BART JIM TORMEY
EVELYN WIENER WILLIAM PATTERSON
IDA (POSNER) from Industrial
SAM NESIN
ALONZO from Brooklyn
EOB LEE
STERLING ROCHESTER

MARVIN STERN
RUTH SHULMAN
SID TAYLOR
TOM NABRIED

BILL CRAWFORD
LOTTIE GORDON LOU MOROZE

PAT TOOHEY

DANNY, white, male, 33 to 35, blond, curly hair,
5*7", 170 lbs., glasses

FRANCES, white, female, 4p to 45, brown greying hair,
chunky build, from Philadelphia, was at last
National Convention

MINNIE, white, female, 38, 5’5", 125, thick, black
hair, greying, sharp nose, attractive

| |
white, female, 20 years, black hair, 5’6",

slender, from a youth club

White, female, 20, brown hair, 5 '6", slender,
/ wears glasses, from a youth club

Negro, female, late 50’s, 5 * 5 ") 150 lbs.

PAT TOOHEY was elected Chairman of the first day’s
session of the meeting. PHIL BART then gave a report which

- 2 -
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was a general review of the obstacles which stand in the way of
OP growth, such as questions of fear, results of past factional
fights, which still persist, broken organization and the maze
of laws such as the McCarran Act and the new labor act*

In posing all these impediments, BART gave no answer
as to what to do about this in a concrete or realistic fashion.
The theme of his remarks was that he was indicating the problems
but confessing that he did not have answers to all of them, and
later he was attacked by LOTTIE GORDON for this approach. She
said she expected the leadership to lead and not expect those
at the meeting to give answers.

BART followed closely the section of the main
political resolution dealing with CP structural and organiza-

j
tional problems and like the resolution, he had no answers.
The feeling was that he was just cataloguing the troubles

' without a solution - except to call for effort and unity. He
furnished no answers on how the Party should work in labor

i

unions, how it should build its clubs, etc. BART said. We
l are here to discuss what forms and methods of organization we
I should pursue in the light of today’s big events and possibilities.

\
How can we carry out our vanguard role? How can we create con-

\ ditions making possible the return of many hundreds to the CP?

\ He did not answer these questions,
v

BART then went into a discussion cf the main political

f resolution paraphrasing it and since this resolution is vague
/ and general, BART also was vague and general thus establishing

|

the meeting as a vague and general discussion.

BART’s report was severely criticized from the floor.

IDA said that they came to the meeting to probe into the small
' questions, the plain and simple organizational problems that

impede the CP. Instead they found themselves engaged in a
general political discussion on the effects of the labor laws,
the effects of revisionism in the CP, the possible follow-up
of the KHRUSHCHEV visit and the change in the atmosphere of the
country.

The discussion by each and all present was general,
vague and arid. It was collective denouncing that the Party
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has all kinds of problems, but the National, offi <•>,<=> rinss nnt
give bold leadership in solving them, I I

PATTERSON spoke on the Negro Question, but in no way differen-
tiated from the past,

JACKSON'S speech was designed to establish the
independent and vanguard role of Communism - that there is
such a thing, that the CP is needed - but examples he used were
very general and vague.

Many of the speakers, including NESIN, 1 MOROZE
and GORDON tried to discuss the question - what is the role of
the CP in terms of daily work and of members who belong to other
organizations and how they should function there. The only
point they all made was that the possibilities of the CP making
advances are great and that every club or group which has
applied itself has succeeded to a satisfactory degree. So many
are overwhelmed by the complexity of things, demands for more
than they are able to do, so that they do not know where to
stand and usually wind up frustrated.

This meeting had little impact or significance. The
vagueness which permeated the atmosphere is a mirror of the CP
today. No speaker could do otherwise than speak generally
since the CP today is not doing anything specific.

The meeting adjourned at approximately 6 p.m. and
was to reconvene on the following day.

/ Later BART stated that there was a similar conference
being held in Chicago for the Middle West. This was being
handled by GUS HALL and CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT and that possibly
GENE DENNIS would attend, it is expected that a similar con-
ference will be held on the West Coast. BART stated that the
results of these three conferences will be put together and a
resolution on organizational matters will be prepared for the
convention.

*******

- 4 -
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Informant advised he did not attend the second
session of this conference! | because of the lack of
accomplishments on the part or tne assemblage and because any
extraordinary interest displayed in this meeting by him could
be regarded suspiciously.

- 5 -
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SAC (100-31723)

SA THOMAS F. LEWIS

DATE: 10/16/59

SUBJECT: CPUSA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

On |
|
who has furnished reliable

information in the past, personally provided SA THOMAS F.
LEWIS with a written statement. Thi3 statement is located
in I 1

Ne.w York (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 100-56579 (PHIL BART)
I - 100-23825

Philadelphia
1 - 100-31723
1 - 100-22157
1 - 100-2490
1 - 100-34061
1 - 100-37636

PHIL BART)
BENJAMIN DAVIS, JR. )

INDEXED

'PHIL BART)
TIM BUCK)
WILLIAM CRAWFORD)
'BENJAMIN DAVIS)

100-22603
100-28841

JAMES DOLSEN

1 - 65-1686
1 - 65-4641
1 - 100-2483Q
1 > I

1 - 100-18775
1 - 100-30295

THOMAS NABRI3D
DANIEL RUBIN)

MATTHEW SNYDER
CPUSA - FUNDS)

1 - 100-33144 (CPUSA - YOUTH MATTERS) p searched
1 - 100-1502-5969 (INDUSTRIAL SECTION, CPE?4jALJ
1 - 100-1502-710 (5TH CD, CTEPD) v' "“i |(n
1 - 100-1502-2000 (6TH CD, CPEPD) V V Z,

1 - ’100-33505 (CPUSA - STRAr
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)
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REPORTING AND
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wife was at home hut did not
participate in the meeting. She spent her time in the
kitchen reading and sewing.

"The first order of business was the arrangements
for the 40th anniversary celebration of the party. I I

said the date of the affair had been changed from Oct.

HI The oiace selected was the Essex
Hotel, 13th and Filbert St/ Phila, Pa. He said the
speaker so far would be BEN DAVIS. He said he had
received verbal but not written confirmation on this.
The singer will be I

|
also said a

special treat would be in store for the comrades. He
said tape recordings of Cuban speaker JUAN MARINELLO
and TIM BUCK would be played for the edification of those
present. He said because of immigration they could not
be there in person. He suggested that those coming bring a
gift of money for the party. He suggested issuing
envelopes for this purpose. He also suggested that friends
of the party come. The admission price was to be $1.00
for employed and 50 cants for unemployed.

"After a short dismission these arrangements were
approved by the D.C. I I then asked each one present
how many they could get out for the affair. The box
score is as follows:

-/promised about 20 from the youth.
Jpromised 15 of which 5 or 6 would be friends of the
party-.

—
- 2 «
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__
I said he thought he could get 10.

I said he might get 9 .

iromised 3 people.
I promised 20 - 25 out.

said he might have 4.
H. was not sure and guessed at 2.

"There was no report from Industrial, 5th and 6th
C.D. To publicize it further it was decided to call a
meeting of I I on Wednesday
eve . , | to
fill ini I

"The meeting then turned to the draft of the main
political resolution for the district which had been
prepared

!

~| He said it followed the line of the
main political resolution in the Sept. P.A. I I

his was 18 pages of double spaced type and he prepared
to read it. I

|
and said he did not

see why he should have to sit there while it was
read when copies could have been made available to the
members of the D.C. earlier and it could have been discussed.

Ithere was no time to make copies for study but
promised them later.

| | drawing no support from the
others, dropped the point . I I then in a monotone read
the resolution he had prepared. It dealt in the main with
youth questions, peace, trade union work and the negro
liberation movement and was amply seasoned with statistics
applicable to Penna. In a short speech after the reading
of the document ! lemphasized the need to coordinate mass
work with the Marxist-Leninist line. The comments on the
document by those present were:

Ifelt more Penna. information should be
added to the document.

|
with the tax approach in the document and

characterized it as provincial.

I
that reference to the law to ban

noiamg uwo jobs was bad. He said the effort should be
to raise the minimum wage. He said there should be more
emphasis on the youth and recommended that the material
be gotten out.

- 3 -
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I Ithe perspective for mass work should he
enlarged. He said the party should enter into Ideological
struggle with the right and the left. He asked, 'What
is labor's role?'

b6
b7
b7

Ifelt the resolution was too descriptive
and not analytical enough. He said it asks questions
but fails to provide answers. He said the steel strike
was fundamental and the party should concentrate on a few
problems and find solutions. He also felt that right
revisionist and ultra-left tendencies should be fought.
He said the feeling of no future for the party should
be faced on an ideological level. He also said the
fight for the youth is the fight for the party.

"PHIL: PHIL spoke of the need to wage an ideological
struggle to bring people back in. He warned against the
adoption of a righteous approach. He said the party is
getting some back from the extreme right and the ultra-
left. He said this was only a handful but was composed of
those who recognize the need for the party and place
differences of opinion secondary. He spoke of the DOUGHER
group and felt there was even hope of bringing them back
to the fold. He said the party should be part of many
movements all channelled to one end. He referred to
Togliatti's statements on this. PHIL spoke of the Sicilian
elections as an example of a united front; He said the
party should study its application in the U.S. He referred
to the Chinese ideological struggle that the party waged
and said it was in the end good for them. He said the
party people should be like NIKITA KRUSCHEV and get in there
and argue ideological points. He spoke of the current
steel strike as the key issue of the working class. Later
in the meeting PHIL objected to too many resolutions in
process in Phila. for the district convention.

| |
it would be hard for him to follow

such an eloquent speaker but he had some points to make.
He said the figures on where the tax dollars go is good.
He said most of the workers are not aware of the amount
of work spent to pay them. He said the staggering burden
of armaments should be driven home by pointing out the
domestic benefits that would accrue to the people if they
were reduced. He said emphasis should be placed on the
youth problems because the youth are the future of the

- 4 -
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"party. He said the repeal of recent ‘labor-shackling 1

bills should be beefed up and emphasize the point that
the steel strike is an attack on all labor. He said he
had recently read an I.U.E, article in which the words
•class struggle* appeared in a discussion of the
Landrum-Griffith Bill.

I Jsaid the resolution failed to take in_to
account the change in the character of the working class,
the decline of the numbers of organized labor, and the huge
number of unorganized people in the working class. She
said the resolution asks questions but fails to provide
answers

.

"She said she felt it was not a deep analysis and
said there should be a separate resolution on the party
itself.

and said that since the members of
the D.u. aid not: like the resolution as he had written it,
he proposed they rewrite the sections that they disagreed
with. After some discussion it was agreed that a committee
of three would go over it and resubmit it. They were
asked to try and have the revised resolution in the hands
of the D.C. before Sept. 28, 1959*

[*~
| from

PHIL that a resolution on the negro question was being
prepared by]

^

and one on] I PHIL questioned the
need for all these resolutions and I I the people
here felt they should be submitted.

"In a remark to I said he did not think
I

~1 would get up to his meeting with
I I The date of the next D.C. meeting was set for
Monday.

I

|

]
Phila, Pa. The time was to be tf:30 P.M.

"The meeting adjourned at 12:22 a.m.

b6
b7C
b7D

- 5 -
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"Addenda:

"Before the meeting I land told him be

the passage of the new labor bill signed that day by the b7c

President had caused him to move out of the vice- b7D

presidency of his union. I I asked him if the move out
of office had caused any questions. I Isaid it had not
as his term had expired and he had not chosen to run
again for any office under the pretense of needing the
rest. I Ithought this was a good move onl I part
and asked if any of the I I

land said they only knew him as
a progressive in his thinking. I Isaid this was good
because otherwise they might be nailed for perjury. I I

told I I his influence was still great as he had hand-
picked his replacement."

Prom other sources it is known thatf
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, BOSTON (IOO-I67O7 )
DATE: 10/l6/59

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-2520)

SUBJECT: SCOTT NEARING
SM-C

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING "INFORMATION SINOB TUB VJSKY NATURE OF THIS

INFdkMiuN TEnds* r
i
rO

, ,

iWM'T.bT' k Amu
SENSITIVE .. informant :

7 1

J
" " fr "

On 9/25/59, NY 2359-S* advised that on the
above date, an individual whose identity was unknown to

the informant, had an informal discussion in the Third

Floor board room, CP Headquarters^ 23 West 26th Street,

New York City, with several party functionaries.
According to the informant, those included in the
discussion were JAMES JACKSON, JACK STACHEL, PHIL BART, /
HY LUMER,. and BETTY GANNETT.

$

Boston (100-16707) (RM)
New York (100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON) (M5)
New York (IOO-I8065 ) (JACK STACHEL) (415)
New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
New York (*00-86624) (CP,USA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415)

New York (100-96985) (CP,USA-UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS) (415)

New York. (IOO-27452 ) (ROBERT THOMPSON) (415)
New York (100-97856) (HELEN ALFRED)
New York (*00-16021) (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
New York (100-105078) (HY LUMER) (415)
New York (100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT) (4l6)
New York (100-2520) (SCOTT NEARING)

HCO:gmm
(13)
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The discussion opened with the unknown male,

believed to be NEARING> commeniirtg on the labor movement

in the United states and the fact that during Soviet
premier KHRUSHCHEV’S visit to the United States, the

Vice president of the- AF1>CI0 did everything he

could to defend the capitalist system..* Today’s
"Times" (New York Times?), credits some of the
distorted statements that RUETHER (WALTER) made
regarding KHRUSHCHEV’S comments. This individual
stated' further that in fact that meeting was the

tightest (session?) that KHRUSHCHEV had while he was

here (United States). As to business men, they are

"putty" in his hands...hut these labor boys struggle-.,. .-

Informant advised that further comments Were

made in this regard but this information was not available

to the informant due to the security of the blackboard.

According to the informant, it was further

indicated in this discussion that this unknown male

was a farmer who had lived in (Vermont?) for the past

19 years.

JACK STACHEL asked NEARING what he thought
of the possibility of developing a Labor Party
Movement in the United States. The individual
believed to be NEARING said that in his opinion the

United States today is probably in the same position

as Germany was during the period of 1927^32. He said

that if you try to organize the New York Labor Party

and support the Democrats one year and the Republicans
the next, that would be okay, but if you organize the

CP you will be destroyed,. , as the CP has been almost
destroyed so there is no opposition in the united states.

There will only be a resistence, that is some cells,

individuals, and groups here and there who thumb their

noses at the .ruling class and who do their best to

bring baok a consciousness in the United States as to

what is going on. Then (you will?) have a choice

between going underground, carrying -on an underground
conspiracy... or staying above ground,.. Now this.

2
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in ray opinion, a- conspiratorial underground, is not as

effective as a (guiding?)' technique of defying
those in authority because with a conspiratorial
underground, you get so (cholced?)...

We have to work out a theory and practice of
resistance applicable to the. UnitSd : States in view of

what has happened in Russia, China, Japan, and other
countries* Anything in the United. States which openly
defies the ruling class is going to be discouraged
and destroyed. The most effective method which they
have used' in- destroying the CP is to- have (BOB?) (believed
referring to ROBERT THOMPSON), go: back to Jail.,.

Informant advised that the discussion
-continued regarding the impact of Soviet Premier
KHRUSHCHEV’S visit to the United States and what
effect it would have in the building of a peace
movement in the United States. JACK STACHEL inquired
If this individual believed that it might be possible
now to carry on a campaign on Socialist-Marxist
•propaganda. NEARING further remarked that he did not
know whether 'a peace movement could be started in the

United States as a- result of Mr. KHRUSHCHEV’S visit.

The following is set out as to the possible
identity of the unknown individual believed to be

NEARING:

On 9/24/59, NY 2010-S* advised on above date-

ARNOLD JOHNSON was in contact with HOLLAND ROBERTS
asking him to speak at the 40th Anniversary Celebration
of the CP, USA, JOHNSON said that HELEN ALFRED was
unable to speak but that SCOTT NEARING would. ROBERTS
declined the invitation saying that he would be out of
town.,.

3
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On 9/25/59, SAS DENNIS J. BARRY and JOHN F.

CRAIG surveilled the unknown individual upon leaving
CP Headquarters that day accompanied by ARNOLD
JOHNSON, and they proceeded to 230 Riverside Drive,
New York City. It is noted that HELEN ALFRED
resides at the above address.

The unknown male believed to be NEARING is
described as follows: White male, 60-65 years old,

weight 145-155 pounds, height 5*6", pocked marked
face, gray hair with receding hairline, and he was
wearing high shoes and a blue suit. It is noted
that this description closely fits that of SCOTT
NEARING.

The above is set out for informational
purposes only.
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TO *. DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATE; io/l6/59

PROM s SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) (415)

SUBJECT: CP, USA, ORGANIZATION
IS - C

Bureau (100-3-69) (RM)
Chicago (100- ) (CHARLES LOMAN) (Info) (RM)

Cleveland (65-721) (ANTON KRCHMAREK) (Info) (RM)

(1 - 100- )
(GUS HALL)

Newark ?100-4^84) (info) (RM)

(l - 100-19491) (PAT TOOHEY)
(1 - 100- ) (WALTER BARRY) w w .

New Haven (100- ) (CP, USA, Organization) (info) (RM)

Philadelphia (100-31723) (Info) (RM)

(1 - 100-2427) (DAVE DAVIS) w w .

Pittsburgh (100- ) (CP, USA, Organization) (Info) (RM)

San Francisco (100-26076) (AL LANNON) (Info) (RM)

NY I ~l (Inv)(4l5
NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (422)
NY 100-6622 (ANDY 0NDA)(422)
NY 100-16021 (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
ny 100-105078 (HY LUMER)(4l5)
NY 100-114143 (THERESA 0NDA)(422)
NY 100-52959 (CHARLES LOMAN) (422)
NY 100-87211 (CP, USA, Factionalism) (415)
NY 100-84994
NY 100-13483
NY 100-80641

'GUS HALL)(4l5),
BETTY GANNETT) (415)
'415)
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Identity of source who has furnished
reliable info in past (conceal)

Description of info Info received at OP, USA,
Headquarters, I \

Date received

Received by

Original location

9/30/59

SAS JOHN A. HAAG, NYO and
VINCENT E. MURPHY, Newark (oral)

Utmost care must be used in handling and reporting
the following' 'info in order to protect the identity of informant.

Information received from informant, as set forth
above, was dictated by SA HAAG to I j

ou

10/1/59, transcribed on 10/5/59, and authenticated by informant
on 1077/59.

A copy of informant's oral report follows:

2 **
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9/30/59

On
l^
at CP, USA, Headquarters, New York City,

the following information was learned from PHIL BART,. Organiza-
tional Secretary CP, USA;

BART stated that there was a great controversary
as a result of the recent funeral of ANDY ONDA, former Party
functionary of the Pittsburgh and Ohio areas* He said that
the funeral arrangements represented a new low of depravity
on the part of the ultra-left group in Brooklyn.

Since ONDAms from Ohio, CP, USA, leadership expected
that ARNOLD JOHNSON, HY LUMER or ANTON KRCHMAREK, all of whom
were personal friends of ONDA, would be the Party representative
and have the main role in the funeral arrangements. BART, when
he made inquiry of Mrs. ONDA, found that she was not disposed
to having anyone from the National Office of the CP participate.
He said that the funeral arrangements had already been made.
He said that this appeared to be malicious and the Party was
being forced in a position of "quarreling over a corpse."
The Party felt that this was a CP question however because ONDA
was a Party man and should be afforded respect of the Party,
but that his funeral should not become a "factional disgrace."

After the Party brought some pressure to bear, the
committee in charge of arrangements, obviously from the ultra-
left group, agreed that LUMER, since he knew ONDA best over the
years, would be permitted to act as the master of ceremonies
so to speak. Further, this committee did not object to KRCHMAREK
being there as a speaker. The committee arranged that CHARLES
LOMAN be brought in from Chicago to be the main speaker.

Later, just before the funeral, the Brooklyn leftist
group demanded that the CP pay the funeral expenses of $700.
When the Party paid this amount in advance, the committee in
charge of the arrangements reneged on their promise and would
not permit KRCHMAREK to speak* This opened the old factional
fight and some very disgraceful quarrels resulted. Finally,
according to BART, LUMER acted as master of ceremonies and
KRCHMAREK was permitted to speak.

b7D
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BART related that nearly all of the National Office
went to the funeral. LOMAN’s talk was a furious attack on CP
leadership and it lauded ONDA for resisting this leadership*
Other speakers followed the same factional line.

At one point during the ceremonies, Mrs. ONDA gave
LUMER a letter to read to the assembly. LUMER never saw the
letter before and was "mouse trapped" into reading it. This
letter developed to be a three-page item from AL LANNON on the
West Coast., the basic content of which was the establishment
of the fact that ONDA 1 s death was unnecessary and only super-
induced by the callous neglect and lack of help and material
support on the part of the CP leadership. This letter created
a stench and while the ultra-left was gleeful, all others were
astonished at the display of the depravity on the part of the
ultra-left

.

BART advised that AL LANNON has definitely quit the
CP and it is expected that he will issue a call to establish a
new Party. LANNON, he said, has not given up Communism.

BART also stated that DAVE DAVIS of Philadelphia has
resigned from the CP.

With regard to organization, BART said that aside
from a possible small group in Western Pennsylvania and
Connecticut, there is not a district or state organization
existing in those states. He remarked, "We even have states
without a CP Club

.

11

With regard to the New Jersey CP, BART stated that
GUS HALL had talked with WALTER BARRY and is impressed with him.
HALL said that the estimate drawn of BARRY playing politics is
incorrect and BARRY is being considered for full time work
in the National Office.

On leadership question, BART indicated that he is very
unhappy with his position at the office. He is angry about the
standoffishness on the part of the National leadership and that
he is not accepted as part of the real team. He is given much

- 4 -
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isfork but cannot break through the ice and be fully on the team.
He said he has not been invited to be on the National Executive
Committee or National Committee of the Party. He said he was
called in to work at the National Office as Organizational
Secretary and when he sent out some letters with his title on
them people questioned his appointment to such a position. He
said that then and only then did the National leadership
formalize his position as Organizational Secretary*

BART apologized for being out of the movement for two
years due to personal reaction. He stated he could not find
his place. The same is true of BETTY GANNETT. She is now
renewing her activity because some attention by the National
Office is being paid to her.

BART implied broadly that there are serious problems
in the Party regarding the leadership on National and State
levels, the construction of this leadership and the obtaining
of personnel for this leadership who have sufficient respect for
each other to work together.
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Identity of Informant

Reliability

J—*W.' Hrf>

hy 1749-a*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Who haa furnished
relie bio infoma fcion
in the pant

9/23/59

UY 1‘749-S* advised that on 9/28/59., ABH CCIYOH
contacted PiilL BART* and said ho would like to core over
and discuss a couple of thin-s ;;JLth PHIL. PHIL said ho was
btuy. aaid, you said you can discuss other things.
PilIL aslred what other tiling . AXC said with Three (Ph)
or Taroc. (Ph) or Turin e (ph). PHIL said ABE could call
up someone In the office because ho was very buoy. PHIL
sold AbS so tal:c it up with the organisation... told hj.ri

to tahe it up and he would tal:e It up v.ith the coruiittees.
Phil, said if he was not there, someone else will be there...

ib-.OJjD jOHnSOil or GOtsabody. PHIL added thr. t all
eofiBsxtuents he mhos are with the orsaenisation . A£2 said
you care over and tool; care of bh- other bhirc. PHIL said
ne coo’: cere of it because ouys xiho ABE would not bal:e
care of a tiling. ABS cujlced PHIL v;hat he reanb. PHIL said -
lec»s not £0 into it now.. I hi Qlvlnz you ny thi.fiin^.
Abb nun: up.

Of til other thine. PHIL said

-HY ClOO-56579
-NY (IG0-IcO21
-HY (100-70482

IIP iti-bb

(3 )

PHIL BART) (415)
ARNOLD JOHilSO ’) (415)
422)
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/
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PHILIP BARff IS - C, SA FORTY. SUBJECT DEPARTED LOGAN AIRPORT

EASTERN AIR LINES FLIGHT NUMBER FIVE FOUR- FIVE ,
ELEVEN THIRTY PM

THIS DATE DUE TO ARRIVE NYC TWELVE TWENTYFIVE AM.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO, : SAC, NEW YORK (100-1696)

FROM : SA DONALD E*. HARTNETT

SUBJECT; ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
IS-Cj ISA - 50

DATE; 10/19/59

On 9/22/59# NY 2318-S*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that BETTY
GANNETT recontacted ELIZABETH GUBLEY FLYNN concerning
the plans for the 40th anniversary celebration to be
held at Carnegie Hall on Friday evening, 9/25/59* The
discussion then turned over to the QNDA funeral with
GANNETT telling how the Party arranged everything#
including the payment of costs, only to find .out that.

THERESA ONDA, ANDY’S wife, was in full accord with the
left wing faction present and had told PHIL BART that
phe CP had killed ANDY, ELIZABETH inquired whether ONDA
had' still been in the Party to which GANNETT replied
affirmatively. ELIZABETH said that this will finish
BEN DAVIS with CHARLIE LOMAN and GANNETT agreed, saying
that it will un<?o a lot of the gppd work J“IM TORMEY has
accomplished in Brooklyn-. ELIZABETH said that this "fiasco”
might cause trouble at the convention although GANNETT didn’t
think so if they all Stay united.
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NY 100-1696

On 9/22/59 j NY 2379-S*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that ELIZABETH
GURLEY FLYNN, in discussion with her sister KATHY, mentioned
that she feels that it was a real imposition to ask her to
be Chairman of the 4oth anniversary celebration, as well
as asking her to take up the collection at the meeting.
Regarding EDNA WINSTON, ELIZABETH told KATHY that she thinks
EDNA'S attitude concerning money matters is disgusting in
view of all that the Party has done for her and her family.
ELIZABETH also told KATHY that the Party made a big mistake
trying to take over the ONDA funeral which they should have
left to the "extremists," She said the Party paid the funeral
expenses for which all it got in return was abuse and
to be called "murderers." She told KATHY that she feels
that she showed excellent judgment in not attending the
funeral because the aggravation would not have helped her
cold. Concerning the KHRUSHCHEV visit, ELIZABETH told

KATHY that KHRUSHCHEV is on the beam again out In San
Francisco, and she was glad he got a chance to meet HARRY
BRIDGES, whom she described as "one of our outstanding
labor leaders."

On 9/23/59, NY 2379-S*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that BETTY
GANNETT visited the FLYNN apartment. Among other things

discussed- was the fact that GENE DENNIS is a nervous wreck
and that the CP should get help for WILLIAM Z* FOSTER
and his wife and that under no circumstances should they

go for such help to an outside agency. Concerning the coming

convention, ELIZABETH told BETTY that she wpuld be almost
willing to take over, bat that it has reached the point now

where there are no women left on the national committee, that

it's practically a "stag party." She said that some of those

on the committee would do the Party a favor if they let

their wives take ove? for them, specifically mentioning
CLARENCE SHARP from Minneapolis

.
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100- ) DATE: 10/20/5-9

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100- 8879)

SUBJECT: AL LANNON
IS-C

On 9/22/59, NY 1750-S*, who has furnished

reliable information in the past, advised that PHIL
and CONNIE BART had held a conversation at their

residence, 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York,

and had discussed a number of items.

The BARTS discussed the funeral of ANDY ONDA

which had taken place that morning and which apparently

had been- "taken over by the left wing,” PHIL BART
mentioned that HY (LUMER) had- been on the rostrum
giving his talk over the body when a letter was thrust

upon him and he was told that THERESA ONDA had
requested it to be read. He said that the letter was

from AL LANNON and that LUMER had not had a chance to

look at it before reading it. BART described the

letter as a "wicked diatribe and the lowest form of

gutter politics and to use the body of a dead man as

a cover for the occasion to display factionalism was
despicable." CONNIE BART commented that she was in

full agreement and was disgusted with the whole
affair.
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NY 100-8879

PHIL continued that BEN DAVIS had rode in

the car with him to the cemetery and that he was 1 fit

to be tied." He said that DAVIS had stayed up
4

until

3:00 a.m. in the morning preparing a speech which he

was never requested to give.

CONNIE BART mentioned that she had talked

with SOL LIEBER and his wife along with a RUTH (LNU).

She felt that they could probably be taken back into

the Party.

PHIL continued to discuss the funeral and
commented that he was glad he had not gone to see

WILLIAM POSTER in order to get a message to read at

the funeral. He said that the right wing would really
have used that. He commented that he did not see how

they could expect cooperation from these people at the

Convention. He told his wife that he did not want to
see that guy ABE (COTTON) cross the threshold of their
apartment for any meeting CONNIE held there and if he did

he would throw him out bodily. PHIL said that they

could bring him up on charges for throwing COTTON
out but that is how he feels and he feels the same

way about AL LANNON.

CONNIE answered' that she may have to have

COTTON there if a board meeting (Kings county CP) were
held and PHIL replied that he forbids COTTON to ever

come there and that he felt that COTTON was responsible

for what happened at the funeral.

PHIL continued that the whole national leadership

of the CP, USA was at the funeral as the NEC was in town

and that this should have given evidence how the Party

felt about ONDA.

PHIL then commented that when he died he

wanted a quiet funeral with no speeches to which his

wife laughingly replied that she would probably be the
only one their anyway.

2



NY 100-8879

PHIL and CONNIE then spoke about TOM SHAW
who apparently was at- the funeral* CONNIE commented
then that she knew him years a go-.,when when was on UE
and that she thinks he is presently with Garment.
She said that he is really ’’hush hush” and that
no one was allowed to know his name but that it was
all right to mention everyone else ls. She said that
she thought his real name is EMIL as she heard a number
of persons calling him that*

PHIL mentioned that he saw STEVE (NELSON) there
at the funeral*



STANDARD FORM NO, 64

OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, NEWARK DATE: 1O//ZO09

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-8064l)

SUBJECT: CP - ORGANIZATION
IS-C

On 9/10/59, NY 1750-S* advised that PHIL BART

and his wife had discussed a number of matters at their

residence at 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

BART related that the previous evening he had

gone to New jersey regarding PAT*s (TOOHEY) resignation.

He said that as far as he Is concerned TOOHEY had no

intention of resigning as Chairman in New jersey* He

said that it was a very good meeting and that three

of them from the National Office had attended including

ARNOLD (JOHNSON) and JIM (JACKSON) * He said he found

out at the meeting that JOHN NORMAN was closer to

MARTHA STONE than he is to the CP. He said that all

those persons who are the center of the controversy
were n.ot fat the meeting including MANAY CANTOR, JOE
BRANDT, WALTER BARRY, and JOHN NORMAN.
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NY. 100-80641

BART said that T00H.EY is fond of his own

voice and once he gets started he never stops. He

said -that TOOHEY contends that the above group is

anti-party and that he is pro-Party* He said^ that

there were some good contributions at the meeting
and that LOTTIE GORDON was not too bad and MOROZE
was especially good. He said that everyone that
spoke wanted TOOHEY to stay but once they started
they proceeded to tear him apart. He said that

| really hit him when she asked b6
how anyone who is In the CP could possible be b7c
anti-party. He said that JOHNSON and JACKSON
both spoke and that he had not talked because it

was very late.

He said that T0.0HEY had summarized the
meeting and accepted the results as a vote of confi-
dence. He said that this whole affair is an old

thing with TOOHEY and that the National Office knows

it. He said that even though PAT is an old wind bag,

he is one of the "first basic proletariats to get
n

into the Movement, and besides he is a good guy.

JACKSON asked him if he would withdraw his resignation
and someone laughed saying that TOPifeY^had already
mentioned the agenda for the next meeting.

BART related that after they left the meeting
he had forgotten where he had parked his car and

the three of them spent about 20 minutes looking
for it. He said they found it parked on the same
street where the meeting was held. He said that
later while they were looking, for the parkway he

had turned into an alley and hit a dog. He said
the whole evening was a complete loss.



10/10/393AC, H3U YOKIC (101-359)

SA HAROLD P. OJJiir.T

0 :3(T3 colci;
IG-C

Identity of Infornrnt

Relic tolity

D.-.to

IIY 1749-3"
(Conceal c.ncJ per .phrase)

Ifao has Burnished reliable
inBorrnatioa in the pc at

10/10/59

KY 1749-3* -dviaod th..t on 10/10/59, PHIL (BART)
connected J33U3 (COLOR) end .sk-d how he* vr*s , JJ3V3 said
the second cardiogram w.:o taken...he will know the result
Tuesd.y (10/13/59) . JG3(J3 stated the doctor* sc.id it was
not as bad a.3 he thought in thw beginning, JB3U3 -shed
ii PHIL received his note.. HIZL replied yes... Bor J33CJS
to c. 11 I PHIL said the note is on
his desk , ad told Ji3C3 not to worry about it., .only thet
d-.y.

PHIL said x‘or* the ne:;t two Week3 ho would he
going oat. .that he Just got back Brcm Connecticut this
morning and ingoing to Boston next week, .in c..se they
do not meet., I Iknows about it. JGSU3 said he ua.s not
coning in no::t week.

wY (IOO-30579 ) (PHIL B'lRJ) (415)
llY (101-559) (415)



10/20/59SAC, KEW YORK (100-05529) (422)

SA HAROLD P. OJJIRH

mm sTETtii

S1I-C

Identity of Informant UY 17219-3*
(Conceal and par:phrase)

Reliability Who has furnished reliable
information in the peat

Rato 10/6/59

, .
3.749“S* advised th t on 10/6/59, CGHUIB (B/RP)

(STBRH) and dodrained she had the wrong
4ivWi ;

one nr a advised tbi t th e ono she wanted was out
for tnc evening ..with RAY. COHIJIE loft her number.

advised bn. t on the same date, AIRJA
(oi^R.i) contacted (PHIL BART) and asked for COiililS. PHIL
J*”-:"

1
? V-"°

in bod ‘-aa vcr* ‘^oQ. AiRJA explained that
C0a.«i& u

;

d lef 0 word for her to call when she cm.;;, in. AllJA.eaio co cell CGtJHIE that she* would be in tomorrow. PHIL
4

ftoc think COILIX^ bo horoo tomorrow ni^ht

.

AJH/. s; ad co tell COWUIE she would be home . ny tins after5:00 tomorrow night. PHIL svid he would tell her.
"
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SAC (100-13903) October XOt 1009

SA
b6
b7C

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
COMMUNIST PARTY OP ILLINOIS
ORGANIZATION
IS - C

On I I who has Tarnished
reliable information in the past, made available to
SA T l a copy of the “Draft Illinois
Political Resolution” which is to be the principle
material to be discussed at the preconvention discussions
prior to the holding of the National Convention
of the CP, USA in Now York City in December, 1939,
A photostat was made of this draft resolution and is
being retained in 100-1GDJ3-1B3 (343)

.

SA
i made available to

]the following described items:

1. A letter dated 9/3/59 addressed “To All be

Party Clubs, Dear Comrades; 1 This letter was signed by b7c

PHIL BART for the National Executive Committee and b7D

it deals with an explanation as to why a referendum was
agreed upon at a National Committee meeting to delete
Article V Section 5 of the current Constitution of
the CP, USA. Two photostats of this letter are being
furnished the New York Division,

2, An invitation to the 40th Anniversary
celebration CP, USA to be held Saturday, September 2G,
1359, 8:00 p.m. at the Midwest Hotel, Hamlin and
Madison Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, This item is being
retained in 100-132Q3-1B8 (117G)

.
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Septoinber 3> 1959

TO ALL PARTY CLUBS

Dear Comrade ss

We have received a number of inquiries indicating that the original

letter containing the referendum is not explicit in stating why a refer-

endum to delete Article V, Section 5 is being taken. We therefore state

below additional information on the reasons for this referendum.

The National Committee at its meeting of July 25-26 decided to take

a referendum on the section of the Constitution dealing with the method

of electing the National Committee, The experiences since the last

National Convention have shown that the present article in the Constitu-

tion is not adequate for the election of a functioning National Committee,

Over the past two years, besides those who resigned from the Committee

and the Party, there have been a number of changes by districts of their

National Committee members. In all instances N.C. members were changed

by District Committees in conformity with the present Constitution, But

the N.C, then found itself lacking in cohesion and continuity which such

a committee must possess in order to carry out its duties.

Furthermore, the National Committee should be elected following the

discussion and adoption of its political line at its National Convention,

In the elections It must consider representation from all areas of the

country.

The National Committee felt that these questions require more dis-

cussion and exchange of views which possibly will result in changes in

the manner of election and size of the National Committee, This, as al-

ready indicated above, Is warranted by the experiences since the 16th

National Convention,

In setting aside this section of the Constitution, changes, modif-

ications or even maintaining the present section or any other form of

election will be based on the consideration given this matter in pre-

convention discussion and amendments to the Constitution which will come

from all sections of the Party, The decision will then be made by the

National Convention,

Therefore we are presenting the referendum to the Party for adoption

which deletes the section dealing with the method of election and leaves

to the National Convention the making of the final decision which will

cone as the result of a general Party discussion.

Comradely yours,

Phil Bart

for the National Executive Committee



DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3234) 10/20/59

SAC, HEW YORK (100-56579)

pwrr.TP BAM?
IS-C
SA—40
(WEEKLY SUMMARY 10/12-13/59)
CXNAL

as&gaa
BY 1749-S* advised that SID TAYLOR, Connecticut

OF functionary* had contacted the subject at bis
residence and they discussed the possibility of getting
together at the OF national Office* They finally
decided to meet on Wednesday (10/14/59) at 2sQ0 p.ia. at
Headquarters* During the conversation, BART advised
that he was very busy with Convention plans and that
on Wednesday evening he was scheduled to attend a
meeting in Hew Jersey*

HY 1750-S* advised that the subject and his
wife discussed the death of ANDY OHM and COJBUE BART
mentioned that she had been in Indianapolis in 1933,
when she joined the OF, and had met ONBA there* PHIL
mentioned that 0HDA thad left for a National Training
School in Hew York when she joined up. CONNIE replied
that she remembered going to an open air CF meeting
where BART spoke and that she had asked him some
questions which he was unable to answer* She said
that it was the first meeting she went to after she
joined the CF and that she would classify herself
as being extremely left winged, at the time* she
said that she recalled that she was in touch with a
lot of CP people prior to her actually joining
the party*
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MlQO-56579

NY 2359-s* advised that the subject had
attended a regularly scheduled meeting of the Resident
NBC of the CP, USA which was held at CP Headquarters
on the above date* The business taken up at this
meeting was that of the draft statement to be
released by the CP, USA on the visit of Premier
KHRUSHCHEV to the (Mited States* A second topic
of discussion was the question of bringing CLARENCE
HATHAWAY to Hew York for the purpose of his helping
“The Worker". There followed then a discussion of a
review of the manuscript of the book by ALEXANDER
WEHTMMM and then a report by JAMES JACKSON on the
Convention of the Canadian CP,

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject's wife
CONNIE had advised him that JIM TQRMEY, Kings County
CP Organizer, was coming to their apartment that
evening for a meeting* Subject then told his wife
that he planned to attend a meeting in Sew Jersey
the fallowing evening and that he would not be home
until some time after midnight. He said that he
would leave Thursday morning for Boston and would
return late Sunday evening by plane and tost he
wished her to pick him up at Idlewild Airport.

The subject and his wife were then joined
by TORMEY who related that PEARL and ALAN LAWS, Kings
County CP Negro Functionaries, had been in Chicago
over the weekend* TQRMEY said that he heard that
CHARLIE LOMAN had offered ALAN LAWS a job* At this
point th© subject told both of them that the National
Office had voted to continue financial payments to
THERESA ONDA until at least the end of the year.

The above group were then joined by DANNY
HOTEL, Kings County CP Organizational Secretary, and
they discussed a number of items relating to the
Kings County CP Organisation,

2
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NY 1749-S* advised that the subject had
contacted Baatern Airlines and made a reservation
in his name on Blight 5^5 leaving Boston, Massachusetts,
at llt30 p*m*> Sunday (10/18/59), and arriving at
Idlewild Airport at 12:25 a.m. (10/19/59).

10A4/59

BY 1749-S* advised that EJSfA WINSTON had
attempted to contact the subject and had spoken to
CONNIE BAHT. WINSTON said that she was going to
see her husband, HENRY, in about a week and had
wanted to talk to the subject regarding future
plans. CONNIE told EDNA that the subject was out
of town and would not be back until the following
Monday.

advised that the miblfeafc

3attended a meeting of the
the Of, USA,

I

At this meeting tne subject -p&i/asiea fch

planned to attend a meeting in I

~
m I I and also a meeting of the I

ffi %

I Massachusetts.

m 17^9-S* advised that BUI, ALBERTSON, New
York State CP Organisational Secretary, contacted
CONNIE BART and advised her that HARRY ONCHSR, Kings
County CP Section Organiser and long time CP member,
had died that afternoon. ALBERTSON said that he
wanted CONNIE to know and for her to advise the
subject on his return* CONNIE advised that she
fftruld go right over to the ONCHER home as she knew
ONCHER's wife NOLDIE very well*
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NY 100-56579

NY 1749-S* advised that|
I CP member, had contacted Cqwnus base ana com

advised that she was going out to the airport that
night to pick up the subject who was returning from
Boston from an official trip.

4



Transmit the following in

FBI
Date: 10/20/59

(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) (415)

SUBJECT: CP,USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

On 10/20/59, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON
that in a conference with the informant on 10/19/59, JAMES JACKSON,
CP,USA Secretary for Southern and Negro Affairs, disclosed the
following

:

GUS HALL, who abruptly terminated his West Coast trip
to return to New York, was ordered to return in order that he
might participate in important CP decisions regarding CP convention
plans. Other top CP functionaries did not want HALL to be in a
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NY 100-80641

position to disclaim responsibility for decisions by reason of
not being present when such decisions should be made.

There will be a resident NEC meeting on October 20th
and 21st at which the leadership problem and convention plans

will be discussed. JACKSON has been assigned the task of preparing

a draft of "a peace theme" for pre-convention discussion, and for

ultimate discussion at the coming CP convention. This document

will "high-light* the peace issue, and "expose" HERTER, LODGE,

ROCKEFELLER, PULBRIGHT and NIXON as leaders of the anti-peace
movement.

A sub-committee consisting of JACKSON, JACK STACHEL and

PHIL BART has been appointed to prepare the agenda for the coming

GP convention, particularly proposals regarding leadership. What
JACKSON described as the "number one proposal regarding leadership

to be submitted by the aforesaid sub-committee is the following:
That DENNIS be chairman; HALL, general secretary; BEN DAVIS,
legislative secretary; "HY" LUMER, educational director; and

JAMES JACKSON, editor of 11The Worker." Proposal number one'

also includes the suggestion that there be three regional
secretaries, one for the West, one for the Mid-West, and one
for the South. In this connection, the sub-committee is consider-

ing the additional suggestion thar there be an • Eastern-Seaboard
regional director."

What JACKSON termed a '’second proposal 1
’ was the following:

Either that there be a chairman, vice-chairman and executive
secretary, with possibly several other secretaries, or that there

be a chairman, several vice-chairman and several "directors," said

directors to include such individuals as ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN,

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, ANTON KRCHMAREK, CARL WINTER, and JAMES JACKSON.

JACKSON indicated that the above-mentioned leadership
proposals would be discussed at the resident NEC meetings on

October 20th and 21st, 1959.

- 2 -



) 10/21/59SAC* tllMEAPOLIS (100-

SAC, HEW YORK (97-169)

"'THE WORKER"
IS - c

On 9/30/59, HY X75Q-o*> who has furnished reliable

information in the past, advised that PHIL and COHHIE BAR® had

discussed a number of items at their residence ac 2415 Hewicxr^

Ave., Brooklyn, ITY,

PHIL mentioned to COHHIE that the national Office

was thinking about bringing in a three man delegation from the

midwest to IIY to study the possibility of a midwest edicxon o±

“Ihe HOrher”* He said that the delegation is GEHE's (DEIJHIS)

Idea and he wants to bring in CLARE1JCE HATHAWAY and his wife.

PHIL said that if DEffiHS thinks they are going to pay for CLARENCE
and h±o trite to coma to How York for throo dayo ? no vms

crazy* He said that he told DENNIS that he could not authorize

funds for the trip.

linnoapolis (100- ) (RH)

[1 - 100- l (CLAHEHCE HATHAUAY)
bit York (97-169) .

;P- 100-56579) (PHIL BARI)
1 - 100-12959)
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10/21/59SAC, BOS A1JGELES (XOO-

SAC, Imu YOI& (X00~35?04)

bo*xcg?by mmz$
is * c

informtion la me past, advised Mm* ana coimfi EAi&* ata?ang a
discussion at? their residence at 2^15 iTeylaLr:: Avo,* froohlyn,
M* bad discussed a number of items.

PiI2£» bad cautioned to Ms wife that the \:org overdone
uas running around at the ilatioaal Office, you would not thin!:

that the national convention uas ton uooles sway. So mentioned

propone leadership uhich has boon cadly Inching* liar husband
commented that uhat has boon sadly Xaehing Is the organising of
the present national leadership and that in order to do tMs, you
hare to he right hero- in Iloe Yorh instead of xwaialns all over
the country,

MILL then cautioned the referendum on the election
of delegates and officers of the CP and commented that it did not
appear to ha doing too volt and that the only people uorMng on
it ucra those interested in containing a status <p.o. ho said
that the?/ had received a letter that day from BOgoSSBT H8&E22Y

first time in four years that everyone in that district had agreed
on anything. lie said there is no doubt that the reason they core
all in agreement mas that everyone including the Xoft-uing, yant
three or four free trips a year to, hoy Yor::.

hoc Angeles (100-
t } (Kl)

ire;/ Yorh (1C0-557O4)
(2r^ 100-53579) (BILL. BATS)
a - ico-12559) (comm mss)
(i - 100-105073) (nsr mss)

ta - 100-3057) (<Mm ECXJSS)

T' -"-7 ^

SZR'ALfXmQ^j£.l ?l-feD.C2)V',i

ocr 22 isos !

FBi-myvoatt



SAC, Iffid YORK (100-£S503 0 43) 10/21/59

SA HAROLD OlTTlfi p!15

OP - KIRGS COVbrY

On 9/30/59.. IIY I750-S*, who has furnished reliable
inforsaatioa in the past, advised that PHIL and COITRIE EARS had
discussed a nunter of itens at ths&r residence at 2415 Kewkirk
Ave.j ErooliLyn., 1JY.

Source said that COiRlIE had asked her Iiushand who
she could see about Jlil P0RIZ2Y as she is eettinc fed up with hin
and his actions. PHIL advised her that BILL AIBSRxSOIF was the
person to contact. C0R1TIE replied that she did not believe she
’would &et anyplace »ith ALBEEPSOR and it would not do any cood.

PHIL disagreed with her on this and C01JIIIE comented
that fOKiHY ’wanted her to do the work but did not want her to
"fulfill any role”. She ended this conversation by saying that
she was ‘'just fed up”.

Hew York flCO-56579) (PHIL BAFd?)
Rev; York (100-12959) {COMRIE BAR?)
Kctj York (100-159^0) (J2JI TOKIRY) (#422)
New York (ICO-I29529) (BILL ALEERPSOR) (#4l6)
Hew York (1C0-2S603 C 43) (#’i£2)

HPQ, ::ib3

(5)
,/J
v, i
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pate: 10/14/59

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

PLAIN TEXT

DIRECTOR, FBI ( 100-3-69)

PROM : SAC, NY (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS-C
CINAL

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO

IDENTIFY A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.

1 - NY
1 - NY& NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 ** NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY

Bureau (100-3-69)(BM)
(1-97-401) (PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS)
(1-100-3-81 )

( CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

)

Minneapolis (RM)
(1-100- )( CLARENCE HATHAWAY)
NY (100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
NY ( 100-18065 )

(JACK STACHEL ) (415

)

NY (100«48033)( irving POTASH)(4l5)
NY ( 100-56579 ) (PHIL BART) (415)
NY ( 100-105078 )( HY LUMER) (415) W| .

NY (IOO-I6785 )
(JAMES E. JACKSON) (415)

NY ( 100-23825 ) (BEN J. DAVIS, JR.)(4l6)
NY ( 100-1696 ) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN ) ( 415 ) .

NY (100-86624) (CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415)

S Li

100-80641

u-'"EXEO-

;r'\^""
r-D-r75>n<

<nrn i/O

qOT 14 tjm

HCOtKMI
(20 )



NY 100-80641

On 10/13/59, NY 2359-S* advised that on this date

the regularly scheduled meeting of Resident NEC, CPUSA, was

held in the third floor board room, CP Headquarters, 23 West

26th Street, NYC. According to the informant those in

attendance were:

EUGENE DENNIS
JACK STACHEL
/Irving potash

/PHIL BART
y HY LUMER

JAMES JACKSON
BEN DAVIS, JR.
and ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN

EUGENE DENNIS chaired the meeting and announced that

the first topic would be the draft statement on Premier
KHRUSHCHEV'S visit to the US.

BEN DAVIS, JR. read the draft statement and the

points mentioned were:

The KHRUSHCHEV visit resulted in greater understanding

between nations; in the communique issued from Camp David it

was stated that both sides agreed to settle their differences

by peaceful negotiations rather than by arms; the visit urged

the extension of cultural, scientific, and other types of

exchanges; socialism, needs no wars to progress; money spent

for defense purposes could be used for schools, hospitals,

and the like.

Informant advised that discussion followed the

above statement wherein there was general disagreement with
it. EUGENE DENNIS felt the statement was "too one sided .

JACK STACHEL stated that the statement should be more
inclusive and suggested that a subcommittee be set up in
order to have the statement completed by the end of this week.

2 T



NY 100-80641

IRVING POTASH expressed the opinion that the statement
should deal with the nature of the propaganda of the opposing
forces and should include "counter-acting;’ statements. BEN
DAVIS, JR. said "we" have to say that ROCKEFELLER (Governor
NELSON ROCKEFELLER) today is the leader of the trend to
prevent the realization of coexistence and the significance
of the . EISENHOWER-KHRUSHCHEV visit. DAVIS further remarked
that/tne moment "ROCKEFELLER is saying to EISENHOWER that he
is not demanding enough from the Soviet Union and is too
conciliatory." DAVIS said that It was necessary for the Party
to develop an Independent position and program on the
question of peace.

Informant advised that there then followed some
discussion on the leadership problem, but due to the added
security of the blackboard this information was not
available to the informant.

The next topic of discussion was bhe question
of CLARENCE HATHAWAY and the possibility of his helping out
with the paper ("The Worker" ) i EUGENE DENNIS said that he
had talked with HATHAWAY when he, DENNIS, was last in
Chicago. DENNIS felt that HATHAWAY could make a valuable
contribution to the paper* s editorial board and further that
he had discussed with HATHAWAY the possibility of HATHAWAY
attending the conference on the paper ("The Worker" ) to
be held October 23rd and 24th in NYC (no place mentioned).
DENNIS said that it was agreed that HATHAWAY should come to
New York for a week or ten days for discussion and further
that there would be no leadership changes until after the
convention

,

JACK STACHEL stated that HATHAWAY could contribute
to the paper, especially on national politics.

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN said that she had the
impression that HATHAWAY was definitely against moving to
New York; felt that his age of 65 was not in his favor and
that for the past 18 years he has had no real newspaper
experience.

- 3 -



NY 100-80641

FLYNN. said that she did not believe HATHAWAY
should have to wait around in NY for a permanent assignment
until after the convention.

BEN DAVIS, JR, commented that he agreed with
FLYNN and said that the NEC had not evaluated properly:

1. HATHAWAY’S capabilities

. 2, The position of editorship of the
paper;

EUGENE DENNIS then stated that HATHAWAY should
be asked to participate in the conference and that it
should be made clear to him that he was being called in
only, for a short period of consultation,

HY LUMER and JACK STACHEL next presented a review
of the manuscript of a book by ALEXANDER BITTELMAN.
According to the informant both LUMER and STACHEL were
critical of the book and recommended that the Party not
support the publishing of it;

JAMES JACKSON then presented the report on the
Canadian CP Convention (held October 9 through 11, 1959

*

at Toronto, Canada,) JACKSON reported that 200 people
attended, of which 125 were delegates to this "very
enthusiastic convention" and that approximately 500
people attended the convention banquet. (It is noted
that NY 694-S* reported on 10/13/59, that according to

JAMES JACKSON 250 were delegates to the convention).

JACKSON said that TIM BUCK made the opening
key-note speech and that the convention adopted the
draft resolution and the draft program. He said that certain
changes in the Canadian constitution were made and that
TIM BUCK was unanimously elected Party leader. JACKSON
in his report said that there were differences of opinion on
points in the draft resolution, the constitution, and the
draft program, but that there was no real "oppositional struggle %



NY 100-80641

at the convention* He mentioned that they had changed their
name to the ” Communist Party of Canada."

Following JACKSON* S report, discussion was had
whether to advise BITTELMAN of the rejection of his
manuscript toy letter or toy notifying him personally to

come to the National Office. It was finally agreed that
a committee consisting of LUMER, STACHEL, and FLYNN were
to advise BITTELMAN of the decision

i

Meeting adjourned



10/16/59

PLAIN TEXT

FROM:

DIRECTOR, PBS (100-3284)

SAC, B08T0H (100-24914)

SBBUCft PHILIP BAIET
XS • Cl SA - 40

lei W£ airtel dated X
H5f teletype dated */59

vised 10/L6/59 that BAIT attended a meeting of the

Visit to this area was tm panose or uiseuss&on or cne ww;
Political Resolution* BART also disclosed other national
leaders travelling to different areas foe same purpose. BART
will attend District Committee Meeting Sunday, Io/l8/59.
Believed BART will also attend meeting, Brookline, Massachusetts
evening 10/16/59#

2h view of informant lnvoXv€®ient, these meetings, and possible
resultant compromise of this coverage, including a sensitive
and highly placed informant, no flsur of BART being conducted
by Boston Office.

Eastern Airlines advised BART*a reservation for Flight #545
leaving Boston for Hen toxfa. 11:30 pm, Sunday, 10/13/59 validated
10/16/59

* Bureau (100-3234)
* Hew fork (100-56979)
* Boston (100-24914)

;>/ 7; sts's'



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, CHICAGO (100-3740) DATE: 10/20/S9

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-11032)

SUBJECT: MORRIS CHILDS
IS-C

On 9/21/59, NY 1750-S*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that^PHIL
and CONNIE BART had held a conversation at their
residence, 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York,

and had discussed a number of items.

PHIL BART and his wife discussed the leader-

ship of the CP and PHIL remarked that GENE DENNIS would

never be a popular leader as he just is not built that

way. He said that BEN DAVIS has natural -leadership

especially in a thing like the death of ANDY ONDA.
He said that he would have to admit that DAVIS knows

how to handle things. CONNIE commented that DENNIS
is nothing but a "damn snob."

Chicago (100-37^0) (rm)
Newark (100- ) (WALTER BARRY)
Cleveland (100- ) (GUS HALL)

/t ^

New York (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415)
New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
New York (100-23825) (BEN DAVIS 5 (4l6)

New York (100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)

New York (100-84275) (BILL PATTERSON) (415)

New York (100-84944 (GUS HALL) (415)- New York (100-84944) (GUS HALL) (415)
- New York (100-6622) (ANDY ONDA ) (422)
- New York (100-15946) (JIM TORMEY) (422)
- New York (100-13483) -(BETTY GANNETT) (4l6)

- New York (100-11032)

OCT M
•//•A
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NY 100-11032

PHIL then mentioned that CONNIE’S name had

again come up that day at CP Headquarters and that

GENE DENNIS had asked if she would accept a leader-

ship position in the CP. He said that he told

DENNIS to ask CONNIE as he could not answer for her.

However, he pointed out that CONNIE had refused the

offer' ‘ in the past. PHIL said that personally if

tnere were a vote and it were between CONNIE and

BILL PATTERSON, he would probably vote for PATTERSON..

CONNIE said that he was only fooling and BART
retorted that he was serious.

PHIL then mentioned that GUS HALL had come

back from New jersey yesterday and had mentioned that

he met with WALTER BARRY. He said that he expects to

see MORRIS CHILDS soon. CONNIE commented that CHILDS
usually talks in hyerglyphics and he is supposed to
be so hush hush on the phone. She said actually he

should be told not to talk so freely because if she

can make out what he means then anyone else could,

CONNIE and PHIL then discussed the death

of ANDY ONDA and CONNIE commented that he

would have eventually come back to the party and

PHIL said that one thing for sure,ONDA would always have

been a Communist.

They then discussed the two day Eastern
Regional CP Conference to be held that weekend and

BART mentioned that JIM TORMEY would fit into it like

a "hand into a glove" and that it was "right up his

alley." CONNIE commented that she would not go to

the conference unless TORMEY’s wife, BETTY (GANNETT),
was going to be there. PHIL commented that If

GANNETT could not make it, no one would cry and that
she is a psychopath and the worst snob be has ever

known. CONNIE commented that she told that to PHIL
a long time ago and he had said she was being
subjective.

2





STANDARD FORM NO, 64

CP - KING'S COUNTY
IS - C

On 10/5/59* NY 1750-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that PHIL and CONNIE BART
had discussed a number of various items at their residence
at 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

PHIL and CONNIE discussed JIM TOEMEY and CONNIE
went Into a tirade about how difficult it is to get along
with him. PHIL remarked that she should make an Issue of
it to which CONNIE replied that to do that is a lot easier said
than done*

:l - NY (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
1" - NY (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415)
1 - NY (100-15945) (JIM TOPuEY) (422)
1 - New York (26603-C43)

HPQshtc
(4)



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100-26603-C263) DATE: 10/21/59

FROM : SA CHARLES W, CAVANAUGH (422)

SUBJECT : 1 1

IS-C

1-New
1-New
1-New
lr-New
1-N©w
1-New
1—New
1-New
1-New
1-New
,1,-New

^,1-New
1-New
1-New
1-New
1-New
1-New
1-New
1-New

York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York

I 1 (Inv. ) (422)
( LQ0-26603-C45)(KCCP) (422)

1 100-1283l4-Sub B) (CF.USA.NYD. KINGS CO. -FUNDS,) (422)

b6
b7C
b7D

(100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)

100-26603-C265) (BORO HALL SECTION, KCCP) (422)
100-128821) (CP, USA, NYD,FACTIONALISM) (4l6)
100-26603-C263) (422)

CWCrmeb
( 19 )

SEARCHED INDj-X

SERIALIZE^db^.->' 1 ‘-,£u-
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NY 100-26603-C263

Identity of Source: I ~l who has furnished
reliable info in past (conceal)

Description of info:
b

Date Received: 10/5/59

Received by: SA CHARLES W* CAVANAUGH (orally)

Original located:

The above information was furnished by the informant
on 10/5/59 and authenticated on 10/9/59.

A copy of informant* s report follows:

-2-



NY 100-26603-G263

10/5/59

On I Ithere was a meeting of the
|

ICommunist Party, at

the residence of I |
N,Y.

following persons were present: I I

j |
said that $l46.QO had been contributed to the

40th Anniversary celebration by the section. The county figure
was announced as being more than $800*00 but not completed yet.

The big deal at this meeting was a report
|

I on
ANDY ONDA* s funeral. The state committee of the Party made
arrangements for this funeral and sent PHIL BART over to see
Mrs. ONDA with all the details made. She would have nothing to
do with the state arrangements and had PEARL LAWS call CHARLIE
LOMAN and have him come in to make a speech at the funeral.
BEN DAVIS was mad about all this especially since the state
paid for the whole thing. To top it all off, someone read a
letter saying that ANDY’s death was the result of the way the
state and national committees treated him and that didn*t sit
very well with DAVIS. Now the state is blaming ALLAN and ABE
COTTON, who made the actual arrangements at the request of
ANDY* s widow and will have a big investigation of the whole
thing.

b6
b7C
b7D

There is.

and theto school
will try to pay for it.

t
talk about sending Mrs. ONDA and her 'children
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SAC, PHILADELPHIA (100*30295) 10/21/59

SAC, HEW YORK (100-74560)

CP, USA - FUNDS
IS-C

Oft 10/16/59* NY 2002-S*, who has furnished!
reliable information in the past, made available to the
NYO a copy of the following letter from PHIL BAHT,
designated for the CPEPD:

’October 5* 1959

"Dear Comrades;

"We are listing below the dues average
for the 11 months from October 1, 1958 to September
30, 1959* for your District. The dues
payments for an average of 12 months ending
October 31, 1959 will be used to determine the
delegation from each District to the National
Convention, We urge you to pick up the dues
payments so that we can have your average figures
for the 12 months, computed during November
1959.

"We also wish to call your attention
to the National Convention assessment which is
equal to two months dues and which should be
obtained in the next two months.

"Comradely yours.

"Phil Bart
"National Organisational Secretary

2-Phiiadelphia (100-30295 )(RM)
(f'UNew York (100-56579) (PHIL BART)(4l5)
T-New York (100-745*50) (415)

AXSsvka
(*)

i - i/\
f
I SEARCHED--*— J >^ ^ ,

1 SEmAU2tO$2®^

or i n{u V ’ t.* tf

t
FBI- fcDfc YOR ! <



iir 100-74560

‘'D.latrlet

•Total duos
paid from
11/1/58 to
9/30/59

IJo. Polc:.;atoc
Average based on 9/30/59
(ll laoo. ) ( 11 nos ,

)

E. Pa, 2,004 182 6”

If above infomatioa
dlsccMnated outaide the Bureau

.lo to bo used in reports
, it should bo appropriately

paraphrased to protect the .doivtit^ of HY SOOC-S*



SAC, NEWARK ( 1O0-4284A ) 10/2/59

SAC, NEW YORK (100-74560)

CP, USA - Funds
IS - C

On 10/16/59 » NY 2002-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, made available to the NYQ a copy
of the following letter from PHIL BART designated for the
New Jersey CP:

"October 5, 1959

"Dear comrades*

"We are listing below the dues average for the
11 months from October 1, 1958 to September 30, 1959, for
your District. The dues payments for an average of 12
months ending October 31, 1959 will be used to <tterraine
the delegation from each District to the National convention.
We urge you to pick up the dues payments ao that me can
have your average figures for the 12 month®, computed during
November 1959.

wWe also wish to call your attention to the
National convention assessment which Is equal to two months
dues and which should be obtained in the next two months

.

"Comradely yours.

"District

New Jersey

"BHIL BART
National Organizational Secretary

Total dues paid from
n/r/gg If §7W59”

-

No. Delegates
Average based on 9/j0/59
(11 mos.) '(lI

r

mos.)

1,012

lewark (100-4284A)(RM)
l-**few York ( 109-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
New York (100-74560) (415)

AJSsbca

SEAfKtn.i. ^ iWEXfcp
saMAuzbt^^ntro

,

nr 1

9*2101



MY (LOj-7'iI O)

TV
diODOtii: 0.7 O
paraphrased

above inrorrrabion is to bo used in reporta
outside the ouroau, it should be appropriately

to protect the identity of t'Y 20j2-S';>
.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM:

SAC (100-1502)

SA WILLIAM S. BETTS

10/22/59

SUBJECT: CPUSA
IS - C

1 - Boston (RM)
1 - 100-16707 (SCOTT NEARING)

1 - Chicago (RM)
1 -- 100- (A* PHILIP RANDOLPH)

3 - Newark (RM)

65-1686 (THOMAS NABRIED)
100-1505 (SCOTT NEARING)

- 100- (LOTTIE GORDON) 1 - 100-
- 100- (MARTHA STONE) 1-100*
- 100-18491 (PATRICK TOOHEY) 1 - ,65-4'
-• New—York (RM) 1 -

I

-• 100- (EVELYN) 1 - 100-
- 100- (JIM) 1 - 100-
- 100-56579 (PHILIP BART) 1 - 1QQ-
- 100-23825 (BENJAMIN DAVIS )

1 -
|

- 100-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS)
- 100-1696 (ELIZ, GURLEY FLYNN)
- 100-16785 (JAMES JACKSON)
- 100-16021 (ARNOLD JOHNSON)
- 100-84275 (WMi L. PATTERSON)
- 100-18065 (jack stachel) 1 - 100-
- Philadelphia
- 100-1502
- 100-6176 ("POLITICAL AFFAIRS")
- 100-4842 ("THE WORKER"

)

- 100-33150 (CPUSA-FACTIONALISM

)

- 100-30295 (CPUSA-FUNDS

)

- 100-33143 CPUSA-NEGRO QUESTION)
- 100-31723 (CPUSA-ORGANIZATION

)

- 100-31643 CPUSA-PAMPHLETS & PUB,

)

- 100-30941 (CPUSA-POLITICAL ACTIVi )

- 100-22157 (PHILIP BART)
- 100-34061 (WILLIAM CRAWFORD)
- 100-37636 (BENJAMIN DAVIS) _Jl
- 100-2427 (DAVID DAVIS) s

- 100-35375 (HIRAM DAVIS) SEA
- 100-31018 (EUGENE DENNIS)
- 100-22603 (JAMES DOLSEN) SER
- 100-27855 (ELIZ* GURLEY FLYNN)
- 100-28841 (FRANCES GABOW-)
- 100-16232 (JAMES JACKSON)
- 100-33412 (ARNOLD JOHNSON

.

.
/£(/ ~ '

•n-iv/m/rr ft / . ** —

100-1578
100-38020
100-2459

100-34810
100-20567

WMi Li PATTERSON)
JOSEPH ROBERTS)
STERLING ROCHESTER) 1

JACK STACHEL
“MARTHA STONE

(ADAM CLAYTON POWELL)

100-6176
100-4842
100-33150
100-30295

100-31643
100-30941
100-22157
100-34061

SEARCHED

SERIALIZED

INDEXED

FILED

100-28841
100-16232
100-33412

FBI PHILADELPHIA

WSB;MML 1/

. 6 '.;.
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PH 100-1502

On
| |

who has furnished reliable in- b 6
formation in the past, orally advised SA WILLIAM Si BETTS of b?c
the following. This information was r»nngh drafted <-m i n/p/^o b?D
into statement form, typed by Stenographer! [on
10/8/59# and was then read «nfi hv tfo£ ^nfVvt-wqn-h on
10/9/59 i It is maintained in|

"Philadelphia. Pai

"On
| | a delegation from Philadelphia attended

the 4oth Anniversary Celebration of the CPUSA at Carnegie
Hall in NYC, Approximately 3000 people were in attendance.
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN was chairman of this affair, and
the speakers were:

EUGENE DENNIS, General Secretary, CPUSA
SCOTT NEARING., traveler and lecturer
BEN DAVIS, Jr., State Chairman of the CP, N. Y. State

"DENNIS said the CP stood wholeheartedly behind
President EISENHOWER in his talks with KHRUSHCHEV for
peace, in order to strengthen the peace forces in this
country, it is necessary to build once again a strong CP.
Without a strong CP, peace forces will be inadequate.
DENNIS also dealt with the position of the CP on other

2



PH 100-1502

"questions* suoh as the CP's struggle for the Negro
people* civil rights* housing* integration* etc.

"Speech by SCOTT NEARING ;

"NEARING spoke of two trips to Europe* of a tour
of the Scandinavian countries* and a trip to the USSR.
He said the Scandinavian countries were supposed to
have a Socialist government* but actually there has
been no change in conditions since there has been no
change in the social forces in society. In his tour of
the Soviet Union and Soviet Bloc countries* such as
Czechoslovakia* Poland and others, there has been vast
improvement in the social position of the people; es-
pecially is this true in the Soviet Union

i

"Speech by BEN DAVIS :

"BEN DAVIS spoke mainly of the struggle of the CP
in Harlem and the role the CP played in the primary elec-
tion in Harlem* where the ticket which had the support of
Congressman POWELL defeated the old Democratic machine and
Tammany Hall. He said this was possible because of the CP
support of the POWELL ticket. He said the CP w ent to the
people of Harlem in the form of open air meetings* vast
distribution of leaflets* and house-to-house visiting of
people.

"He also condemned the tactics of President GEORGE -

MEANY, of the AFL-CIO* at a recent convention in San Fran-
cisco* in which MEANY got into an argument with A* PHILIP
RANDOLPH* Negro president of the Sleeping Car Porters and
Dining Car Workers Union. RANDOLPH asked the convention to
go on record abolishing Jim Crow locals in APL-CIO* refer-
ring to certain railroad unions which barred Negroes from
the union. MEANY asked RANDOLPH who appointed him spokes -
man and leader of the Negro people* and many other ques-
tions* which DAVIS described as 'Negro baiting.'

"A collection of nearly $3,000 was made at the meet-

foilowing .the 4Oth Anniversary Celebra-"On

ing.

I 1

foil
tion of the CFUSA oj

;
at NYC* there was an[

or the CPUSA. This conference was to
consist of CP state organizations from Massachusetts* Con-
necticut* New York, New Jersey* Pennsylvania* and Maryland.
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” (a similar conference was called at the same time for

the Midwest, to be held in Chicago. A similar-conference

will be held by the West Coast CP within a two-week per-

iod. )

“Purpose of the Conference :

"To try to help overcome some of the many problems

confronting the CPUSA between now and the coming conven-

tion in December, and to try to strengthen the Party

organizations

,

"Members of the national leadership who were res-

ponsible for the conference and who were present were:

^ • PHILIP BART
JACK STACHEL
WILLIAM L. PATTERSON
JAMES JACKSON

.

ARNOLD JOHNSON

"Philadelphia delegates to the conference were the

following

:

THOMAN NABRIED
SARGE DAVIS
PRANCES GABOW
JAMES DOLSEN

b6
b7C
b7DSTERLING ROCHESTER

BILL CRAWFORD
DANIEL RUBIN

from Levittown. Pa*

NOLA, colored woman- from West
Philadelphia

"The New Jersey delegation:

PAT TOOHEY
LOTTIE (GORDON) (white woman)
two other white men
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"The New York delegation:

7 or 8 people. Including

EVELYN, white woman from New York
JIM, colored man from Harlem
One man and one woman from Brooklyn,

colored

"Conference :

"PHIL BART made the main report. He said the con-
ference was not to give answers, but to solve some of
the CP*s problems with the help of those present. He
outlined some of these problems as follows:

"Since the last convention, which was divided on the
basis of many ideological questions, the leadership
did not rally the Party comrades in carrying out the
decisions of the convention. As an example, he said
about 18 months following the convention, practically
the whole New Jersey State CP leadership under the
chairmanship of MARTHA STONE, without any discussion
with the National leadership, resigned from the Party,
leaving the organization without leadership.

"in Pennsylvania, because of differences of opinion of
certain leaders in the Party, DAVID DAVIS and JOSEPH
ROBERTS acted similarly, not trying to move the Party
in activity and struggle, waited until 1958 to resign
from the National Committee.

"Similar problems exist in practically all districts
of the Party present at the conference^ Because of
this, the majority of the Party clubs are not taking
an active part in the life of the community and district
and state organizations are not playing a political
role in the life of their cities and states i There-
fore, during the discussions, it will be necessary
for the ^comrades not only to give reports, but dis-
cuss their weaknesses, and try to bring out into dis-
cussion how they have tried to integrate the Party
clubs into all the problems of their community.

"He pointed out some of the important tasks

:

1. To work out courses' of action in how we can

- 5 -
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"give help and support to the steel strike.

2i To Integrate wherever possible in the struggle
for Negro rights and support the Negro people.

3. Great thoughts must be given to how the Com-
munists must work and live with the Landrum-
Griffin law. He pointed out that one of the
main features of the law was aimed against the
Communists, and this law was more vicious than
the Taft-Hartley lawi He went on to explain
the anti-Communist provisions of this law.
Under the Taft-Hartley law an official of union
who could prove he was not a Communist at the
time he signed an affidavit to this effect
could not be prosecuted. However, under the
Landrum-Griffin law a person voted into office
and who can be proved to have been a member
of the CP within five years previous to that
time, can be prosecuted and also his local
union can be fined as high as £&n • thousand
dollars

.

"BART* .Saids if the Party wants to gain, it has to
fortify itself with the teachings of Marxism-Leninism,
so that the membership will be in a position to remind
any leaders that stray from this path;

"During the discussions, the following problems were
brought out:

"New York - Mass work is progressing. CP has two known
Communists on independent tickets, one in Lower East Side
and one in Harlem, CP has had street meetings; They
have met with good response, and to some extent the CP
ha© 00321^ out of* ifj^l aticn ^

itx \> I*«,^ ^ agciJLnSt land-
lords who refused to repair slum housing; Many houses
were rat infested. Same situations exist in Lower Man-
hattan. They have linked these struggles together, so
that Negroes in Harlem and white people in Lower Man-
hattan have a feeling of fighting for the same things.

6
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"Influence of the Party has spread, especially
through the participation of BEN DAVIS, Jr., in election
struggles and activity in fighting for 'the immediate needs
of the people. Many people, mostly non-Party people,
come to DAVIS for advice on their problems each day.

"The New York CP has been active in the question of
integration in schools, new schools, overcrowded schools.
Integration in the Queens School was completed without
incident because of CP members who were members of the
PTA.

"New Jersey - Comrades in New Jersey raised the problem
created by the desertion of MARTHA STONE and others,
which had left the CP district without fulltime leaders.
This placed extra work on the comrades who held other,
fulltime jobs and who were trying to hold the Party to-
gether.

"There was generally a lot of discussion by all
delegations concerning the loss of Negro membership
in the CP. STERLING ROCHESTER, as well as some others,
said the loss of Negro membership was due to the fact
that in the past ten years, the CP has failed in its
fight for the rights of the Negro people. Contributing
to this failure in the last two-year period was the divided
opinion of the National and District leadership. When the
Negro membership was rising in the CP, they felt the CP
was carrying the fight for first-class citizenship, but
in recent years the CP has not taken an independent role
for the rights of the Negro people. . She CP should have
a full discussion to clarify the issues and show the
Negro people once again that the CP is fighting for
them.

"WILLIAM L. PATTERSON, Managing Editor of ‘The
Worker, 1 said that only to the extent that we build
‘The Worker 1 will we be able to build the CP. He wants
to bring back into the Party people who left during the
McCarthy period. Comrades must stop looking upon ‘The
Worker 1 as a burden' but as an organizer. People who
read ‘The Worker* are eventually sympathizers and form
a basis for Party membership drives and those who will
support Party issues although not members of the Party.
‘The Worker* is an asset, not a liability

i
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“JAMES JACKSON

"JACKSON said the key question for the whole Party
membership to study was: *What Is A Communist?' Onoe
they know this* they will be in a position to raise the
political consciousness of the masses. They belong to
a class and do not have the illusion they will move up
into a higher strata.

"JACK STACHEL

"STACHEL pointed out that American capitalists
have entered into a new stage of development, but side-
by-side of the American capitalist also have come into
being the Soviet Union, China and other European count-
ries. Therefore, the struggles of American capitalists
have entered into a struggle with the Socialists, Be-
cause of this struggle, the American capitalists will
work out ways and means of how to eliminate the liberties
of the people while at the same time not reverting to a
Fascist type of attack as was demonstrated in Germany and
Italy during the reign of HITLER. American capitalists
will allow the open functioning of the CP, but at the
same time isolate it in every way from the- working class.
He cited the McCarran Act and the Landrum-Griffin law as
examples

.

"The conference closed Sunday, 9/27/59, at about
2:00 p.m. It was brought out that a careful study of
all the discussions was to be made by the National Com-
mittee and recommendations would be forwarded to the com-
rades. A study would be made of the Landrum-Griffin law
so that every comrade will be able to study and know this
law.

"Each CP club should establish identity in the com-
munity and be a factor in every struggle of the people in
the community.

"Careful study should be made of Draft Resolution
of Convention in 'Political Affairs.*

"Every Communist or Party Club should send in any

8
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"disagreement with the Draft Resolution^ Pre-convention
comments should be sent to "The Worker, i

apparently^
lfrom TiRvI ttown, and NOLA from Philadelphia, are

land NOLA WHARTON, respectively.
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StOFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM:

SAC, NEW YORK (100- 56579 )

SA
b6
b7C DATE: 10/23/59

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
SM-C

The above captioned subject was observed entering
and/or leaving 23 West 26th St;, New York, New York.

NY 1726-S*, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the
National and New York State offices of the Communist Party
would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,
New Yorki

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial
staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at
23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58 ;

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of
the ^ basement and first floor areas of building by the
office staff of "The Worker", an East Coast weekly Communist
newsjpaper;

DATE OBSERVED BY SAS

10/3/59 STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

10/4/59 STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

/ /59

/ /59

/ /59

A log covering the above
maintained in NY file 100-4931-Sub

FJM:rmv- • >'
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All of the above checks were drawn by FHXL BAHT#
.S3 Meat ®6fch Street, non York, ky, purpeee of tte
above ebsOfcs Is not known but is believed to represent

' subsidy payments bythe CP, USA to the above individuals.

The above information obtained fromf Imust not £6
be disclosed publicly without the prior issuance of a subpoena

:

duces tecum. Identity as the source must be concealed. b?D



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-105) DATE: 10i
/23/59.

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-131666)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - Southern Region
IS - C

2-Bureau ( IOO-3-IO5 ) (RM)
1—Atlanta ( 100-5739X INFO ) (RM)
1-Birmingham ( 100-4713 ) ( INFO ) ( RM)
1-Charlotte (100-5991) (INFO) (RM)
1-Dalias ( 100-293 )( INFO) (RM)
1-Houston ( 100-9456) ( INFO) (RM)
1-Jacksonville ( 100-5 ) ( INFO) (RM)
1-Knoxville ( 100-2402 ) ( INFO ) ( RM)
1-Memphis (100-3566) (INFO) (RM)
1-Miami ( 100-800) ( INFO ) ( RM)
1-Mobile ( 100-10 ) ( INFO ) (RM)
1-New Orleans ( 100-4) (INFO) (RM)

1-

Norfoik ( 100-5327) ( INFO ) ( RM)

2-

Richmond ( 100-801 ) ( RM)
( 1-100-MARY KALB)

2-San Antonio ( 100-242)/ RM)
( 1-lOQl I b 6

1-Savannah ( 100-4blb ) ( INFO ) ( RM) b 7 c

1-New York ( IOO-I6785 ) { JAMES E. JACKSON) ( 415)
1-New York | 1

1-New York ( 100-100351 ) ( SYLVIA BALL) ( 415

)

1-New York (100*83317) (HOSEA HUDSON) (415)
1-New York (100-44781) (BERTHA TEPL0W)(425)
««m*New York ( 100-56579

)
(pHIL BART) (415)

1-New York (100-13203)( GEORGE MORRIS) (415)
1-New York ( 100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
1-New York (100-80641) ( CP, USA - Organization) (415)
1-New York (100-86624) ( CP, USA - International Relations) (415)
1-New York (IQQ-81675

)
(CP, USA - Pamphlets and Publications) (415)

1-New Y*rk ( 100-80640 ) (CP, USA - Negro Question) (4i5)
1-New Yo^k (100-131666)

RER:bca
(32) bD

'

I

'If’ARCliFO-

SErtlALIZI FILtDCQ^

- T 3G 1S59
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NY 694-S* reported on 9/29/59* he had ascertained
that the Southern Regional Committee (SRC), CP, USA, would
hold a meeting in New York City over the weekend of October
3—4, 1959- Ten people from the South would attend, plus
JAMES E. JACKSON

J

New York.
and SYLVIA HALL from

Fisurs of members of the Southern Regional committee
on 10/3/59, by SAS of the NYO reflected JAMES E. JACKSON,

I
and PHIL BART entered an apartment

building located at 894 Riverside prive, NYC.

Fisur by SAS of the NYO on 10/4/59, at this address
reflected the following members of the SRC departing from
this address:

JAMES E JAHTCSOTfl

HOSEA HUDSON
SYLVIA HALL
BERTHA TEPf.0W, aka Clara Lester
MARY KALB

„

NY 694-S* reported on 10/6/59, JAMES E. JACKSON,
on that date, furnished the following information:

A meeting of the SRC had been held over th?
preceding weekend, 10/3-4/59, in New York City. This
meeting was attended by JAMES E. JACKSON, Chairman of . the
SRC and Secretary of. Negro and southern Affairs, CP, USA;

Jackson 1 s Assistant. SYLVIA HALL,
Treasurer of the Southern Region; PHIL BART, National Organi-
zational Secretary, CP, USA, plus approximately ten delegates
from the South,

b6
b7C
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The main discussion at this meeting centered around
a review of work for the past eight months and coming organi-
zational problems of the CP, USA.

A fight developed at this meeting . SYLVIA HALL
attempted to discredit JACKSON and I Tcharging they
did not pay sufficient attention to the Southern Region
during the past year. Wften JACKSON and

| |
gave their

reports on the Southern activity for the past eight' months,
they completely reputed HALL*s charges. Their reports re-
flected the Importance of their contacts within the South,
such as important local people and people within the National
Association for the Advancement of colored Peonle_jLL[AACP)

.

They further indicated the past activities of] in con-
nection with the Youth March on Washington

f
The end result

was that the reports of JACKSON and I [were accepted
unanimously and a program set up for the next four month
period, which program Is Identical with previous programs of
the SRC

.

It was further agreed at this meeting that four
delegates from the Southern Region will he sent to the
forthcoming 17th National convention CP, USA* and that
will he one of these delegates, officially representing the
State of Texas.

The above information has been furnished to the
Bureau by airtel, 10/5-6/59* under instant caption.

On IO/6/59, NY 2409-s* furnished photographs of
material located in the residence of SYLVIA HALL, Treasurer
of the Southern Region, 526 West 113th St., NYC. It is
noted that BERTHA TEPLQW, aka, Clara Lester, former CP
organizer fop the State of Florida, resides with HALL.

b6
b7c
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Among the items furnished was a stenographic type
notebook containing the results of the aforementioned SRC
meeting. It is believed this notebook is the property of
BERTHA TEPLOW' inasmuch as the notes are written in longhand
rather than the ’’Speedwriting" HALL utilises.

These notes reflect the following information
regarding the SRC meetings:

The agenda for the meeting was to include -

First' day - 10/3/59.

1. Significance of 21st Congress, Communist Party,
Soviet Union (CPSU) and KHRUSHCHEV visit to the United States.

2 . Work of the Secretary of Negro and Southern
Affairs Committee (or commission).

Second day - 10/4/59.

1. Work of Districts

a. Level;, of .mass work.

b. ?-Ear1;y life.

2. Preparation for the 17th National convention,
by JAMES E. JACKSON.

a. Discussion of resolutions.

b. State conventions.

3. Next meeting.

4
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Concerning the first topic on the agenda, namely,
the significance of the 21st Congress, CPSU, and the
KHRUSHCHEV visit to the United States, it was brought out
that several publications were available or would be
available on these topics. These, publications were a
pamphlet by GEORGE MORRIS (no title reflected); a tnonthly
publication entitled, “Northern Neighbor” published in
Canada, concerning relations with the Soviet Union; and a
new pamphlet, which will be out soon, selling for five cents
per copy, containing KHRUSHCHEV T s speeches made on his
recent trip.

It was brought out that the 21st Congress, CPSU,
signaled the first time in history that a time table was
set forth for realizing the dream of mankind. In fifteen
years the Soviet Union will have advanced to Communism. The
seven year plan is the first phase in fulfilling :;r. all the
prerequisites for this advance into Communism. In ten years
the Soviet people will have exceeded the United States stand-
ard of living. The seven year plan calk for;

1. 15 million housing units per year in cities.

2. 7 million housing units per year in the country
side

.

This seven year plan Is not just a plan on paper, hi
but is being carried out at a fabulous rate

.

The merger of industry, science and agriculture,
making a complete form of automation, will provide the where-
withal and the wealth to provide the needs of the J-year plan.

One quarter of the Soviet population is now in school
on; a full time basis, everyone is studying something. All
taxes will be abolished, and the workday reduced to a 6 hour
day, 5 day week.

5
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The big ideological struggle is. "The communist

man of tomorrow must be molded today." After the revolution,

the Communist Party took over the responsibility for children.

This function was later taken over by trade unions and govern-

ment, now the "Kommunal" (?) is responsible for young people.

The second point on the agenda, the significance

of the KHRUSHCHEV visit to the United States, Was the next

topic of discussion.

It was brought out that- the 21st Congress plans

"shook up" the capitalist world. Until the 21st Congress

there was still a confidence, in capitalist circles that the

armament burden would make it impossible for a real economic

advance in the Soviet Union. The 21st congress showed that

both things could be done by the Soviet Union. This regis-

tered- with some people and the more advanced capitalists

began to draw certain conclusions.

Concerning the KHRUSHCHEV visit, the question of

the domestic consequences of the thawing of the cold war will

depend on what "class forces" influence the achievement of

co-existence. If the ruling class alone takes part in the

follow-up of the KHRUSHCHEV visit, the results for the country

will be negative within the United States. If tne working

class takes part in the cold war thaw and has a voice in the

follow-up, the savings received in disarmament will be used

for the benefit of the people,.'

Several questions were asked and answered as fb-llows:

With regard to trade with the Soviet Union, the

Soviet Union is in favor of it but is not "hungry 1

;
for it.

If disarmament is agreed >upon, trade with the Soviet Union

would take up some of the unemployment caused by the cut in

armament production.

6
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Concerning the question of peace, it was brought
out that if war can he averted for the next ten year period,
then peace may become permanent. Currently, the unreasonable
position of the war-mongers is becoming more broadly evident.

On the question of Soviet youth, it was stated
that delinquency as it is known in the United States is un-
heard of in the Soviet Union. There are some youthful offend-
ers, but their main characteristic is ’’purposefulness". There
are also some deviations, such as the "soft generation” that
did not know the revolutionary struggles of the Soviet Union
and were rebuked by KHRUSHCHEV and KUUSINEN.

Concerning aid to other socialist countries, it was
brought out that such aid represents 3$ of the seven year
development plan of the Soviet Union. In this regard, Guinea’s
first three year plan, after its independence, was financed by
credits from Czechoslovakia. More or less simultaneously,
all socialist countries will move into Communism at the end
of fifteen years.

It was mentioned that women ’s organizations control
some of the school dormatories and have a hand in the "Young
Pioneers" and other children’s groups. These women’s organi-
zations are responsible for the integration, of women into
political life. Women in the Soviet Union dominate medicine,
education! there are a number of women lawyers and Judges, but
they are not numerous in top political posts.

With regard to the Jewish question, it was brought
forth that there are still areas of debate and trial and error,
but the main strategic line is toward integration.

Concerning the possible cold war thaw, it was mention-
ed that the perspective of the working class for participation
In this thaw Is for co-existence. The impact of the KHRUSHCHEV

7
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visit on the working class will he much different from that
expressed at the AFL/CIO convention.

The discussion of the KHRUSHCHEV visit to the
United States resulted with agreement that the significance
of this visit is not known to the American people, however,
one result of the visit is an increasing interest in the
Soviet Union.

Following this discussion, PHIL BART stated that
on foreign policy, the Southern Region has a better foreign
policy- than many places in the North.

BART further mentioned four items soon to be
published of special interest:

1. KHRUSHCHEV* s "book” *- published at very low
post.

2. KHRUSHCHEV *s U.N. speech in pamphlet form, to
be published by International Publishers.

3. A popular pamphlet entitled, “why CP"

4. ’’Worker*' flyer - on subjects-^

a . KHRUSHCHEV visit and peace

.

b, A. PHILLIP RANDOLPH and Negro Rights.

BART indicated the latter three items would be
available within the next three months.

Concerning Negro and Southern Affairs, the main
point of discussion related around the style of work, it
was brought out there is a combined commission in Negro and
Southern work, the Negro being national. in scope, the Southern
segment being regional in character.

- 8
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• •

The significance of JAMES E* JACKSON being selected
to go to the Soviet Union (to attend 21st Congress, CPSU) and
being identified with the South, shows the national recpgni-
tion and importance of the South.

With regard to the accomplishments of the Southern
Region, several items wepe enumerated:

1. A memo relative to a plan of work in Negro and
Southern work was forwarded to all districts.

2. A memo on the ASBURY HOWARD case in Alabama was
sent to the national press in the name of the Party and
signed by EUGENE DENNIS and JAMES E. JACKSON. This was
reprinted in part in the Negro press.

3. Negro commissions were established in major
districts.

4. Lectures were given on the Negro question.

5. A resolution on theoretical aspects of the
Negro question was prepared.

6. Organizational trips
by HOSEA HUDSON to Alabama, and by
Florida

.

7. Influence was established in major events, such
as the Yough March on Washington, independent Voters Leagues,
leading race relations conferences in the south, good
relations were established with leading personalities.

Concerning the style of work being followed-? it
was related that the character of the membership and necessary
security precautions in the South makes it necessary for a

9
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leading person to have a legal reason to be in any one place
at a given time. The solution is not in the separation of
Southern and Negro work, but rather in the building of the

Party organization in the South. In order to accomplish
this it is necessary to work out clear objectives for work
in the South and to formulate ant organized contact between
the Southern Regional Committee and individual people from
the South. To put this Southern plan into effect, it is
necessary to have a field organizer for the South and a
functioning Southern Regional committee. The outlook is that
individual influence on mass leaders must be broadened.

JAIMES E. JACKSON stated that the emphasis on the
deficencies in services to the party organization, is true
all over the party organization nationally. The problem of
inattention to the South is traditional in the Party rather
than being something new.

It was brought out that the concept of party or-
ganization, as set out in May, 1956, is still valid. Emphasis
must be placed on personnel and a style of work to carry it
out.

The primary duty of the field organizer for the
Southern Region will be to give attention to the Party organs*
zation and its mass work. The Southern Regional Committee
must be reconstituted and must meet regularly* Exr-southerners
and other residents must be organized to do auxiliary work.
These items will be presented to the National Executive Committee
in the form of a recommendation.

On the question of preparations for the 17th Nation-
al Convention, it was brought out that the basis for repre-
sentation is that each state or district with 50 or less
members will be allowed one delegate. Where there is no
functioning organization, one fraternal delegate will be
allowed. One alternate delegate will be allowed for every
four regular delegates '-selected. It is anticipated there will
be a smaller convention than in past years.

10 -
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The key questions to he answered at the convention

will he to perfect and in&ement the Party s policy.

The main resolution for the convention was the

next topic of discussion It
on key

no change of approach, and there is no analysis y

questions in the resolution such as:

1. Status and role of the labor movement.

2. Electoral policy r not much different from 1952.

3. Further degeneration of trade union leadership.

4 . Latin America - no difference in the approach

toward Guatamalea, Cuba, etc.

I I indicated he agreed with the^line of

the resolution. He stated there is little mention of

socialism in the resolution; not sufficient analysis of US.
imperialism and one is not conscious at whom the resolution

is directed.

SYLVIA HALL felt more explanation was neededofthe

role of the Republican and Democratic Parties . a^ed

the Republican Party is representative of the reaction

ary circles in the United States, how can ™e
T while

President EISENHOWER’S actions regardingKffiUSHCHEV,wh

former President TRUMAN, a Democrat, attacks co-existence.

MARY KALB stated that the question of youth is not

a routine matter and that the current 22
youth of the United States is the vjorst indictment of the

capitalistic system.

11
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HOSEA HUDSON Indicated he felt that the resolution

raises all of the problems .hut provides none of the answers.

The resolution should include issues affecting the South,

expecially regarding tenant farmers and sharecroppers.

the GP is isolated ana
answers.

felt the resolution reflected that

here fore could not give any of the
b6
b7C

It was brought out there is no observable united

will for a nation-wide united front center, however, there

are many separate and parallel developments in a progressive

direction. It is the role of the Communist to help tie

together and coordinate these currents, helping to direct

them to a common goal.

The photographs of this notebook are being made

an attachment to the New York copy of this letter.
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SAC, JjEtl YORK (lQ0~,fc»/r)

SB) SAYLOR
IS - 0

On 10/10/39, HY 1750-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, adviced that PHIL and COWS BARS
had discussed a number of various items at their residence
at 2^15 Reidciric Avenue, Brooklyn, Now Yorh,

COMIE asked PHIL hot? his trip to Connecticut
had toon and if it was successful* PHIL answered that
“you can*t settle those problem in one quick visit”, He
said that SIB SAYLOR is agreeable to everything and told
him that if he is coins to accept the party ho will probably
have to be in agreement and that there is no other way,

BARS then mentioned BOB SIRENS, who ho ©id has a
“lot of legitimate beefs* * He said that EXSmfO is 51 years
old and Joined the CP 22 years ago, at which time he was
employed as a sculptor* Ho said that ho gave this up for the
CP end claims that he has given the prime years of his life
to the party, lie said EX5CSR0 is now trying to come bach
as a sculptor and is meriting at odd jobs and practising
sectoring on the weekends, He said that EXiDLJS told him that
he wants to continue with the party but does not wish to give
up his sectoring.

3 - Hew Haven (100- }

(1 - BOB Eiras)
/U - HY (100-3J579) (PHIL BARS?) (415 )
V 1 - HY (100-12939) (CONNIE BARI?) (415)
1 - Slew York (100- )
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3284) 10/27/59

SAC, m (100-56579)

PHIL BART
IS-Cj 8&-40I ISA-50
(Weekly summary 10/19*25/59)
CINAL

10A9/59

HI 1750-S* advised that the subject discussed with his
wife, CONNIE, his recent trip to Massachusetts, and mentioned LOU
JOHNSON, New England CP functionary, who he described as living in
Sharon, Mass., and being very active. He told his wife that
most of the membership in Boston Is gradually moving out of the
city and going to the suburbs.

MM then mentioned that while he was in Massachusetts,
he had stayed with OTIS HOOD, another New England CP functionary.
He said that HOOD has a daughter who Is abnormal and is In an
institution, but gets home on weekends. She said that she does
very well for a person with her affliction.

HI 2359*2* advised that the subject attended a meeting
of the Resident NIC, of the CPUSA, held at CP Headquarters on
that date. The meeting was mostly a discussion of the impending
CP National Convention and included an outline of the schedule
of business for the four-day convention. During the discussion,
on the election of persons to the National Committee, BART
commented that the method being proposed was "all wrong."

IP/®-/??

M 1750-S* advised that the subject and his wife
were visited by JIM TORMEY, Kings County CP Organiser, and that
they discussed matters relating to the impending Kings County
CP Convention to be held In November.

2 * Bureau (100-3284) (BM)
/!)- NY (100-56579)

HPQsKMI
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m 100-56579

Subject then mentioned that the Eastland Committee
had subpoenaed EUGENE DENNIS, IRVING POTASH, and JOE

to a closed hearing to be held in Philadelphia. He
said that the committee had been unable to find JOE NORTH
and serve him with the subpoena.

The subject mentioned RUTH SHULMAN, receptionist at
the National Office at CP Headquarters, and said that he had
blown his top 1

* to EUGENE DENNIS about her that day. He
said that she Xu using the office for factional purposes
and is getting paid for it. BART said that DENNIS is in
agreement with him on this. He then mentioned that RUTH
had something to do with a resolution from Manhattan which
was identical in wording to a letter received from BILL POSTER
He commented that this group (left wing) are using a ” sick
old man. He said that he told DENNIS that if he Is
around after the convention, SHUIMAN is going to be fired.

Subject then mentioned that at the coming National
Convention there will be 100 delegates and about 175 people.
He said that every National Committee member will not be
a delegate although some will be alternates. He said that
persons from various fields will be invited to the convention
and persons like JIM AUiiN and HERBAPTHEKER will probably be
named as delegates.

The subject then mentioned SAM KUSHNER and commented
that KUSHNER is ’taking a fight” for setting up a mid-
west division (possibly 'The Worked). He said that KUSHNER
claims since the CP will not move out to Chicago, they
should at least set up something for the midwest.

10/34/59

N7 1750-S* advised that subject and his wife discussed
CP affairs in New EjerseV and the subject said that PAT
(TOOHEY) will definitely stay in New £Jersey and that
IDTTIE (GORDON), New Jersey CP Organizational Secretary, is
coming to New York.

- 3 •



SAC, BALTIMORE (100- ) 10/27/59

SAC, NEW YORK (10Q-/*ad)

BOB LEE
IS - C

On 9/27/59, MY 1750-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that PHIL and CONNIE BART
had dismissed a number of various items at their residence
at 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

The BARYs discussed the 2nd day's meeting of the
Eastern Regional Conference of the CP, USA, which had been
held that day. Both complained that JIM TORMEY had not
attended on that day just because his wife, BETTY GANNETT,
did not come* PHIL BART remarked that TORMEY would have
been there if It had been a New York State Board meeting.

BART remarked that BOB LEE had spoken to him at
the meeting about getting a speaker for an anniversary meeting
to be held in Baltimore . He said that he told him that he
would be able to get him a speaker.

The conversation then returned back to JIM TORMEY
and PHIL remarked that it was expediency that brought TORMEY
to the Brooklyn CP. His wife retorted that she did not like
working with someone like TORMEY whom she knows socially.

2 - Baltimore (100- ) (RM)T> NY (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (to)
X - NY ,100-12959/(CONNIE BART) (415)
1 - NY (100-13TOHBETTY GANNETT) (416)
1 - NY 1

,
100-159*6) (JIM TORMEY) (422)

1 - NY (lQ0-!1715o) (BAHNY KDBEL)
1 - New York (100- )



SAC, NEW YORK (100-14899)
10/27/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN

ANDY REMES
SM-C

Identity of Informant NY 1749-S*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Reliability Who has furnished
reliable information
in the pa3t

Date 10/20/59

NY 1749-S* advised that on 10/20/59,
(CONNIE BART) contacted ANDY (REMES) and told him
that IHII, (BART) called and told her to call (ANDY)
and say he is sorry he cannot see him tonight. ANDY
hoped they could get together soon.

©NY (100-56579) (415) (PHIL BART)
1-NY. (100^12959} (CONNIE BART) (415)
1-NY; (100-14899) (4ll)

; HPQrrmv
(3)



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

: SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-56579 )

DATE: 10/2?/59TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

SA HAROLD P. QUINN

PHIL BART
IS-C

Identity of Informant

Reliability

Date

NY 1749-S*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Who has furnished
reliable information
in the past

10/13/59

contacted
NY 174Q-.S* advi sed that on 10/13/59, (PHIL BART)

and said he just got in and is
going to be frua3- tonight and did not think he would be

to
I I He agreed to call in the near future

and get together.
bo
b7C



SAC, NEW YORK (100-97770) 10/27/59

3A HAROLD P. qpINN

JS-C

Identity of informant

Reliability

Date

NY 1749-3*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Who has furnished
reliable information
in the past

10/18/59

NY 1749-3* advised that on 10A8/59J

contacted CONNIE (BART) and asked what she has been doing,
CONNIE said that she just got home a little while ago and
that PHIL (BART) is out of town, CONNIE said that she is
going to the airport at midnight tonight to nick up PHIL.
CONNIE suggested that l I ANDY HEMES

)

attend the SANE meeting next week.
| paid that she .

liked her job and CONNIE mentioned that 3he is looking
for work now. She said that PHIL left town last Wednesday
or Thursday. CONNIE told her about HARRY ANCHA (ph) who
died and that she was with him just last Wednesday, She
added that there will be no funeral for him and not many
people will be there, I Iwas surprised and said that
she knew him in Brooklyn Heights for a number of years

.

Isald that ANDY is now working at a place where they
are doing work on the Tax forms. CONNIE said that she
had a very .successful meeting today and that things look
good for the Convention. She said that she is honing that
things will take a turn for the better soon. I [ said
that she has too much to do now and is not envoived in
anything. She said that she cannot find the time, especially
if it envoked leg work or travelling.

1-NY (100*44899!
1-NY (100-12959!
WKX (100-56579
1-NY (IDO-97770!

HPQtrmv
(4)

!andy rekes) (4ii)
CONNIE BART) (4l5>
PHIL BART) (415)
411)
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m a&Msn*#

£bsi»mm of tbe national office of tbs cp# usa
privately «ais avsildile a clip of paper on 19/1/19 to to
given to SdPffXS OQUKPi Orgaalssatlosal Secretary at tto
tf» l» #« fbie slip contained tto 8* J, State CP dues
payasata far an (devnMa&to period from Octobert 1088,
to August, toto tooMva. This Hat indicated I|9tt dues
9«MBto (stamps) to tto national Office as toe CP, VBA for
this ©levea-aonth period, It Indicated a towtono of OS
ceobtot in full standing toto ieepct to dues, W stated
tott i& accordance toto toe lemon devised for toe Xatmal
Qwvtttoto) totoe official delegates tott be permitted to
attend from toe N, J. District,

tofnaant pointed eat tint 1,021 dues poanto
or toe equivalent of OS fall paid-op CP nnteve could, in
'dll totowttoty* be a smattering of 800 to 800 nedbers «be
paid partial dues, St dees net necessarily itoiate that
only 02 members paid tbeir fall dees? baaee, it cannot be
determined tom enact number of members da paid all or partial
dues, toto any be move tout the OS indicated Inst it is
believed tom amount scold not be nneb above this figure,
St is a good picture ef tbs dess standing in tbs statef
boosvsr, not mam is tbs breakdown of these dims payments
to indicate «to and bos many have ends such payments,

wiftB oomsr is to mam a report on this at th®
nest State Board meeting.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-26603-C43) BATE: 10/29/59

FROM: SA HAROLD P. QUINN (#415)

SUBJECT:. CP - KINGS COUNTY
IS - C

On 10/6/59* NY 1750-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that PHIL and CONNIE
BART had discussed a number of various items at their
residence at 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York*

PHIL and CONNIE discussed CONNIE’S visiting
the Jefferson Book Shop on that date where she met
JIM TORMEY. She said that TORMEY said that he had seen
ALAN LAWS the previous night and that LAWS denied having
any .hand in the business at the ONDA funeral. He told
TORME)f that the letter which was read from AL LANNON
had been brought there by LANNON ’ & son. She said that LAWS
said there had been a meeting of the Bedford Stuyvdsant
Section the night before and that everyone agreed with
their seeing .nothing wrong witfy wfrat happened at the
funeral. She said that TORMEY was going' to see ABE
COTTON the following night and he will speak to him about
the funeral

.

(I/- NY (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
^ - NY (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415)
1 - NY (100-15946) (JIM TORMEY (422)
1 - NY (100-99369) (ALAN LAWS) (422)
1 - NY (100-6622) (ANDY ONDAj (422)

’

1 - NY (100-70482) (ABE COTTON) (422)
1 - NY (100-23825) (BEN DAVIS) (4l6)
1 - NY (100-129629) (BILL ALBERTSON) (4
1 - NY (TERESA ONDI)(422)
1 - NY (100-84944) (GUS HALL) (415)
1 - NY (100-8057) (GENE DENNIS) (415)
1 - NY (100-135484) (AGNES WILLIS)

(

422
1 - NY (lOO- )| 1(422
1 - NY (100-85936 ) ( PEARL LAWS ) ( 422

)

1 - New York (100-26603-043)

HPQ:htc
(15)

16) 7S-.
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N? 100-26603

CONNIE continued saying that BEN DAVIS and
BILL ALBERTSON are pressing for aetioh against LAWS'

and all those involved at the funeral. She said that
Thursday there is to he a meeting of the County Board
and TORMEY is thinking of giving a report on the funeral*
She said that she told TORMEY that it was her feeling
that no one could he absolved in the whole matter. She'

said that she believed ' this also included TERESA ONDI.

PHIL stated that TERESA is definitely not
innocent. CONNIE said that the trouble is you cannot
do anything without proof. PHIL reiterated that he had
proof and that he and GUS HALL and some others were in .

GENE DENNIS* office when BILL called TERESA. He continued
that after all you cannot have a session on this and put
everyone under oath.

CONNIE again mentioned that TORMEY was going
to open up a matter at the County Board meeting -Thursday

.

She said he was being more or less forced Into it because
if he did not bring it up, ALAN LAWS or someone else will.
CONNIE then mentioned that TORMEY has some funny ideas
about leadership. She said that he things there are mpre
talented people in the Bedford Stuyvesant section of Kings
County than anywhere else. CONNIE said that she would
have to admit they are more articulate than most .other

people. She then mentioned AGNES (WILLIS) who visited
them the other night . She said that 'she had hoped, that
she could have drawn her out the other night and to' have

.

her open up with some ideas. They then spoke about
| l

and commented favorably about a report-
he had made at a conference . .

PHIL then started in on a long lecture
saying that they should try to prevent the discussion
of the ONDA funeral being brought up. He said that
if it is it will take tip the entire agenda and nothing
will be accomplished and certainly .AGNES

| |
will

not be convinced. She said that if it is a certain .group

will threaten to leave the meeting,,



NY 100-26603

CONNIE then mentioned that TORMEY is trying •

to set up a group of 35 people which he will use
on various assignments including recontacting former
CP members. PHIL commented that this had nothing to do
vri.th the ONDA funeral and that she should concentrate
on, a way of preventing a discussion On it. He said
that if this matter is made an issue prior to the convention,
it will do nothing but disrupt the CP. He said that
if it is brought up at the convention nothing will be
accomplished. He said they will wind up with TORMEY
making a report and then LAWS malting a report and finally
everyone making their own report. CONNIE just commented
saying that BEN DAVIS was putting a lot of pressure on
TORMEY in this whole thing.
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sac* newygrk (100-78589) 10/30/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN

EDNA WINSTON
SM-C

Identity of Informant NY 1749-8*
(Conceal and, Paraphrase)

Pliability Who has furnished
reliable information
in the past

Date 10/14/59

NY 1749-8* has reported that on 10/14/59* EDNA
(WINSTON) contacted CONNIE (BART) and they inquired as
to each other's job. EDNA said she is going to see (HENRY
WINSTON)in a week or so. . .and wants to speak to PHIL
(BART) about the future (visits), CONNIE told her that
PHIL is out of town and will be bask the first of next
week. She advised she would tell PHIL that EDNA called
and have him get in touch with her,.

1-NY (100-12959
p-NY 1IO0-56579
1-NY (100-78589

(CONNIE BART) (415)
(PHIL BART) (415)

HPQ:mv
(3)



OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM:

SAC, NEW YORK (IOO- 56579 )

.DATE: 10/30/59

SUBJECT
: PHIL BART

SM-C

The above captioned subject was observed entering
and/or leaving 23 West 26th St;, New York, New York,

NY 1726-S*, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the
National and New York State offices of the Communist Party
would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,
New York;

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial
staff of ''The Worker" was to be moved into the building at
23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58 ;

NY 2002tS* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of
the basement and first floor areas of building by the
Office staff of "The Worker", an East Coast weekly Communist
newspaper;

DATE—- .,r

10 A 9/59

OBSERVED BY SAS

10 Ao /59

10 p /59

10/23/59

10/23/59

WILLIAM J. BARRON

WILLIAM J. BARRON

A log covering the above surveillances is being
maintained in NY file 100-4931-Sub 0. .

3_h&
FJM:rmv a &
(l)

SEARCHED— .INDEXED
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OCT 30 1959 fi
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10/30/59

PLAIN TEXT

RSRTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO 3 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3)

wmm s sac, new ygrk (100-26603)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - NY DISTRICT
IS - c

NY 694-S advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLXNSON on
10/30/59, that on said date he talked to PHIL BART, CP,USA
organizational secretary, who told the informant the following t

With reference to the recent robbery at CP head-
quarters, the amount of money taken from the safe was $1100.00,
half of which belonged to the National Office and half to the
MV abate np. Slightly leas than &300.00 of I I

|
In addition

to the $1100.00 stolen, there was a package of $3,000.00
in the safe which the robbers missed. The Party leadership
is keeping the details of the robbery, particularly
with respect to the amount of money involved, a secret.
(The Informant pointed out that any disclosure of the details
furnished by BART would result in the exposure of the Informant

)

as a result of the robbery, the lock on the front
door of CP headquarters is being changed, and only six persons,
four from the NY State CP and two from the National Office,
will be given keys. BART also noted that the robbers had used
a jimmy to open the door at headquarters.

bureau (100-3;
(1 - 100-3-63} (CP, USA - FUNDS) „ „
New York (100-126314) ( CP, USA - FUNDS - NY DISTRICT) (4l6)
New York (100-56579 (PHIL BART) (415)
New York (134-91) ?INV.) (415)
New York
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Cover Sheet for Informant Repo?* cr Uaterfi

FD-306 (3-2U58)

Date received Received from (nam<= or symbol number) Received by

9/3/59 I&yes S. King
Method of delivery {check appropriate blocks)

I in person I I by telephone I \ by mail orally j. , .) recording device [. ..J written by Informant



9-3-59

On meeting of the
Of the ar^id: Paytv (CPl viras held at I

Of
Present at this meeting w©re the following individuals

b7D

The agenda deoided upon by the State Committee was to hold
a preliminary discussion of the Draft Resolution issued
by the National Committee, of the CP - USA, which Resolution
was being discussed by all Party clubs in districts prior
to the National Convention of the CP.

The preface to the. Resolution was read by I

|

and a
discussion washeld on the preface. A section of the
Resolution on peace was also read by I I whbh was again
followed by discussion. The section on trade unions of the
Draft Resdution was read by
held

.

]
and discussion was again

It appeared that those members of the Indiana State
Committee present objected to various parts of the Draft
Resolution. These objections and criticisms as raised by
the various members of the Indiana State Committee are
set forth below:

1. The Resolution failed to raise the question of the
labor movement's reliance on the Democratic Party.

2. The Resolution failed to criticize the role of labor
leadership in a struggle for peace.

3. The Resolution failed to note the tfar preparations
currently being made by the ruling class.

4. It failed to analyze the different sections of the
Bourgeois

.

5. The Resolution failed to explain how the workers can
fight for peace.

- 1 -



/
6. It failed to note the split in labor leadership and to

analyze the split,

7. Th© Resolution did not go into the attitude of the workers
and what k.s needed to spur the workers on to straggle.

8. It failed to exp£i in class collaboration of labor leadership.

9. The Resolution did not explain the program to build and
unite L-eft and Liberal forces,

10.

It did not place enough emphasis upon the need for struggle
against the Taft-Hartley Law and other antilabor and anticommunist
laws.

After considerable criticism and discussion of the Draft Resolution
the State Committee decided at this point to continue discussion
at the next meeting of the State Committee. The State Committee
then held a discussion on CP organization in Indiana. I I

reported that he had spoken before 18 Negro people f I

I 1 in | I
He stated that many of these

people were from the_ahpps and liked what they heard and desired
more information. pointed out. that 20 people had been
inyited and of these zu, 18 had actually appeared.

b6
b7C
b7D

reported that QP dues should be sent to the National Office
of the Party by 10/59
dues payments and had money enough for
that there was to be
convention of the Party
this money in.

[

2
00 more

.

o month dues assessmentTor

that he had sent

* *
V

xn 300
stated
he national

|
that he wopld also send

|
out that for the national convention

of the Party, each state or district would have at least one
delegate and one additional delegate for thope members over 100.
In other words, each state would have one delegate to the national
convention and one additional delegate for each 100 members in
excess of the first 100. The State Committee was in disagreement
with this plan of representation at the national convention.

mimeographed letter dated 8-7-59, which is addressed to all
clubs and signed by Phil Bart, National Organizational Secretary.
This mimeographed letter contained a referendum on Article V,

Section V, of the Constitution of the of"“the CR n USA, which
deals with the election of a National Committee. This article
specifies that each state and district organization hold a

convention in advance of the National Convention and shall elect
members of the National Committee in a number determined in
accordance with the scale of representation determined by the
previous National Convention. The referendum stated that

- 2 -



Section Y of Article V of the Constitution of the CP - USA,
should b? dolotod ^nd a substitute adopted at the next National
Convention.

The date for the next meeting; of fho l~ \ n-p
.

the CP was set for i I The date of theL
1 of the CP was set for I I The

next I I meeting in all probability will
be held I

.

1

.of the I I

Convention. | I that the 1 I

~

Convention would be held, very possibly. I I

llndiana

.

|
that he had discussed with Illinois Party members

their open meeting- of the CP - USA which would be held 9-26-59,
at the Midwest Hotel, Chicago, Illinois. The Illinois people
had agreed to send down 10 tickets to this meeting at $1 per
ticket for the South Send and Elkhart groups. I I

that
he expected to get 20 people from Indiana to this meeting.

|

announced that there would be a meeting for CP functionaries to
be held I I which would be a meeting of the

| 1

n-ig*ric*- I I that they would
attend this meeting . The meeting will be held prior to the cpen

meeting on I I and will also be held on I 1
is scheduled to speak at the I I meeting

,

~l that !"
1 a member of the I I

\ of the CP, had not attended the meeting inasmuch
as she was moving to Chicago. Illinois, to live with her sister,
name not mentioned, I Igave a copy of the above-mentioned
National Resolution to Boorda and a copy of the Draft Resolution
of Negro Question in the United States

|

"1 other literature.

that he had tried to get i

the
|

I Meeting, but I I had not appeared.
| I

indicated that he would discuss this matterl I at a

later date. lreported that!
,

_l
Party member I Indiana, had received a visit from
FBI Agents. I I had later mentioned this

to ! I
was unhappy

withl jinasmuch' as he noted that I I in discussing
CP members with various individuals in i Iwould mention

~nthat he was going to write something

- 3 -

to attend
ieared. I

1 at a

received a visit from
had lat©^ mentioned this

| was unhappy
I in discussing



on the first section of the above-mentioned draft resolution
and have it ready by

| |
so thait the I Icould

taka action r»n it and present it to ;the State Convention when
held in Geto<. . „ If approved by the State Convention ! I

would sent it co the national Resolutions Committee of the CP, USA

lin discussing his trip to I to speak before the
group of people I Istated he had taken

I a member of the National Committee of the
and I I before the grou

resident of Chicago, Illinois, as is

meeting broke up at about 5:30 p.m.

I
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9/14/59

U meeting off the Communist Party was
hold at ’W - - .1 1

1
1 Milana. The following

individuals were present at meeting:

b7D

J I especially to
the melting and I I told him that he had been wording
on nights for a lone time and had been unable to attend
any meetinga*

| 1
commented that for some reason

the other party could not make the meeting ' and he
undoubtedly was referring to I

|
After the

meeting started I I tnat it naa been a long
time since the group had gotten together s

in fact it had
been last May that the meeting had been held. He stated
that he would like to get everybody up to date qn
Communist Party dues inasmuch as everybody was behind
exceptF I

who was paid up to date. I I

stated that I Iwas raid to Apr il J I to May.
I throug h MayJ | through June, and I I

lany Communist Par ty dues for many many
months. I l that he should give him
whatever he_ could since he had been out of work and he
would mark \ las being raid utj to date on his
dues. la $1.50 which brought him
uo to date. "1 Toald &2.00. 1 &2.00,

in 13.>00. andl in Communist Party
dues. This money was “paid to! 1

I | stated that of the dues money cplleqted
half stays in South Bend for Communist Party work in the
city. He pointed out that this money was used to send out
copies of the “Workers* Advance 11 and was used to purchase
stamps j

paper and stenci'U.



I Ithen brought out the August, 1959 }

issues of «Political Affairs” .* Everyone purchased
a copy„ I

~~|then stated, that he had been able to

som*3 opies of “fiemocracy in the Soviet Union
«»; ' and that I . . ^

|thj ny the Par';? would be able to

Base aesx ••
. . fi^rbc-y v, .at took a. copy of

this pamphlet

o

lthe steel strike
I latated that some of the workers in the steel

industry were making as much as $»4e00 an hour and

that the lowest paid received about t2«4-0o
j

I
,

| 1 how the new labor bill was going to effect

the workers and the Communist Party* He said that the

new law has both good points and bad points
f
s

the Taft°Hartley law had* I Ipointed QUf that

the Taft°Hartley law protected the Union mender
regardless of his political beliefs and because of

thi s he had been able to keep in his employment at
He said that

otherwise he would have been rirea long ago by the

company

]at

the US Rubber Company where I I .

I I about the situation at the stucfepaker-

Packard Corporation, I I
8'*'

the Oliver Corporation,

[

71

then stated that he had received a_

letter from PEll Bart, the chairman of the Communist

Party,- that every state organization shoiild send a

delegate to the National Convention so that certain
changes could be in the Communist Party Constitution*

These changes might possibly put the State of Indiana

in with the State of Illinois in so far as Communist

Party organization was concerned* I
I that

he did not like- this idea inasmuch as if Indiana should

belong to Illinois he would not be entitled to any
representation on the National Committee* |_* . _ . . . . . . , - — i u ,

pointed out that the Party leadership for the most
part *yas middle class people and that they had no

i

b7D
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i

information concerning what was going on in the shops*
Because of this they often handed out orders that were .

> t "
'

• with what the. working man wanted*
| I

eonu- .% be and I had a hard time convincing
|tiw. .'e the siWttion in their shyl..©

hut 'chafe -hey L.,.. in • --.iv coz- him* He said that

he would hate to see l

~1 leav-s Indiana inasmuch as

r“ |was the representative on the National Committee
from Indiana*

I I
commented that this must be|

I I idea because I I had never done a days work in

his' life. T 1 was not any

better than the rest of them* | I
said that the

Party in Indiana wanted representation from the working

class on the National Committee and that the Party in

Indiana had done bet'ter_than_any other small group

except in California* I i
pointed out that the

Party in South Bend had started the “Workers Advance

tx nd that several other districts were following the

example of South Bend in this regard*

~l then put some pamphlets down on the

paper and told those present to help themselves
inasmuch as it was all free* One of these pamphlets

was “Your State in the Steal Strike” and the other was

“WJiy the Shorter Work Week”. | |
took six copies

o%£peh and stated that he was going to mail some of
these out to his contacts. I

he would like to have some more “Workers” so that he

could mail them out and|
|
said that he did not

receive anymore bundle orders* He stated that he did

not know the reason why they were not being received.

| Ithat there was going to be
a celebration of the M-Oth Anniversary of the Communista celebration of the M-Oth Anniversary of the C

Party held 1 in Chicago * Illinois s at t

Mid“West Hotel, l I displayed the card tha

had obtained concerning this celebration. I

asked I I if the Party in South Bend wa? s

to haya obtained some of these tickets for the

that 1

1 1

3 “



|of the
"P in Ind?. -na. was supposed to I I to

I
stated that he would like to have

as many / . .

- as ??sible attvad this celebration
and that* -,'va .. . . b ;’ loads of people
going to, Chicago o ^naott st a' laat this was not
a Communist Party meeting but just ^ celebration of
the 40th Anniversary of the Party,, He stated that
everybody was welcome and that this meeting was open
to the public, I I where he had
obtained these tl&Sjtets and|

|
that he

had been at a pic^c at Chicago 9
Illinois, on 8/30/59.

and had obtained tne tickets at that time. I I

said that in the future if
|

like this coming up he should let I I
apout

it*

I said that Khrushchev was coming to the
United States the next week and he felt that the Party
in South Bend. should send out some literature to let
the people know just what Khrushchev's program was ‘and

why he was coming to the United States*

I stated that the men's group- ought to
have a meeting within the next two weeks to see just
what the Press was going, to say about Khrushchev*

I said that each member of the Party was going to

be assessed $1*00 a month or $12*00 a year to help pay
"The Worker" bill*' The meeting was over at about
10s 05 PM*
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FBI
Date : 10/29/59

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C
CINAL

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE THE VERY NATURE OF THIS
INFORMATION TENDS TO IDENTIFY A HIGHLY PLACED SENSITIVE
Informant? !

On 10/27/59* NY 2359-3* advised that on above
date the regularly scheduled meeting of the resident NEC,
CP, USA was held in the third floor board room, CP Headquarters,
NYC. Those in attendance were EUGENE DENNIS, JAMES JACKSON,
HY LUMER, ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, BENJAMIN DAVIS, JR.., JACK
STACHEL, PHIL BART, an individual believed to be CLARENCE
HATHAWAY, JIM ALLEN and HERBERT APTHEKER.

EUGENE DENNIS acted as chairman of the meeting.
The first point discussed was an informational report by
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN concerning the New York State staff

4 - Bureau (100-3-69) (RM)
(1-100-3-81) (CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)

2 - Minneapolis (Info) (RM)
(.1 -100- ) (CLARENCE HATHAWAY)

1 - New York (100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
New York (100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON) (415)
New York (IOO-IO5078 ) (HY LUMER) (415)
New York (IOO-I696 ) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (415)
New York (100-23825) (BEN DAVIS, JR.) (4l6)
New York (IOO-I8O65

)
(JACK STACHEL) (#15)

100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)d? - New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
1 - New York (100-32826) (JAMES ALLEN) (411)
1 - New York (100-15946) (JIM TORMEY) (422)
1 - New York (100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (4l6)

New York (100-128814) (CP, USA - ORGANIZATION—N^-)—(4l£
New York (100-86624) (CP, USA - INTERNATIONtfc:C^LAT|(SN^i
New York

(
100-80532

)
(HERBERT APTHEKER) (4l5TUZEfe=:?^,L®3“

New York (l00-8064l)

-)-443

HCO :map
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NY 100-8064l

meeting held Monday, 10/26/59* regarding the charges
brought by JIM TORMEY and BILL ALBERTSON to the NEC regarding

New York State leadership. FLYNN stated that it was agreed

that the charges brought by TORMEY and ALBERTSON would be

retracted and that no intervention would be made into New

York State leadership by the NEC. FLYNN recommended that

the NEC should let the New York State work out its own
problems

.

PHIL BART next suggested that before the finalization

of next week's NEC agenda, they should add the question of

, the events in Cuba. Informant advised that there was no
v'" apparent objection to this suggestion.

HY LUMER then read some changes recommended by a

subcommittee for the article which would appear in "The

Worker" on foreign policy. LUMER pointed out that there

had been a change in American foreign policy towards one of

peace and peaceful coexistence and that "they" should struggle
to ‘haintain this shift". It was agreed that the article would
cover one full page in the paper. An individual believed
to be CLARENCE HATHAWAY suggested that the opening sentence

should be "The struggle for peace must go on’’.

A discussion then followed concerning the main
topics to be covered in pre-convention discussion. JAMES
JACKSON suggested that these topics should be:

1. convention organization.
2-.' trade union resolution.
3. -leadership..
4. principles of Party program.
5. Party organization.

BEN DAVIS interrupted to recommend that the
question of the i960 election should also be included.

2 -
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HERBERT APTHEKER then reported on his recent
trip to Europe. He stated that one thing' that impressed
him very much was the splendid work of o.ur * comrades in
the German Democratic Republic

, (GDR) * APTHEKER referred
to recent articles in the bourgeois press having a different
tone and he felt that this was a part of a growing tendency
to come to terms with the existence of the GDR. He said
that all of the people's democracies have multi-party
governments and that in the GDR there are five functioning
political parties, each of these parties have about 200,000
members

,

APTHEKER commented that the. Foreign Minister of
the GDR is not a Communist but is a member of the Liberal
Party and has a long anti -Nazi record. He pointed out that
the GDR is the only formerly imperialist power that is now
socialist. He said that the standard of living is rising ••

and that the re-education of the people, according to the
comrades with whom he spoke* is progressing well. He said
the government is very consciously anti-Nazi in its whole
educational policy.

Continuing, APTHEKER remarked that in Hungary he
was pleasantly surprised at how good conditions were and
how well they had recovered. He said the comrades in
Hungary are young and' there is a large woman's cadre. He
said that he discussed with them privately questions of
socialist legality and of assuring the non-reoccurrence
of the scandals which occurred under RAJK (ph). (it is
believed APTHEKER is referring to LASZLO RAJK, former
Foreign Minister of Hungary, who was hanged in 1949 for
espionage and Titoisimj'.) He said the Party there is very
conscious of this and that practically the whole central
committee suffered under RAJK (ph) and that almost all of
the central committee were jailed under him. He said that
the members of the RAJK government who are still there are
holding positions now of a subordinate nature. He noted
that the Party there (Hungary) placed in its constitution
a statement that anyone guilty of suppressing criticism
is guilty of a crime*

- 3 -
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APTHEKER also commented that Czechoslovakia was
"a gem of socialist progress". He said there were young
Communists m important positions and that its greatest
problem is space. APTHEKER expressed his view that the
standard of living there was as high as in any place in
the world. APTHEKER also mentioned that during his three
week stay in the Soviet Union, he was impressed by the
absence of police and that while he was there he had addressed
the "Academy of Science". In answer to questions concerning
problems still existing m the GDR, APTHEKER singled out
the following factors

:

1* Considerable sections of the GDR are not
socialized.

2. Considerable groups of professionals and
intellectuals exist who are not Marxists,

3* The presence of r> well organized religious
groups

.

He recommended that anybody visiting Europe should
visit the GDR and thpught that a series of articles on the
GDR should appear in "The Worker" . He also noted -.that he
intends to make a full scale analysis of his trip in "Political
Affairs".

JACK STACHEL suggested that any articles should
point out the necessity for a strong GDR in the event of
another world war.. He. felt there should be some tangible
support from the Party in the US to the GDR comrades,
perhaps in the form of a mass meeting.

JAMES JACKSON then called for a discussion on
the feasibility of setting forth a statement of essential
Party principles concerning the Party program. HY LUMER
introduced JIM ALLEN as Chairman of the Program Committee
and called upon him to give his views.

- 4 -
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JIM ALLEN felt that the Party was not ready to
discuss such a program and that the matter should be
presented to the Program Commission. Then BEN -DAVIS., JR.

stated that he was not in favor of a declaration of principles,
saying that "we" would be letting the Party down if we go
to the convention with just principles. HY LUMER then
explained that the idea of a statement of principles would
not be a substitute for a Party program but rather an addition
to the program. He said that as of now we have no draft
of a party program and no time in which to prepare one and
that a statement of principles would be something to start
with and possibly the foundation for the construction of a
Party program.

JAMES JACKSON was of the opinion that they were
not prepared to present a program of the Party to the
convention but that there is a need for a substitute for
a program. He said there was a need for a definition of
purpose in order to show how the Party is proceeding. JIM
ALLEN then recommended that the National Committee should
appoint a committee of three or four who would be required
to write a Party program of approximately 1,000 words and
that no excuses would he accepted for failure to. complete
it in the time allotted.

EUGENE DENNIS indicated that there should be
a declaration of principles. He suggested a small committee
of non-NEC members be formed to write a declaration of
principles prior to the .convention. ELIZABETH GURLEY ELYNN
suggested JIM ALLEN for this assignment. Meeting adjourned.

- 5 -



S/l HAROLD P. QUINN

MARCEL SCHERER
IS-C

Identity of Informant NY 1749-S*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Reliability Mho has furnished
reliable information
in the jast

Date 10/21/59

„
. NY 1749-S* advised that on 10/21/59, PHIL

(BAR?) contacted (MARCEL and LEONA SCHERER). PHIL
said he understood that MARCEL has been quite busy.
MARCEL said a little bit, and asked if things are getting
any better. PHIL stated he thought so. MARCEL said
"we" have been disturbed about contacts between people;
PHIL said he heard the story - it takes time. MARCEL
said so many people talk about it . PHIL said there is no
guarantee that some of this stuff does not get to the top,
but "we" are trying to. .then Of course there are some good
things in some other areas which helps a lot.

MARCEL 3aid 11we" are planning to go to the meeting
Sunday night (10/25/59). PHIL stated, so are we. MARCEL
remarked that it should be interesting and said the Distributers
Union took 200 tickets. PHIL said that was good - they are
on the board of that organization. PHIL then spoke to
LEONA - they said they will arrange to go together Sunday.
CONNIE can meet the SCHERERS and then they can pick PHIL
up. PHIL remarked that Brooklyn had an excellent meeting.
LEONA asked why there isn’t any discussion material. PHIL
stated the first one is coming out, and said that the discussion
does not reflect what Is happening. Good things are taking
place all over .. experiences (too).* GUS was just in from

'SXny (100-56579/
1-NY 1100-12959,
1-NY (100-34665,
1-NY (IO5-5767)

'PHIL BART) (415)
,CONNIE BART) (415)
,LEONA SCHERER) (l8)

HPQsrmv
A)



NY 105-576?

the West Coast, .he is Goins bad:..real Good experience .

.

in Northern California. LEONA said* everywhere but
here. PHIL stated he would toll her about it when he saw
her. LEONA then spoke to CONNIE. They will arrange to
meet Sunday. CONNIE will call her In the nomine.

1

-2-



IX/V59'AC, NEW YORK (lOO-r£389)

OA HAROLD p. QUIITU

EDITA WINSTON
JU m

Identity of Infomant

Reliability

bJr'liO

in 1749-3*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Who has furnished
reliable Informtion
in the past

10/21/59

in 1749-3* advised that on 10/21/59, 13>IIA

(UlUSIOIl) contacted PHIL (BARI1

) and asked, about his trip,
PHIL said he sot hack Ilonday and uas soini to call herPHIL said he got hack Ilonday and uaa gednf to call her
later. BDiJA said that she spoke to ROSS BAHOH and RC33
said there Is nothins loft, PHIL said, ''vo

11 ar^ "oins to
take care of it. EDITA said she is okay for October (trip)
PHIL said, tt

;;o
n arc auare of it and trill mice „ure you
to Christens trip. He told her that 'the/do not niss the Christens trip. He told her that 'the/ are

acotirc on this tonorro;/. EDITA askod about the convention.
PHIL told her it trill he Decanter 10-13, 1959.

,-WY (100-5o579) (PHIL BAR‘1) (415)
,-HY (100-78589)

'•StflF.CHl.0.. - INOSKkO.

a 'F!LtD.„.

4 1359
NEW YORK

HPOjrnv
(2 )



SAC, Nj3W YORK (100-65938) li/5/59

sa harold p.

CHARLES COS
s::-c

Identity of Informant

Reliability

NY 17^9-3*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Ifno has furnished
x-cliable infoldration
in the past

Rato 10/22/59

to

NY 1749-0* has report ec* that on 10/22/59, (pun,
BARS) contacted (CHARLES CO i) and told hint ho had .been
out of to.m - in New England for 5 days. PHIL said lie
just returned Monday - has had a couple of days of
Lieotinsa, but will try to sot on this other thin-; soon.
COS asked if anythins had been done on what Pi-Iij/had said

“c ktxng up a coxioittec . PHIL explained that tcaorroe
’wall be his first day in tho
C0.3 soon and sot started (on « e t tins up a co:exiitt-e*) so
it dors not stall. COS
printer's no*; and wants
away). PHIL asked if COi
Sot away. C03 said yes, just briefly, between trains -
he suoooed off to say hello — ho didn’t look so hot; sain
I dicin ’

0

so down and tall: to hart, but R03H had oofr._.

with hin. PHIL ©plained that he had not se-n PAx*
becaus e PiLte just got in at 2:00 a.ra, that day and had to
See up at d:00 a.ra. to catch Ms train. R03J told PHIL
that (PAf) had been detained - was ’waiting in jc.a other
cipy for that uoaan - who had trouble setting a (baby?) sitter:
but he said he was sorry he aid not get to see (PHIL), but
it was all due to this negotiating with this w cotan for a
sitter.

office - he wants
n s et ting up a coroi
d lie is on his way to the
catch (printer before h; gets
aw PiVf (PAfPRRSOR?) before “ho"

J.W1Y (100-50579) (PHIL BAR.'?) (415)
1-HY (100-06938)

*

MPOrrav
(2 )



SAC, USW YORK (100

SA HAROLD F. QUIK;J

YOU FITZPATRICK
su-c

Identity of Informant

Reliability

1TY 1T49-S*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Kho has furnished
reliable information
in the past

10/7/59

HY 174-9-3* advised that on 10/7/59.> PIulL BART
contacted YOU (FITZPATRICK). PHIL said he lias not spoken
to YOU in a Ions time and remarked that ho is preparing
for the convention and has not s_en TCI-i since last summer.
YOU said that his wife is ejecting another child, -and ho
has to do something soon (financially). 20*1 advised he is
going bo sell Ilutual Funds part-time with the Killington
Fund and asked PHIL to let him I:nor of anyone who may
be interested. Ho told PHIL that ho has not soon any
of the guys as his wife gos^ to school and it ties him down.
YOi’ stated ho heard about (A1.BY) CUBA and felt real bad.
Yh,.y then discussed KHRUSHCHh'/'s visit —what a wonderful
thing . PHIL said that TCI-1 will be glad to hear that the
warmest reception ma in Pittsburgh. TOII said that it was
the basic workers.. they are okay v/hon they get away from
the Boy 3coats. PHIL told TCK to got a copy of the (norcb)
Horkerg it is going to have the story of (KffllUGT-IOtR.Y*a)

visit eelth the labor loaders - the other side of the story -
written by JOB NORTH. TGI,hi said ho does not get it delivered
•any more and. will get one at th. newsstand.

Ct-lIY (100-50579) (PHIL BART) (4-15)
1-UY (l0Q~,O'/<&s) (424)

SEftSCHHJ.

SERIALIZED..„ ' _

" 4 iff
FS» — N»iW fUii

j

JL

HPOirr.v
(2 )



To; SAC, Philadelphia (100-4402) Date: ^L/2/59

From: SAC, Newark (100*-19981)

Subject: TIM ADAMS
IS - C

Date received Received by
*

SAs JOHN A* HAAG and
VINCENT E. MURPHY10/7/59

MetKodP of delivery {check appropriate bloejts)

XXjin person CZH by telephone (ZD by mail XKZ orally tZ13 recording device CZI written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Transcribed —

—

Authenticated
by Informant —.-a-—

-

Brief description of activity or material

Funeral for TIM ADAMS

Date of Report

10/7/59

Remarks:

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE DISSEMINATED
OUTSIDE THE BUREAU UNLESS CAREFULLY AND PROPERLY PARAPHRASED. .

6 - Philadelphia (RM)
(1 - 100-34422) (BILL ADAMS)
(1 - 100-28841) (FRANCES GABON)
(1 - 65-1686) (TOM NABRIED)

,

(1 - 100- I I

(1 - 100- (STERLING ROCHESTER)

4 - New York (RM)
<Q/- 100-56579) (PHIL BART)

J& (1 - 100-25623) (ERIC BERT)W (1 - 100-50090 ) (SID STEIN)
*

(1 -
I I

19- Newark



NK 100-19981

Copies (Continued)

(1 - 100-18178) (GEORGE FISHMAN)
(1 - 100-35106) (LOTTIE GORDON) .

(1 - 100-33177) (ALEX KACMUR)
(1 - 3-2) (LOU MALIN0W)
(1 - 100-32233) (LEW MOROZE)
(1 - 65-770) (JOHN NORMAN)
(1 - 100-25417) (JACOB OSTERWEIL)
(1 - 100-2974) (MARTHA STONE)
(1 - 100-20362) (MARY ADAMS TAYLOR)
(1 - 100-19491) (PAT TOOHEY)
(1 - 100-26974) (JULES ZINMAN)
(1 - 100-4284-U) (CP FACTIONALISM)
(1 - 100-4284-4L-1XCP CAMDEN COUNTY)
(1 -

|
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10/7/59

On 10/2/59 the funeral for TIM ADAMS was held
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Approximately 150 people
were present, mainly from the Philadelphia and Camden areas.
This included some Party people, friends, neighbors, etc*
(It appeared JOHN NORMAN, who was present, made a point of
mobilizing the right wing or MARTHA STONE crowd.) Present
of this group were MANNY CANTOR, LOU MALXNOW , JOHN NORMAN,
MARTHA STONE and JULES ZINMAN. All of these individuals;
have left the CP with the exception of CANTOR. MALINOW !

and STONE made a particular point of avoiding the present
N.J. CP leadership. They appeared to make the most of the
occasion in renewing old friendships and associations. They
had their notebooks out and took down names and addresses.

SID STEIN had been at the funeral home earlier

>

in the day but did not return to the ADAMS residence after
the funeral.

Also present at the funeral were LOTTIE GORDON,
LEW MOROZE and JACOB OSTERHEIL. PHIL BART and ERIC BERT
from the National Office of the CP, USA sent telegrams to the
family. MARY ADAMS TAYLOR from Newark, N. J. , also sent;

a

telegram to the family.

There were expectations that NORMAN would be one
of the funeral speakers. He had informed GORDON that he was
expected to make a eulogy. However, the widow and oldest
son, BILL ADAMS, were in complete and total charge of the
arrangements for the funeral and the ceremony. They had: some
differences as to the type of ceremony which should be held.
Mrs, ADAMS, being a religious and church-going woman, and
not knowing too much about the CP or the so-called working
class movement, viewed it as a funeral should be viewed;
that is with a minister, religious program, hymns and the
reading of what they call an obituary, a biography of the
deceased. BILL ADAMS apparently argued that most of TIM,
ADAMS ' friends were radical people and union people and
hence it would be only right and proper that those people
be represented because this was the life ADAMS led.
Apparently they compromised on the type of ceremony because
what actually took place was half of one and half of the other

,

It was mostly a religious type ceremony with a minister, hymns
and a choir with the minister interjecting with scriptural

1
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sheading every now and then. Added to this were two
speakers which the family had chosen themselves, PAT TOOHEY

,

Chairman of the N. J. CP, representing the white radical,
friends of the deceased, and TOM NABR1ED, Chairman of
the Party in Eastern Pennsylvania, representing the Negro
radical friends

.

Observed in attendance were TOM NABE1ED and his
wife 5 FRANCES GABOW and STERLING ROCHESTER, all from
Philadelphia; and CHAPPY (formerly with RCA and a former
Party member in N. J.); ALEX (Last Name Unknown , who is
a husky white male with light hair and approximately 35
years of age); and GEORGE FISHMAN and his wife, EDITH.

GEORGE FISHMAN privately advised that NORMAN had
gotten in touch with the Party group in the Camden, N. J*
area and they had scheduled a CP meeting for 10/9/59.
Furthermore, that NORMAN stated he would attend this meeting.
FISHMAN stated they do not seem to be able to get together
in Camden and have not met for a long time. He stated they
will try to take steps to have another CP meeting at a later
date wherein PAT TOOHEY, State Chairman of the N. J. CP,
would be invited.

GEORGE FISHMAN also privately stated that the
Party comrades in the Camden area have the feeling that
NORMAN is not working with the state leadership. TOOHEY
was heard to state privately that the FISHMANs ' evaluation
and impression of this is correct. NORMAN is not cooperating
with the leadership. He has not really worked since MARTHA
STONE left the CP. He was with MARTHA STONE up until the
time she left the CP and as far as they have seen, he has not
changed his mind. NORMAN has felt obliged to "free lance" in
the Party which action is not permissible in the Party. 5

TOOHEY stated that even though a meeting of the Camden
Branch of the CP was to be held on 10/9/59, the State leader-
ship had heard nothing about this nor would they hear what
took place at the meeting.

FISHMAN indicated that NORMAN has not come out
openly about what has gone on in the State leadership, but
his attitude and comments were such that the Camden Branch
has obtained the impression that NORMAN was not working with
the State leadership and was not part of it.
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During the funeral ceremony, PAT TOOHEY , State
Chairman of the N. J. CP, gave a brief eulogy. In substance,
TOOHEY's talk was along the line that TIM ADAMS was devoted
and loyal to the end. He was so firm in his convictions
and ideals he did not run for cover or hide when clouds came
but stuck to his convictions and ideals even in the light
of "sweet words" made to him to have him change his course.
His knees did not buckle in the face of troubled times.
T00HEY went on in this respect.

(It appeared that TOOHEY was making a subtle
criticism of the right wing members who were present at
the ceremony.)
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A serious problem will arise at the National Convention

with respect to showing whence money was obtained to pay "the

overwhelming expenses" of the Party during the past year. Dues

collected, amounting to approximately $50,000.00 for the year,

and donations, which were negligible, do not begin to approximate

the money spent by the Party during the past year. (NY 694-S*

notes that BART is not aware that the Party has been supported

partially by funds described in the case entitled "SOLO - IS-C."

All BART knows, according to the informant, is that DENNIS

periodically makes sums of money available to him, but does not

disclose the source of such funds.)

WILLIAM Z. POSTER recently has been demanding that there

be a larger delegation to the National Convention, and has sent a

statement to the National Office requesting that 125 delegates be

invited. FOSTER does not realize that, based on membership

figures, such a number of delegates is 'impossible." He further

fails to understand that in its present financial situation, the

Party could not afford to bring so many delegates to the convention.

FOSTER argues that the delegation to the convention should

be "of proletarian character." Such is impossible for several

reasons: The "best people" cannot attend either because they are

people in "strategic positions," who cannot afford to expose’

themselves by attending, or because they are people who would

suffer financially if they should take time offfrom their jobs to

attend the convention.

BART would like to see a top CP leadership, including

DENNIS, hat.t. and BEN DAVIS. Such a leadership would not create any

serious "flare-up," and the Party would be able to proceed with

serious work. DAVIS is ambitious to become chairman of the Party,

but his chances, of success are slim since his main political

strength is restricted to Manhattan County and the Industrial

Division. To fight DAVIS is not simple: When he is at the CP

National Office, he seems to have no differences with anybody, and

- 2 -
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agrees with everybody. As soon, however, as he enters NY State
CP headquarters, he just raises hell.”

The Party would like to get rid of JACK SCHULMAN and
his wife, both of whom are "trouble-makers.” The Party plans to
fire SCHULMAN 's wife after the convention. In her role of book-
keeper at CP headquarters, with all kinds of records available
to her, she is able to "leak” information to SCHULMAN and to
FOSTER. SCHULMAN retains his job principally because the Party
cannot find a substitute for him as "secretary" to FOSTER.

Everything SCHULMAN hears from FOSTER, he tells to his
cronies in the Party. When he became aware of FOSTER'S preparing
a letter to the National Office, demanding more delegates to the
convention, SCHULMAN had his wife draw up a resolution demanding
more delegates. When FOSTER'S letter arrived at the National
Office, it was discovered that the wording of the SCHULMAN
resolution was almost identical with that in the FOSTER letter.

FOSTER has been demanding that BART give him the
national membership figures, but so far BARThas succeeded in not
giving FOSTER the desired figures.

- 3 -
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NY 1750-S* advised that the subject and his

wife CONNIE had discussed CP affairs, and the subject
noted that they had scheduled a meeting of the CP
Resident Committee for the following day, but that he did
not believe anything would be solved at the meeting,

WSUSSL

NY 2359-S* advised that the subject was in
attendance at the regularly scheduled meeting of the
Resident NEC of the CP, USA, which was held on that
date at CP Headquarters, New York City.

During a portion of the above-described meet-
ing the subject suggested that before they finalize the
following week's agenda they should add to it the
question of recent events in Cuba. The source advised
that there was no apparent objection to this suggestion.
The source further related that most of the meeting
was taken up with a report by HERBERT AFTHEKER,
Editor of "Political Affairs", relating events which
took place during his recent trip behind the Iron
Curtain.

J2-Bureau (100-3284 )(RH)
@-New York (100-56579)mfd
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NY 1750-S* advised that JIM TORMEY, Kings
County CP Organizer, had visited the subject's apart-
ment and that he had discussed with the subjects wife
Kings County CP Organizational affairs. Later when
TORKEYwas leaving he told the subject and his wife,
that ills wife, HETTY GANNETT, New York State CP functionary,
has been feeling worse of late and that he feels her
health Is on the "downgrade".

The subject later told his wife that during
the NEC meeting, held at CP Headquarters that day,
HERBERT AFTHEKER': had given a very interesting report.
He said that AFTHEKER. reported that he had found
a very high regard for the CP, USA, in all of the
countries he visited. He stated that AFTHEKER was
very Impressed with the East German Republic. He
also related that AFTHEKER had told him that while
in East Germany, he had seen EISLER (GERHART) who
he described as • "head of radio, and communications".
NY 1749-S* advised that the subject had contacted
GEORGE WATT, former right-wing CP functionary, who
has left the CP, and they discussed the finances
surrounding WAITS bail fund and the return of that
money to its proper owners. From the conversation it
appeared that there was some discrepancy regarding some
of the money, and that it was finally agreed that
WATT’S wife MARGIE and ARNOLD JOHNSON would straighten
out the matter.

NY 1750-S* advised tint the subject went
into a long tirade with his wife on how much ho hated
RUTH SHULHAN, Bookkeeper, at the CP National Office,
He related to her that SHUEMAN purposely goes out of
her way to irritate him at the office.

The subject also related that PAT TOOHEY
had visited CP Headquarters,on that date, and told
him that DAVE GORDON, LOTTIE GORDON'S husband,was
making a report that night at a meeting of the New
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Jersey State CP Board, criticizing the Negro Resolution,

He related that in addition to this LOTTIE GORDON was

causing a lot of trouble for the CP in New Jersey, as

she and her mother, own an apartment house where they
are evidently attempting to raise the rent* He said

that the tenants in the apartment have evidently
appealed to the Tenants Council and everyone is upset
about the whole affair. He later told his wife that
he would go over to New Jersey, on Saturday afternoon

to visit TOOHEY and discuss some business with him*

NY 1749-S* advised that the subject had
contacted EDNA WINSTON arid advised her that he had
received a message from JOHN ABT regarding the
death of HENRY WINSTON'S father. He said that the
Parole Officer for WINSTON said they would be willing
to let him go to the funeral in Kansas City, but
he would need $300 for the expenses, BART said that
he had wired them the $300 immediately. EDNA WINSTON
said that she had heard from her husband's mother on

that day who asked her for money. She said that she

had contacted ROSE BARRON, Chairman of the Amnesty
Campaign, to see if they had enough money left*

The subject said that the money would be furnished
and that she did not have to worry, and that arrangements

would be made for her to go to the funeral if she wanted.

WINSTON replied that when she found out definitely
the day of the funeral she would contact the subject

and JOHN ABT*

The source advised that EDNA WINSTON later

contacted the subject and told him that the Parole

Officer had called and given them the information
about the funeral. The subject expressed surprise

on how quickly the whole affair had been handled
especially the fact that they had granted HENRY
WINSTON S request to attend the funeral almost immediately.

3 -
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10/29/S9,

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject and his
wife had discussed with JIM TOiiMEf the replacing of
ALAN LAWS in the Brooklyn CP I 1 TORMEY
said that LAWS has not been replaced yet as he is
still out of town. The three then discussed she
contributions of ANDY GNDA to the CP before his death
and the disregard on the part of the national leader-
ship for his welfare. TOHBEY related that ANDA'S
widow THERESA does not wish to receive any further
money from the CP, USA.

NY 1749-S* advised that WILLIAM PATTERSON,
Editor of 'The Worker”, had contacted CONNIE BAHT in
an attempt to speak to the subject. He said that
the reason he was calling was that there was a new
lock on the door of CP Headquarters and he wanted to
find out who had the key,

1Q/Wh9

NY 1750-S* advised tiiat the subject and his

wife hid discussed the recent news releases by the
Russians which were attempting to discredit WALTER
REUTH&ft. The subject said that in this instance the
Russians were acting stupidly, and that they were
hurting the Left-Wing and Liberals in this country
by the "expose”.

The subject then toi<» Uls wife that 0 lot

of the S? leadership must start to realize that
there is not going to be any "Mass Party” in the
next few years. He said that all the free spending

. of money at National Headquarters is just political
In nature. He said that no one in New York, does
any work, but everyone gets paid. He Bald that he
had talked to DICK CRILEY Chicago CP functionary and
that CEIU3Y related that he had spent only $5,000
the previous year and that this took in the entire
Chicago area. BART said that in New York, it cost
the Party $300 just for a simple mailing. He said

b6
b7C
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that people like BEN DAVIS are ready to yell “picket
line 1

' and "leaflet” at the drop of a hat, yet they
do not oven consult the membership to see what they
want. He said that there is no one to accomplish
mass-work.

The subject then related that OHS HALL
was due hack in New York, on Wednesday, November
4, 1959. He said this will mark the beginning of
a long NEC meeting and that they would have to
discuss the national convention tactics, and
budgets. CONNIE asked if the national committee
will still number sixty people and the subject
answered that it would be less, and they are
trying to Include a clause in the Constitution
to limit to forty-five the number of members,
CONNIE then asked the subject if there had been any
recommended list of candidates, and the subject
evaded the question.

He then related that he was going to propose
a big cut in the permanent staff in the CP, USA, and
he was also going to propose a budget. He said that
he actually has a budget now to submit if he should
be called on the question. He said down at tlio office
everybody in the state and national office got paid
but the people on "The Worker ? are starving and that
this was absurd and that as far as he was concerned
no way to run the Party.
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EXTREME CARE SHOULD BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING THIS
,

INFORmATI
,

ON'"TO' "PRECLUDE ' COMPROMISING THE" 'INFORMANT.

On the
[

Communist Party (CP) held a regularly scheduled meeting at
thel

New Jersey*
l

Newark, New Jersey* I I did not attend
the Boara meeting. The following individuals were present

b6
b7C
b7D

The first item of business involved

[

]
He gave

an

as his reasons his age, the necessity of going to school to
learn a trade, and the long hours he puts in at work. He
stated that the above combination leaves him dog-tired at the
end of the day. He further stated he differs with the National
CP and as a result feels that by remaining on the Board he
would be a disruptive influence. Rather than do this, he
requested he be relieved and remain active on a club level only.

A discussion of this was held bv the Board and the
concensus of opinion was that they felt

| |
should not feel

he would be a disruptive factor on the Board, They stated
differences of opinion are healthy for the Party and lead to
a stronger leadership* Further, everyone has a job, works,
and is tired at the end of the day. If everyone in the Party
felt as there would be no Party* They therefore aske
him to^ reconsider his request to be relieved^ f

Without explanation or prelude,
letter he had received from the National Committee concerning
expulsion from the CP. The gist of the letter was that
anyone expelled from the Party is, if he so desires, entitled
to a review of his expulsion by the National Appeals Committee,
There was no indication as to why this letter was sent to the
State*

2
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I Ithen discussed future policy in
regard to the type of work to be done by the CP. She pointed
out that there is a strong cry for peace
in the world, giving the Party a wonderful, opportunity both
here and in Trade Union activity for constructive work. She
mentioned some areas of Trade Union activity such as auto
and smelting. She pointed out that the Trade Union movement
is by far the more important of the two and she feels a
heavier concentration of effort should be made in this area.

In connection with this,
|

Iremarked
that it is his understanding that in the Detroit area the
Party has no concentration in Trade Unions.

took exception to this and said
she knows of two clubs in Detroit in auto.

| |
said it was necessary for the CP to

change its approach, particularly in the light of problems
presented with the necessity of union officials having to
sign non-Communist affidavits. He stated this prevents union
leaders from giving open support to the CP.

b 6

b7C
b7D

PHIL BART remarked that there is a lot of labor
friendly to the CP. They will not belong to the Party, however,
they will give financial support to the CP. He stated
that differences existing between the CP and labor
must be overcome and he feels the only way to do it is through
friendly discussions on issues with no initial attempts made
to recruit these people into the Party.

In connection with this,| |said that
in his work he was successful in getting about thirty nennifi

to agree to meet with him on
\

He stated these people were all Trade Union people and none
were associated in any way with the Party, He asked PHIL
BART to attend this meeting and it would be Md at
the

|
|
He remarked the meeting

was called to discuss present political issues.

I Ithen spoke on the importance of the
Party paper "The Worker" and remarked the Party paper in Cuba
was of paramount importance to the Cuban CP people. She
mentioned this by way of emphasizing the necessity to subscribe
to and support "The Worker". She handed out copies of

3
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"Party Life", October, 1959, which paper is issued by the
"State Committee, Communist Party, New Jersey, 5 Alpine
Street, Newark, New Jersey." She also handed out copies of
a three-page letter entitled "An Outline for Discussions on
Peace" and "An Open Letter to President Eisenhower and Premier
Khrushchev", a petition issued by the New Jersey Committee
for a Sane Nuclear Policy, Inc., Post Office Box 80S1,
Newark 8, New Jersey.

I Imade a proposal that a new fifteen-man
State Committee be appointed with one full-time member. No
vote was taken on this proposal, f I

to study the proposal.

| |
was scheduled to discuss dues,

membership, and the New Jersey State representation to the
National Convention, however, she announced that this will
not be done until after the end of October, this month being
dues control month. She stated the first part of November
this item will be discussed.

1 mentioned that
by the State from the State

Board on
| |had been pushing

him to get back into the Party. He remarked that Hudson
County feels it .is the Statens responsibility to take action
on this and that| I had remavfrftd t.hft S±a±& wrmlri
assume the responsibility

| [

pointed out that Hudson is pretty much split down the middle

again asked the State to resolve this

empt to nandie it, it was agree
]did not resolve the question in

e nex- . ^ |

prior
oard meeting to discuss and attempt to resolve

4
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_ .

0n
I
who has furnished reliable in-

formation in -cne past;, orally advised SA JOHN T*. BLAIR of the
following. This information was handwritten on IO/7/59 into
statement form by SA BLAIR, and was then read and initialed bv
the informant on 10/17/59. It is maintained in

|

"Philadelphia, Pai
10/2/59

"On Friday evening,
| | of Commun-

ist Party members from Philadelphia traveled to NYC to at-
tend the 40th Anniversary Celebration of the CPUSA being
held that evening at Carnegie Hall,

"Philadelphia delegates present for this affair were:

™SLNABRIEDj STERLING ROCHESTER. FRANCES GABOW. WTT.T.TAM
CRAWFORD. DANNY RUBIN, HIRAM DAyT.q J t

I NOLA WHARTON. JAMES DOLSEN j

1 I & : FRANK, * MATT SNYDER*

s

i I ELIZA-
BETH GURLEY FLYNN was the chairman of this affair, which
was attended by approximately 1500 to 1600 individuals.

"EUGENE DENNIS, General Secretary of the CPUSA; BEN-
JAMIN DAVIS, Jr., State Chairman of the NY State CP; and
SCOTT NEARING, described as a traveler and lecturer, were
the featured speakers.

"DENNIS stressed the necessity of building a strong
Communist Party in the uj Si if the forces of peace in
this country are to be strong enough to combat the reaction-
ary forces who are opposed to peaceful relations between
this country and the USSR*- He stated that the CPUSA warm-
ly endorses the KHRUSHCHEV-EISENHOWER exchange of ideas and
discussions of peace.

"DENNIS also briefly outlined the CPUSA* s positions
on other questions such as Civil Rights, the Negro Ques-
tion, Housing, Integration, etc.

"SCOTT NEARING spoke of his visits to the Scandinav-
ian countries and to the U.S.S.R* and the Soviet bloc coun-
tries. He claimed that while the Scandinavian countries
were supposed to have socialist-type governments In some
instances, they had not progressed as had Russia, Poland,
etc* He indicated there had been a great improvement in
the social and economic positions of the peoples in the
Soviet-bloc countries..

"Only a small portion of the speech by BENJAMIN DAVIS
was heard* He appeared to be claiming that the CP forces in
NYC played a major role in getting Congressman ADAMS CLAYTON
POWELL re-elected to Congress over the
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PH 100-31723

"opposition- of the Democratic Party machine,

"Approximately $3400 was raised through donations
at this affair.

"Following the
|

tion, a 2 day CPUSA Eastern. .Seaboard Conference was held
CPUSA Anniversary Celebra-

at the Adelphl Hall, 74 5th Avenue, NYC,

"The following Philadelphia CP members stayed in NYC
for this conference which commenced Saturday morning.

THOMAS NABRIED DANNY RUBIN
STERLING ROCHESTER I

FRANCES GABOW
WILLIAM CRAWFORD NOLA WHARTON
HIRAM' DAVIS . JAMES DOLSEN

b6
b7C
b7D

"In addition to representatives from Eastern Penna.
District, representatives from the state CP organizations
in New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Maryland, and Massa-
chusetts were also present*

"Those recalled present from NY including National
CP functionaries are:

PHIL BART
JAMES JACKSON
CONNIE BART
WILLIAM L. PATTERSON
JACK STACHEL
RUTH (last name unknown) from the

Bronx, white
LOUISE (last name unknown) from

Queens, white, early 50' s, walks
with a crutch

JIM (last name unknown) from Harlem
Negro

2 Negroes from Harlem
1* 5 *

9"

,

middle 30' s, male, medium
weight, 3 gold teeth in front,
decided Southern accent

3
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"2. 5*6 "

»

middle 30*s, female, medium
build, dark complexion

"Maryland

ED (last name unknown), white, early
4o*s, 5*9"# 160 lbs*, light complexion,
slightly graying black hair

"New Jersey

PAT TCOI-ISY
LOTTIE (last name unknown)

"Fur and Leather Workers

Mr* (first name unknown) STEINBERG

"The main report on the Saturday session was given
by PHIL BART,who announced that similar conferences were
being held in the Mid-west and the Far-west. He added
that the conclusions reached at the 3 conferences would
be combined, condensed, and a report drawn up for pres-
entation at the National Convention.

"BART spoke on the problems facing the CP today.
He stressed the failure of the leadership to rally the
rank and file Party members to unified action to carry
out the decisions reached at the last National Conven-
tion. This resulted from the ideological conflicts
which existed among the leadership, on both a National
and District level. He cited as examples the situations
which ultimately developed in New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
In New Jersey, MARTHA STONE and the majority of the New
Jersey State leadership ultimately resigned from the CP
leaving New Jersey almost without leadership* in Penna.

,

DAVID DAVIS and JOSEPH ROBERTS also refused to rally the
District Party members to action and subsequently resigned
from District leadership and n'-.siticns on the National
Committee of the CP* BART stated that similar situations
exist in practically all districts represented at the
conference.

"BART stated that the Peace Question has become a
burning issue. People of all nations are demanding world
peace. He stated that with KHRUSHCHEV* s visit to the

4
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U. S., the climate and attitude in this country haschanged considerably. The National Committee believesthe CP can work effectively around the Peace Question
as never before. The 'left? forces can now work more
openly. BART added that the time to 'open up* andwork openly in the name of the Party is coming, es-pecially around certain issues such as peace.

"BART stated that the CP must also find ways andmeans for comrades in the Trade Union movement to func-
tion in spite of the Landrum-Griffin Law,, which isbasicaily an anti-Communist bill. He said that in ad-dltion to finding ways & means for comrades to remain
i
n 2?® ;^

ade Union movement, the CP from the District
level

n
m
^
st also try to get programs going toget the law repealed. He added that to date, the CPNational leadership has not formulated a program orpolicy in regard to the lawi

"BART also spoke of the coming National Conven-tion and what the National Committee would like to seecome out of it. He stated that the N* C* would liketo see a unified, consolidated N* C,, and would also
mhoS ^ smaller District Committees.They would like to see every District rid itself of its

revisionist extra baggage.* He indicated
that California has started to reorganize its forcesbut has numerous problems.

"JAMES JACKSON also spoke at length. He gave anoverly-rlong explanation of what a Communist is, andwhat should be expected from a true Communist as far asconduct and activity are concerned. His talk added littleox value to the session.

k* RATTERSON spoke briefly on the NegroQuestion. The main recollect:’ on of his remarks was hisstatement that the CP should tackle the Negro Questionfrom a practical rather than from a theoretical approachas has been the case in recent years,

"After encouragement by BART, there was considerablediscussion, primarily around his report, by many of theindividuals present. Each related experiences in theirareas which they cited as examples of the problems facing

5
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"the Party,

"The Sunday session of the conference was devoted
primarily to a report by -WILLIAM L, PATTERSON on the
Press, He discussed the failure of all Districts to
meet their Press .Drive quotas. He blamed this failure
primarily on the unrealistic quotas set and accepted by
various Districts and Clubs in the Districts i He stated
there was a general failure to take into consideration
the present unsettled condition of the Party* He claimed
that * The Worker* is in a financial crisis. He added that
conditions would be worse except for an ‘anonymous* contrib-
ution of $3*000 from a wealthy woman, who has never been
associated with the Partyi He claimed that this woman had
contacted him, indicated that she had read several issues
of the paper, and was willing to make a contribution to
keep the paper going. He added that he hopes to be able
to obtain . additional contributions from her in the future.
He gave no indication as to her identity* ,r

6



FD-154 (Rev. 11-21-57) Ver, due 12/l*/i>9

VERIFICATION OF INFORMATION ON 'SEWRITY INDEX CARD

MEMORANDUM RE: PHILIP BART

Office File 100-5^579

The following is the most recent place of employment, employment address, and residence

address of the above subject as contained on the subject's Security Index Card.

Residence:Apt. 2415 Newkirk Ave, Bklyn,NY

Employment:

Address:

Communist Party, USA 23 W. 26 St,NY

Key Facility C~1 Yes D No Dfitnnm 1 Ypr 1 ...J No
1 Xl Yes L 1 No Photo 1 1 Yes 1 1 No

It is requested that the place of employment, address of employment, residence address of the

subject, as well as the accuracy of the priority tabbing, be verified and the proper notations be

made below. The absence of a photograph and posting of a Security Flash should be noted and

efforts made to secure a photograph and determine the existence of a criminal record.

A physical description based on personal observation of the subject appears in serial

Residence:

Method of Verification:

Neighborhood Source: fljy , j
Date: ///l/p? /
Verified by Sa/

Employment:

Address:

Key Facility: 1 .. I Yes 1 I No Date Checked: Geographical Reference Number:

Tab Detcom: 1 1 Yes 1 I No
Method of Verification: /t ZL —

Employment Source:

v^by a/V/*7
FD-122 should be submitted to Bureau: f~~ 1 Yes DEllf No

C
File Reviewed /Vr /

1

—

/

^ Subject Meets SI Criteria

I j Does Not Meet/5pC^teria /
Agents Initials/yT

—

aV -

/f '7/
<7



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, CLEVELAND

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) (415)

CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

DATE: 11/$/$

9

Identity of Source:

Description of Info:

Date received:
Received by

:

Original location:

who has furnished
reliable info in past (conceal)

Conversation between PAT TOOHEY
and PHIL BART at CP „ USA Head-
quarters, I

~|

10/14/59
SAS JOHN A. HAAG (NYO)

and VINCENT E. MURPHY (NK)

Information received from informant, as reflected above,

was reduced to writing by SA HAAG on 10/15/59 and authenticated by

informant on 10/21/59.

A copy of informant's oral report follows:

1 - Cleveland
6 - Newark

NY|

NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100
NY 100

JAH:msh .Nv
<i7

>M

56579
80634
66938
18065
110803
8057
84994
16021
80641

(100- ) (GUS HALL) (INFO) (RM)

(100-4284) (CP , USA-ORGANIZATION) (RM)

(li 100-19491) (PAT TOOHEY)
(1-j KINV)
(1-100- ) (JOE BRANDT)
(1-100- ) (WALTER BARRY)
(1-65-770) (JOHN NORMAN)
(INV) (41)
(PHIL BART) (422)

(CP, USA-FARMERS MATTERS) (415)

(BOB COE) (422)
(JACK STACHEL) (415) . -

(ROSE COE) (422) /£? {7f- 3A
(EUGENE DENNIS) (415)

^ searched .^indexed

(GUS HALL) (415)
(ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415-)— Y/5 llJV t) 1959

(415) C
•

~ bHESHf



NY 100-80641

A discussion between PHIL BART and PAT TOOHEY of NJCP
was held at GPUSA headquarters on k

TOOHEY discussed the internal problems confronting the
NJCP especially the disruptive tactics of JOE BRANDT, WALTER BARRY
and JOHN NORMAN. Leadership questions were also discussed.

BART agreed to attend a NJCP Board meeting in Newark
N. J_ on 10/14/59 to try to help the NJCP to reach a basis for an
approach to the NJCP Convention.

TOOHEY asked about the CP National leadership comments
concerning the decision of the CP Farm Commission to disband and
the decision of BOB COE to suspend publication of ''Facts for
Farmers.” TOOHEY stated he incorporated these decisions in a
note which he gave to JACK . STACHEL about 2 weeks ago.

BART stated that STACHEL kept the note in his pocket,
apparently forgetting about it until 10/5/59 when he gave it to
BART.

TOOHEY stated that the inactivity of the National
leadership on these decisions has been construed by those involved
to be a demonstration of lack of interest on the part of the
leadership

.

BART stated that this was not true, that had he known
the note was a week old, and the subject was so important he would
have dropped everything to consider it.

TOOHEY pointed out that nothing had been done and that
he felt it should be brought up before the National Executive
Committee (N.E.C.)

.

BART said that for three weeks he has been trying to

- 2 -



NY 100-80641

arrange an appointment with BOB and ROSE COE but has not had
time. He said that GENE DENNIS is sick, GUS HALL is away until
about November 10, 1959 and ARNOLD JOHNSON is about to leave
on vacation. As a result BART said he is very busy. He said
he could not see the CQE^s until for two weeks.

On TCOHEY's urging BART arranged to see the COEjs
on 10/14/59 at which time he will assemble what leadership people
are available and they will throughly discuss COE's decision on
"Facts for Farmers."

BART stated he was going to Boston on 10/10,11 & 12/59.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100- 56579)

FROM : SA

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
SM-C

DATE: 11/6/59

The above captioned subject was observed entering
and/or leaving 23 West 26th St., New York, New York.

NY 1726-rS*, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 4/21/57* that effective 4/15/57* the
National and New York State offices of the Communist Party
would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,
New York.

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58* advised that the editorial
staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at
23 West 26th Street on 6/7 * 8/58 .

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58, verified the occupancy of
the basement and first floor areas of building by the
office staff of "The Worker," an East Coast weekly Communist
newspaper.

DATE

10/26/59

10/27/59

OBSERVED BY SAS

WILLIAM J. BARRON

WILLIAM J. BARRON

10/28/59

10/29/59

b6
b7C
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DIRECTOR, PBI (100-3284)

SAC, HEU YORK (ICQ-55579)

PHILIP BMP

SA OP 19^0

Uoolrly Summary 11/2/59 to 11/8,

CIi AL

AY 175O-S* advised that the Gubji-et end his
wife, C0::,':IE, had discussed an article which HILLIAII
Z. POSTER had cent to the Actional Office, and ho
wanted published prior to the 17th National Contention*
BART described it" ac a "stupid diatribe'' xdiich is critical
op the convention resolutions oa the Kegro question, peace
and youth. BART said'1 that senile...iG trying to create
a crisis" • Ho oaid that in his article he dacando
that tho CP elect a Secretaries or throe irlsn CuS HALL
as General Secretary, BE!; DAVIE and CERE D3I.TIS. Ho
commented that ho could not leave DShhIS out although
ho x.ould like to*

BART said that a letter cone with the article
which said that the article should be mimeographed
immediately and distributed. Ho said that POSIES hoc published
the theory that everything to the Right is revisionism
and that there are two Lofts. One which is not too bad
and one which is no good. Tho subject then told Mg
wife that JACK and RUTH SIPUKIAh wore both responsible
for POSTERS state of mind as they both"fccd' Mu a lot
of false information. Ho said that if ho is still in
ills present position after the convention RUTH SHULHAH
\;iil bo fired.

BART continued saying that everyone- at the
national Office io agreed that it is a waste of time to
visit POSTER and that all he do .a iG tall: and says nothing.

2 - Bureau (100-3284) (Eh)
1 - hew York (IOO-56579 )

v

7 HPOshr
'/ (4)



NY ico-564-79

Ho said that most of the people at headquarters wore
'’damliiG

1
' tho United States Courts and Judges for*

not allowing POSEER to c° to 1-I0SC0U to he cured, as this
would ho a very convenient way to cot rid of Mm. lie

said there is a croup which would support FOSEER's
position includinc HOHER CHASE from Boston, ECU NABRIED
from PMladclpMa, I1ANNY BLDU, BEN DAVIS, and PEEEIS
PERRY. Ho said for that matter no one includinc himself
wants to he put in tho position of votinc against
FOSEER publicaly if they can avoid it.

CONNIE BARE then questioned the subject on
ho;; he had boon subtins alone with BEEx'Y CARi.EE.. Ehe
subject ansv;erod that he does not ficht with her anymore.
At this CONNIE BARE criticised CVIJEEE's husband, Jlil
EORHEY, Kings County CP Orcaniser, and described Mm
as boins arrosant, conceited and Generally soli*-centered

.

NY 694-S* adviced that the subject has said
that a serious problem was going to arise at the fortheominc
national Convention of the CP in relation to showing
whore tho CP had obtained the money to pay for the
overwhelming expenses they had durinc the past year.
He also said that he would like to see the now CP leadership
include GENE DAVIS, GUS IIALL and BEN DAVIS. Ho said
that such a leadership would not create a serious flare-up
and the Party could proceed to get down to work.

.1/4/5!

NY 694-S* advised that the subject had stated
that tho CP USA was seriously considering challoninc
tho House Committee on Un-Ajuerican Activities in its moot
recent anticipated hearing of CP activity in Puerto Rico.
Ho said that they subpoenaed about 100 persons from
Puerto Rico along with a number of “local people 1'.

He said that the Party would accuse the Committee of
infrinsing on tho independence of a people and argue that
since Puerto Rico is not a state or commonwealth and,
therefore tho Committee has no Jurisdiction.

- 2 -
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in 2359-3* adviced that the subject x:as in
attendance at meetings of the I'SCC which tool: wlaee In
CP national Headquarters from 11/2/59 to ll/ti/59
inclusive.

in 1750-3* adviced that a mooting or the Kings
County CP Board had taken place in the subject’s
apartment although the subject vac not present, Subject’s
Wife* COnniE, alone With JHI YOJglEY, IKLLIA'I PA2TBBS0U,Dmn mjDEL and DAVE DEEDS xjora among thoce present at
this Hooting*

11/6/59

in 2359-S* advised that at the MEC meeting at
headquarters on the above d&to the subject nave a report
on the crrangemontc i'or the 17th National Convention.
The subject cave an outline or the cessions and the
schedule ror each day from ihrueday through Sunday. 1-Ie

also cave the naves or those recommended tor various
Convention CoriMittecs. Among those temporary comtlttoes
x;ao one on Party Organisation to which the subject
rocoauonded himself as Secretary.

Source advised that the subject thought
that the Convention x?ould hive a total of IgO to 175
delegates with a total attendance of about SCO persons.

KY 1750-S* advised that the subject and Ills
wife entered into a very heated argument during which
his x/ifo broke into tears. She told the subject that
she could not take anymore of the constant abuse from
JEI YOPEIEY in her CP work and from him at home.

EY 17^9-S* advised that EDM IUNffiEOW had contacted
the subject and they discussed financial arrange:eonts



3Y 1C0-56579

surrounding the trip she was to talco at Christmas to
visit her husband HBfJRY hirCrOIS in jail, £ho told

.nor * a funeral had taken place* thoBAIc? that UIKSPOH’s father’s funeral had taken place* tho
previous day (Thursday) and she had not hoard how it all
turned out, BAEf told her not to worry about finances
and that everything would be taken care of.

NY 1750-S---- advised that tho subject and his
xrifo had discussed the Convention of tho Borough Hall
Section of tho icings County CP which had taken place
tho previous evening, COhUlB BAGS? who apparently attended
this" convention isolated the events which had taken place
at iv, and nariod tho persons who had been elected as delegate!
to the County Convention,

Of 1749-S-- advised that Jin T0K11EY had contacted
COftKZC BAFu? and they had spent a long period discussing
tho icings County CP Organisation and the arraojen^nts for
its convention to bo held the weekend of Xl/i ;

: ond 15/59.
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3A0, MEWABK (ICO- } 13tA3/59

BAC, BIW YORK (100-4943®)

IS- - c

0a . 10/24/59, : MY 1?50-S#* who 'ha® furnished reliable

iatfoonatios is the past, advised that PHIL and COpiIS bam*,

while bolding a conversation at their residence at 24l5

Mewkizk Avenue, Brooklyn, flew York, had discussed me following.

the Mew 3*m*f
definite !t

. 00
is going:

:

to -.Be

comas BART questioned PHIL on how things mm m
mm Of. fKIL BAHT answered "Pat will star# that’s

COMMIE then asked the question "And Lottie (Gordon)

o- Bew York?" PHIL BART'S answer to me above was

The source advised the above witter was not further

discussed by the BAMfs.

£1 **!£»- ) (L0TTIB GOHBCM)
Mew York (100-56579) (PHIL E
iiw toX (100-12959) \C0MHIE BART) (#415)



11/13/59SAC, HEW YORK (100-84275)

SA HAROLD P. QUINN

WILLIAM PATTERSON
IS-C

xdentity of Informant NY 1749-S*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Reliability Who hao furnished reliable
information in the past

Date 10/29/59

was cone ?nd asked where PAT is. PAT replied that he is
at the office" and that "there’s a new lock on." PAT
explained that he was calling everybody to find out who
has the ker. . CONNIE then told PAT that PHIL should be
there momentarily because she said he left quite a while
ago. PAT thanked CONNIE.

(100-56579)
1-NY (IOO-I2959)
1-NY (100-84275)

(PHIL BART) (415)
(CONNIE BART) (415)
(415)

HPQ:mv

(3)



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

to : SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) date: H/13/59

from : SA HAROLD P. QUINN

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
IS-C

Identity of Informant NY 17^9-S*
(Conceal and paraphrase.)

Reliability Who has furnished
reliable information
in the past

Date 10/27/59

NY 1749-S* advised that on 10/27/59, PHIL (BART)
contacted an unknown woman and asked for TOM (MEYERSCOUGH)

.

The unknown woman said he left five minutes ago and would
be back 11 or 12. PHIL left a message for TOM to contact him.



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

y*- F B I

Date: 11/13/59

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or code)

URGENT
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

3L

TO:

FROM:

SAC, BOSTON

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579)

PHILIP BART; IS DASH C, SA DASH FORTY. NEW YORK ONE SEVEgj

FIVE ZERO DASH S ASTERISK ADVISED ELEVEN TWELVE FIFTY NINE

SUBJECT SAID HE WAS PLANNING TO LEAVE FOR BOSTON, MASS.,
k

. _
it*' 1

ON FRIDAY NIGHT, ELEVEN THIRTEEN FIFTY NINE BY TRAIN AND

HOPED TO RETURN BY PLANE SUNDAY NIGHT. SUBJECT SAID HE

ALSO HOPES TO ATTEND THE NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT CP CONVENTION

LATER IN THE MONTH. NEW YORK ONE SEVEN FOUR NINE DASH
t

S ASTERISK ADVISED ELEVEN THIRTEEN FIFTY NINE SUBJECT

CONTACTED EASTERN AIRLINES AND MADE RESERVATIONS ON FLIGHT

FIVE FOUR FIVE LEAVING BOSTON TEN THIRTY PM, SUNDAY NIGHT.

SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT LATER CALLED WIFE FROM GRAND CENTRAL

'STATION AND SAID HE WAS LEAVING FOR BRIDGEPORT, CONN. BUT

HE HAD NOT HEARD FROM BOSTON. HE SAID HE WAS GOING TO CALL

BOSTON TO FIND OUT IF THE ARRANGEMENTS THERE ARE DEFINITE.

<^NY 100-56579
1-Supervisor, Section 415

HPQ:BCA
(2 )

V

/
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PAGE TWO

SUBJECT OBSERVED BOARDING NEW HAVEN TRAIN FOR BRIDGEPORT

FOUR THIRTY SEVEN PM ARRIVING SIX ZERO ONE. NEW HAVEN

ADVISED BY TELEPHONE RE ABOVE. SUBJECT APOSTROPHE S

DESCRIPTION PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED BOSTON. HE IS WEARING

BROWN SUIT, BROWN SHOES, DARK BROWN HAT, BOW TIE, LIGHT

COLORED TOPCOAT, CARRYING BROWN ATTACHE CASE. BOSTON WILL

FOLLOW ESTABLISHED RULES OF SURVEILLANCE OF CP NATIONAL

FUNCTIONARIES IF ADVISED BY NEW HAVEN HE IS IN THEIR TERRITORY.



m

URGENT 11-15-59 10-51 PM

TO SAC, NEW YORK

FROM SAC, BOSTON IP '
t

PHILIP BART, IS DASH C, SA DASH FORTY* SUBJECT DEPARTED LOGAN

AIRPORT EASTERN AIR LINES FLIGHT FIVE FOUR FIVE, TEN THIRTYSEVEN
i

PM, ELEVEN FIFTEEN, FIFTYNINE* DUE TO ARRIVE IDLEVILD AIRPORT,

NYC AT ELEVEN THIRTY PM, ELEVEN FIFTEEN, FIFTYNINE.

END AND ACK
i

OK FBI NY JLD

VTU DISC

;

. ir*

? /.
r rt

^Kcr-ffio.

A



DATE: Jfgy

mg

M A
Cover Sheet for Informoht Report or Material

PD-306 13-21-58)

TO? SAC, NEWARK. (100-4284E) -DATE: J\/Ql/

FROM: SA VINCENT E. MURPHY JQl-q
SUBJECTS CP, USA . ,

NEW JERSEY DISTRICT, NEWARK DIVISION
ORGANIZATION
is-e

; r__^ —
Date received^ I from /name or symbol number) ,

Received by
' _ . _

. I who has furnished SAs JOHN A. HAAG and

10/21/59- jreliableinforraation inthe VINCENT E« MURPHY

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) piSf •
.

(Sin person by telephone by mail Morally [HI recording device written by Informant

Date received

10/21/59-

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Dictated

Date of Report

10/21/59
Dat*(«) ’of activity

Transcribed , ... .
—

'

Authenticated
by Informant —

Brief description of activity or material

meeting of the

Pile where original is located it not attached

Remarks:

THE FOLIOWING INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE
TO rttrEati mteftSS. CAREfulLY AnB PROPERLY paraphrase!)?

York_(REGISTERED HAIL)
732100,50579" (PHIL BART)

vv^fiT l

,,
22-Newark

1-
'* 1-

1C

/ 1«

1-100-4284A
1-100-4284D
1-100-4284U

1-100-4284-7Srl (ESSEX COUNTY)
1-100-4284-4K-1 (BERGEN COUNTY)
1-1Q0-4284-4M-1 (MERCER COUNTY)
1 -100-4284T (CP LITERATURE)

/to

FUNDS)
MEMBERSHIP)
FACTIONALISM)

Block Stamp

SEARCHED INDEXED.

T SERimZ£^&<J^ED&*d..
/M H\/ n *fnnrn

y/'/VEHsfac
(24)
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NIC 100-4284E

A

10/21/59

lof the I

at the residence ofV
I I Newark. New Jersey, onf
at this meeting were I

1 held
T

1 Present

]of the[
BART from the National Office of the CP. USA. [

I I was expected because she had

1 and PHIL
f

spent
afternoon; however.two hours with him that very:

did not make an appearance .

V

|were
at home, but did not participate in the meeting at any
time.

I [the question of his relation-
ship to the State Board be placed on the agenda for that
meeting. I the placing on the agenda of
the selecting of a subcommittee of the State Board to meet
with the I I on what he
characterized as an important question, otherwise not
indicated.

the

. The meeting took up the|
|
question first.

Imerely stated this was an important matter wherein
from the

State tsoara to sir in on ana possiDiy nexp out on. The
nature of this matter he did not specify or go into.

(During the meeting,

[

Several persons refused to sit on this sub-
committee for fine reason or another . As a result , |

On the
discussion himself

_ this
He stated he had a talk with~the

a
reported he thd
but that I had urgeci mm to reconsider; However,

He

after reconsideration he wished to state his thinking on
this question. He is still of the opinion he has no

b6
b7C
b7D
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He stated that he came to this conclusion based upon
the fact that for the past year or more he has had
severe personal problems. The past year has been severe
on him personally in creating new employment, in which he
has been three months at school at one place and six months
in a school in another. He works in New York City, but
lives in Newark. The travelling is long and work for one
of his age and for one who is unaccustomed to it is hard.
When he gets home from work he is exhausted. He sees no
letup of his personal problems, which limit his ability
to do anything* Secondly, he continues to maintain deep
political differences with the line of the Party, the
direction in which the Party is going, and the stand it
takes with respect to policy. I rthat this
being so, and also due to the fact the Party is going
one way and his thinking another way, it would be a
constant conflict of expressing his opinion on questions.
He would find himself a constant minority and considered
a factionalist, disrupter and dissident. He does not want
to be placed in this position. He does not feel it would
do any constructive good but would actually lead to opposite
results. In view of this, I I

but he wi ll retain his Party membership. As
for his future, he and| |have been talking about
orientating themselves with regard to the organizations,
events, or things which are happening in the neighborhood
in which they live. Thsy discussed how they could become
a part of this activity. As for himself, perhaps member-
ship in a club would be desirable and he could do as much
as he physically could as a simple club member.

Everyone present spoke and tried to argue with
I
to

l I
and become an active member.

They stated nothing would prevent his being an active
member. I

~1 along this line, f |
in

a conciliatory manney . All present indicated that most
had the same personal problems and theof the

problem of tiredness, and if everyone took

[

]attitude
there would be no Party or . for that matter . any other
organization, I

~1 to change his mind.
He stated it is true there are obstacles and problems in
the Party; however. I

~| should remain and not let these
problems color his thinking on the large questions.

b6
b7C
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the same line. (This was the
only time

| |
|
the entire meeting. He

appeared to pander l to come back.) He stated that
with respect to l [differences with the Party, he
would have a right to prosecute his views, argue with the
comrades about them and if he could convince the comrades
he is right, they would accent them. If I I came back
into the

|

I 1 stated that as far as the leadership of
the Party in New Jersey was concerned, they had tried from the
start to work deliberately to create all conditions and
atmospheres for the complete integration and activity by
all comrades who accepted the general program of the Party
and accepted the theory of the need of the CP. He stated
that under that general umbrella there was a wide framework
for cooperation and unity among all comrades. There was a
wide area where disagreements could be expressed and
contrary viewpoints presented. He indicated that, in general,
there was no area for unify or presentation of ideas and
opposite viewpoints if they were predicated upon the theory
and outlook expressed by those who had left the Party and
denied the Party* s right or justification to exist. This
does not apply to | who is for the Party and remains
with the Party. He has the complete right within that
framework to express his views and opinions on any questions.
If they are accepted or rejected will be determined by the
majority viewpoint of the people to whom be is presenting
them. There is nothing except his own desire or decision
which would in any way prevent I from becoming an
active and prominent member of the leadership. The leader-
ship of the Sfhfe Board and of the Party is based upon
collective activity, a collective defense of the Party
and a personal participation in the work of the Party.
The leadejrsh±n_in the Party is one, not by fiat but by
example. I 1 has the fullest possibility of
demonstrating that leadership and activity, and nothing
stands in his way.

1
Istated he has high respect for I I and

his ability, but his present and future lie with l I

himself and not with the Party. I I must make the
decision himself. There are no influences or pressures
which would make it impossible for him, any more than
anyone else, to do otherwise if he so desired.

~3~
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|
(apparently came to the meeting with the

definite viewpoint of removing himself from the State
Board. He is not prepared to quit the Party, but definitely
wants to be off the State Board.)

At the end of this discussion, a motion was
passed to request

|
| to reconsider his attitude,

remain-with the Board, and become an active member.

|
stated he would consider it further and let them know

of his decision at a later date.

(It is felt this is just a stalling tactic and
I will in all probability advise them by letter that he

still wishes to remain off the Board.)

At one point in the meeting, I
interjected

and stated he wanted a subcommittee to come into I
|

I
to meet with the comrades on the I 1

matter. The club is divided 3 - 3 on whether to permit
Ito remain a member or not. Three comrades believe

he is no good and three believe he is all right and should
be taken back.

|
stated he is meeting with this club

within the next few days and maybe the subcommittee will
not be needed. He will report his findings on the matter.
Any action necessary by the Board will be taken after this
report.

I Imade a brief organizational report.
Two-thirds of her report was on the general subject of
the great possibilities which exist for Party building in
terms of the issues of the dajr. She stated there is a
big change in the peace situation. The trip of
KHRUSHCHEV to the United States is very significant.
There is a change in the thinking in the country on this
question. There has been a setback to the cold war forces.
She envisioned a tremendous activity around peace if
the Party would gear itself around this issue. She went
into this in great detail. She also explored the Negro
issues, such as housing, civil rights, employment and
so forth. She went into detail on the uproar of the
Negro people over the remark made bvl I at the
AF of L conference about I Ishe went into
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detail on the struggle against discrimination in jobs,
schools, professions, et cetera. She gave a considerable
rundown of the report made by PHIL BART and some of the
speakers at the Eastern Seaboard Conference held in New
York City a week or two previous. She was very general in
her remarks and made very few proposals. During the course
of her remarks, she discussed the leadership in the
New Jersey District. She discussed the need of
strengthening the State Board and State Committee. She
stated she was leaving the state of New Jersey, She
raised the question of the ineffective functioning of the
Party clubs. She indicated the need of a real program
to consolidate the clubs one by one. On the question of
dues, she stated that approximately 1,000 dues stamps have
been bought throughout the state of New Jersey in the past
year, and broken down this is under 100 members in full
dues standing. She indicated that there were many members
not paying their dues. Of the 1,000 dues stamps, 750 were
purchased by the Essex County Branch. She stated she has
a chart which she will show to each of the members, indicating
the allocation of these 1,000 sfcamps but, in general, she could
state that the remaining 250 stamps were scattered throughout
the remaining eight counties. This would be approximately
20 to 25 stamps per county. This would only account for
two full-paid members per county. (This is based upon
12 stamps per member for one full year.)

(I Iwas observed for a brief period
and it was noted that Mercer County is credited with
25 stamps. It is known that more than two members are
existent in Mercer County.)

b7

| |
stated they should utilize the months of

October and November to obtain all the dues they possibly
can to increase the delegation permitted to the National
Convention which, at the present time, is only allocated to
thr»e«a rifiTfitrg-fctag. T iwnet wr>» «=y>p^i.-fjo in her figures.

I
to individual members

wnen completed . ane made no estimate as to the Party
membership in New Jersey, other than the above reference
to dues payments.

I I then went into detail concerning "The
Worker." She stated she had a report from the National
Office which indicated there are only 180 subscribers
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to "The Worker" in New Jersey. Furthermore, that there is an
additional amount of 88 copies mailed out in bundles. She
made quite an issue of the fact that there is a complete
breakup of the readers of "The Worker" in New Jersey.

| |

out a program for rebuilding
"The Worker" subscriptions by suggesting they take the
expired list of 1,000 names and break this down to a group
of five or ten individuals, and to have a subcommittee
systematically visit each individual who had let his
subscription expire. She proposed that the generalizations
she had based her report upon be taken by a subcommittee
to be elected at that meeting to work out concrete proposals
to be presented before the State Committee on the entire area
of Party activity.

They should take into consideration the question
of club consolidation, Party recruiting, press rebuilding,
Party leadership, and other organizational matters.

| |

from a critical viewpoint
was weak because it was so general and because it was a
diagnosis and not concrete recommendations as to what
should be done about the problems. The discussion, therefore,
on these subjects was not too extensive.)

affirmed there is a great role and need
for the Party. He stated it can be reconsolidated. For
example, in Bergen County up until recently there was
nothing. Now there are two good functioning clubs taking
up activity. He agreed that if the leadership were
strengthened and a policy and program created of
concentrating on one area they could get something
accomplished. They should work this out in precise
detail.

During I I she indicated that up until
the present time she had resisted concentrating and, hence,
ranged far and wide in Party activity. She now agreed to
concentrate from the center (Essex County) , where they have the
base of the movement. They should work in Essex, consolidate
Essex, and expand from there. They should concentrate their
forces on Essex and nearby areas. While not neglecting

b6
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other sections, they should not expend themselves on
long trips and provoke themselves with the inability
to reconsolidate and reconstitute groups outside this
area*

1
agreed with this report. He raised
eadership mainly* He stated they are

being forced to work in a new manner within the Party*
Whereas in the past there were ten to twelve full-time
functionaries who ran around and stirred things up and
coordinated, now they have no functionaries and everything
is on a volunteer-evening basis* All of this imposes
great limitations because the volunteers now are working long
hours, have unsatisfactory jobs and long travel, so that
the amount of their volunteer work is restricted. It is
especially difficult when they are forced to serve on a
complex of committees and boards. He gave as an example
his own case asl

I
?

The
considerationpoint of his discussion was to give thought an

to the lessening of the creating andmeeting of various
committees and subcommittees. This would allow the comrades
with little free time to perform more constructive work.

refused to sneak on this
, and

pn this subject.
] did

along the linenot sneak
of hnd gave as an example his own personal problems.
He stated ne is not the man he was ten years ago. He is
now married and has two children and has many family problems.
He fires more easily than he did ten years ago. They must
find various forms of work and fake into account the age
and employment status of the comrades.

i
in general, summarized the points made

by the other members. He did not say anything new.

BART spoke briefly and gave examples wherein
clubs can be consolidated and activity undertaken.

(There was nothing in his remarks which he did
not say at the Eastern Seaboard Conference held in New
York City recently. He had no solutions to the problems
presented.)

-7-
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A motion was made that the Subcommittee on
District Convention Matters, cnwmnged nfl b6

|

1 b7c

report for discussion and to try to particularize it b7D

into firm proposals and propositions. They should try to
come up with a concrete report to be presented before a
future Board meeting. In any event, they should have a report
ready on this matter to be presented for discussion at the
coming

| |



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT>

TO J SAC, NEW YORK (100*80641) (415)

FROM : SA JOSEPH A. CULLEN

SUBJECT: CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS-C

Date: 11^/59

CARE MUST BE USED IN THE HANDLING AND REPORTING
OF THE FOLLOWING- INFORMATION, SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO
IDENTIFY. A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.

This memorandum Is submitted to fully disseminate
the following information furnished to the- Bureau by airtel.
10/8/59:

On 10/7/59; NY 2359-S* advised that on that
date a meeting was held In the third floor board room,
CP Headquarters, NYC.

100-80640} (CP, USA - Negro Question) (415)
100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
>100-23825} (BEN DAVIS) (415)
100-18065 ) (JACK STACKED) (4l5)
100-1696 ) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (415)
100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (4l6)
100-16785 } (JAMES JACKSON) (415)
100-48033} (IRVTNG POTASH) (415)

,

100-16021 ) (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)

100-80641
BLIAM L, PATTERSON
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According to the informant, the following
persons were in attendance:

PHIL BART
BEN DAVIS
JACK STACHEL
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
WILLIAM ALBERTSON
JAMES JACKSON
IRVING POTASH
ARNOLD JOHNSON
HY LUMER .

I I and
WILLIAM L. PATTERSON

The meeting opened with a discussion of the
proposed dates for the next enlarged NEC meeting. BART
mentioned the dates 11/5, 6, 7 and 8/59. ALBERTSON pointed
out that County Conventions will he held at approximately
the same time and will conflict with the dates proposed.
He stated the counties set aside the first two week ends in
November for conventions.. STACHEL stated that in view of the
•County Conventions it might be necessary to hold the NEC on
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday (November 4,5., and 6). No
final decision was reached concerning’ the dates for next
enlarged NEC.

DAVIS suggested that the Party get out a special
statement on KHRUSHCHEV* S visit and that it be prepared for the
next issue of "The Worker."

BART stated there has been no report on the
referendum concerning changes in the election clause in the
constitution decided upon by the NC held in July, 1959. BART
stated that objections to the change in the clause have been
received from Los Angeles, Boston, Oklahoma, and Indiana.
BART stated "we have to see that the referendum goes through. . .

.

He stated the main weakness is we have not had discussion on it.

b6
b7C
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ALBERTSON stated that except in isolated cases
the membership "does not give a damn" whether there is a
convention or not. This is a reflection of the way we have
organized the convention and the kind of leadership we gave it..
ALBERTSON said the convention is being held because the
constitution so directs without any perspective as to what
has to be achieved for the political life of the Party in the
immediate future

.

He emphasized he felt the Party needed a major
objective to mobilize the people and give them an outlook.
He said he himself did not know how to accomplish this
objective

.

JOHNSON suggested that the draft resolution
should be published in "The Worker" * as we want to have
full discussion before the convention. He pointed out
that replies will be coming into "The Worker" (from the
readers) and these replies can be incorporated into a
discussion bulletin.

FLYNN felt the resolution was out of date and,
therefore, an accompanying statement was needed in "The
Worker" to make the resolution current. She specified items
such as KHRUSHCHEV'S visit, the Negro Peoples movement, and
the defense of the Trade Union leaders, as items which needed
up-dating.

STACHEL stated he felt the present "document"
does nothing; it does not give enough of a concrete
perspective as to what the Party is fighting for. He
felt the Party leadership should participate more in
convention discussions in the sections and clubs. He
also felt "The Worker" could play a role in the pre-
convention activity.

LUMER remarked that there is no pre-convention
discussion to speak of. How to supply what is missing is the
key question before "us." We ourselves should prepare
articles that will help give direction to "This" (pre-
convention discussion)

.

-3-
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LUMER Indicated he did not think now was a good
time to get into a discussion on this question. He said that
he felt a resolution on Party organization was needed, hut
suggested consideration he given to having this resolution
presented at the convention along with a report (on Party
organization)

.

DAVIS said he thought it a good idea to have
periodic checkups on pre-convention discussions. He felt
there was a lackadasical attitude on the part of some
National leaders toward the pre-convention discussions. He
pointed out that the National leadership consisted of a
conglomeration of individual opinions., and proposed that
BILL (ALBERTSON) prepare a "piece" and consider this an
expression of the majority of opinion*

DAVIS felt GTJS HALL should he contacted Immediately
on the question of the main resolution. DAVIS also felt the
Negro resolution was very bad, and that the Party should have
a double campaign, a double slogan peace abroad and social
progress of democracy.

FLYNN said holding a convention in December is
of great historic importance to the CpUSA. It is long overdue.
Let us get a letter out to the membership, but call it a
manifesto, a proclamation.

BART said the problem is to get the resolution
endorsed.

JACKSON stated this is actually a canvass of the
Party for a vote of confidence In the estimate of the NEC.
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BART suggested, a motion that the NEC feels that
there should be a vote. Informant unable to ascertain if
motion passed.

LTJMER proposed a bigger NC letter for all National
Committee members.

STACHEL felt that such a letter to the membership
should be published in "The Worker."

BART made a motion to limit the convention
to the membership.

During the interim that followed, it was
generally agreed that there should be more discussion in
regard to handling the resolution.

\ va frhft genera1 problems Qf .

the Negro in the South. i

and will more than likely continue up to the i960
election because of "this" being an election year. [

further stated that regarding Negro representation, there has
been a decline over the past two years; but that as of
1959 there has been a revival, pointing out that in certain
Southern areas Negroes are candidates for various offices

.

|

' |making reference to the "Civil Rights Commission,"
pointed out that this Commission was set up under a law
passed by Federal Congress and that it is important to note
that this Commission is now addressing itself to the
Executive branch of the government, I H that the
controversy of State rights and Federal rights will be
sharpened by the recommendations of the Civil Rights Commission.
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I I
that the question of implementing the Federal be

Civil Rights Commission's recommendations on the right to vote b7c
issue in the South is an issue that can win widespread support
and that what "we" have to see is the fact that the main
direction of these recommendations is that the Federal Government
has the authority and the ability to place this authority in the
South.



li/13/59SAC, CHICAGO (100-18080)

SAC, NEW YORK {100- )

DICK CRILEY
IS - G

On 10/24/59# NY 1750-s*, who has furnished reliable
inf©rraation In the past, advised that PHIL and CONNIE BART,
while holding a conversation at their residence at 2415
Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, had discussed the following.

PHIL BART mentioned to CONNIE that PICK CRILEY fro®
Chicago had dropped m to see him that day. He mentioned that
CRILEY is only working part time for the Party because they
are not in a position to pay him. He said that CRILEY said
a great number of signatures for the amnesty petitions had
been obtained in Chicago* CRILEY questioned him if any of
these were for WINSTON and BART replied in the negative,
mentioning that they were all for GIL (GREEN) and were mostly
professional people in the community including a number of
Rabbis.

source said that PHIL continued saying that when
LIL (GREEN) went before the Parole Board, she was asked why
there was no Rabbi with her as she was Jewish. He said she
replied that the hearing was being held on the holiest day
of the Jewish year and that no Rabbi would come. He said
that she did have three Ministers with her, two fro® Chicago
and one fro® New York.

*1116 BAHTs then discussed a meeting they had to
attend, at which GEORGE MORRIS was making a report, PHIL
then mentioned that MORRIS has spoken before such meetings
a number of times and everyone was completely bor-ed. He
said the trouble with MORRIS is that he thinly he is God‘s
gift to the movement, which he isn't.

I

I

4 - Chicago (100- 180 8() (RM)
(1-100- ) (GIL GREER)
(1-100- ) (LIL GREEN)

(i> New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (#4,15)V - New York (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (#415)
1 - New York (100-269) (HENRY WINSTON) (#415)
1 - New York (100-13203) (GEORGE MORBUS) (#415)
1 - New York (100- )

HPQ:map
(9)

1
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SAC, MM YORK (100-9365)

SA JOHN L. FAGAN

WILUAM 2. POSTER
IS - C; SA, 1940i ISA, 1950

m 1697-S* advised on 10/24/59# that BENJAMIN DAVIS,
during a discussion with POSTER, on that data, stated OEMS
(BSHHIS) has the following people tied up in knots:

He Mentioned JACK STACKED, M LUMER, and JIM JACKSOH.
H® also said 1X2 (FLYNN) will 30 along with him (DENNIS) and
that PHIL BART will go along, as will IRVING (POTASH),

> -
•

DAVIS also told POSTER that there was a plan to
make ttepresidium essentially the NBC plus 2 or 3 other people.
DAVIS said he was of a mind to fight it and to resist
the presidium unless it should not be compose! of over 5
people from the MG,

<$

FOSTER asked about the nature of the presidium
and DAVIS said it is the controlling body at the convention.

1-Mew York (100-18065) (JACK STACKED) (415)
1-Mew York (100-105078) (BY LUKBR) (415)
1-Mew York (100-16785) (JAMES JACKSOH) (415)
IrHewYerk IOQ-I696) (ELIZABETH TZXM) (415)
(J^New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
IL-Kew York (100-48033} (XRYXNO POTASH) (415)
1-Mew York (100-23825/ (SEN DAVIS) (4l6j
1-M®W York (100-80641/ (CP, tSSA - ORGANIZATION) (415)
1-Mew Toric (100-8057) (BOGEKK DENNIS) (415)
1-Mew York 100-9365)

JLP tagsi

(10)
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OPTIONAL !gRM hib. 10

5010-104-02

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Metnorandum

SAG, Boston (100-18969) date: November 10 , 195

FROM : SA vLE0 M. MC GINN

subject: COMjv

Is - 0

From:

Concealment and
Reliability:

Date and Description:

Date Received:

BS I- , who has furnished
reliable information in the past

October 29, 1959

SA LEO M. MC GINNReceived by: SA LEO M. MC GINN

Location:

In view^of the sensitivity of this informant, the utmost care must;
be utilized to carefully paraphrase this information prior to dis-
semination in order to protect the identity of this informant.

Informant’s written report, dated October 2k, 1959, follows: 1

New York ?<lbo~56579 >fFhil Bart) RM
:— .(Publishers New Press, Inc^, ) RM

100-24-91k. (Phil Bart)
t

- f± CrLI

"

' 1 searched i;^.?
indexed^3

\4rO'^ 1
_

—

^^Abrr- Yon:< CA/S\

(CP - Attempts to Infiltrate Mass * Or
•20785 (CP - International Relations)
•I6ii.l0 (CP - Political Activities)
•19374 (CP - Legislative Activities)
•23165 (CP - Domestic Administrative Issues)
•26893 (CP - Strategy in Industry)
'I6169 (CP t Pamphlefs & Publications)
•26827 (Freedom of Press Association)

rganizations

)

vO
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“Thursday,! - I sat in
|
meeting

held at the home of

"Attending were!

"PHIL BART said that the Draft Resolution was just that - a

/'draft that would he discussed by members throughout the country
and this would bring about changes.

him if a supplement to the worker would be h

put out on discussion on the Draft Resolution in the near future.
'V

j

"BART said that the •Worker 1 is not actually the voice of the
f Communist Party today and so a special Party Bulletin would be
put out for Party members on discussion on the Draft Resolution.

' "BART said that there are many people who receive and read the
•Worker 1 who are r.ot members of the Party and therefore the paper
should not be written expressly for Communist Party members.

"BART said that the cultural exchange of people of Russia and
America had brought about a better understanding between the
two countries. BART also said that the recent visit of Premier
KHRUSHCHOV to this country, had brought a better feeling of the
American people that Russia wants peace and co-existence.

"BART said that the Draft shows direction on the peace question
' but does not show the how.

"He said that we should use leaflets and also hold meetings.

1/ "BART stressed the main issue of the draft as the anti-monopoly
1 coalition.

I Idiffered sharply with BART on this and said that
peace was the most important issue today.

also said that we should have a visiting list of 15 non-
party people and a mailing list of 100 people.

"BART said that the Landers -Griffin labor bill was very reactionary
and bad for the working people. He also mentioned the Taft-
Hartly Bill and said that we do have such unions in this country
such as the International Typographical Union and the Mine
Workers who do not reoognize the Taft-Hanley Bill.
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|
PHIL BART what; she should do as a member of the

Democratic City Committee if the Democrats in Massachusetts
backed KENNEDY for President. PHIL BART said that he felt
these were times when the Party should do what it can to help
the Party members from becoming isolated in the Democratic
Party and other organizations.

"Be also told he would like to spend some time with her
discussing her work in the Democratic Party.

I |said that at the recent HUGO DE GREGORY affair
held in New Hampshire many attending the affair were critical
of the Communist Party and that I I was very sharp
in her criticism of the Party

b6
b7C
b7D

I 1 would have to be spoken to as he has
continued to talk xvTith | I about having I I

I I at the Birthday Party in honor of the late
I I Both were against I I

appearance at the affair."

All necessary action has been taken with respect to information
furnished above.

-3-



DATE: 11/12/59

Transmit the following in

VIA AIRTEL REGISTERED
(Priority or Method oi' Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-8064l)(4l5)

SUBJECT: CP, USA, ORGANIZATION
IS f c

On 11/11/59, NY 694-S advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON
that on 11/10/59, he conferred with JAMES JACKSON, CP, USA,
Secretary in Charge of Southern and Negro Affairs, who furnished
the following information:

BUREAU (100-3-69) (RM)
CHICAGO (61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) (Info) (RM)
CLEVELAND (100- ) (GUS HALL) (info) (RM)
DETROIT (100-13420) (CARL WINTER) (Info) (RM)
SEATTLE (100-127) (BURT NELSON) (info) (RM)
NY 134-91
NY 100-80644
NY 100-8057
NY 100-23825
NY IOO-I6785
NY 100-48033
NY 100-32826
NY 100-84994
NY 100-56579
NY 100-18065
NY 100-9365
NY IOO-I696
NY 100-105078
NY 100-16021
NY 100-80641

ACB:mfd (415)
(23)

Approved:

Inv) (415)
CP, USA, Youth Matters) (415)
EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
BENJAMIN J. DAVIS) (4l6)
JAMES JACKSON) (415

‘

IRVING POTASH) (415
JAMES ALLEN) (415)
GUS HALL) (415)
PHIL BART) (415)
JACK STACHEL) (415

j

EY
’hY^LUMER)* ( 41.5)

~

’WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) (415)
’ELIZABETH .GURLEY FLYNN) (415)

j (,Q
^

I rr^~.indexed
,

K’Ji 1,1859

Special Agent in Charge
Sent



AIRTEL TO BUREAU
NY 100-80641

At the National Executive Committee meeting, which
adjourned on 11/9/59, there was agreement with respect to the
following

:

The CP National Committee will be elected at the
National Convention. The said committee will probably consist
of 45 members.

At the convention, EUGENE DENNIS will give the main
political report; BEN DAVIS will report on the i960 elections

;

JAMES JACKSON will report on the international situation, aid

also on some main points of the political resolution; CLAUDE
LIGHTEOOT will report on Negro work; IRVING POTASH will give
the trade union report; BURT NELSON will report on the CP con-
stitution; JAMES ALLEN will report on the Party program and
Party progress; and GUS HALL will "conclude" and summarize
the main report.

At the convention there will be 125 delegates, from
50 to 75 invitees such as National Committee members who are
not delegates, and "one youth" from each CP district.

(JACKSON noted that there was no agreement concerning
how many should compose the National Executive Committee.)

Concerning leadership structure, it was agreed that
after the convention there would not be "a resident board.

"

Instead, there will be "a national board and secretariat which
will function as a politburo."

It was further agreed to establish an "Org Bureau",
' which will consist of PHIL BART and JACK STACHEL.

There is general agreement that WILLIAM Z. FOSTER will
be "chairman emeritus." The NEC, however, has instructed GUS
HALL to prepare a letter to FOSTER, sharply defining the meaning
of "chairman emeritus", and demanding that he refrain from
"interfering with the Party. " A committee, with GUS HALL as
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chairman, will be- appointed to contact POSTER personally, -and
to explain to him the extent of his authority as "chairman,
emeritus .

"

According to JACKSON, after six days of discussion,
the NEC could not agree, except as indicated above, concerning
the structure of leadership or concerning who should be top
Party leaders,

JACKSON stated that he made the final leadership
proposal at the meeting. He proposed that there be an "ostensible"
(public) leadership and a "secret or actual" leadership. In
the "ostensible" leadership, DENNIS should be national secretary,
GUS HALL and BEN DAVIS, JR. co-chairmen, and ELIZABETH GURLEY
FLYNN, CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and IRVING POTASH (or JACK STACHEL)
vice-chairmen.

In the "secret or actual" leadership, EUGENE DENNIS
should be executive secretary, GUS HALL chairman, and JAMES
JACKSON, BEN DAVIS, and HY LUMER members of a five-man .secretariat
including DENNIS and HALL.

According to JACKSON, his proposal was approved by
JACK STACHEL, ARNOLD JOHNSON (not a member of the NEC), CLAUDE
LIGHTPOOT, BURT NELSON, ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN and IRVING POTASH.

When this proposal was not agreed upon, a proposal
was made and agreed upon that a committee consisting of DENNIS,
HALL, JACKSON, DAVIS and LUMER meet and decide upon a proposal
of leadership to be submitted at the next NEC meeting.

Other proposals submitted but not approved were as
follows

:

CARL WINTER proposed DENNIS as chairman, HALL as
general secretary, and JACKSON as national secretary.

BEN DAVIS proposed HALL as chairman and JACKSON
as general secretary. (JACKSON characterized this proposal as
"clever on the part of DAVIS.")
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CLAUDE L-IGHTFOOT proposed JACKSON as chairman, DENNIS
as general secretary, and HALL as national secretary.

(JACKSON commented that LIGHTFOOT was trying to
"down*g£de HALL, up-grade DENNIS, and get my good will.")

According to NY 694-S, JACKSON attempted to interpret
the political maneuvering at the meeting as follows:

At the moment the fact that the NEC has not agreed
on the leadership question is a moral victory for EUGENE DENNIS.
Before the meeting it seemed to be a foregone conclusion that
GUS HALL would be the choice for general secretary of the Party.
Because of HALL’S pleasing personality and popularity it seemed
that he would be chosen by acclamation. On the West Coast- and
in Chicago, HALL had been referred to as "the KHRUSHCHEV of
the American Party."

DENNIS, before the meeting, was downhearted, fearing
he would emerge from the meeting as a "has been". When, however,
it became apparent thatHALL’s "steamroller" was not working
as anticipated, and it became clear that HALL and his supporters
were resorting to unprincipled tactics, DENNIS, POTASH, LIGHT-
FOOT, and JACKSON swung the discussion to an analysis of what
leadership, from the CP standpoint, should be.

The point was made that Communists are "a hard people",
and that a man should not be given high office "merely on his
looks and personality."

It was further pointed out that throughout the
world leadership in Communist parties changes only when there is
a change of policy - that the leaders of other Communist parties
are not necessarily the most popular personalities in the said
parties. MAO in China was cited as a leader whose popularity would
not compare with that of his subordinate CHOU-EN-LAI.

It was also pointed out that a change in CP, USA,
leadership, would create the false impression that the
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present leaders were failures , that they were being, down—

graded, that there would be a .change in CP, USA, policy. The

question was asked whether the Party should risk creatxng such

a false impression by electing a leader simply because of hxs

popularity.

The NEC members were also told that, despite BEN DAVIS*

charges to the contrary, DENNIS has done ’’a good job. He has

had a particularly difficult time during the past two years.

How could he have an effective* collective leadership when he

was a leader without complete authority, when he had to deal with

eleven CP secretaries who refused to work with one another or

with DENNIS? As a result of these remarks by the DENNIS supporter

the other NEC members began to appreciate how well DENNIS had

operated despite the opposition he had encountered. They saw

the situation "in a new light."

For the reasons above stated, according to JACKSON,

HALL has lost strength, and DENNIS has gained strength. What

the CP leadership proposals eventually will be may depend upon

the NEC reaction to the above remarks of the DENNIS supporters.

BEN DAVIS, according to JACKSON, stated that WILLIAM

Z. FOSTER already has made his place in history as the ^
greatest

of American CP leaders. As such, he has a right to criticize

and to make mistakes. ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN is a traditxon

in the American labor movement, and she too has the right to

make mistakes.

DAVIS also stated that by reason of JAMES FORD’s death,

DAVIS inherited FORD’S position as leader of the American

Negroes, and as such, he now has "stature."

JACKSON and LIGHTFOOT did not agree with DAVIS con-

cerning DAVIS* "stature." LIGHTFOOT became JACKSON’S champxon,

and stated that JACKSON had proved himself to be an outstanding

leader. He said that while director of Southern Negyo work,

JACKSON had "straightened out many trouble spots during a

critical period," and, in LIGHTFOOT’ s opinion, was a top CP

leader.
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JACKSON concluded his remarks by stating that the
"real danger" in the leadership fight is that "GUS HALL may
decide to go out and campaign among the membership , in which
event he will win.

"

Utmost caution must be exercised with respect -.to

dissemination of the information' herein inasmuch.' as/ by" its
nature,' it

1

tends to identify' ny
7

a valuable informant",
as the source- thereof.

1 ' 1

1

’
" '
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TO:

FROM;

SAC, NEW YORK (l00-26603-C43)

SA CHARLES W. CAVANAUGH

DATE: h/12/59

SUBJECT: [

IS - C

Identity of Source;

Description of
information:

Date Received:

Received by:

Original located;

] who has furnished
reliable information in
past (conceal)

10/9/59

SAS CHARLES W. CAVANAUGH,
MERRIMAN D. DIVEN (orally)

b7D

10/23/59 .

The following information was furnished by
on

[
and authenticated by on

A copy of informant’s report follows:
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J^NY (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (422)
®NY (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
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lr-NY (100«26603-C43)(422)
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jequerit to 1"he T

held onl

that

Brooklyn, N.Y,

bv him for having brought the marre
I Ibefore his section committee.
he thought this x^as a bad breach of proper procedure
inasmuch as I \ thought it should have been _ thrashed out

by the leadership and kept from the rank and . file *

I

'

mentioned the matter of the induction of

I I into the Party and I I approved it . I

said that she had mentioned it to CONNIE and PHIL BART and
" that they had approved.

-T 2 ~



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

FROM : SA

SUBJECT: CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
.IS-C

BITE: 11/12/59

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO
IDENTIFY A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.

On 10/14/59, NY 2359-S* advised that on the
above date, an informal discussion was held in the 3^d
floor board room, CP Headquai’ters, 23 W. doth St., NYC.
Informant advised that the meeting pertaiuec! to pre-
convention discussion and the resolutions being prepared
for the coming 17th National Convention.

According to the informant, those in attendance
were PHIL BART, JAMES JACKSON, JACK STACHEL, HY LUMER and
BILL ALBERTSON. The following are the most important
comments made according to NY 2359-S*.

rNYM
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
I6785 )

(JAMES JACKSON) (415)
I8O65 ) (JACK STACHEL) (415)
105078) (HY LUMER) (415)
129629 ) (bill aibertson) (4l6)
86624) (CP, USA - International Relations) (415)

CP, USA - Negro Question) (415)
GUS HALL) (415)

- s'k.r 7

•80640
•84994
.80641

HCO: rmv
( 10 )

J
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Remarks of PHIL BART

The agenda will be the whole program for the
convention committees and procedures.

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

In the past* we used to organize the convention
on the basis of one main report. The first thing to decide
is what kind of report and what kind of discussion. We
used to have a general discussion where people from the
floor would make amendments and discuss it section by
section., now that is what we have to decide
In the Canadian Party* there was a key-note report.

Remarks of JAMES JACKSON

TIM (BUCK) made the key-note report. In the
Resolutions Committee which reported to the convention* it
reported in the opening section of the draft resolution.
The resolution came after the program and following that
discussion began on the draft resolution. The key-note
(speech) served as a brief digest of a series of resolutions
so tl^at there was actually discussion on the resolutions*
but they were also reflected in the key-note address.
They discussed it section by section. The subcommittee
met each evening after each session and the main thing they
did was make changes. Then too, they had a number of
resolutions prior to their convention and they reported on
these. Before the convention started, they put down a
supplement on the resolutions that were submitted to convention.
They adopted the resolutions section by section.
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NY

Info.rmant advised that STACHEL interrupted
JACKSON to ask about Party organization, apparently
referring to the Canadian convention.

Continuing JACKSON in answer to STACHEL
said that a discussion of Party organization took place

as a resolution. The program was discussed paragraph

_

by paragraph, section by section, and this was the main

content of the convention.

On leadership it was handled by the convention

committees. All the members of the National Committee

plus the leaders of the Provincial Committee which composed

the convention committee worked each night on leadership

and brought in a recommended list for election to the

National Committee. This was made in a detailed report

giving reasons why this person was proposed and why this

person was not.. This procedure was adopted and then from

the floor additional names were suggested, then there were

about six proposals for alternates with two or three

being challenged ....... Their style was very interesting,

gentlemanly and respectful.

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

I think we have to organize more or less along

the lines of the Canadians....... We should have discussion

by sections . A discussion on the international situation,

the economic program, elections, and on Party organization.

Remarks of JAMES JACKSON

X think it is possible to make a main general

(political) resolution, where we define areas of

discussion, such as on trade unions, Negro work. Party
organization, and the like.



Remarks of HY LUMER

We have to have a resolution on the Negro questbn
of major importance. We have the same problem on trade
union and inoidently there is also the question of Party
organization; We have to have reports from comrades associated
with the problem „ The key-note (address) could be an opening
for general discussion but I think we have to have a report
on the Party as a whole,....; We should have a subcommittee
or committees set up for each of the major points;

Remarks of BILL ALBERTSON
" 1,1 *' v *' *— ......

We need for this convention an analysis of what is
happening in the country We cannot give the convention
a situation and then ask what we should do. We must make clear
the Party's mass line* that is necessary- Secondly we must
spell out the approach to the Party's role in executing this
line.;;... We could have a labor panel, a youth panel, and
a Negro panel. We would have discussions, reports, and
resolutions. At the last convention GENE 3 S (DENNIS) key-note
speech was the struggle against the right and the left.

Informant advised that at this point the added
security of the blackboard was utilized and this information
was not available to the informant.

Remarks of PHIL BART

We have to consider either GENE (DENNIS) or
GUS HALL....... The question arises as to the spokesman for the
Party. The convention should be divided into sections...,.,,
and the chairman of the committee be the leading comrade
in that field. There should be a small resolutions committee
and peace should be the main question before the Party,. The
convention report should give as strong a base as possible.



I think we should stress peace in such a way that the
questions of the election and trade union would come
under that; The Negro question should be separate.
On outstanding issues, such as Negro and the press,
there should be resolutions.

Remarks of JAMES JACKSON

On the key-note address, I think that GENE
(DENNIS) should make it. lie is the chairman of the National
Committee;....... The first phase of the discussion
following the key-note address should be the political
resolution. The first question there would be peace
and the i960 elections....,,; A major portion of the
time should be directed to Party organization.

Informant advised that JACKSON then, in
referring to the recent Canadian convention, said that there was no
ideological report as such on Party organization. :

Informant advised that discussion then followed
as to the amount of time that would be devoted to various
discussions at the convention; No conclusions were reached
and it was decided that there would be another meeting in
this regard.
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JAC, HEW YORK (1OO-206O3 C43) 11/13/59

JA HAROLD P, QUINN (/415)

CP - KING-3 COUNTY
13 - C

On 10/21/59* NY 1750-0*, who haa fur-niahcd reliable
inforation in the paat, adviaod that PHIL and CONNIE BART,
while holding a converaation at their residence at 2415
Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn*, Now York, had diocuaacd the followlnc.

The BARTa diacueaed Jill TOFOIEY and CONNIE nontioned
that he had heon up to their apartment that week visiting with
her on business, aho said that when he was leaving, TORTffiY

said that BETTY (GANNETT) load had another attack and waa
fcolinr: mch worae.

100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (;"4l5)

IOO-5C579) (PHIL BART) (£415 )

100-15946) (JIN TOR-TTY) (/422)
lCO-13463) (BETTY CANNOT!) (£416)
ico-2v603 c':-3) (/4l5)

HPO,:mao

(5)
’

m
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATE:11/13 /59

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) (415)

SUBJECT: CP, USA, ORGANIZATION
IS - C

Identity of source

Description of info

Date received

Received by

Original location

who has furnished
reliable info in past (conceal)

Info from PHIL BART a
Headquarters, NYC, on

10/29/59

SAS JOHN A. HAAG, NYO, and
VINCENT E. MURPHY, Newark (oral)

- Bureau (100-3-69) (RM)
(1 - 100-3-79) (CP, USA, Farmers Matters)

- Chicago (61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) (Info) (RM)
- Cleveland (65-721) (ANTON KRCHMAREK) (Info) (BM)
- Detroit f100-1R420 ) (CARL WINTER) (Info) (RM)
Newark

| Klnfo)(RM)
(1 - IOC-19491 ) (PAT TOOHEY)
Philadelphia (65-1686) (TOM NABRIED) (info) (RM)
NY | I

(Inv) (4l)
NY 100-56579 ( PHIL BART) (422)
NY 100-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
NY 100-13444 (JOE NORTH) (415)
NY 100-48033 (IRVING POTASH) (415)
NY 100-84275 (WILLIAM PATTERSON) (415)
NY 100-105078 (HY LUMER) (415)
NY 100-25623 (ERIK BERT) (422)
NY 100-13483 (BETTY GANNETT) (415)
NY 100-66938 (CHARLES (BOB) COE) (422)
NY 100-110803 (ROSE COE) (422)
NY 100-80634 (CP, USA, .FARMERS MATTERS) (415)
NY 100-80641 (415) . . x - ^

NY 100-56579
NY 100-8057
NY 100-13444
NY 100-48033
NY 100-84275
NY 100-105078
NY 100-25623
NY 100-13483
NY 100-66938
NY 100-110803
NY 100-80634
NY 100-80641.
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NY 100-8064-1

Utmost care must be used In handling and reporting
the following Information in. order to protect the identity of
informant .

Information received from Informant., as set forth on
the preceding page., was reduced to writing by SA HAAG on 10/30/59#
and authenticated hy informant on 11/4/59.

A copy of informants oral report follows:



NY 100-80641

10/29/59

On
| |

PHIL BART stated that a wave of subpoenas
had been issued to CP people for their appearance before the
nommifc'bfift of* Kftna.-hrvp 'BflFrhl and . Wa aa-id t/ha/h

|

~|

|
of the CP National

urnee naa Deen or will be served as well as four CP state chair.

BART inquired if I I NJ CP Chairman, had been
subpoenaed and was advised that he had not been,

BART stated that the service of the subpoenas was
apparently not done in a pattern and he had no idea of what the
Senate Committee was after. He said he expected however that
other CP state chairmen will be called.

BART also advised that a committee of
| |

~had been set up to inquire as to the per-
spective of the publication "Pacts for Farmers-" This committee
was formed in response to contemplated action ofP
of the paper.

| |
or this paper on

the grounds that the CP has no interest in it and that it will have
no purpose unless it is identified with a movement. This committee
will attempt to determine if there is any justification for the
continuance of "Facts for Farmers" and will not be concerned with
the policy or line of the paper at this time.

BART stated that he had advised I

of the existence of this committee and its plans.

- 3 -



11/13/59QACj BOSTON (100- )

sue* nm york {100-4931)

OP* 03A
13 - C

On lOAQ/fJQ. T3V 1710 JL.1** * oho haw Bumiahed reliable

Hewkir.': Avenue* Brooklyn, keer York* had dlucuaacd the foilouln

PHIL BART mentioned r,GU? J01H310H, ufoo lu dcuorlfcod au
living La 3har*on> llajaaohi^c-tt^, and very active* BARI
continued that moat ot the neaborjliip in Boaton uoa Gradually
moving to the uuburba*

«3io LlRTa then dlacuaaed oils HOOD and PHIL mentioned
that hlu daughter la abnormal and la In an institution hut
that aha cornea home on weekends » Ho aald that ho had talked
with her while at IIOOB*a house cn hla recent trip and that
she had behaved very 'veil*

4 *

6>-
1 -
1 *

Beaton
(1-100
(l-ICO-
Uo;; York
Ye;; York
Ucw York

(100- ) (BJl)

) (LOU J0IEJ30JI)

) (0113 HOOD)
100-50579) (PHIL BART) mi5)

%
IC0-JL2959) (CO'RIXE BARI) (;/4X5)

100-4931)

IiPOjmap

(7)
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SAC, NEW YORK (100-23503 C43)

3A HAROLD P. QJIHN (#415)

11/16/59

cp - kings comm
IS - c

On 10/29/59, mi 1750-3*, t;ho has furnished reliable
information in tho past, advised that PHIL and CONNIE .CART,

while hoidin" a conversation at their residence at 2415
Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, Now Yor]:, had discussed the following.

Source advised that the BARTs were visited by Jill

TORNEY and COM!;IE asked him if I I had replaced Alan yet”. 1

TORIIEY answered that ALAN was still in business and that he
is presently out of town.

They all then discussed the contributions of ANDY
ONDA to the CP before his death and were critical of the
callous disregard of 01IDA on the. part of the national leadership.
TORKEY mentioned that ONDA's widow doesn't want any money from
the CP. PHIL commented that he didn't believe a person like
ONDA should be desecrated after death.

They all then discussed AGNES (WILLIS) and PNIL
mentioned that they had hadfr£# apartment one evening. All
throe praised WILLIS very highly and PI-IIL commented that she
has two grown, daughters who she Is raisins herself.

b6
b7C

( 1
'1

1
1
1
1
1
1

NY (jlLO-56579) (PHIL BART) (#415)
%

NY (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (#415)
NY (ICQ-1 5946 ) (JIM TORIIEY) 0:422)

- m [

NY (100-99369) (ALAN LAWS) (#422)
IIY (lCO-6622) (ANDY ONDA) (#422)
NY (100-135034) (ASHES WILLIS) (#422)
NY (100-26603 c43)

IIPQ,:map

(S)



11/16/59SAC, NEW YORK (100-15946)

SA HAROLD P. QUINN (#415)

JIM TORMEY
IS - C

On 10/27/59* NY 1750-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that PHIL and CONNIE BART,
while holding a conversation at their residence at 2415
Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, had discussed the following.

Source advised that JIM TORMEY had visited the
BART apartment and that prior to leaving he mentxoned that
his wife, BETTY, had been feeling worse lately and that their
bills for medicine have been excessively high.

Later in the evening PHIL and CONNIE discussed a
report that HERB APTHEKER had given that day at CP Headquarters.
PHIL said that he found It very interesting and that APTHEKER
said he had found a very high regard for the CP, USA in all
the countries he had visited. He said that APTHEKER was
most impressed with the East German Republic and that he
thought they truly exemplify the multi-Party system.

PHIL later mentioned to CONNIE that APTHEKER told
him that he had seen EISLER (GERHART) while in East Germany
and that EISLER was now the ”head of radio".



Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Date : ;

(Type- in plain text er code)

{Priority or MetKod of Mailing

)
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First Day's Session November 4, 1959

Eugene Dennis, Chairman, announced the agenda as
follows:

1. Draft Resolution on Party Organization.

2. Initial draft of trade union resolution.

3. Question of leadership.

4. Recommendations, discussions, and action on
convention arrangements

.

5. Report and discussion on pre-convention article
by William Z. Foster.
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t a sub<?°mmittee consisting ©fhimself. Jack Stachel, Phil Bart and William Albertson. -hadprepared the Draft Resolution on Party organization.

Carl Winter discussed the resolution and said
the construction of the Party needs a great deal more
treatment and the resolution is unduly "Pollyannaish.

"

He stated We made a lot of assertions which are contradicted
by the facts." Winter said that you cannot say "The Worker"
circulation has been stabilized and then say its position
is precarious ; stated that faith in the Party can be restored
only by facts and not by "Hoopla;" said the Organizational
Resolution has to be realistic, factual,, and should not
come up with new political estimates. Winter said the new
estimates should be included in the Political Resolution
rather than in the Organizational Resolution. He criticized
the style of the resolution as a "sort of left handed
representation; "felt that several things should be rephrased
and cited as an example the fact that the resolution gives
the impression that we are defending "The Bill of Rights" in
order to strengthen the Party as is claimed by our enemies

.

Winter said we have to make clear that we are for 11 The Bill
of Rights" because we are for the rights of the American
people and not because it gives us an opportunity to operate

,

Claude Lightfoot stated that the resolution touches
on the question of the Party’s isolation, but does not
sufficiently define it; thought the resolution should indicate
the new type of problems relating to mass work of the Party.
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James Jackson agreed with Lightfoot that the use .

of the term "isolation of the Party" should be more
clearly defined.

Bill Albertson stated that the Draft Resolution
on Party organization must consider the Party club as the
main instrument for rebuilding the Party; felt the Party
club must be given a new stature, something that it has not
had in a long time. Albertson stated that isolation must be
explained in the resolution in such a way that no one gets
the impression that the- Party is completely isolated.

Mickey Lima noted that it was not necessary to look
very far in order to see that in many respects a crisis still
exists in the Party. He cited the importance of the fight to
re-establish the role of the Party relative to the mass
struggle and said that along with this there is necessity of
re-establishment of the independent role of the Party.

Ben Davis observed that in his opinion, the
object of everything the Party does is to build the
Party organization. He said that the Party membership must
have this objective in mind at all times. In respect to
the Draft Resolution, Davis stated that he felt it needed
further development. As an example, he cited the fact that
Democratic Centralism is not mentioned in the resolution.

Irving Potash commented that in the formulation of
the resolution, it appeared that questions were not answered
deeply enough. He said that the resolution did not deal
sufficiently with certain questions and problems such as
how Comrades in their contacts and activities can bring
forward the ideas, roles and aims of the Party.

Phil Bart pointed out that there are certain problems
that must be dealt with in a general sense because resolutions
cannot be formed on them.
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Arnold Johnson stated that the resolution
should be realistic, not be a "hard line" as it makes
people feel like puppets; said the convention should
lay the groundwork for developing pride and high morale
for being "a Communist."

Burt Nelson said that "we must raise the dignity
of the club leaders in the Party" and there should be no
isolation between the leadership and the clubs.

Jack Stachel stated that the heart of our Party
is based on the clubs and emphasis should be placed on
Party recruiting

.

Anton Krchmarek commented that our organization needs
a ringing cause and there is a need to bring enthusiasm
and imagination into the ranks.

Hy Lumer commented on Carl Winter's criticism
of resolution regarding Party organization; stated that
in order for the resolution to be a realistic estimate, it
is necessary to indicate that the Party overcame most of the
serious aspects of its crisis; stated, that Winter's
criticism regarding contradictions with respect to "The
Worker" was that "The Worker" has been stabilized as to
circulation, but that there are other problems in putting
out a paper. Lumer agreed that many of the points in the
resolution have to be dealt with in greater detail and
that the treatment with regard to the Party's isolation was
not adequate and needed a rewriting.

Mickey Lima suggested that there should be
a Party Building Campaign and a statement should be
issued regarding former CP members and the necessity
of the Party clubs to obtain recruits.

Lumer proposed that a committee be set up to
do further work on the resolution regarding Party organization
and that this committee would prepare a second draft: this
second draft would then be submitted to NEC members for
comment and that the resolution would then be presented
to the convention.
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Dennis called for a vote on Lumer's proposal
which was adopted. Dennis also agreed with Lima’s
proposal to the effect that a statement on -the recruiting
campaign should be included in the resolution. No
objections heard concerning this proposal.

Arnold Johnson next read a document which
informant believed written by William Z. Poster, in which
Poster criticized the draft resolution. The letter included
the following statements:

.The main resolution of February, 1957 , was
essentially a compromise between right, center and left;
the current National Committee Draft Resolution is superior
to the resolution of the Sixteenth Convention, however,
errors remain; the Draft Resolution at present is inadequate
and must be strengthened; the peace forces have made
tremendous strides and our Party must do its full share
in the world disarmament struggle; the Party must understand
that in the trade unions its basic line is active cooperation
with progressive forces and the Draft Resolution must give
more emphasis to the Party's position regarding a labor
party; the Draft Resolution is inadequate regarding Negro,
Youth and the Jewish Question and a New Youth Organization
should be formed as quickly as possible., Poster's letter
states that the Party must demand that the United States
get out of Taiwan, keep its hands off Tibet, and that full
diplomatic recognition be extended to the Chinese Peoples
Republic; the Party should seek to build a united front; the
right danger is the main danger in the Party and the Draft
Resolution contains serious errors on this question which
should, be straightened out at the convention; the resolution
does not handle the question of Socialism adequately and
that Democratic Centralism has two main objects: 1. To
establish a system of Democracy; and. 2. To build a centralized
leadership free of Bureaucracy; in the Sixteenth National
Convention, a wrong method was adopted for electing a National
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Committee which produced a National Committee responsible to
the districts and not to the Party as a whole; at the coming
convention, a full National Committee should be elected at
the convention, and an effective National Convention demands
full restoration of the convention as the highest body of
the CP; the Party must have a National Secretariat under a
General Secretary to lead the daily work of the Party. Phis
should consist of three members with equal vote working
collectively with the General Secretary. "My" recommendation
for personnel Gus Hall, General Secretary, Ben Davis,
Secretary for Negro work and Gene Dennis, Secretary. This
would give Party leadership the necessary firmness, vigor
and unity and would insure more adequate representation
for Negro Comrades; the NEC should meet semimonthly and
guide the work of the Party between meetings of the National
Committee; the NEC should be composed of a National Secretariat
plus approximately five resident members of the NC living
no further from New York than one thousand miles; the
National Committee should meet four times a year with
its headquarters in New York, and should be elected in full
at the National Convention and hold its first meeting
while the convention is in session in order to elect NEC
and Secretariat for approval of convention. Following
Seventeenth Convention, there should be an organized
National effort to recruit new members and essentially
sound past members into our ranks; the Seventeenth Convention
must lay basis for rapid growth of the Party.

Jack Stachel next presented report of the
I960 elections . He stressed that the main question would
be peace and that the struggle for civil rights and the
rights of the Negro would also be issues. Stachel felt
the Party should work toward unity with the "Left Forces"
through existing organizations in order to bring forth
a broader movement.

During discussion period, Krchmarek suggested
that the following should be looked into: 1. The
growing independent trend of the voter; 2. The trend
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toward independent labor action and 3., improvement
in National representation.

Lima felt that there was no possibility of a
third Party at the i960 elections. This was seconded
by Claude Lightfoot.

Dennis stated that in terms of the Presidential
Contest, the GOP is in a much stronger position due to:
1. Big developments around the Khrushchev - Eisenhower
exchange of visits and forthcoming summit meeting; 2.
Regarding Civil Rights, the GOP has a more advantageous
position. Dennis, to support his comments, cited the Gallup
Poll taken October 15, 1959* which reflected a twelve per
cent increase for the GOP since May; stated that in his
opinion, peace will be the central issue in the Presidential
Campaign. Arnold Johnson stated that the big push from
now until the next session of Congress, will be around the
Civil Rights Question, and added that the issue of peace
must be given constant attention. Dennis proposed that
Stachel‘s report be accepted. No opposition was expressed.

Second Day's Session, November 5, 1959

James Jackson opened session by reporting for the
Subcommittee on Leadership with the following structural
recommendations: 1. National Committee to be composed
of 40 to 45 members elected by Convention; stated this would
necessitate Constitutional changes to include: A. National
Committee to be elected fully by Convention. B. Each
succeeding convention to decide size of National Committee.
C. No more than one third of National Committee to be elected
from National Center. D, Each succeeding convention to
insure representation on National Committee from each area
of the country. E. National Committee to meet no less than
twice yearly. 2. National Committee to elect a NEC of
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from 9 to 13 members to meet monthly. 3. NEC to elect a
Secretariat of five people for the day to day direction
of Party. Jackson reported that the subcommittee favorably
recommended the formation of regional structures to be
composed of a Regional Secretary and a board to be made up
of National Committee members in that area. Regarding the
structure of the Center, Jackson recommended that there be
a system of National Officers along with Heads of Negro,
Labor, Education, Legislative and Organizational work. He
gave four alternatives for discussion: 1. A Chairman, Vice
Chairman and a General Secretary with a series of Area
Secretaries who are not National Officers of the Party. 2.
A Chairman, a National Secretary and a series of Area
Secretaries. 3* A Chairman, three Vice Chairmen and a
National Secretary with Secretaries or Directors of Work
Areas. 4. A Chairman, a General Secretary, an Assistant
General Secretary and Directors or Secretaries of Work
Areas. Jackson then stated that there were two proposals
or concepts put forth ih the Subcommittee concerning the
candidacy of the two recognized leaders for the top post,
that is Dennis and Hall. He said one proposal was that the
Party needed a total and radical change of leadership and
the new leadership should be built around Gus Hall. The
second proposal was that the present leadership needed to
be supplemented and Jackson commented that it was his
personal belief that this second proposal was more sound.

Claude Lightfoot stated that a motion was needed
before discussion and he moved that the NEC accept the
structural recommendations of the Subcommittee. He then
proposed as a National Center structure a Chairman, 3 Vice
Chairmen and a General Secretary. He proposed Eugene
Dennis as Chairman, Gus Hall as General Secretary with Davis,
Plynn and Jackson as the Vice Chairmen. He said these people
also would be the Secretariat of five. Jackson commented
that it was the intention of the Subcommittee that the
Secretariat would be members of the NEC to be elected
by the NEC.

-8-
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Gus Hall commented that they should first
discuss the minimum personnel needs of the Party before
they would discuss titles.

Ben Davis felt that the leadership should be
willing to trade ideas, fight for the line and symbolize
the Party; said the leadership should be selected on a
basis of Party problems and further that the National
Committee should be composed of from 35 to 40 people for
economic reasons, if nothing else. Davis said that he would
like a guarantee of a National Committee that would include
20 new Comrades from Labor, Shops and Youth; said it was
unfortunate that the Party was not in a position to have a
Negro as its head, adding that the Party was not ready fbr
such a. move. On question of officers, Davis said he
supported Poster’s proposals and that he personally was in
favor of Gus Hall as General Secretary, but was not in
favor of Eugene Dennis as Chairman . Davis said he did not
think Dennis symbolizes anything of the Party in this period,
but felt that Dennis had good attributes in tactical questions,
political action and united front work, Davis stated
that Dennis should be in the Party leadership, but should not
be Chairman. He said Dennis does not give example to the
Party in criticism and self-criticism, and has some Bureaucratic
ways. Davis continued that he never heard Dennis say he
(Dennis) should change this.

Davis noted that the French-Indonesian and
Iraqian parties are not afraid to criticize themselves and
air their mistakes publicly as compared to the CP, USA.
He said that there must be a change in the leadership -
something new and something fresh.

Burt Nelson stated that confidence must be
one of the hallmarks of leadership, but the leadership
must show boldness in presenting itself to the public,
to the membership, and in grappling with problems. It
must also have boldness in saying "we were wrong" and
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not try to conceal it from the world and "ourselves”.

Irving Potash stated there should be an
Operative Chairman and a National Secretary. He favored
a. "Chairman Emeritus" in the person of William Z. Poster
and pointed out that, although Poster cannot be in the
operative leadership, he is still making contributions
to the Party and the American working class. Potash said
he was inclined to go along with the idea that Vice
Chairmen are needed, possibly as many as three. He
expressed opinion that, because of the nature of the
problems of leadership, the Party needs a team of leaders
who can work and compliment each other 1 s judgment,
ideologically, and from the standpoint of experience,
understanding of America, American traditions, its people,
its working class and its history. Potash stated the
leaders should have an understanding of the whole world
movement, the United Front, and broad, creative tactics
for struggle. He said the leaders should be a team
which would reflect fromjts own ranks, boldness and energy.
Potash felt that all of these qualities could not be
centered in one comrade in "our Party today," but that
the leadership team should be made bigger in order to
bring about this collectiveness . Potash favored Dennis
as Chairman and Gus Hall as National Secretary. He stated
weaknesses and strength of these Comrades would compliment
each other. Potash said in the Vice Chairmen, the Party
would have additional positive features of leadership to
completely round cat the top leadership. Potash rejected
the idea that the Party is not ready for a Negro as
Chairman or National Secretary and stated it would be a
tragic situation if that was the state of affairs in "Our
Party." He stated the CP is a Party of a new type and
does not consider questions on that basis. He pointed out
that the top leaders of the Soviet Party have been non-
Russian, first a Georgian and second a Ukranian. Potash
said that the basis of leadership in the CP is not whether
one is a Negro, a Russian or a woman, but whether one is
mature enough.

-10-
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Carl Winter stated that he favored a large
National Committee. He felt it is necessary to organize
on Regional Lines. He said the National Committee
should he nominated in the State Conventions and not
at the National Convention. He continued that the NEC
should be virtually a resident body and a Secretariat is
needed that works under the direction and control of the
NEC. According to Winter, the name of Gene Dennis is
associated, in the eyes of the American people, in a most
honorable fashion with the record of Party in the United
States during its most trying years. Winter, then referring
to Gus Hall, stated that since he became available, he
has made a tremendous contribution to the Party. He noted
that Hall has visited Party members all over the country
and has brought a new, fresh relationship between top and
bottom of Party. Winter said Comrade Poster is needed as
Chairman Emeritus. He remarked that, while he did not
believe that at this time a Negro should hold the top post
in the Party, he felt that at least one of the leading
Negroes in the Party should be included in the top ranks
of officialdom. Winter felt it is important that E.G. Flynn
be part of National leadership of Party and noted that one
of the Comrades, who in the last couple of years has made
valuable contributions to the Party and who has been over-
looked in the discussions, is Hy Lumer.

Following a luncheon recess, Mickey Lima took
up the discussion. He stated attempts should be made to
solve the problem of how NC members function as'NC members
between meetings and indicated that, perhaps, the Regional
setup would assist in solving this problem. Lima said that
a key point is how to strengthen the Party* s ability to
give political, ideological, and tactical leadership. He
continued that, at the present time, the National Center is
not functioning as effectively as it should. He stated that
the proposal for a Secretariat of five is a good proposal.
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Lima also felt that along with bringing Gus Hall into the
National Center, perhaps one other young person or one
of the District Leaders could also be brought in. Lima
thought that Ben Davis, Carl Winter, Jim Jackson and
Hy Lumer should be considered for positions in the
National Secretariat of the Party,

George Meyers said the more Comrades in leadership
who have mass contacts with people, the better. Comrades
who have a mass base have to play an important role in
setting policies of the Party. The Comrades in the working
class movement have a very vital role to play in the
Party. Meyers did not agree with the idea of Chairman and
Vice Chairman, but rather a Chairman and a Secretariat with
responsibility for leadership and ability. He felt that
both Gene Dennis and Gus Hall should be part of a collective
National leadership. He noted that Ben Davis symbolizes the
Negro community and should be a National spokesman for
the Party in the role of Legislative Director.

Anton Krehmarek felt there was great concern
in the Party on the question of refreshing the leadership.
He said a leadership is needed which will give dynamic,
positive leadership and guidance to "our forces." He
believes ideal type of leadership for Party would be from the
best forces of leadership in the Trade Union Movement, the
Peace Movement, and the Negro Peoples Movement. He continued
that the Party should have strong, collective leadership as
opposed to individual leadership. He added that Hy Lumer
has earned a place in the top leadership of the Party and
Gus Hall should be General Secretary.

Gus Hall said he welcomed the frankness in "their
discussions." He commented that the level of the leadership
has been lowered and higher standards of conduct and
production should be demanded. He continued that the size
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of NC was not important and suggested that there be fifty
members. Concerning Davis' statement about a Negro in the
top leadership position of the Party, Hall said that due
to white chauvinism in the United States today, it was
impossible for a Party to become a mass party with a Negro
as its top leader. Hall felt it was not a good idea to have
a leadership based on one person. He said it could be two,
three or five. He proposed Dennis ad the Chairman and said
Davis should be considered for National Public Relations
and Legislative Matters. He also stated that Jackson and
Lumer had made good contributions to the Party in the past
and should not be overlooked. Hall said that, if Party
felt he should be in leadership, he would accept.

Jackson commented that there are areas in the
country with sufficient understanding to accept a Negro
Communist leader, but the Party has not made sufficient use
of its Negro talent. He then endorsed Eugene Dennis as
Chairman and Gus Hall as General Secretary,* stated he had
an open mind on Carl Winter's proposal; felt that National
Committee members could be nominated in the districts
only on the basis of a recommended slate from NEC and
elected at the convention.

Lumer stated Party must build a better and
stronger collective leadership and establish a two -

way chain of contact with the membership; favored Ben
Davis for a top leadership position and a National
Committee composed of 45 to 60 members

.

Stachel favored the establishment of a strong
National Committee of 35 members and an authoritative
(resident) board of 9 to 13 members, as well as a
Secretariat. Stachel opposed Regional Committees; stressed
need for greater emphasis on the Negro question and said

,

the Party must maintain an "Uncompromising position on
Negroes in order to win support from the white masses."

E. G. Flynn opposed criticism of Dennis and praised
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his every day political contributions to the Party;
favored Dennis as Chairman with Gus Hall as General
Secretary; opposed establishment of Vice Chairmen;
accused Winter of having made unthinking statements
and opposed considering Gus Hall as if he was "sent from
heaven to deliver the Party. Flynn stated the post of
Chairman Emeritus is inactive by its nature and Comrade
Foster should be urged to accept and pursue that inactive
character in his dealings with the Party; opposed old Party
officials clinging to their posts "until they croak." Flynn
stressed the need for the training of newer and younger
leaders

.

Arnold Johnson called for the Party to take "A
big step forward at this convention in the political life
of the country," especially on the key issues of the
working class, Negro and Peace Questions. He stated that
the leadership elected at this convention "is the key to the
ability to change the role of the Party;" stressed need for
greater productivity" among leadership in thinking and
developing policy; described leadership "as the public
expression of the Party, but not the total party at any
time; agreed that Gus Hall is helpful but not the answer to
all the Party's problems. He favored the establishment of
three top leadership positions with either of two possible
breakdowns: 1.. Ben Davis as Chairman of the Party; Eugene
Dennis as National Secretary and Gus Hall as General Secretary;
or 2. Eugene Dennis as Chairman, Ben Davis as National'
Secretary and Gus Hall as General Secretary; urged that Flynn,
Jackson, and Lumer fill remaining posts in the Secretariat;
urged that Davis and Hall be available to "travel the country"
in the interests' of the Party. He reprimanded Winter for
his remarks on Negroes in leadership and urged that Winter
amend his thoughtless statements; insisted that "The
qualifications and duties" of National Committee members
be unequivocally defined. Dennis proposed that Friday,
November 6 , 1959 ?

be devoted to the Trade. Union Question,
Saturday devoted to Convention Organization, and Sunday be
devoted to concluding the leadership question. He noted that
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Ben Davis could not be present at the Friday and Saturday
sessions of the meeting.

Carl Winter expressed thanks for criticism
of his earlier remarks, but felt hurt for being
characterized as "Chauvinistic" because of his comments
on Negroes in top leadership; apologized for his mistakes,
but cited his past anti-Chauvinistic activities as a
rebuttal to that characterization.

Third Day's Session, November 6, 1959

Dennis opened meeting and commented that the
following would be discussed: 1. Convention arrangements,
2. Foster's article.

James Jackson commented that relative to the
question of leadership, he wished to change his views and
said that he now favored a collective leadership which
would include two Organizational Secretaries, one of
whom would be Gus Hall and Eugene Dennis would be
Chairman of Party.

Dennis then stated regarding Foster's article that
the effect of the article was a negation of the main line
of the resolution.

Jackson said he rejected Foster's letter as
'insolent, arrogant, and negative" and that it did not
display a Comradely attitude; said that the letter should
be returned to Foster and that he be urged to redraft his
opinions.

Flynn stated that it should be made clear to
Foster that being Chairman Emeritus means Emeritus. She
proposed that the NEC should call upon Foster and explain
their position to him.
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Stachel favored the idea of the NEC sending a
committee to talk to Poster and felt that this committee
would he particularly effective if it had a unanimous
approach.

Albertson described Poster's article as a
"dangerous document" which would establish the basis for a
factional struggle in New York if published; agreed that
a committee should go to see Poster and that if Poster
"Can't be convinced" then a document by the NEC should be
published together with Poster's article so that the membership
of the Party will know where the leadership stands.

Burt Nelson pointed out that an article by one man
should not be permitted to throw the Party "into an uproar";
said Poster was correct when he said the Party has to
establish criticism and self-criticism.

George Meyers commented that there are people
in the Party who feel that the leadership is sitting on
Poster's documents and will not publish them; said people
feel that Poster's documents should be published, inasmuch
as a man has a right to speak.

Gus Hall stated that he would advise against any
idea that "we" are going to clash head on with Poster;
stated he is opposed to the idea that Poster will not listen
to Party leaders and will not change his views and that
Poster's reaction to recent discussion shows that he will
listen.

Hall stated that Poster's document is negative
and one - sided and flows from a lack of knowledge, but the
leadership must share some of the responsibility for
this lack of knowledge. Hall noted that Poster's lack of
knowledge flows from his isolation and the fact that he
does not read daily newspapers sufficiently. Hall said
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Poster does get wrong information regarding the Party and
as an example. Hall cited erroneous information that
Poster had obtained concerning a previous NC meeting. He
described Poster’s picture of this meeting as "atrocious."
According to Hall, when he presented the true picture of
the NC meeting. Poster accepted the facts given by him.
Hall commented that Poster does get a distorted picture of
the facts and steps must be taken to correct it. He said
Poster’s document might be the starting point of working on
a relationship with Poster. He noted that Poster is part
of the leadership and should be kept informed as problems
develop in the Party. Hall suggested a regular rotation
system of having somebody from the leadership visit Poster
and discuss Party problems with him. In connection with
Poster’s document. Hall suggested that a delegation not be
sent to see him, but instead a letter be sent explaining
some of the reasons for the objection that it is negative
and one - sided and is not based on developments In the
Party. Hall stated Poster should be Informed that the
document would not contribute to th~ convention the way
it is written and should be asked to rework it. Hall said
that, if afterwards Poster wants a committee to discuss
this with him, his request will be compiled with.

Phil Bart agreed with those who say this
document will have a very serious effect on the Party.

Irving Potash agreed with Hall's suggestion
that a letter be sent to Poster and then followed up.
Potash said it is the Party’s obligation to tell Poster
that the situation as outlined in his document is not
the situation in the Party, and that he is not fully
informed. Potash stated the NC cannot enter into a
public discussion with Poster on this kind of document
because of the situation surrounding him and because of his
contribution, tradition, loyalty and devotion to the Party
in his desire for its progress and growth. Potash said
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that Comrades should not press for - publication of these
documents, but rather press for more discussion with
Foster which will give him information on these questions

.

Hy Lumer stated it is important to recognize
that in dealing with Foster* s document "we" are dealing
with a developing factional situation. Ke said it has not
been easy to establish better relations with Foster and
stated he has found it impossible to talk to Foster or
convince him of anything. Lumer continued that if a letter
is to be sent to Foster, it should be done at once. Lumer
noted that, if Foster had listened to Comrades who had
discussions with him, he could never have written this
document

.

Arnold Johnson said a committee should go and
have a discussion with Foster.

Mickey Lima stressed importance of not putting
this committee in the position of suppressing documents
in the pre-convention discussion. He stated that no one
person should have a special relationship with Foster.
Lima favored the idea of sending a letter to Foster along
the lines suggested by Hall.

Following a brief discussion, it was decided
that a letter would be sent to Foster relative to the
matter of handling Foster's document. Hy Lumer proposed that
a subcommittee be set up to go over the document and make
recommendations. This met with agreement. Informant unable
to determine membership of subcommittee.

After lunch, Phil Bart gave report on convention
arrangements proposing nine sessions as follows: Session
one, Thursday AM (December 10, 1959} * welcoming speech by
Ben Davis and keynote address by Eugene Dennis. Session
two, Thursday PM, discussion on first section of resolution
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and a talk by James Jackson on Communist Movement and
International Working Solidarity. After this, various
committees xvill meet. Session three, Friday AM, report
on trade union resolution and a sub report and talk on
disarmament and peace. Session four, Friday afternoon,
Negro resolution. and discussion. Session five, Friday
evening, i960 elections. Session six, Saturday AM, Party
Organization. Session 7* Saturday afternoon, report and
discussion on constitution. Around 5:00 PM, there will be
District caucuses and in evening convention reception. Session
B, Sunday AM, reports of various other committees on such
matters as Youth and Defense. Session 9, Sunday PM, election
of National Committee and closing address by G-us Hall.

Phil Bart then proposed a series of temporary
committees to organize work prior to the convention as follows:
Main resolutions Jim (Jackson), Chairman, Carl Winter,
Secretary; Trade Union Resolution Irving Potash, Chairman,
Anton Krchmarek, Secretary; Negro Resolution Claude Lightfoot,
Chairman, a New York Comrade Secretary; i960 Campaign Ben
Dayis, Chairman, a Comrade from Northern California. Secretary

)
(possibly Archie Brown); Party Organization Mickey Lima,

\/ Chairman, Phil-JBart. Secretary: Constitution (Burt Nelson
or Irving Potash) Chairman, Helen Winter; General Resolutions
Pettis Perry, Chairman, Arnold Johnson, Secretary; Youth,
Bill Albertson, Chairman, Charlene Mitchell, Secretary;
Statement of Party Principles, Jim Allen, Chairman, Betty
Gannett, Secretary; Defense, Earl Durham, Chairman, Elizabeth
G. Flynn, Secretary; Press, George Meyers, Chairman,

y William Patterson, Secretary.

y Phil Bart recommended an overall presiding
committee for the convention to be composed of present
NEC members and Chairmen of districts which have big
delegations and who are not members of NEC. Such committee
to function also as Rules Committee and to receive
nominations for National Committee. Concerning delegates,
Bart thought there would be a representative convention of
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about 150 to 175 delegates with a total attendance of
around 200.

A general discussion followed, during which
Eugene Dennis questioned considering inviting two or
three people as observers. Jackson said CP should consider
how to bring the convention to the attention of the public;
said that publicity could be damaging to some of the delegates,
but on other hand much favorable publicity value could be
obtained from press coverage.

Gus Hall suggested that in addition to regular
delegates, the districts could have the right to elect
one additional delegate from young members; said this
delegate could be in CP at least two years and would be
seated at convention without vote. Burt Nelson said
press should not be invited, but facilities could be
made available for the press and these arrangements made
through "The Worker" . There should be a press room and
Party leaders should be made available for interview. No
decision reached. Jack Stachel said a certain per cent
of the delegates should be Negro. Mickey Lima stated
that California cannot afford to send full quota of delegates.
Phil Bart then suggested cutting delegate strength. No
decision reached.

Fourth Day's Session November 7, 1959

Eugene Dennis, as Chairman, introduced Irving
Potash who gave Trade Union report.

Potash stated CP leadership has not devoted
enough thought and energy to trade union movement. CP
has not learned how to utilize membership or United
Front Tactics in Trade Union work. It has not given
guidance to trade union members and has not organized itself.

-20-
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In the main, CP Trade Union members do not know those with
well advanced ideas and do not circulate CP literature.
In regard to steel strike. Potash said CP estimate better
than that of the Trade Union Movement; said CP has not
used that advantage in order to increase its influence
as much as it could to develop an awareness and action on
part of Labor Movement and to strengthen CP in novement.
Potash said NEC should establish additional regular
functioning commissions, such as the steel and auto
commission which are functioning now. NEC itself should
set up a special authorative committee to resolve questions
of the railroad commission. It was noted that fact that
labor leaders met with Khrushchev was positive development
even though they were hostile. Khrushchev’s visit advanced
fight to end cold wax’. Communists must fight in Labor
Movement for peaceful co-existence. Communists should
realize there are dedicated non communists and CP should
seek out and enlist their aid. CP will support every move
of progressive workers and labor union leaders.

Claude Lightfoot, Mickey Lima, and Gus Hall all
stated report should be briefer* Lima stated there should
be more stress on automation. Hall said ft should be written
in clearer language, should be more realistic and down to
earth. Anton Krchmarec stated there should be an elementary
estimate of the steel strike in the resolution,

George Meyers remarked that unions have made big
advance by taking their fight into the courts over the Taft-
Hartley injunction.

Arnold Johnson said they should distinguish between
the resolution and the report. He said the resolution should
single out only a few questions as a guide for action by
the convention.

Carl Winter said he thinks no need to emphasize
Civil Rights issues because Labor Moyement is already past
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that stage. Winter said so-called Bill of Rights
in Landrum - Griffin Act is opposed to giving right
to trade union members, but is aimed at destroying
unions. However, it should take advantage of
opportunities that may be found in provisions of act. At
UAW Convention, new trends were noted and in promotion
of efforts to form united front, CP can unite with others
on certain issues, although aspects of CP Program are
opposed. This should be made clear in Trade Union Resolution.

Hy Lumer said special consideration should be given
to problems of automation as major point. They should
make sure resolution is in hands of district leaders as
soon as possible, as workers need time for full discussion.

Jack Stachel said activity of Me Clellan Committee
and Landrum - Griffin Act came not out of thin air, but
out of desire of employers to cripple unions. To show the
real objective of this law, they must fight for greater
democracy in unions, not by appealing to courts, but by
‘going to the workers against the employers . They should,
in the resolution, develop instincts of democracy in workers
but should not confuse the workers on this question.

James Jackson urged completion of Trade Union
Resolution as soon as possible and development of working
draft as a preliminary, singling out two or three points.
In treatment of question of peace which is to be achieved
through disarmament and trade, labor movement should be
considered. On Negro Labor Alliance, they need to sharply
characterize discrimination against Negroes in labor.
Concrete characterization of modern exploitation of labor
has to be spelled out and has direct bearing on role of
CP in struggle for Socialism.

Arnold Johnson reiterated the resolution
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should appeal to workers . Partjr should not be premature
in advocating Labor Party. Johnson stated resolution
should cite specific peace interests exhibited by labor.

Claude Lightfoot stated if labor is to play a role
in independent political action, it must face Job of
mobilizing members and the people. Labor should build on
premise of working with two - Party system.

Eugene Dennis noted many points discussed appear
in main political resolution. Dennis felt resolution should
emphasize Landrum-Griffin Act and its meaning and should
stress unity of act in between trade unions and their allies.
More should be said on problem of re-vitalization and building
of Left. Dennis said non-Partisan trend is growing in labor
movement coupled valth advance of greater independent political
action, and should be encouraged. Peace and program of action
should be the last points in resolution.

Lightfoot proposed that Gus Hall work with
Irving Potash on re-drafting resolution.

Potash said there should be a statement attached
to the resolution, stating it has not been discussed with
the membership. He also discussed criticisms of other
speakers and agreed that in resolution, stress should be
put on such things as labor unity and political action. A
proposal was made that a small committee be set up to study
resolution. Informant was unable to ascertain the results
of this proposal.

Fifth Day*s Session November 8, 1959

Eugene DeiteiS was Chairman and Jack Stachel was
first speaker. Stachel proposed a special committee be
formed to raise minimum of ten thousand dollars for
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anticipated expenses connected with convention. Individual
believed to be Carl Winter suggester letter be sent all
districts advising effort will be made to provide housing,
but no expenses will be allowed for that purpose and
furthermore, financial arrangements will apply only to
regular delegates. Suggestion was apparently approved.

George Meyers endorsed Dennis for Party Chairman
and Gus Hall for Secretary. He felt Ben Davis should be
guaranteed a role in National leadership; stated Party must
avoid any actions which could be construed as white
chauvinism.

Burt Nelson described Davis as a little hard to
handle and one who expresses his opinions a little too
sharply; stressed importance of selecting leadership based
on needs of Party; said position held not as important as
effort put forth by person holding it; said at least one
Negro Comrade needed in top leadership.

Phil Bart favored idea of Secretariat of five or
six and said a spokesman for Party is essential. Gene
Dennis said necessary priority not being given to composition
of NC or NEC; said role of comrades and contribution they
will make will not be determined merely by title they will
have; expressed agreement with Secretariat of about five, but
said will be opposed to it if there is a Resident NEC; said
need editor in chief (of "The Worker") who doesn‘t necessarily
have to be on the Secretariat, but should meet with it;
recommended Gus Hall for post of Secretary either National,
General or Executive; said Ben Davis raises many questions
which indicate important thinking and initiative, but would not
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recommend him for Secretary or Chairman; described Davis
as important part of National Leadership, however, who should
be part of that team; said Jim Jackson is vital part of
leadership and Hy Lumer is a "hard working guy" who has also
come forward as a leader.

James Jackson said his proposal called for Dennis
as Chairman and that Dennis, together with 4 secretaries, compose
the top level Secretariat j suggested that perhaps of the 4
Secretaries, 2 could be white and 2 colored.

Claude Lightfoot stated he felt that individually
and collectively Party has underestimated the Negro Question
to new dimension; felt Negro needed in top leadership and
proposed Jim Jackson as most suitable candidate; said best
combination would include Gene Dennis, Jim Jackson and Gus
Hall; said if precise title of General Secretary is proposed,
he nominates Jim Jackson for that position.

Following luncheon break, Ja.ck Stachel opened
discussion at the meeting of enlarged NEC, CP, USA, this
date. Stachel said Party lacks unity in its ranks and
its members lack sufficient confidence in one another; the
unity the Party seeks and requires must be based on the candid
recognition of strong and weak points of comrades and on the
effective correlation of their talents; Negro-white disunity
exists generally in the Party and the leadership and it must
be solved; suggested a leadership coalition of a resident
board plus four officers whom he named as Dennis, Hall,
Jackson and Davis; agreed that entire National Committee be
elected at National Convention; said it is not impossible to
have co-chairmen and 2 secretaries.

Ben Davis said Party has made progress because
it is beginning to realize the problem (of leadership)
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and is attempting to take steps to solve it; said Party would
not exist nor be as united as it is today, were it not for
the work of every single comrade on the NEC; stated Party
unity will be more solid when it is achieved through
candid discussions among comrades; claimed Negro Question
is one of biggest single questions that has emerged from
this meeting; though it is unfortunate that both Chairman
and Secretary are white and said right now he is considering
Jim Jackson for the top post ±1 Party; expressed disapproval
of Dennis as Chairman with 4 secretaries, but said would
consider Gus Hall as Chairman and Dennis as one of secretaries.

Mickey Lima felt solution lies in having one top
post and 4 secretaries; recommended Hall for the top post
with Dennis and Davis among the secretaries; suggested
Dennis be the National Secretary having responsibility
for foreign affairs and National Legislative developments
and Davis be Secretary for Negro Affairs; recommended Jackson
as another Secretary, but did not name anyone for 4th
Secretary. Carl Winter favored Lightfoot's proposal of
3 national officers with Dennis as Chairman and Hall and
Jackson as Secretaries; felt it would be mistake to return
to a resident NEC, suggesting a National Political Committee
be established. Gus Hall said he could make best contribution
to Party as its midwest Secretary. Anton Krchmarek felt
further study needed on leadership question and it couldn't
be resolved at this meeting. Davis agreed and said he
didn't consider it wrong to bring matter up before NC. He
added that he did not consider Hall's decision as final.
Lightfoot and Hy Lumer urged that Hall reconsider his
decision. Lumer agreed there should be Negro Comrade within
top leadership; said officers are needed with specific
titles and specific responsibilities pointing out that
he didn't like groups of secretaries; favored officers and
a Secretariat, noting need for a body capable of carrying
out work on day to day basis.
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Burt Nelson urged that question of leadership
be resolved at this meeting, as he does not want to go
back to his state convention without this being resolved.
He suggested Hall as Chairman, Jim (Jackson) as Secretary
and Dennis, Davis, Lumer and probably E.S. Flynn, who would
be called secretaries "or something like that." Carl
Winter recommended Dennis as Chairman, Hall as General
Secretary and Ben Davis as National Secretary.

Bill Albertson stated that there was no need
for "3 generals or 3 thinkers" in leadership, but that
the membership will understand the need for a Chairman.
He recommended Dennis as Chairman.; Hall as Labor Secretary
and Davis as Secretary of Negro Affairs. Gus Hall recommended
that leadership be composed of a General Secretary and 3
secretaries in special type of work. He urged that the
leadership be made up of two Negroes and two whites and
suggested the names of Davis and Jackson.

Arnold Johnson suggested Ben Davis for Chairman
and Hall, Dennis and Jackson as secretaries.

Phil Bart suggested that the idea of one Chairman
and two Secretaries needed "serious consideration."
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Sixth Day T s Session November 9, 1959

Eugene Dennis opened the meeting and com^fented

that they would discuss briefly the question of the NEC while

awaiting arrival of Ben Davis.

Claude Lightfoot expressed opinion that the NEC

was all right at present and Mickey Lima was of the Opinion
that the NEC took up too many questions which he thought
could be better handled by a secretariat and ‘felt that when

people come to New York from long distances more time

should be spent on major questions.

Jackson stated that they needed frequent meetings

and thought that alternate delegates could attend from the

West Coast area. Dennis thought that too much work was
(Telescoped) into the NEC which made working impossible

j

stated that some comrades were "allergic to delegating
responsibility."

Flynn pointed out that no word has beensaid
as yet concerning women's place in leadership and said that

she could not understand how the ’Party "could veer so far

away from the popular practices of having women at the top

rungs of leadership." She said that for herself she

does not want day to day administrative duties because' ;

of her advancing age and because of her health. She

commented that Ben Davis must change his personal approach

and attitude towards Dennis in the interest of Party unity.

James Jackson next proposed five officers of

CP with Hall and Davis as co-chairmen, Flynn and Lightfoot

as vice-chairmen, and Eugene Dennis as National Secretary.

He proposed also a secretariat of five consisting of Dennis,

Davis, Lumer, and Jackson, with Gus Hall as chairman of the

secretariat. He also suggested an organization bureau
consisting possibly of Bart, Albertson, Stachel, and a comrade

from New Jersey or from the South.
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Mickey Lima said that he was in favor of
Dennis as chairman, with Gus Hall as general secretary
of the Party and also suggested that a Negro comrade might
be brought into the leadership of the paper ("The Worker"),

Lightfoot commented that Eugene Dennis had a
contribution to make to the Party and he was impressed with
Gus Hall, but did not know anything concerning his organizational
abilities

.

Ben Davis stated that there was a need for the
Party to re-establish authoritative leadership and the centra!
problem facing the Party was whether or not they were
going to raise Negro representation. He remarked that if Hall
were chairman then a Negro should be National Secretary.

Jackson said that in a secretariat of five,
someone has to coordinate things and act as chairman and
he then proposed Gus Hall for this role.

Gus Hall stated that the Party must appeal to
the public and to the Party membership as having the best
possible leadership; stated that in a political party,
a co-chairman is strictly an honorary position. He said
Party leadership should work collectively and above all
else should be people who produce.

Burt Nelson stated that Ben Davis represents
militancy but that he is a kind of "hot potato;" said he
had reservations about the proposal made by Jackson because
it would blur the role of Hall and Davis. Nelson said that
pepple on the West Coast expressed the feeling that when
Hall spoke to them "the Party was speaking their language,"
and that Hall is "down to earth" and further that what Ha^jL
says gives people enthusiam, cohesiveness, and confidence
in themselves. He said people e:xpect direct answers and
the leadership should not hedge.
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Potash stated that the leadership contribution
at the convention must be such that we do not demote the
top group of leaders to the extent that it will be harmful
to the Party; stated he agreed with Stachel that Dennis had
demonstrated some boldness and strength but there had been
indecisiveness during the sixteenth convention; stated we
must present to the membership a change that will make
them feel that weakness has been decisively corrected;
he added, however, that in correcting this weakness we
must be careful not to make proposals that would bring
about a demotion of Gene (Dennis) which would be
harmful to the Party.

Discussion followed as to the possibility of
setting up a committee on leadership to study the various
proposals,. Hall and others were in favor of setting up such
a committee and it was indicated there would be another
meeting prior to the convention. Meeting adjourned. IS>

further session scheduled.
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PHILIP BART
IS—C* SA—40
(Weekly Summary 11/9-15/59)
CINAL

11/9/59

ire 1750-S* advised that the subject andphis wife,

COMMIE, had discussed the Impending 17th National/convention

and the subject remarked that if the CP could create a true

spirit ox* givo ond fcoico within the Pcii^ty they could 1*00.1—

y

begin to exoand. He said that the situation as it exists

must be "unfrozen." He said the Party’s thinking muss include

everyone including SI GERSON. COMMIE BART remarked that

GERSON probably would not be around after the convention. The

subject retorted that what GERSOU does will not effect the

Hew York CP, but that what BEH DAVIS does definitely will

effect it

.

Subject later remarked to his wife that BILL

ALBERTS01? had mentioned to him that BILL WEBJSTONE ims playing

a very important part in State affairs since his return from

Russia.

COUUIE BART asked the subject if he planned to

go to Boston on the coming weekend and he said he hoped to and

ho would also lilco to attend the lieu England Convention in tuo

weeks. He mentioned that he also had to go to a meeting in

Hew Jersey some time during the week. He 3aid thac one follotJing

morning he had an appointment with BY LUIIER and BORIS COHEU, thes

ovjner of Prompt Press. He said the meeting was in relation to the

publication of the "discussion bulletin."

Later the subject remarked to his wife* while discussing

the National Convention, that hotel rooms at the Theresa would

probably be taken by some of the leadership and thac no thougat

he might reserve a room for himself.
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11/10/59

MY 1750-S* advised that the subject told Ms wife that
JIM MALLOY, Harlem CP organizer, had been removed by BILL
ALBERTSON and BEN DAVIS and replaced by a woman (possibly
MILDRED MC ADORY ) . He said that they had not bothered to
tell any of the rest of the NY State organization about the
replacement and that BETTY GANNETT was all upset over it and
had threatened to resign.

The subject later mentioned that there is supposed
to be a meeting of a committee consisting of himself, GENE DENNIS,
BEN DAVIS, and BILL ALBERTSON, regarding the election of delegates
to the convention. He said that ALBERTSON has come up with the
idea that no National Committee member should bo elected a
delegate. The subject mentioned that he, himself, may be a
delegate from New Jersey as he has been working so closely
frith thorn. Ho said that the contest for top leadersMp is
now between GUS HALL and DENNIS and that BE? DAVIS could
never Got better than a second post.

NY 694-S* advised that JIM JACKSON, CP National
Secretary in charge of Negro and Southern affairs, had
advised that the NEC during its recent discussions on
leadership had agreed to establish an "Org. Bureau1 * which
would consist of the subject and JACK STACHEL.

11/11/59

NY 17^9-S* advised that the subject had contacted
PAT TOOHBY, Not? Jersey State CP chairman, and told TOOHEY
that he had been in Camden, New Jersey over the weekend.
He told him that he was very busy with the NEC meetings
but that he was trying to arrange to get together with
TOOHEY around Thursday* TOOHEY said tint ho was coming to
NY on Thursday about 5s 30 PM and they agreed to meet then,

11/13/59

NY 1749-S* advised that the subject had made
inquiries regarding railroad transportation to Bridgeport,
Conn., and later had made airline reservations for a flight
from Boston, Maas., at 10:30 PM, on Sunday, 11/15/59.

- 2 -
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A surveillance of the subject observed that he
boarded a New Haven train for Bridgeport, Conn., leaving at
4:37 PM*
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sr:i/ WINSTON
31I-C

Identity,' or Informant;

-liability

Date

NY 1749-3*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Who has furnished
reliable information
in the past

10/28/59

JU k 1749-3* adwla-d th at on 10/28/59, PHIL (BART)
contacted sifJA {./INSION) . 3D !A said she had a message from
JOHN (ABf) . PHIL said that JOHN had called aim too - tnat
WTJHTS's father (H3HRY UIIJHTGu) died and bn- parole officer
said they v;ero willing to lot

(

'..J.11NIB go to t«n funeral in
Kansas City - but would r.oc-d $300 .00, uhieh PHIL assumed uaa
for the expense of two officer... to go ;;ith wlhwxe. PHIL said
’i;e

l wired tho $300.00 to then today. HDHA abated she hoard
from I.T2fHI3 1 s mother today and had to send her some nonoy;
oaid she was going to call ROB 3 BARRON (ph) to see if ROAii had
enough jaon.y left. PHIL replied yes, she (R0CL,) has that
much. PIIIL oaid he called to see if RDM wanted to make any
arrangements or anything. BDJil said that men she talked to
WIfK3Iii , « mother in Denver, she understood tnat no arrangements
were to to made until mother got there (Kansas City) - and
EDNA did not tni.nl; mother would leave Denver for a uay or two.
SDIJA said tnat JOHN 00 eld call t!-. prison and find out -

because they won * t want to tales (UIHNIE) out there and sit
arcund for a couple of days - they will want to just get him
there on tine for the funeral and get him back again. EDNA
stated she would call JCHII now and have* him find out. PHIL
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EDNA contacted PHIL and said sho spoke to "his 11

mother- and sister., it won’t to before the week end..
“they 'have boon in touch., the parole officer called them.,
they have to wait for WINNIE ' s mother to get there . , they
are going to notify Terre Haute as to when ho should
come,. so ho won’t got there ahead or time. PHIL said
they evidently rushed it through JOHN.. EDNA said he must
have imnediately asked for permission and they said okay.

.

then they spoke to Kansas City and spoke to his sister
and sir: told them that it would not be immediate . . she
would give them a days notice for traveling.. EDNA supposes
they are coming by train or cor.. PHIL said that it is okay
as all the arrangements have been made. EDNA said as long
as he has the money.

2
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3A HAROLD P. OJJI1JN

SDNA WINSTON
SM-C

Identity of Informant

Reliability

NY 1749-3*
(Conceal and paraphrase)

Who has furnished
reliable information
In the past

Rate 11/6/59

NY 1749-3* advised that on 11/5/59, EDNA (WINSTON)
contacted PHIL (BART) who Just cot in. EDNA statoa she had to
plot: her ticket up Saturday (ll/Y/59) at Penn Station - for
her Christians trip. PHIL thou^ot EDNA had go b a check for
December - or still had (a chwek) from this month. EDNA said
no - she' has not sent me a check since l*ve come back - and
the other one v:as cone a lonj time- ago. PHIL asked EDNA to
call hin neat ucek and he v/ould arrange everythine, said he
Just cot in from a meeting - very busy* said, everybody is
in, and 1 we have been nootinc for a couple of days and wo
have a few more days, but n~.:t week won’t be hectic. EDNA
said she would call about neat Tuesday. PHIL asa-d how
EDNA’S family was - if she had h.ard from WINNIE. EDNA said
the funeral was Thursday - yesterday and that is bh. last
she heard.
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bTLLIAK PAi‘P3R30K
10 -C

identity 01 Ini'oraant

Reliability

Data

TJY lT;:y-3'::
-

(Conceal uni paraphrase)

Kho has i*L«x

reliable in
in th: peat

10/28/5?

j.uijh ed
nloraation

..A,Y a6vioofi on 10/28/5 $,, pap (PXLLIAM
baA'/T

11-
!'

1* 1 ' concacvcd PIIxL (D'ail). BARI1 aaid i... Lad called
s

1
r -cau^

,

r‘

°** paper that £vtn printed tonight - Lao anad (adyv-r-tajcmont) on the bad: - ye will hae - to arrange
the lurcsc thins la the nornies. PAP said yeah. BARI1 stated,
tho^ad dp

r
e not reach mny pe*yjU on the K-st Coast - that

,

“ che chinas wo lelt out — uall 'he still ha\e tie Porno 'in
che n0r.0i.n2? PAT said yes. BARI1 said maybe a could save”
^.*2”?w-bao ^ —ia h ' : would tel, phene 1 bin"
(pr-aneei-J cue lir-st cniny in the norninp. jd/A*.

•'*

acid that is
\
my

s
* oarjU'-&° 1 would call you - and th.n can uiseuss it

~n c
f
lc ^nornin 1

3 and see shat tu do about that n. pe, BAR'S?
cnanirea cAv lor calling and sale he would sc,/ Pi? then
^.iOi-uanp

) .



jt'MIII SEX?
11/16/59

iHRETL

?0: mJZEGZGZ, rsi (100-32Sk)

man sac, Boston (100-24914)

SUBJECT: PHILIP BAR?
IS - C| SA, 19i‘,0

Rot Row Yon!: teletype 11/13/59 and Hew Haven telephone call
to Boston ll/il;./59*

Subject arrived Boston, Hass. via IIY, ill! and H Eli 11:50 a.n.

,

H/14/59* Spent afternoon wallzin^ around dormtown Boston
and attending movie* Spent oveninc end :al-hc nt residence of
OI'IS BOOB, Cloairaon of District Committee, CP, KEII FJCLAKD
DISIRIC?, Inferrant adviced BAR? attended ccetinc of
District Correlttec at Lynn, tlass*, ll/l5/59« BARI* departed
Boston for l’c:r York via Eastern Airlines 10s30 p.n*, ll/l5/59*

Report to Ls submitted on receipt of informants* reports*

3' - Bureau (200-3284) {IBI)
Hew Yor2: (100-56579) (KI)

1 - Boston (lG0~2k91k)
UJSISGU
(5)



Received from (name or symbol number) Received byDate received

10/1/59 HSiyes S. King
Method of delivery (check 1 appropriate blocks)

BP to person I I by telephone 1— I by mall Chorally 1ZZJ recording device i 1 written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Date

Dictated 10/5/59 to - - — ,

Transcribed 10/8/59 bg_

Authenticated 10/19/59
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Date of Report

10/1/59
Date(s) of activity

b6

Remarks:

File where original is located If not attached

Informant could not furnish these items at the present time
for security reasons.

3cc - Chicago (RM)
1 - 100- (CP Organization)
1 - 100- (CP Funds)
1 - 100-3470 (Morris Childs)

2cc - Cleveland (RM)
1 - 100- (CP 0
1 - 100-

gganiza

2cc - Newark (RM)
1 - 100- (CP Organization)
1 - 100- f

^

2cc - Philadelphia (RM)
1 - 100- (CP Organization'
1
-1“ ‘

1

1 - 100-11093 (CP Organization)
1 _ 100-8236 (CP Funds)
1 - 100-11093 (CP Organization)
1 - 61-55 (Phil B3rt)

'

7cc - New York (RM) /
- ' 1 - 100- (Morris Childs)

1 - 100- (CP Organization)
1 - 100- I I

1 - 100- (q® Funds')
1'- 100- (Phil Bdrt)
1 - 100- f
1 -f 100-

HSK/fjm
(21 )

Block Stamp

’ s
'

,
1 ; ir --i



10/1/59

On I I Meeting of
the Communist Party held at th© Mid-West Hotel, Chicago,
Illinois, I 1 an official of the Communist Party - tJSA

from Here York Citv. l .— ~1
.

I I of the Communist Party in IndanaL
I

L
i i also gavel I

a letter dated 9/25/59 addressed to all districts from Phil
Bart, National Organizational Secretary of the Communist Party.
This letter was a letter of enclosure for

|

a letter dated 9/21/59
addressed to all districts from the National Appeals Committee >

I I Morris Childs, secretary and|

This letter set out Sections 5 and 6 of Article 7 of the
Communist Party Constitution \?hich concerned th© review of

expulsion and disciplinary action taken against members. This
letter asked that the various districts prevent appeals from
going to the National Convention except as a last resort fSo

as to prevent a log jam at the Convention.

* 1



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, CHICAGO

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (97-169)

SUBJECT: PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS, INC.
is-e

DATE: 11/^2/59

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO
IDENTIFY A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.

4-Chicago (RM)

(
1-100-

( 1-100-
2-Minneapo11s

( 1-100-
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
J.-New York
Cl4New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York

(SAM KUSHNER)
(NATALIE MYER)

(RM)
) (CLARENCE HATHAWAY) (info) (RM)

100-25623) (ERIC BERT) (415)
100-84275) (WILLIAM L. PATTERSON) (415)
100-16785

)
(JAMES JACKSON) (415)

100-50094) (ESTHER CANTOR) (4l6)
100-13444) (JOE NORTH) (415)
IOO-I8O65 ) (JACK STACHEL)' (415)
100-1696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (415)
100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT) (4l6)
1Q0-80R14 ) fDAVTD nftRP-RNTKR

)

100-

56579) (PHIL BART

101-

559) (JESUS COLON
100-72778) (BEN LEVINE
100-5700) (ART SHIELDS
100-9369) (TED BASSETT
100-13203) (GEORGE MORRIS) (4l5)
97-169)

b6
b7C

4l6

(425)
(425)
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NY 97-169

The following Information has heen forwarded
to the Bureau by airtel on IO/25/59. This memo is being
submitted to more fully disseminate this information.

On 10/23/59.9 NY 2359-S* advised a meeting of the
Editorial Board of "The Worker" took place at CP
Headquarters that date. The meeting started at 10:43 A.M.
Among those present were: ERIC BERT., WILLIAM PATTERSON,
JAMES JACKSON, ESTHER CANTOR, JOE NORTH, SAM KUSHNER. JACK b6

E.G. FLYNN, BETTY GANNETT, DAVID CARPENTER J I
b?c

PHIL BART, JESUS COLON, BEN LEVINE, ART SHIELDS,
TED BASSETT and GEORGE MORRIS. Also believed in attendance
were: CLARENCE HATHAWAY, NATALIE MYER and others.

ERIC BERT presided and proposed JOE NORTH start
the discussion. In the short discussion before NORTH
started, the majority of those present agreed to finish
the meeting that day rather than continue on 10/24/59.

JOE NORTH gave a general background outline of the
paper's struggles in the past and praised the staff for
their enthusiasm. He also pointed out they ran good
features and articles on the Cuban situation, and Puerto
Rican struggles in New York re discrimination, schooling,
housing, jobs, etc. He added that "we" should make more
contacts out of the office in an effort to get news and articles.

WILLIAM L. PATTERSON pointed out that in the last two
years, disastrous blows have been aimed at the paper. A
committee is raising the question of a Mid-West paper. He
noted the failure of circulation and the impossibility of
building an apparatus around "The Worker." He said "The
Worker" does not crusade on any issues and the fight for
constitutional rights and government has to be a crusade.
Also, "We" do not ' editorialize enough on certain questions.
A new method had to be found of handling certain economic
questions. Articles must have vitality.

-2-



NY 97-169

An unknown male (believed to be SAM KUSHNER)
felt that developments taking place have different
impacts in different areas and he cited the steel strike
as an example of having, more impact out in the Mid-
West than in NY. He believed having a Mid-West paper would
make a historic contribution. He said the paper is hard to
read and does not fight for the worker's interest. A balance
must be reached between analysis and news and an end put to
lengthy diatribes that people aren't reading. Less and less
people read GEORGE MORRIS.

DAVE CARPENTER

DAVE CARPENTER claimed the Party and the paper
helped bring about the Washington conference on unemployment,
the shorter work week and the hospital strike. He said the
circulation was the key question and cited the fact that
building the paper would build the Party.

JAMES JACKSON wanted a paper that was the foremost
advocate for peace, coexistence and disarmament, the
champion of democracy and trade unions, a crusader for
equality of the Negro, the patron of all that's progressive
in arts and culture, and a guide to the people's independent
political action..

BETTY GANNETT said the paper should deal with the
problems of the Puerto Rican people and should not Just have
academic or theoretical articles.

An unknown male (believed to be CLARENCE HATHAWAY)
said circulation could be built by adopting the Madison
Avenue line of salesmanship of going out and contacting
people. He believed the paper failed to project itself and
did not talk in the simple, plain language of the ordinary
worker; too much was over their heads. It should also
contain light, popular material for wives and children who
don't look at the paper now. The paper also needs someone who

-3-



NY 97-169

can give leadership and draw it together. Articles have
to be condensed.

An unknown male
cited t.hfi ri(=»(=»rl frn- mr>r»o rli

1

staff.
suasion ssssssz Party and

P
the

on the paper
and added mat it was better to have a halfhearted edition
than no edition at all.

bo
b7C

ESTHER CANTOR pointed out that bundle orders were
going up but there is trouble with renewals. She considered
GEORGE MORRIS one of the crusaders on the paper.

JESUS COLON urged that someone be put full time
on the Puerto Rican question. Unknown male (believed to be
TED BASSETT) emphasized the need for live coverage of the
news

.

An unknown male (believed to be GEORGE MORRIS)
described the changing times and concluded that more
analysis was needed as well as an editor who would assume
full responsibility to end the lack of balance, co-ordination
and emphasis in the paper. He said an English paper with
a Puerto Rican page was nonsense. What was needed was a little
4-page Spanish paper exclusively for them. A circulation
manager was also needed.

JACK STACHEL also urged that a full-time editor
be obtained.

E.G. FLYNN called for articles in simple language
because of the limited formal education of many readers.
Also said humor was lacking in the paper. She thought a
good job was being done by the paper considering all its
problems

.

ERIC BeRT said the editor must be someone in the
operating leadership of the Party, "not one of us because
of the authority involved." The forces available to the paper
must be increased and the cooperation of the Party was needed.

-4-



NY 97-169

A general discussion then took place ^ concerning

the columns, with those present expressing their individua

likes and dislikes. It was believed they agreed to get

further expression of opinion, especially from the readers,

on the columns; to discuss individual columns with the column

writers and then make proposals at some future time; and to

press the question of redoing the column which we dropped.

The discussion then turned to the question of a

Mid-West paper or a Mid-West edition. STACHEL, MORRIS, BERT,

PATTERSON, JACKSON and KUSHNER each brought up various phases

of the problems involved - cost, circulation, staff, technical

problems, availability of the Party in the Mid-West to turn

out a weekly paper, and so forth.

The informant was not able to report in detail on

the entire discussion, but it appeared that there was no

agreement among those present on even whether these problems

were valid ones and, as far as could be determined, no

decisions were put forth or adopted in regard to this

question. Meeting adjourned.



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DEC LAS S I F ICAT I ON GUIDE
DATE 02 —11 -2 0.1 3

"

.

SAC, CHICAGO (100-18080) eWi

SAG, MEW YORK (100- )

n/16/59

DICK CRILEY
; is - a

On 10/30/59# NY l?50-s»# who has furnished reliable
^mfonnatlon In the

.

past# advised that PHIL and CONNIE BART#
while holding a conversation at their residence at 2415
Newkirk Avenue# Brooklyn# New York, had discussed the following*

PHIL mentioned to CONNIE that DICK CRILEY had made
3\a report of his activities and mentioned that lie had spent
approximately $5# 000 in a year* PHIL said that this was
^mag.-fng considering that it took in the whole of Chicago,
He said that in New York# when they want to get out a mailing,
it costs $300, He said that BEN DAVIS is one of the persons
that causes so many expenses and is ready to call a picket
line ©r get out a leaflet at the drop of a hat* He said
actually it's all very ridiculous when you think about it.

CLASSIFIED AND /
extSjEo byJmicHsi.

RKASOlV. 0;>B<TENSI0N

FCIVI, l i>/.4.2 A
DATE O^REWEvV FOR ,

DECLASSIf ICATON-j'-^
Chicago (100-10080) (m)

x / \
JP- New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (#415)

v

X

1 - New York <1CK>-It9$9) (CONNIE BAHT) ($415)
1 - New York (100-84944) (CDS HALL) (#415).
I - Hew Vork (07~16qV ( “THE WORKER” ) l#4l5)1 - New York (97-169) ( “THE WORKER6 )

1 - New York (100- 5
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SAC, NSW YORK (100-1696) 11/18/59

3A DONALD 3. HARTNETT

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
IS-Cj ISA-50

i nffvmoH p 2318-3*, who has furnished reliable
?rm?i4h|rSSS* ’ advisGd that ROSE BARRON contacted

ti'o?
AmT

?a??
i^Y

^
F
5
YNN GOncernlnS the fact that she has only

i”
defenae funds • 3he mentioned that PHIL BART

Phil
worry as Chicago is taking the fund, over.PHIL ^nstructfid hsfi however, to keep the $12/, 00 in the bank

SS^r
1

T?r
S2if?

,at
e
inr “

l

s*art another ftlnd <W.ve, tat tSrt*
nAw»rtM* ^®fU3e® to let them use his (mailing) list*^A WINSTON had called her demanding $40 00out of the fund and that she was undecided whether to givethe money to EDNA or not, but finally consented to send the

fStuL
t0ld

J
03* t0 advlse «M» in the

conflded to R03rttat"?hSTy
1
?
ft ln the tenk ' then

Baeuitv e?
the tw0 0la3ae3 she is teaching at thefaculty of social science are not doing too well and the

(^??^>1
Lie

ry
.
poor

;
““o'* siso^jic^itet tS

tDld
f
RO"?

n
th??°^i,

at
2
re

!?* Joing well either. HLIZA&STHtold ROox. that she dreads the four meetings (NSC) coming
or XSVrV?13

; ,
sh* sald that B»e had attended Heeling^ Industrial section the previous day witn LENA fSGHi?rkr\and that 1ENA had told her that ahe (LSjff Sald protiufgrt'in trouble for Inviting ELIZABETH because ' they 11 do not

&
want national people to come into the district.

Arq^umre °U
aa“®

•
date , ^ 2318-3* advised that BELLA

letter
L^Om ?hJ

C
n1^fLI2SBiTH^t0 f

ay that she had received aletter from the Justice Department informing them that they

i-NY (100
NY (100

•45462) (ROSE BARRON) (424)
50579 ) (PHIL BART) (415)

(CP, USA Domestic Administration) (415)
. /o64) (JOHN T. MC MANUS) (4l)

K J

-~?!X
,
(jUM WINSTON) (415) ' /fz

-NY
1-NY

(100
100

1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
1-NY
DEH :mv
(9)

100
100
100
(100

(Faculty of Social Science) (4l (searched--4ht>Rl / T.iOMff imn.'-awT> \ nmot ' ~j4o05) (LENA SCHERER) (422)

I696 )

'BfiLLA ALTSHULER) (421)
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM *** UNITED STATES! GOVERNMENT
'

*"

»

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-102) DATE:

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-34108)
i

,

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
FUNDS (RESERVE FUNDS)
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

, THE
INCORPORATES
to prnmr

Hsirr

na INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE SHOULD NOT BE
!D IN A REPORT' SOTABtE FORISSEMEIATiojn 1R OR&ER

6f a mmrnmp

CG 5824-S* on November 19, 1959, orally furnished to

SA JOHN E* Reating the information on the following page. This
information wad-reduced to writing on November 20, 1959, .

- Bureau (RM)
3 J- New York. (Rli)

i - loowmseMCPj
'4560 ^(CR,- 100—74500

-56579’'
Aj »- 100—
(g/^rioo-

i - Chicago

USA* Funds (Reserve. Funds)
JUSA, FUUdS)

Jhicago
X A) 134-46 ;

1 - 100-17769 (cp, Illinois District, Funds)
1 - 100-3470 (MORRIS CHILDS)
1 - f ; 61-867 (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)



November 19, 1959

It has been learned that on November 19, 1959, MORRIS

CHILDS gave PHIL BART, National Organisation Secretary of the
Communist Party, USA, #400.00 for the Coipiunist Party, USA.

CHILDS did not tell BART the. source of this money. It has also

been learned that CHILDS plans to turn over $200.00 to the
Communist Party of Illinois and will indicate that this is a
donation to the Party without giving the source of the money.

The total of $600.00, which is being turned over to

the National Office for the Illinois District of the - Communist
Party, USA, was received by CHILDS from the Communist Party of

China, which. had collected the money from former members of the
Communist Party, USA, currently residing in China.

i
“ 4



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, NEW YORK (100- 56579)
DATE: 11/20/59

PHIL BART
SM-C

The above captioned subject was observed entering
and/or leaving 23 West 26th St., New York, New York.

NY 1726-S*, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 4/21/57, that effective 4/15/57, the
National and New York State offices of the Communist Party
would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,
New York.

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 , advised that the editorial
staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at
23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58 .

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58, verified the occupancy of
the basement and first floor areas of building by the
office staff of "The Worker," an East Coast weekly Communist
newspaper.

DATE

ll/9 /59

OBSERVED BY SAS

TEPHE]

H/lO/59 STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

1y 13/59

11/ 13,59

1y W59 STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

A log covering the above surveilJ^^
maintained in NY file 100-4931-Sub 0. pEftfA* cr,

j

.

FJM:rmvx V NOV 2 0 1959 Z-
'
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11/24/59DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3284)

SAC* HI (100-56579)

PHILIP BART
IS**C # SA-40
(Weekly Summary 11/16-22/59)
CINAL

11/16/59

IIS' 1750-S* adviced that the subject during a conversation

with his wife, COmJIE, mentioned that OHS HALL was ptill in HI and

was very busy coordinating a committee on youth woxw.

11/17/59

HI 235S-S* advised that the subject was in attendance at

a meeting or the Resident 1JEC of the GPUSA* held on the above date

at CP National Headquarters, NYC.

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject mentioned to his wife

that he had been at a hearing of the HCUA on that day on CP activities

in Puerto Rico. He said that he had gone to the hearing with JACK

(STACHEL) and PAT (WILLIAII PATTERSON). He said that during the

hearing PATTERSON made a statement which refused to recognize the

authority of the committee to investigate activities In Puerto Rico

and was consequently expelled from the room. He said that as far

as he laiex; no contempt charges have been made agaa.net PATTERSON

and It is possible that the committee is afraid to.

Source advised that the subject later mentioned Jill

TORHEY, Kings County CP organizer, and described him as a person

who stands up for no one but himself. He said the trouble with

©HUEY'S ideas are that he wants to be a big hero and do everything

by himself. BAST commented that TORIiEY should use PATTERSON as

ho is a force in the Bedford-Stuyycsant Area of Brooklyn, however,

he does not want to approach ,{PAT11 because he is airald no will

be giving up some of the glory.

CONNIE BART then criticised TORilEY and said that she

is sure TORMEY wants to get rid of her but does not know how.

She said that all he wants to do is use young people which she

is not against, but he is going about it the wrong way

.

2 - Bureau (100-3284 )(RTI)

1- NY (100-56579) >
HPQ.KkT

(3) J



NY 100~565T9

NY 1749-S* advised that the subject contacted
ISADQRE UOPSY and they made arrangements to Beet the following
day at ’’UOPSY 1 S place.”

Source also advised that the subject had contacted
EDNA WINSTON and asked her to try to attend the 17th National
Convention, possibly on Saturday, December 12th, in order to
see ”a lot ot old friends.”

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject and his wife
were visited by AGNES WILLIS, Kings County Industrial organizer,
and ho had mentioned to her that ho had recently been on CP
business in Boston where ho had visited with OTIS KOOD, who
told him that he had recently spoke at Harvard. HOOD
described his reception as wonderful and said that the students
had taken all the literature he had brought up with him and
they apparently could not got enough of It.

Source adviced that a meeting of the Kings County
CP board had taken place in the subject's apartment and that
among those in attendance wore; JIM TORMEY, WILLIAM PATTERSON,
DANNY RUEEL, ANN FRIEDLANDER, AGNES WILLIS, and the subject's
wife

.

11/19/59

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject during a
conversation with his wife mentioned that BEN DAVIS had given
him a dirty look when he had seen the subject talking to MIMI
FRIEDLANDER, Bronx County CP organizer, about the Bronx County
Convention. He said that FRIEDLANDER had told him that the
entire convention had gone off very well except that a few
left wingers had tried some disruptive tactics.

NY 1749-S* adviced that MORRIS CHILDS, Chicago
CP functionary, had contacted the subject and they made
arrangements to meet after CHILDS visited with GENE DENNIS.
CHILDS told the subject that his wife was in pretty bad
condition and that she was in the hospital in Chicago.

— 2 —
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NY 100-56579

11/20/59

NY 1750-S* advised that the subject and Ms
wife had discussed the impending 17th National Convention
of the CP and the subject said that JACK STACHEL, IRVING
POTASH, and ARNOLD JOHNSON would probably be all elected
dolecateo to the convention. Source adviced that CONNIE
BART ached If GENE DENNIS would cone ao a delegate from
Chicago, however, the source was unable to ascertain the
subject’s answer.

- 3 -
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100- 56579)

FROM : SA
|

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
SM-C

DATE: 11/16/59

The above captioned subject was observed entering
and/or leaving 23 West 26th St., New York, New York.

NY 1726-S*, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 4/21/57 * that effective 4/15/57* the
National and New York State offices of the Communist Party
would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,
New York.

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58, advised that the editorial
staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at

23 West 26th Street on 6/7,8/58.

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58, verified the occupancy of
the basement and first floor areas of building by the
office staff of "The Worker," an East Coast weekly Communist
newspaper

.

date observed by SAS

13/ 2/59 STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

1/3/59 STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

ll/4 /59 STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

13/5 /59

11/6 /59 STEPHEN FEDUNIAK



FBI

Date: 11/19/59

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

PLAIN TEXT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK ( 100-80641

)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS-C
CINAL

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO
IDENTIFY A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.

Bureau (-100-3-69 )(RM)
(l« 100*3*89 ) (CPUSA-STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
(l- 100-3-76) (CPUSA-YOUTH MATTERS)
Cleveland (RM)
(1- 100-421 )(GUS HALL)
NY (IOO-8O57 ) (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
NY ( 100-84994 ){GUS HALL) (415)
NY ( 100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON) (415)

HCO:KMI
( 28 )

J/rW0V19 1959

j Tit

100-1696 )
(ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (415)

100-9595 ) (WILLIAM WEINSTONE ) (4l6 ) Uj * S 7 $ -

100-105078) (HY LUMER)(4l5)
100-18065) [JACK STACHEL) (415 ) WD
lOG-,56579) (PHIL BART) (415)

, ^wni'/TQ iqko"
100-48033 ) ( IRVING POTASH) (415 )

rN u V 1 9 1959

100-23825 ) (BEN DAVIS) (416) /

100—13203 ) (GEORGE M0RRISM423T Itf , TW
100—16021 ) ( ARNOLD JOHNSON ) (4$5*)~-™^^^ —

T

IOO--9365 ) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) (415) /
100-89590 ) (CPUSA-STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) (415 ) /
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On 11/17/59 t NY 2359-S* advised that the regularly
scheduled meeting of the resident NEC, CPUSA, and invited
guests was held on above date in the third floor board room
CP Hoadquarters, NYCi

The following were in attendance:

EUGENE DENNIS
GUS HALL
JAMES JACKSON
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
WILLIAM WEINSTONE
HY LUMER
JACK STACHEL

/^PHIL BART
< IRVING POTASH

BEN DAVIS, JR.
' GEORGE MORRIS, and
ARNOLD JOHNSON

DENNIS announced the agenda as follows:

l<h Report on WILLIAM Z. FOSTER* S article*

2i GEORGE MEANY*S proposal for government-labor
management conference.

3; Report on the south conference,

JAMES JACKSON opened the meeting by reading a
document which informant believed to have been written by WILLIAM
Z. FOSTER. The following points were noted:

The contribution to world peace made by KHRUSHCHEV
through his visit to the US; said the CP must take a full share
in the disarmament struggle* He said the CP must have a sharper
trade union policy and must work with the progressive elements
in the trade unions; the CP was inadequate in estimating the
recent steel strike and the draft resolution is not clear on
the question of the Labor Party and further that with regard
to Negro work, the resolution is inadequate and underplays

t 2 ^
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the role of the Party in the Negro struggle; the CP must

organize a youth movement without further delay and a new
youth organization should be founded as quickly as possible.

The Jewish national question caused much revisionist disruption

in the Party; regarding proletarian internationalism the

Party must intensify its work and support campaigns of the

USSR and other socialist countries * The right danger is the

main danger in the Party and that the 16th convention was in

error in declaring that the left danger was the main danger;

the method of electing NC members adopted at the 16th
convention was a wrong method and as a result threw the

Party into a state of confusion ; FOSTER also noted that
there had been no membership drives since the last
convention* He said a serious mistake of the 16th convention

was nob bo have general officers and bhis decapibabed bhe Parby.

The Parby musb have a nabional secrebariab under a general
secrebary and he recommended GUS HALL*>for general secrebary
wibh DENNIS and DAVIS as co-chairU}ea. This seb up would
insure leadership which had been lacking in bhe Parby and

would insure adequabe representation for Negro comrades

,

He said bhe NEC should eonsisb of bhe nabional secrebariab
and five obher members and bhe NC should eonsisb of forty
members, meeting approximately four or five times a year
and they should be elected at the Nabional Convention;
He recommended bhab a membership drive should be undertaken
sbabing bhab many who left bhe Parby after bhe 16th convention

could have, been brought back in and the 17th convention
musb work out a sound program for rapid growth of the Party*

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN was critical of FOSTER 1 S

article commenting that it was cut and dried, contained too

much duplication and she personally was not in favor of
having it published*
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WILLIAM WEINSTONE commented with regard to POSTER* S
statement on proletarian. Internationalism and said "If
one were to call it to POSTER* S attention he would see It.
You can’t formulate it that way. The - American Party has
always been a ifighter for disarmament. Now that KHRUSHCHEV
has put this issue forward to the acclaim of the world this
issue has awakened the American people. I’m not
forgetting about internationalism but the point is how do
you do it? With a Party that has been slandered as traitors and
conspirators and not only by the enemy but believed by many
down below. For us to do that Is just a serious mistake.
I think sometimes we hesitated in the past to associate
ourselves with the Soviet Union. Sometimes we did it
wrongly, etc., but I think we can. We are not the
French Party. The relationship between France and the
Soviet Union is quite different-, from that of America.
We are the other end of the battlefield and there is a
battlefield to try to make KHRUSHCHEV appear as one that’s
organizing the Communists against the government."

WEINSTONE further remarked that FOSTER is overworked
and that a delegation should be sent to see him. WEINSTONE
noted that It was very difficult to talk to FOSTER. He
also remarked that if the leadership situation is left to
"drift" too near the convention it might develop Into an
explosive situation,

HY LUMER proposed that either FOSTER'S article
not be published or if it is published we should place
"our" position along side of it.

BEN DAVIS said that wo should not do anything that
would tend to sever relations with FOSTER and that the
thing to do is to establish whether or not the article
is harmful to the Party. He said that bee-gjise the
article is published does not mean that it is right or
wrong or that it is going to be accepted, but DAVIS
felt that the membership should read the article and
make up their own minds. He said that the best thing
is to have the membership distinguish what Is good or
bad and then they can make up their own minds i

- 4 -
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IRVING POTASH commented that if the

it would have a tendency to give
existed

.

Hraaid
e
tha™he

1
was

1
w?rild Sou?POSTER because of his health

2d if »Tref2e to recognise this (article we will be

Sing great harm to the Party and an injustice to POSTER.

GUS HALL proposed that they hold up publication of the

article fbr a couple of days.

IRVING POTASH next spoke regarding a letter to President

f!= ESuFES
rSd2fSI KoSH?2t°r^^

hs ^
SS
2u!f2

nt7a2pf“^strlke l^gBlatigj^ r~nded

JMe2rSMe
pSsSS SSSS should^be^considered

.

a propositionnW qimDort for It. He said the central thing to he

considered is what MEANY is ready to give to the employers.

JACK STACHEL said that we should make cl^r that wewS-SSES
?he n2e o? t£e ?2?y for the next issue of the paper.
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ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN expressed Opposition to the
labor-government conference because MEANY does not correctly
give the labor viewpoint.

BEN DAVIS emphasized that MEANY has taken up "the
question of the Soviet challenge" and by so doing has
"put it in our lap", therefore* the Party must have
further discussion on this matter.

IRVING POTASH said that we must not agree in
any way^with the conference and should make our position
clear.

KY LIJMER then gave a report on a recent youth
conference (apparently held in Chicago). Informant noted
that duping this discussion the added security of the
blackboard was utilized extensively. Among the points
discussed were:

1. juvenile delinquency;
2. the youth march question;
3. the youth festival.

It was indicated that the Party should prepare its
own juvenile delinquency program and should gat out some
Party literature on this question. It was also stated that
youth march committees have become inactive due to a
lack of any local programs. LUMER stated that at the
Sunday session they took up the question of organization.
The NY comrades proposed that a National Youth Commission
be set up immediately with a full-time Party youth worker,-
However, it was decided that this proposal and others made
at the conference would be sent out to the districts for
discussion and the comments from the districts would be used
as a basis for future planning. LUMER expressed the
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opinion that the conference showed a tendency on the
part of the youth to come closer together on th&'
nature of a youth organization. He felt that the NEC
should have further discussions and take some steps
along these lines.

Meeting adjourned



OFFICE MEMORANDUM * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

S DIRECTOR, FBI (1QQ-3-Q9) DATE: 11/20/59

FROM : SAC, NEWARK (100-4284E)

SUBJECT: CP, USA
NEW JERSEY DISTRICT
NEWARK DIVISION
ORGANIZATION
IS - C

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE DISSEMINATED
OUTSIDE THE BUREAU UNLESS CAREFULLY AND PROPERLY PARAPHRASED.

|
furnished the following information to

SAs JOHN A. MAG and VINCENT E. MURPHY on 10/29/59*

5 Bureau (REG. MAIL)
(1 100-3—75) (CP, USA, NEGRO MATTERS)
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October 29, 1959

On I

of the COMMUNIST PARTY (CP) . USA, met with |

and PHIL BART at CP, USA, Headquarters, 23 West 26th Street,
New York City, to discuss the

| 1 and the

b7D

which was substantially as follows



sure* They were shocked that a Communist leader would talk
in this manner*

The situation became increasingly worse*
|

thought that I I This matter
went from this to personalities, ill feelings, and charges*
This matter became so heated that the question arose as to

~ 2 ~
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what is the Marxist attitude on this matter* Are they concerned
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members of the Party, and there is nothing wrong with this#
The Party does not set for itself the task of driving small
people out of business at any time, but small landlords and
small businessmen must have consciences« If they do not,
they can expect no sympathy from the CP, or if they are members
of the CP, they can expect no protection which big business
would not be able to get.

| |
"What do we say about the steel

corporations which have refused to meet with the union committees
for the past three months? Did we support that? "What is the
difference if a small businessman finds himself in the same
position and refuses to meet to discuss the question? Our
attitude toward the steel situation is the same toward

I \ The Party’s attitude is the same whether
they are big or small.”

BART and | the arising of this question
and the distasteful manner in which it had come up just
before the New Jersey District Convention. They saw in it
the likelihood that it may contaminate or influence the
convention itself as a result of the nasty nature of the entire
matter.

A discussion followed as to what line they could
take. They agreed there is no middle of the road. They
eitherf |0r they do not support her.

| |
he was pleased to hear them say so

because he did not want to do something and then at a later
date have the National Office state it should have been handled
otherwise. He stated he felt that they had no alternative.
They could not support ! land must so advise the other
comrades because the name of the CP is at stake. BiiRT and

I this was all right with them, as it was the
only manner in which to handle the matter.

BART,
Ma.ti(jina.1 KTapw Rasnliit'iftn rrf t.ho f*P

that

then briefly discussefl the
TTRA. I

of the New Jersey
CP and members of the State Board, oppose certain aspects
of the resolution.

BART stated it was very interesting and odd that
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there is a substantial opposition to this resolution in
New Jersey. Their information at the National Office is that
this third draft of the Negro Resolution has clarified most
of the earlier objections in practically all CP districts,
and the Party as a whole now supports this resolution as
compared to earlier accounts. They were mystified as to
why this clarity did not extend to the group in New Jersey.
As they saw it . there
on the part of I

for them to see new t]

situation. BART and
[

individuals as sectar:

itrong sectarian influence
rhich made it impossible
! raai i ti ag rvf the present

Tof these

b7D

| |

that an additional memorandum on
this Negro Jttesoiution is being sent out to all districts
embodying a number of new and agreed changes. These changes,
however, will not bear upon the central question but upon
auxiliary points and ton-basic aspects of the resolution.
In other words, all it does is cross the T’s and dot the I*s.

that when he visited Moscow
this year, ne nad a long tall* with KUUSINNEN. (KUUSINNEN is a
leading member of the Soviet Central Committee. He is known
as one of the chief leaders of the Comintern for many, many
years. Furthermore, for many years, he was head of the Anglo-
American Section of the Comintern. KUUSINNEN, as such,
participated in and played a leading part in the discussions
of the American CP and its policy in the Comintern over a long
period of time. As such, he participated in the disucssions
and arguments in 1930 around the question of the slogan of the
right of self-determination* I I had a lengthy
meeting and discussion with KUUSINNEN, at which time this
question came up.)

KUUSINNEN as saying in a laughing
manner, ”wnat, is tnat slogan still kicking around? Why
didn’t you junk it even as far back as 1940?”

This was mentioned by BART and Iduring the
discussion on this matter. They brought it up as an
indication that this prominent leader, who took part in
the establishment of the policy and slogan of the matter
in question, considered it passe and having no further
application.

- 5 -
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(It appears orima facie that this reference to
KUUSINMEN*s statements and I beeting with him establishes
that policies and tactics followed or to be followed, to be
retained or to be rejected by the American Party are b

considered by, acted upon, and advised on by leaders of the
CP, SU» This appears to be outstanding in these statements
by BART and I I It appeared to be an indirect admission
by them and appeared quite clear that if KUUSINNEN had
expressed a contrary view of the elimination of the slogan of
self-determination that the American Party today would not be
elminating it*)

- 6 -
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Office Memorandum

#
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : SAC, NET YORK (100-56579) date: ilovember 21, 1959

SAC, 1'IEvT HAVEN (100-131+75)

subject: PHIL BART
IS - C

Re Her/ York Office telephone call to New Haven Office ll/l3/59
advising subject departed New York City via New Haven Railroad
at lj.:37 PE, ll/l3/59, due to arrive Bridgeport, Conn, at 6:01 PM.

Fisur instituted by New Haven Office pursuant referenced telephone
call and the following activity observed:

Subject and JACOB GOLDRING observed to enter GOLDRING ’ s residence
1183 Old Town Road, Bridgeport, Conn., at approximately 6:25 BT f

,

11/13/59.

COLDRING and subject departed GOLDRING's residence at approximately
8:10 PM and proceeded via GOLDRING's personal car to New Haven,
Conn, arriving at residence of SIDNEY TAYLOR, 120 Valley Street,
New Haven at approximately 8:51 PH.

At approximately 10:55 PH, JACOB GOLDRING observed to depart
TAYLOR residence alone and proceed to his residence at Bridgeport,
Conn, arriving at approximately 11:36 Pi!.

At approximately 8:21 AM, ll/lU/59, subject and SIDNEY TAYLOR observed
leaving TAYLOR'S residence in TAYLOR'S automobile and proceed to
the New Haven Railroad Station.

At approximately 8:57 AM, ll/lU/59, subject boarded Blew Haven Railroad
train »6 which departed New Haven at 9:02 All and was scheduled to
arrive at Boston, Hass, at 11:1+5 AM.

New Haven Office had no informant coverage concerning the above activity.
Fisur logs pertaining to above are maintained in files of New Haven
Office.

The above information was furnished to the Boston and New York
Offices by telephone on ll/lii/59*
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

5010-104-02

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

SAC (100-7908) date: ll/K/59

FROM : SA LEO M. McGINN

subject:

IS - C

From

Concealment and BS T- , who has furnished reliable
Reliability information in the past

Date and
Description:

Date Received:

Received by:

Location:

10/29/59

SA LEO M. McGINN

In view of the sensitivity of this informant, the utmost care
must be utilized to carefully paraphrase this information prior
to dissemination in order to protect the identity of this
informant.

cc : 3-Letroit (RM)
100-

100 -

100 -

York (RM)
'-100-56579

\
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(
,v

V 100-87211

CP, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY
CP, NEGRO QUESTION

PHIL BART
CP, USA, ORGANIZATION
CP. USA, FACTIONALISM

Boston (100-7908)
(copies on next page)
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«::ARCHS0- -^INDEXED....
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Copies cent.

BOSTON

b6
b7C
b7D

100-32354 CP - ATTEMPTS TO INFILTRATE MASS ORGANIZATIO
100-20779 CP - ORGANIZATION
100-20778 CP - MEMBERSHIP :

100-16191 CP - FUNDS
100-31648 CP - COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
100-17999 CP - SECURITY MEASURES
100-20787 CP - FACTIONALISM
100-20785 CP - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
100-16410 CP - POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
100-19374 CP - LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES
100-23165 CP - DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES
100-26893 CP - STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY
100-24111 CP - NEGRO QUESTION
100-20781 CP - YOUTH MATTERS
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"The following took place before setting up an agenda:

a letter which he had drafted to send
tol Irelative to BOB's death.

Iannounced that they had sent a wreath
which had cost $12.50 to BOB'S funeral.

"A memorial meeting is being planned in BOBBY GOODWIN'S
memory. There was some mention as to how soon it should be
held and who should be in charge. They decided they should
have a committee from the District Committee to work with
the people I I It was proposed that inasmucl

as the 35th Anniversary of 'The Worker' was to be held in
January, we possibly should develop the memorial meeting
around that because BOB was so devoted to 'The Worker.

'

"On the agenda was (l) The Draft Political Resolution,
and (2) The District Convention with some of the arrangement
plans,

2
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on the Draft Political Resolution.
As an introduction to his report, he mentioned that

t
particularly in the New England area the situation had
changed from a year ago. There was definitely more
enthusiasm for the Party today than existed a year ago when
there were so piany people who were for dissolving the Party.

we had gone over the top on the Fund Drive
which he felt was indicative of the enthusiasm and better
unity in this area. He added that there had also been more
club meetings held.

"In discussing the Draft Resolution he felt that any
Draft Resolution should, first, give our Party a policy
and a line capable of moving our comrades into action;
secondly, that it should unite our Party; and third, that
it should help unite our ideas. He felt there should be
sharp and definite criticisms made, that it was only from
the sharpness which takes place around an inner Party
struggle that unity is established.

"He said in his opinion the presentation of the Draft
was wrong. It failed to correctly set out the influence
of the USSR on the foreign policy of the USA, that the
USSR today definitely influenced the foreign policy of the
USA, He said because of some of the accomplishments of
the USSR, the USA has had to change its tactics and he
felt that the Draft Resolution was therefore incomplete.

"He said recently in Boston there had been a hockey game
between Harvard and some players from the USSR, It had
been a great many years since the Harvard Hockey Team got
out the crowd that went to see the game and he felt that
was the influence of the USSR reaching the masses in this
country,

"He said the Draft Resolution also did not go into East-
West trade that KHRUSHCHEV had spoken of here, and that
it lacked any concrete suggestions as to improving East-
West trade.

"He raised the question of jobs for Negroes, saying
that this was definitely a job for our Party to tackle
and there was no mention of this in the Draft Resolution.

- 3 -
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| by criticizing Part V of the Draft
Resolution, 1 The 1950 Elections. 1 He said that no mention
was made of the peace steps taken by EISENHOWER and NIXON'S
trip to Russia, all part of EISENHOWER'S program. He felt
that a great contribution had been made by KHRUSHCHEV in
his evaluation of EISENHOWER as a peace force In the world
and that the Draft Resolution should have made »ome
evaluation of EISENHOWER'S role at this time. He felt that
the Draft Resolution supported the Democratic i-'arty and he
did not think this was a correct line for our Party to take.'
He said that it should instead have gone into exposing the
TRUMANs and the KENNEDYs, and that it did not recognize what
has happened in the Democratic Party. He made mention of
the Landers Bill, which he said is a very anti-worker bill,
put through by the Democratic Party. He felt that the
Draft Resolution should have instead explored the possibility
of a Farmer-Labor Party. It also failed to sharply point
out the anti-war measure of the 30-hour week.

I |
that in relation to Latin America great improve^-

ment could also be made within the Draft. He thought that
our leaders should become experts on Latin America

.

|
in referring to the Introduction to the Draft

Resolution said it should have declared that this was a
draft to move us towards Socialism.

In general comment that this was the draft that
had presented once before and he could not see

that tile thing had changed much from the time
it at a Nat. Committee meetin

5

|
brought up the question of Hungary, stating that

he felt
^

the Party should have included in the Draft
Resolution a section on Hungary. He said we never adequately
tackled the question of Hungary the way we should have and
that

^ part of the difficulty we previously faced in the Party,
the inner Party struggle, factionalism and revisionism, was
attributable to this fact.

C
he disagreed
asked, 'What
&YJ He saidT

with
are v

"PHIL .B/RT spoke next. He said that
I
on the Hungarian situation and

going to accomplish talking about t:

very wrong in stating that this was
This was a report froiri the people pn the National level who
had worked on it and helped develop it. He said it was not
a perfect Draft because it was made by humans who are never
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'’perfect. He felt, however, that at this time this
Draft was dafinliely a basis for correct line. He
criticized

I
because he did not discuss the Resolution

He said all he had heard from l I had
disagreed with. He said the greatest problem facing us
today was, 'How you do your work.' This must be solved.
He felt that the Draft raised many questions w« had to
develop. It was not perfect or final but he was in
agreement with it.

b7D

"BART said there were certain things that occurred
since the last Convention. We were more united within
the Party, that at the National level people were much
better united than they were.

"He said that peace was a primary issue but not the only
issue. He said that we were going into a new period and
when you go into a new period new things develop. We
had to see all things in relation to the cold war policy
of DULLES which was to isolate the Socialists in the
world. He brought up the Baghdad Pact as an example
where this did not work. He said in this country and all
over the world there has been a change in the alignment
of forces. There were many new alignments taking place,
and one place that this was happening was at the United
Nations. He said there is definitely a change taking
place in United Nations, particularly in relation to some
of the South American countries.

"BART mentioned the meetings that have taken place between
people who have gone to Russia and people who have come
to the United States from Russia. One of the results of

/ KHRUSHCHEV'S meeting with EISENHOWER was that the question
of peace had become legalized.

/’T3ART said a struggle was taking place within the
Democratic and Republican parties today, and that our

/ job is to try to develop a line of force within these
parties which is to the left of center.

"BART said we had a job to do in the labor unions,
and that this is pointed out in the Draft. The greatest
amount of pressure for peace must be developed in the
labor unions and this is a job for our Communists today.
We have to recognize the fact that certain problems
exist. He said the question of peace vs jobs had to be
approached correctly, We should ask ourselves.

- 5 -
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" 'Does the Resolution help me as an individual develop
this mass work?' and 'How can we develop the masses and
give them leadership?' He said that the line of an
anti-monopoly coalition as presented by the Draft Resolution
was correct. He said the important thing for us today was
to develop the strategic objective of an anti -monopoly party
but that you had to have a base from which you could
start operating. This would not be the same in each
locality but rather it would depend on the type of community
relationship an individual had developed. For an example,
it would make a difference whether you were active in the
Democratic or Republican Party. He said the Draft
Resolution was not a blanket approval of either party
and our immediate goal was this strategic objective of
developing an anti-monopoly coalition in either party.
He said the various problems encountered would be different
in Massachusetts than say in another state. In some of the
Southern states problems might come up about getting the
Negroes to vote. In Massachusetts in i960 for those of us
in the Democratic Party the #1 question would be, 'How can
we answer the KENNEDY issue?' Ha explained KENNEDY was
involved in the Landers Bill and had voted for it. He
said one of our main tasks was to develop a means of raising
this and, if we are unable, to get others to raise it. He
called the bill a ful 1 enrol ovmp.rtt for 1 avresrs law. He
thought because of I in the Democratic
Party we should be concentrating on KENNEDY in the North b7D
Shore area.

"BART then talked about the success the Negroes have
been having in Detroit, Michigan. He said a labor leaden
conference had been held there and that a
and the Communist Party in that area had been directly
involved in developing it.

n BART said we are taking a new course and you have to
have a body of experience to develop a new course. This
did not mean that we would not make mistakes or learn
from past mistakes. It also did not mean that we had to
isolate ourselves from the masses. The big question facing
people today is that there is a co-existent Socialist world
and imperialistic world. He pointed out that you had to
develop a Communist Party within a country with conditions
existing as they are within that country. In the United
States you would not develop Socialism as in Russia. MARX
and ENGLES had both pointed this out and said the same
tactics would not work here as there.
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| said MARX had foreseen that Socialism
would develop out of the most influential capitalist
society. She said it had not worked out that way,
that Russia had developed Socialism first.

|
His criticism of the Draft Resolution

was that the line was not clearly defined and consequently
created a lot of confusion. He felt that it should he
further defined as a prospective for breaking the
imperialist powers. He said that there were certain new
laws developing today which had never been considered.
We had to think about them. He said the law of maximum
profit has moved into a new capitalist survival law.
This law of capitalist survival is a new law operating
in a new period of history.

"He said we should build any program on the question of b6
peace but nevertheless had to develop methods of work. b7c
There ax^e a great many forces within this country that b7D
are holding back the cry or possibility of peace. We
had to be aware that there are still capitalists who
want war, and there are still a great many propagandists for
a cold war. He felt that these should be pointed out more
precisely. He said there was also a certain weakness in
the construction of the Draft in the way it was put together,
and in the way it was consolidated. He felt things were
left out and thought the Draft could be improved if
issues were more correlated.

for the Party, tha
He felt that

|
|had done a lot

he had probably done more for the
Party in the past than any other person on the District
Committee. He said one of the things he had done that had
resulted in much sharper discussions than we had before
was to bring out the arguments. Maybe his way of presenting
them was not correct, but it at least created free discussion
He also said that insofar as the Hungarian situation was
concerned, it was an issue the Party had Mucked.* Tftev
had not gone into the thing, and he thought I

correct in bringing that out. I I in the past
people had made a lot of criticism of l I that was
unwarranted and he wanted to bring that up.

I I there was a great deal of room for improvement
in the Draft Political Resolution and if we criticized it
it was constructive criticism. He thought that was what

I I attempted to do.
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He said he felt
|

|had been
too sharp on the thing. He was very fond of I

related that he had had a recent experience with him
which involved saving the wrong thing. He said it

I I to the home of his.

I

|
hut

concerned a visit by to the home
brother-in-law with whom he and his wife., [
intend to livei He said the brother- irt-1 aw is treasurer
of a company and a capitalist. I I during this visit;
made some statement to the effect that they did not want
.anv .capitalists in the Party and that they were no good.
I

|said the man was definitely a capitalist, but
nevertheless supported the left, and by handling him
right he and his wife had a chance for a good home.
The man had always given very generously to people on
the left and he might have to depend on him for support

.

\
that there were certain capitalists of this

hat he felt would be welcome in our ranks and
hink l I should have made the statement

he did. It was not the right thing to say to any man
like his brother-in-law as it would tend to alienate
him from us.

nature
he did not

b?D

| ^ |

He brought up the fact that
we had discussed the Referendum and the Draft Resolution
at a former District Committee meeting. He mentioned
that we had voted against the Referendum and that the
thing that bothered him was that some of the things we
acted on at the District Committee was the type of thing
we did not know anything about. He did not see why the
District Committee had to vote on such things. He thought
the Draft Resolution was good, and that it was acceptable
to him. He thought the line was proper, development of
an anti-monopoly coalition movement,

He said since
| |

had been
brought out, and the Draft was not being discussed, he
was going to say a few words so that vie could get back
to discus
xaiaaMnn

sing the Draft Resolution. He said he did not
sincerity, but there were times when

aid things to people and he was not the best
diplomat when he did it. He felt that[
more careful when he involved other people

|
should be

3
such as

On a greatmentioning the name of [

many occasions he knew that[
the Party. He said this past week his wife and some other
women in Sharon had a meeting attended by I I His wife

fiid a great deal for

- 8 -
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“told him that llent a great deal to the meeting,
and observed that when you get talking about personalities
it 'Should be remembered that we are all not perfect.
He said if we look instead to the things has
accomplished, we would find they far outweigh any harm
done

.

spoke. She thought the Draft Resolution
should clear up the issue of how labor and peace forces
should work to force concessions from the political
powers. She said that we furthermore should be developing
independent political action to gain more concessions for
the workers. She said this was something the Draft
Resolution did not go into extensively enough . She took
issue with | bn his remarks aboutr I having
done so much for the Party, and said there were other
comrades on the District Committee who have done just

b6
b7C
b7D

as much as[ In factj ]should remember one Distric
landCommittee meeting at which she was attacked by

at no other time had she as a District Committee member
come so close to leaving the District Committee. Not
that she would leave the Party, but she had come very
close to leaving the District Committee. She said
there were other people who had done as much for the
Party as

|
and brought out that l l had spoken

before a group of Harvard University students. She said
he was doing something for the Party in bringing out our
viewpoint, and we had too few people of his ability to
do that type of work. She felt that the Draft was good
but it needed greater clarification.

with[
,He was more or less in agreement

J He felt that the main line of the Party
should be directed toward establishing peace in the world.
He said that the main line of the Draft Resolution was the
development of an anti-monopoly coalition, and he felt
it show id be toward the development of peace. He said

|by his actions had been encouraging discussion
from within the group. He did not thinkf~ I should be
attacked for his viewpoint and thought, himself, that
there could be a lot of improvement in the Draft
Resolution.

|
She said there were a couple of

things she wanted to bring up. One was that everything
Is always in a process of change and thought that everyone
on the District Committee should be able to see a big

- 9 -
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\

"change for the "better in
|

|s±nce he first assumed his
present position. She said she had been one of the rank
and file members who in previous years had taken direction
from a leadership who had no knowledge of the particular
problem she had to go out and handle . She said she had
a certain admiration for a man likel I who got out
and talked as well as worked. She said that although
there were still things in the area that needed attention
she did not believe anyone could have straightened out
all these things in the time he has

"

been in his position.
Another thing was | reference to the
Referendum. She said her understanding of that vote was
somewhat different than I 1 She understood the
District Committee had voted against it because they
did not feel they had enough information on it, and even
though they voted against it, they left their vote
open in case they got more information on it. I I

agreed with her. 1

| said her criticism of the Draft Resolution was
that it was not clear enough. It did not contain any
knowledge of 'how' we are to obtain these things.

"She said that so far as PHIL being disturbed over
whether peace or anti-monopoly coalition was the main
issue, she did not see how they could be separated.
If we had a good strong anti-monopoly coalition it would
be easier for us to obtain peace, and if we had a strong
peace it would be easier for us to obtain an anti-monopoly
coalition * She said our main task was to make the masses
recognize that their political activities and their
politics also affected their economic life. She thought
the Draft Resolution was good direction, but not concrete
enough

:

"Neither
|

had anything to say about
the Draft Resolution.

I I said someone wanted to appoint him as a police
commissioner in Pall River, but he said he would not
take it unless it was an elective office.

"It was finally decided we should discuss the Draft
Political Resolution at our next meeting, which is to
be November 15. PHIL BART brought out that some of the
questions raised on the Draft Political Resolution were
answered in the Draft Resolution on the Negro question.

10
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"He said someone should come up from Neif York and
discuss the Negro Draft Resolution. Someone suggested
that he come up again.

I Iread some literature she had in regard to the
17th Convention of the Communist Party in New York
which runs from the 10th to the 13th of December. We
will be allowed representation according to the number
of our dues paying members. All dues should be brought
up to date* and she urged all of us to check dues and
make a special attempt to collect them. A delegate to
the National Convention had to be a member in good
standing for at least two years. If you have less
than fifty Party members you will be entitled to one
delegate at the Convention; from 50 to 99 members,
you will be entitled fro t.wn; and 100 or more you will
be entitled to three. I Isald they also asked that
an alternate be appointed to attend. She said the last
time she had a checkup with anyone we had 84 paid up
Party members. Since then she had paid over $300.00
to BART, which meant that we had about 108 or 112 dues
paying members. Accordingly, she said we will be
entitled to three delegates.

I Iannounced that we, ourselves, will hold a
Convention that will consist of two sessions. The first
session will be held Saturday evening and all day Sunday,
either November 21 and November 22 or November 28 and
November 29* 1959. The second session will be held
following the National Convention. Saturday will be
devoted to the keynote speech and Sunday to the election
of delegates to the National Convention and other Party
business such as a resume of

| | work in the area.

"They decided to seat at the District Convention members-
at-large of the District Committee and then let the
Convention decide whether they were to vote or not.
She said that every club be asked to vote for two
delegates and that same restrictions XAriil apply as to
the delegates to the National Convention, that is,
that their dues be paid through October, 1959.

"In order to resolve certain security problems in
regard to holding the District Convention a committee
will be formed to obtain a suitable place to hold the
Convention, and to organize car pools. As to
transportation, it is planned that one person will
bring in all the delegates of his particular area.

b7D
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I I made the comment that the security regulations
on the last Convention x^ere such that he did not
know where the Convention was to be held until he met
two individuals who were not even delegates who told
him where it was to be held. The matter of this
Committee was referred to the Executive Board to
handle *

"The possibility of asking someone from Haverhill and
Springfield who might consider themselves Party members
but not .attached to a club to attend was discussed.
However, no action was taken on this.

"As to the location of the District Convention, someone
suggested we hire a ski lodge. asked, 'Why
not hire some place in town like the skatler Hotel? 1

If anyone knows of any suitable place available we
are to let I I When the question of security came
up,

Ithat we should make provision
to get the food there ahead so that no one would have
to go out during the day.

11Wp voted to sanction the expenditure of $12.50 for

|

wreath

i

"PHIL BART mentioned that he attended some meeting
Friday night in town. He did not further comment
regarding this.

|
Information contained in the receipt

follows:

'17th National Convention CP, USA

'December 10, 11, 12, 13 - 1959
Nextf York City

'I have paid the National Assessment
of $ equivalent to 2 months
dues to defray the expenses of the
National Convention

'National Committee C.P.U.S.A.'

' Club Section —

'City State

12
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LEADS At Sharon , Massachusetts:

Will identify I brother-in-law and
index that person to this serial.

Will also determine possible present residence of

|
with the above mentioned

relative at Sharon, Massachusetts

.

b 6
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